
March 2, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Teams Announced; Name Them. And Such.  

Okay, we now have our final field of 18, which seemed like a good enough number.  There will be 

three teams of six this time around, with the lowest-scoring team each week voting out a 

member. 

Oh, and please be cautioned that a surprising number of players haven't yet subscribed to the 

blog, and one (Robin Zimmer) hasn't even added the blog as a friend...and appears to have 

rejected us when we offered the hand of friendship in her direction.  She filled out the 15-question 

thing, but apparently doesn't know we have our own site...?  Maybe...? 

Anyway, teammates of hers: it's your problem now, homies. 

Like last year when the four teams were asked to make titles for themselves based on the four 

directions, this year the three teams will incorporate the primary colors in their team names.  Talk 

amongst yourselves to decide a team name, and when any member of your team sends us a 

message with a team name, that'll be it.  Cool?  Alright then. 

For your convenience, I have the teams now split on our top friends list: the red team, followed by 

me, then the yellow team, followed by Ryan, then the blues.  Note that only five reds are present, 

since that's Robin's team. 

Okay, so that should be all the minutiae I have to deal with.  Let's show you freaks your teams, as 

decided by my trusty dice rolls: 

RED TEAM 

Kim Brake 

Cory Funk 

Jason Harber 

Josh Mitchell 

Marisa (I'm going to need a last name for you, if that's alright) 

Robin Zimmer 

YELLOW TEAM 

Patrick Kozicky 

Carrie Metz 

Blair Ross 

Zach Samuel 

Perry Thrun 

Brienne Zimmer 



BLUE TEAM 

Leif Bierly 

Sarah Bizek 

Rachel Dwyer 

Samantha Fronek 

Oliver Thrun 

John Youker 

Look good?  If not, blame the dice, beeotch. 

First challenge coming in, like, twenty minutes. 

March 2, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Challenge One  

I swore this year that I wouldn't do the hyper-annoying thing where I'm well into a post, then 

accidentally hit a button that makes me lose it.  Guess how f*&^ing long it took me this year? 

Challenge One, Take Two: 

Well, hello! 

This is Kelly Allen Wells, creator of this Survivor thing which probably at this point deserves to 

have a different name 'cause it's not altogether similar to the show.  Sorta.  Anyway, I ran the 

first two games myself, and after Ryan Fossum (again, with the middle name of Allen) won the 

second, he pitched the idea to run a third game together, and it was a helluva fun time.  But there 

was no real break between the second and third game, which meant Ryan and I were involved 

with it for, like, thirty straight weeks. 

Now that the burnout has left us, and you apparently like (or don't hate) us enough to play, our 

fourth game now begins. 

Here's the setup: challenge is announced on Sunday.  You all have until Friday afternoon to finish 

it, at which point Ryan and I score it and announce which team scored lowest and therefore has to 

vote out a member.  You then have until Sunday to choose who to vote for, and on the next 

Sunday, we'll announce who was eliminated, then promptly give you the next challenge.  Oh, and 

like last year, weiners who fail to do their challenge will not only hurt their team but will, for the 

voting period, self-cast three votes and therefore probably be eliminated themselves.  So there's 

your warning, you. 

The game is starting with two returning challenges this year, but both allow for a lot of freedom 

and creativity, so they'll probably continue to return for as long as I do this game.  Like at least 

once before, the first challenge of Survivor IV is Fiction 59. 

Fiction 59 really is the perfect challenge...it involves almost zero work on my and Ryan's part, is 



fairly simple to complete on your part (depending on how awesome you are), and allows you all to 

see who the dead weight on your team is.  Isn't that great? 

Most of you know this by now, but Fiction 59 works like this: you have to write a complete story 

that has exactly 59 words.  Things that can help you are to have a clear idea of character and 

place and to have a clear plot, but the only real scoring criteria we'll give you this time around is 

provided by my friend Netflix: 

5--Loved it 

4--Really liked it 

3--Liked it 

2--Didn't like it 

1--Hated it 

No pressure, but neither of us have ever given a score of "1." 

As far as this challenge goes, we don't care if it's comedy or drama you go for.  If you touch/tickle 

us in some way, you've done your job. 

But wait, there's more: players who fail to send us a story will get a score of negative one point, 

and people who plagiarize their stories will receive negative five and an assload of unironic abuse 

on my part.  Yes, I know how to search for plagiarism, and yes, I've caught someone before. 

Ryan and I will score each person and average their score, and then each team's average score 

will be calculated.  The team with the lowest average score per person will then be asked to escort 

one of their players the f*&^ out of the game.  Tiebreakers will be decided this way: first, if any 

team has a plagiarist, they lose.  Next tiebreaker: team with more non-players loses.  After that, 

the team with the most scores of 5 is immune.  And then four, and so on.  If we need any 

tiebreakers past that point, may gosh have mercy on our souls. 

Ready?  Well, we are, so we don't much care if you are or not.  You have until Friday at 2:30pm 

central to send your challenge as a message to our site; please make the title of the message 

"challenge one." 

We'll see you on Friday to tell you who the real competitors are. 

Cheers, primary color-teams.  Welcome to the best use of MySpace in history. 

March 7, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge One Results  

Okay.  Apparently, you guys aren't interested in making this easy for us.  That is to say 

that all eighteen of you sent in stories, and therefore there's no easy voting for the losing 

team.  Let's see who won the Greg sweepstakes too, shall we?..:namespace prefix = o ns 

= "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

As always, you guys were pretty good in this challenge.  I foresee lots of fun throughout 



this thing. 

  

1 

  

William Harvey stole the cookie from the cookie jar. So on the afternoon that Myra 

Higgins convulsed to her diabetic death on the ironically cheery preschool room floor, 

all fingers pointed to him. With chocolatey lips, William gestured the alphabet and 

lisped, "'C' is foe cookie. That'th good enough foe me." William was later eaten by a 

manatee. Scene.  

  

Ryan: 4 – was going great, but cop out on the ending and use of last word.  Would have 

been a 5 if it was played out. 

  

Kelly: Drama!  Intrigue!  Suspense!  Well, actually, comedy.  And it's well-written 

comedy, too.  The nonsensical ending is a funny visual, if a little tacked on.  I laughed.  

It's good for four points. 

  

By Sarah Bizek (Pablo's Blue Period); average: 4 

 

 

2 

  

To be fair, I never thought it would go so far. One day someone took an interest in my 

talent and I was ready. In one murderous act, I found my profession, but within those to 

follow, I lost my life and, finally, my place in "civilization." Money doesn't buy 

clemency and now death comes to me in prison. 

  

Ryan: 4 – very good.  I liked the simplicity, yet for some reason it says everything it needs to.  

Good show. 

Kelly: This is definitely among the darker ones the game has had over the years.  

Without even naming the character, we get the entire picture of their life in a neat little 

package.  Me extremely likey.  It's worth five. 

  

By Rachel Dwyer (Pablo's Blue Period); average: 4.5 

  

3 

  

One day Phil decided to open the portal in his basement and wreck havoc over 

Baltimore. He flipped the switch and the device hummed. The hole in the center opened 

to: Cleveland. "Now, let the evil that is Cleveland flow! HA HA!" Nothing happened. 

"Oh well, maybe tomorrow." Phil said, and he went back upstairs to nap it off. 

  



Ryan: 3 – Clever ending, but I needed more about what was going to happen to Cleveland, a 

steamer perhaps? 

Kelly: Despite the fact that it should be "wreak" and not "wreck," this is a damned fine 

little bit of comedy.  It's seemingly inspired by "Pinky and the Brain," and if you've 

been around the game long enough, you can probably guess that John Youker did this.  

I'll give it four. 

  

By John Youker (Pablo's Blue Period); average: 3.5 

  

4 

  

The mystical oval rolled towards the frightened children. "Do not fear," he said through 

a slit they assumed was his mouth. "I come to learn." "Learn?" asked one child. "Yes, 

learn the ways of the shapeless." The children cried. "They are leaking," thought the 

oval, "another defective race," and the children ruined the earth's chances for peace once 

again. 

  

Ryan: 3 – Hmmm… I need to know why the tears would ruin peace.  Deep or tripe.  On the fence.  

Too hard to decide. 

Kelly: I could've used paragraph breaks here, but I like it.  "Leaking," he says.  Har har.  

Funny that Perry, one of the nicest guys in the game, wants to blame the children for the 

world's problems.  Hmmm.  Let's give it three. 

  

Perry Thrun (Wolley Bullies); average: 3 

  

5 

  

Cody Feder wanted to finish his fifty nine word story with "then the world exploded," 

but he thought that someone else had used that before and did not want to get in trouble 

for copying. He checked and checked for stories that ended that way. "Hmmm...," he 

mused, sure that he'd heard that ending before. Then the world exploded. 

  

Ryan: 4 – Pointless, but yet, I was riveted. 

Kelly: Oh boy…here's the first of two meta-stories, where the story knows it's a story.  

I'm no fan of meta storytelling (although Adaptation was pretty swank), but at least this 

holds a really, really funny inside joke for me.  Still, will anyone else get it?  I'll give it 

three. 

  

Leif Bierly (Pablo's Blue Period); average: 3.5 



  

6 

  

He was there for his first breath. He coaxed him onto his first school bus. He waited up 

during his first date. Later, he drove him to his first treatment, sat close while the 

Doctor delivered the news. When the pain was too much, he held him, told him he 

loved him. He was there for his last breath. 

  

Ryan: 4 – first date, first treatment, last breath.  Bummer.  I know it's you Patrick. 

Kelly: Boy oh boy.  I do not go into Fiction 59 expecting to be truly moved, but this one 

tugged at me.  I'm not sure if being a father made me feel more than I would've 

otherwise or if the fact that this was a very dramatic piece among tons of jokes helped 

it, but at any rate, it's a four. 

  

Patrick Kozicky (Wolley Bullies); average: 4 

  

7 

  

Her petite silhouette stepped hesitantly through the small plastic flap into the frigid 

night air; her innocence masked only by her disfigurement. I wasn't going to fuck her 

face so from my intended angle, it didn't matter. I quickly mounted her and like a wet 

tongue on a frosty metal pole, there we stood, locked together, ass to ass. 

  

Ryan: 2 – Is it wrong if I wonder what her facial disfigurement was?  I would have fucked her face 

though. 

Kelly: In a word, holy crap.  Another thing I don't foresee in this challenge is full-on 

hardcore sex scenes, especially ones with this callous and visceral of a narration.  This, 

uh, "touched" me too.  Four for this one. 

  

Robin Zimmer (Red Hot Pokers); average: 3 

  

8 

  

A man was stranded on an island. One night he saw a blinking light in the distance. The 

next day there was nothing in the distance. That night there were two sparkling lights 

and they were getting closer, and closer. The man said to himself, "I wonder what those 

lights are?" Then without warning the man was gone, forever. 

  

Ryan: 3 – Forever?  He couldn't have been gone.  Where would he have went?  Cleveland? 



Kelly: Does this person watch "Lost"?  I do.  Anyway, it's certainly got a bit of a vague 

feel, but the mood is there.  A little more transcription of the fear would've helped, but I 

still like it.  Call it three. 

  

Marisa (still doesn't have a last name) (Red Hot Pokers); average: 3 

  

9 

  

"Y u no say hi 2 me 2day?" texted Bryce.  

"Cuz ur dum," replied Allysa.  

"Wat?"  

"Yeh, I ben thinkn, we should brake up," Allysa texted back.  

"Wat?!"  

"Yeh, I got 2 find myself."  

"Dum Bitch!" Bryce texted.  

No response.  

An hour later, "U r stil a dum bitch!" The phone ring drowned out with Green Day's 

"Good Riddance". 

  

Ryan: 3 – fitting ending.  I didn't realize we had 16 year olds playing Survivor? 

Kelly: This recalls Tanya Laumann's story from season one, except that Tanya's 

involved infants making weird noises, which is a lot more intelligible than the tardly 

text-slang employed by teenagers.  The story captures the right spirit, that's for sure.  

Four for this. 

  

Carrie Metz (Wolley Bullies); average: 3.5 

  

10 

  

Bang!  

 

The fact that I'm on top of the MC game and a real life killer is a fact no one could 

understand. Groupies as victims, no one cares. My turn to die now. Who would have 

known this is how it would be, at the hands of some fucking Toys 'R' Us thief, small-

time motherfucker. Gettin' dark hommie. 

  

Ryan: 3 -  I didn't realize Ben had snuck into the game…  Or was it Mawk?  Either way, good use 

of ebonics.  Pfffttttt! 

Kelly: Don't quote me, but I'm guessing this isn't from someone who truly lives on tha 

streetz.  That's a compliment: the half-assed slang makes it funny.  Somehow, I think it 

would've popped more with paragraph breaks, because it would've really called 



attention to the silly/dramatic tone.  I like it, though.  Three points. 

  

Zach Samuel (Wolley Bullies); average: 3 

  

11 

  

I finally set my feet down, not upon earth but rope. A high-wire act without a net and 

yet… decisively secure. It is the sway which imbues the high and not the elevation. For 

too long I tread the path of dirt, walking upon monotony. Now I am free to feel and 

alive at last. My love and I. 

  

Ryan: 4 – That was refreshing.  Too bad you put that love shit in there.  It may have been one of 

the best I've read yet. 

Kelly: Another vague one in spots, but not so vague that I have to work intensely hard 

for it.  This is another one from a person with a distinct writing style.  It certainly comes 

from a different place than the rest of the stories, so that's a big plus.  I'm not sure if it 

has an ending, but it's quite good.  Four points. 

  

Josh Mitchell (Red Hot Pokers); average: 4 

  

12 

  

It was a cold March morning. Glory had just gotten home from work and was tired from 

her busy night of wiping butts and passing pain pills. All she wanted to do was sleep, 

but realized she had to finish her challenge for Survival Space before going to sleep. 

She quickly turned the computer on and completed her challenge. 

  

Ryan: 3 – Glory, huh?  Is that a friend of yours?  Butts gets you up to a 3. 

Kelly: Here's the other meta-story…I saw a lot of projects of this type in college acting 

classes, where the actors would act like they were actors putting together an acting 

project (seriously, it happened almost once every round).  It's more of an anecdote than 

a story, though…it's cute, but maybe doesn't fit as well as the others…call it two. 

  

Kim Brake (Red Hot Pokers); average: 2.5 

  

13 

  

A pool of blood quickly filled the street. As she winced in pain, memories of her dead 

children flooded her thoughts. Not one for tears, manic laughter spilled from her visibly 

sad mouth. As late night passers-by stopped and stared, it only seemed to provoke the 

sad hilarity of the situation. Mary bid farewell to the pain, that night. 



  

Ryan: 4 – if there were more explanation of the situation it may have gotten a 5.  Very vivid. 

Kelly: An unnecessary comma means this has to be either me—and I'm not playing the 

game—or Brienne.  It's another dark one, but really going the distance and telling what 

happened would've added a lot of pathos.  Fun Fact: the one time I wrote a Fiction 59 

story, it also involved suicide.  Give this three. 

  

Brienne Zimmer (Wolley Bullies); average: 3.5 

  

14 

  

Carlos truly never believed the tiny man he'd locked in his basement. He honestly never 

did. Carlos wasn't going to let him go until he granted him his three wishes! 

"I mean, come on!" Carlos said to himself, "Of course he's a leprechaun--- I won't be 

fooled!" 

 

But all that changed once Carlos saw the evening news. 

"Oh.... shit....." 

  

Ryan: 3 – Ah, how timely.  Carlos Mencia?  He likes stealing… I believe it. 

Kelly: The stinger might be a little obvious here, but that's no big problem.  I smirked at 

this, which is as close as I usually get to laughter when reading (but not always, so keep 

reaching for the stars, people).  It's a good little gag with a sharp punchline.  Nice use of 

the 59 words.  Give it four. 

  

Blair Ross (Wolley Bullies); average: 3.5 

  

15 

  

Climbing the pacific bluffs near fog enshrouded Cape Disappointment, a smile crept 

across Gail's serene face that bespoke anything but dissatisfaction. (21) The ocean view 

was nonexistent. (26) Just the roaring, crashing waves and a pernicious rain there 

resided.(37) She had warned her husband that small boats founder in these conditions, 

but he insisted. (52) Her subtle sabotage would never be found (59). 

  

Ryan: 4 -  Great, except the annoying counting of your numbers.  There is a feature that will do 

that for you. 

Kelly: Sorry…I meant to take those numbers out before I sent it to Ryan, har har.  I like 

this imagery quite a bit, and am constantly amazed at how this writer always gravitates 



to homicide.  I wish we'd seen her see him at the end.  Still pretty swank.  Four. 

  

Cory Funk (Red Hot Pokers); average: 4 

  

16 

  

"Don't make me take off my belt!" his father yelled. 

"I'm not making you," the child reliped, "You do so by your own choice. And you will 

have to live with the consequences of your decision for the rest of your life." 

He unfastened his belt. In time he realized his actions were the cause of all his suffering. 

  

Ryan: 5 – excellent 

Kelly: This is powerful.  We have character development and conflict, both physical 

and internal, all contained in 59 words.  It's perfect.  Five points, and it's my favorite 

one. 

  

Oliver Thrun (Pablo's Blue Period); average: 5 

  

17 

  

It's Tuesday night and Idol is on; Danny Noriega's on stage, his hips popping to the 

synth beats of Soft Cell's "Tainted Love." As I take a sip of Three-Buck Chuck, a putrid 

odor wafts over from the couch. "Dammit, Bobby!" "Sorry," grumbles Bob, a self-

satisfied smirk creeping across his face.  

And this is what I live with. 

  

Ryan: 4 -  a fart joke without saying fart… I don't, not like it. 

Kelly: I, too, used to live with Bobby Gardner, so I feel her pain here.  It's not an 

exaggeration, right down to Bob's smirk after the fact.  It's not really a story, but it still 

made me smile.  Three points. 

 

 

18 

  

My best friend is Beer. He helps me get over sadness, celebrate joy, and gets along well 

with most of my friends. However, last night I spent too much time with Beer. We got 

into a fight...Beer won. I have the headache and vomit to prove my loss. I still love 

Beer, but now Toilet is closer. Puke! 

  

Ryan: 3 – Sophomoric at best… 

  



Kelly: How very collegeish, eh?  Despite the dopey premise, it really is a story.  It's 

more of a groaner than anything, but that's the intention, so it's fine.  I'll go with three on 

this one. 

 

 

Jason Harber (Red Hot Pokers); average: 3 

  

  

Alright.  And with that, your first place team, with 24 points, is 

  

Pablo's Blue Period. 
  

Greg Johnson now joins this team, which is ironic, since he played Picasso in college. 

  

Second place, with 20.5 points, was 

  

The Wolley Bullies. 
  

And finally, with 19.5 points, is 

  

The Red Hot Pokers. 

  

Now the Pokers have until Sunday morning at 10am to make their votes for which of 

their teammates to eliminate.  Tiebreakers will be decided by performance in the 

challenge.  On Sunday morning, we'll make our elimination and commence with the 

next challenge. 

  

Send all votes to as messages to the Space.  For people on the other teams who haven't 

played before, you don't have to vote, or do anything, besides wait for the next 

challenge.  See you then… 

  

Cheers. 

  

Next Challenge Teaser: "My Joke Can Beat Up Your Joke" 

March 9, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination One; Challenge Two  

First of all, the nasty business of voting... 

Vote One: Kim Brake. 

Vote Two: Josh Mitchell. 

Vote Three: Josh Mitchell.  "The scores were not so much a factor as he was the only one who 



didn't chime in about a team name." 

Vote Four: Kim Brake.  "1st Vote = Low Score" 

Vote Five: Josh Mitchell. 

Vote Six: Kim Brake. 

As I mentioned, first tiebreaker is performance in the challenge, and Josh's average of 4 beats 

Kim's of 2.5.  Wow, already with one close call.  This could be an exciting game, folks. 

First Elimination from Survivor IV: Kim Brake 

Well, I'm certainly not hoping our new players all go first, 'cause I like to see what they can do.  

Alas, there goes our first. 

The second challenge, one many of you will recognize, is called "I Can Do Anything Better Than 

You," although a shorter name probably wouldn't hurt it. 

You will be given sixteen questions to which, as a team, you will try to find the funniest answer.  

The hardest part of the challenge, I would think, is picking between what's sure to be several 

funny suggestions.  Just one member of your team will send in your team's answers before Friday 

at 2:30pm.  When just one of your team sends in a list of answers, that's the final one, so don't 

screw your teammates by sending them in without talking to them. 

I came up with the first eight questions, and Ryan's responsible for the last eight.  That's not 

really relevant; I only say it in case you're curious. 

1.  I'm pretty sure Wolverine (of X-Men) has still never had his origin explained in the comic 

books.  Explain it for us. 

2.  Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart comes back to life and fronts a rock/pop band.  What's the name of 

the band? 

3.  Arnold Schwarzenegger, Bruce Willis, and Jackie Chan are all action heroes who almost never 

die in their films.  But if they were all in one together and had a battle royale to the death, who 

would be left standing and why? 

4.  In 100 words or less, write the speech that you would give at Whitney Houston's intervention if 

she was still cracked out. 

5.  The Chicago Cubs, who haven't won a World Series since 1908 and consistently underperform, 

need a new slogan.  What is it? 

6.  Name a video game wherein you would assume the role of George W. Bush, chronicling his rise 



through the political ranks and playing through his eight years in office. 

7.  You know those silly witticisms that action heroes use before they kill people in movies?  

Explain how you would kill someone in this game (they can be on your own team, if that's 

convenient for you) and the one-liner you'd hit them with before you did it. 

8.  Name the compound that those of us involved with this game of Survivor would live in.  Like 

you know how everyone lives in the same house in shows like Big Brother and America's Next Top 

Model?  Yeah, one with all of us in it. 

9.  Name the next potentially great movie based on a comic book that has not yet been created. 

10.  Trent Reznor and Rob Zombie are starting a band; name it. 

11.  Create a new Crayola crayon color (remember, make it vivid!). 

12.  Who would be the right person to play Ron Jeremy in a biopic about him? 

13.  In your opinion, what is the best Who song?  Convince us in thirty words or less (we both 

have favorites you don't have to agree with.  Just convince us). 

14.  You're stuck with Paris Hilton on a desert island for two weeks with enough food and water 

that you need.  Name three other things you'd bring. 

15.  Make a rap duo name for your hosts, K. Allen Wells and R. Allen Fossum. 

16.  Wes Anderson is making a new movie starring Bill Murray.  Bill plays a car salesman that's 

trying to convince the new Castro regime to allow him to sneak new and used automobiles into 

Cuba.  Name the film. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

First of all, I must say, this is my favorite batch of questions I/we have done for this challenge, 

which was also in Survivors II and III. 

Second, and more importantly: Ryan and I will each pick our favorite of the three suggestions for 

each question, no matter who wrote the question, making 32 total points for the three teams to 

fight for.  The team with the fewest total points will be politely asked to toss someone the f*&^ 

out of the game. 

Tiebreaker, if needed, will be the best answer to question seven, since I figure there's a lot of 

potential for funny answers on that one. 

As always, questions on the challenge go below; I wish all of you well on your quests to be 



awesome. 

Cheers, you little primary colors, you. 

March 14, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Two Results  

Alright then.  I’m pretty sure both other times I did this challenge, there was one team that 

was way behind.  Not because they sucked, but because the other teams were so awesome.  

But this time, at least on my end, it was a pretty close bunch of scores (..:namespace prefix 

= st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />7-5-4).  Now I eagerly await 

Ryan’s scores so I can see what happened here and apologize to the losing team, because 

whoever it is, they still did a pretty good job.  (After seeing Ryan’s scores, I can say in all 

honesty that this is the closest challenge we’ve ever had.  Ever.)..:namespace prefix = o ns 

= "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Note about scoring: like last week, my wife randomized these, so neither Ryan nor I knew 

who wrote them when we read them (though some, through the way they were written, 

gave them away).  Whenever possible, that’s how we prefer to score these things. 

  

Anyway, each entry starts with the letter of the team’s color in parentheses, and the points 

that were given are directly after the entry that earned them.  Cool? 

  

  

  

1. (B) After attending Harvard, James Howlett went to work for the Ginsu Knife company in 

Las Vegas, Nevada as a product development specialist. In his unflinching, almost manic 

pursuit to create the world’s most effective and efficient knife, Howlett decided to find a test 

subject who would be willing to have the knives surgically implanted in their hands. With no 

volunteers and no doctor willing to perform the procedure, Howlett decided to perform the 

surgery on himself. The intense pain of the surgery caused Howlett traumatized Howlett so 

much that he entered a state of amnesia. Howlett wandered in a nearly unconscious state for 

months, traveling up the West Coast of the United States into Canada. Upon arriving in 

Logan Lake, British Columbia, Howlett was attacked by a wolverine. The sudden nature of 

the attack shocked him into an awareness of himself and his surroundings for the first time 

in months. Still, he was unable to recall his name or his past. Needing to find work, Howlett 

assumed the name of the Township in which he awoke and began working at a bar in nearby 

Ashcroft, BC. In order to make extra money, Howlett, who now went by Logan, began to 

take part in MMA fighting events held around the area. Through these fights, Logan began to 

hone the skills that he would later use when he took the name of Wolverine.  

  

Point from Kelly: this one isn’t necessarily a funny one, but the others aren’t too funny 

either, and this one seems the most likely.  Most of the good jokes were not used for the 

first question, it seems. 

  

Point from Ryan: Funniest, not always the best.  Good show 



 

1. (Y) Simple. Princess Leah and Jabba had a little roll in the hay in the back of the 

Voidraker. Leah’s buns came undone when Jabba unleashed his weapon and 9 months later, 

the Wolverine clawed his way into the world. 

1. (R) It was a terrible accident at the zoo food court. There were sporks, there was 

lighting…an suddenly his skeleton fused with the sporks!! Oh, the (snik snik) humanity!  

 

 

2. (Y) WAM! 

  

Point from Kelly: this one truly made me laugh out loud.  It’s simple, stupid, and clever all at 

once.  Love. 

  

2. (R) Mozartkugel  

  

Point from Ryan: Hmmmm… nothing to say. 

 

2. (B) Sucking Salieri  

 

 

3. (B) Arnold Schwartz-a-wugger. I hear he eats unborn baby bunnies and uses their 

spiritual purity to achieve immortality… I’m not accusing him of anything. That’s just what 

I’ve heard. 

  

Point from Ryan: ’Kindergarden Cop,’ was a masterpiece.  (Kelly says: No.  No, it certainly 

was not.  Watch it now and say that, goofypants.) 

 

3. (R) Arnold would die first, not only because of the pig heart giving out from the strain, but 

because he can’t function without the evil aura of more Republicans close by. Jackie Chan 

would fall next. Literally, he would mess up one of his stunts and fall to his death. Bruce 

Willis would have to be the last name standing, I mean just look at how many times his 

career seemed dead!  

3. (Y) Arnold was in Kindergarten Cop. Bruce actually recorded a version of "Under the 

Boardwalk". Jackie wins by default. 

  

Point from Kelly: Jackie’s my favorite of these by a long shot, but that didn’t come into it.  

Mentioning that rancid song was a good idea.  Also, the second one hurt itself by not making 

the uber-simple connection at the end…Bruce Willis was actually in a movie called Last Man 

Standing. 

 

 

4. (Y) Bobby Brown called. He wants his Prerogative back. 

4. (R) Whitney, I’m participating in this intervention because the Dali Lama, who I 

understand is a huge friend of your husband, is concerned about how your drug abuse is 

affecting Bobby’s highly successful career. The sooner you admit your resentment toward 



Bobby and your jealousy of his success, the sooner you can rid your life of these demons. 

Good Luck.  

  

Point from Kelly: the first one is also pretty funny, but this is my favorite because it takes a 

huge swipe at Bobby while sounding like a compliment.  Very nice. 

  

Point from Ryan: Sarcasm, it’s made for times like these 

 

4. (B) (Dangling some crack above her her head and speaking in baby talk) Does wittle 

Whitney want some cwack? Does wittle Whitney want some cwack? Too bad! No more crack 

for you. Here, have some Vicadin instead…  

 

 

5. (Y) If you were a Chicago Cub, would you eat yourself? 

  

Point from Ryan: Rest In Peace, Harry Caray. 

  

5. (B) (Bleacher) Bums Since 1908  

5. (R) Expect nothing and you may be pleasantly surprised.  

  

Point from Kelly: Indeed, expect nothing.  These idiots keep shooting themselves in the foot 

over and over, and that one sums up the way they are.  They’re expected to win their 

division this year, but they’ll blow it.  And if they don’t, they’ll blow it in the playoffs.  And I’ll 

laugh.  By the way, mine would’ve been "Chicago Cubs: Hey!  We still have cool uniforms." 

 

6. (R) The Decider Chronicles.  

  

Point from Ryan: Too many Bushisms to choose from. 

 

6. (Y) Groundhog’s Day 

6. (B) Strategery 

  

Point from Kelly: Wow, I had a rough time with this one.  Anything involving "decider" is just 

awesome and I hope Bush never lives that down, but "Strategery" is not only a word that 

gamers use to be funny, but a word Bush would use because he doesn’t know it isn’t a word.  

Muy excelente. 

 

7. (Y) I’d smother Blair Ross with refried beans and kerosene, Then, I’d chew up a bunch of 

potato oles and spit them into his mouth, and then I’d light him on fire. "Yo Quiero Taco 

Bell," I’d exclaim. 

7. (B) Imagine a crappy apartment built with Nazi-bunker inspired architectural plans and 

construction materials (much like the one Sarah and I lived in our sophomore year in 

college). Bits of the reinforced concrete ceiling have fallen in and there is a steady rain of 

burning bits of paper. Doors from other rooms have been battered, ripped off their hinges, or 

blown to pieces and the fight is at its last swings in the narrow hallway that also serves as 



the kitchen. Just previous, Sarah had thrown the contents of some sautéed onions and gyro 

meat at my face (However, she didn’t know that the tsatsiki sauce was soothing the burnt 

flesh of my face). Sarah was half drowned in three-month-old dish water and gasping, "We 

were high school buddies and college roommates. I think we both knew it would come to 

blows sooner or later." Looking up at her, I smiled as she stumbled near the refrigerator and 

the remote-detonated bomb I had installed earlier. "Que Sera, Sarah," I quipped pressing 

the button.  

  

Point from Kelly: It wasn’t just the needlessly long setup here: this is now the second one 

that made me laugh out loud.  Stupid and awesome.  What can I say?  Y’all know me. 

 

7. (R) I’d toss Brienne off a building into a raquet ball factory with the line "How you like 

them blue balls?!" 

  

Point from Ryan: Holy poop stain Batman! 

 

8. (R) The Squeaking Bed Monkey Cage Smorgasbord.  

  

Point from Ryan: Truly captures the true spirit of the truly greatest game ever told. 

 

8. (Y) Thundershame 

  

Point from Kelly: That’s pretty cute.  I like when two words are thrown together willy-nilly, 

as many of you know.  I don’t know how such a little word encapsulates so much of this 

game, but it does. 

 

8. (B) Survivor MyLand  

 

9. (R) Archie and Sandman: Endless Summer 

  

Point from Kelly: I have no idea who wrote that, but that is the single cleverest joke we’ve 

ever had here.  Unfortunately, those who haven’t read Sandman won’t know it.  Seriously.  

Absolute perfection here.  I actually shook my head and said "Damn."  No exaggeration. 

 

9. (Y) Archie and Veronica are 67 and Pregnant! 

  

Point from Ryan: Alright, it wasn’t meant for you to combine comics, just pick one that 

hadn’t been done yet. 

 

9. (B) Captain America and the Iraqi War Exit Strategy 

 

 

10. (B) The When  

  

Point from Ryan: Not bad 



 

10. (R) Mumbling Hate Machine.  

  

Point from Kelly: I like all of these, but while the third is just a riff on their age and the first 

is an inside joke, this one really incorporates both of what they already bring. 

 

10. (Y) Grumpy Old Men 

 

11. (Y) One in the Pink 

  

Point from Kelly: I’m not in love with any of these necessarily, but the simple, subversive 

sexuality of this one gets the nod. 

  

11. (B) Elephantastic Ivory  

11. (R) Oooorgasmic Orange Splash  

  

Point from Ryan: Too good to pass up using it on a coloring book where I need to color 

Kelly’s upper lip. 

 

 

12. (B) Sesame Street’s Snuffleupagus  

12. (Y) Cate Blanchett 

  

Point from Kelly: You damn right: the girl can play anything. 

  

12. (R) Robin proudly suggests her own son, Matt Zimmer.  

  

Point from Ryan: Damn, this is hard…  alright, I pick Matt. 

 

13. (R) ’Pictures of Lily’ because she was the original GMILF.  

13. (B) Sparks – And I quote, "I don’t think anyone can really explain rock ’n’ roll. Except 

Pete Townshend…"  

13. (Y) Gettin’ In Tune - every time I hear it, I get the overwhelming urge to give a long and 

sloppy blow job. 

  

Point from Kelly: The first one is really funny, and the second one is really true, AND Sparks 

is actually my favorite Who song, with the only possible exception being 5:15 (did somebody 

know that?).  But this one came out of nowhere, and it’s the best argument for a song that 

I’ve ever heard. 

  

Point from Ryan: Gettin’ In Tune - every time I hear it, I get the overwhelming urge to give 

a long and sloppy blow job. 

 

14. (R) Shannen Doherty, Pam Anderson, and a camera, this would make for a great bitch 

fight!  



14. (B) How about a boat, a motor, and some extra fuel. What the fuck kind of stupid 

question is that?  

  

Point from Ryan: The only one that has made me laugh.  Good show. 

 

14. (Y) Crab Remover, Ten Foot Pole, Dr. Seuss books 

  

Point from Kelly: I love this.  Love it.  "Ten Foot Pole" put it over, and the third one was just 

an out-of-nowhere knockout punch.  Comedy 101.  This is the only other one I bothered to 

come up with an answer to: "Condoms, Axe, Table Salt." 

 

15. (Y) Life Partnaz 

15. (B) DJs Floss’em and Brush-Wells, taking on dental health from the streets. Keep yo 

word-hole clean!  

  

Point from Kelly: This is so cute I could puke.  We’ll be on as a five-minute bumper at 3:55 

pm every day! 

  

Point from Ryan: Quite clever, is this the same crew that picked Snuffy to play Ron Jeremy? 

 

15. (R) The Anal Retentives  

 

16. (R) Romeo Y Julieta Need A BackSeat.  

16. (Y) Soundtrack Soup: Now with Chunks of Movie! 

16. (B) Lemon Drop  

  

Point from Kelly: I have very little use for Anderson’s meandering, gorgeous, beautifully 

acted but directionless stories about nothing in particular, so the second one is spot-on.  But 

given the idea behind the film, this is honestly the absolute perfect title.  Someone could 

have a job in this field…I’m just sayin’, whoever you are. 

  

Point from Ryan: I couldn’t have thought of a better title, Congrats! 

  

  

Good job, everyone, and your final score is… 

  

RED HOT POKERS: 11 

PABLO’S BLUE PERIOD: 11 

THE WOLLEY BULLIES: 10 

  

It doesn’t seem fair when they have so many points and the scores are so close, but the 

Wolley Bullies have until Sunday at 11am Central to send in their elimination vote; in the 

case of a tie, a random member of the highest-scoring team will be asked to break it and 

eliminate one of the two (or more) players.  Except since there were two highest-scoring 



teams, if we need to break that tie, I’ll just roll the dice for one random person overall from 

Blue and Red.  On Sunday, we’ll toss our second player from the game, and announce the 

next challenge.  Good job on this one, weenuses...although the most awesome, creative 

ones are still a few weeks away. 

  

Cheers. 

  

Next Challenge Teaser: "Your Sitcom or Mine?" 

March 16, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Two, Challenge Three  

Okay, so let’s lose somebody.  By the way, if you don’t vote, you get a vote against yourself.  I 

don’t know if I’ve mentioned that, but it happened once this week, although it didn’t affect the 

outcome. 

Vote One: Perry Thrun.  "Couldn’t have happened to a nicer guy." 

Vote Two: Perry Thrun. 

Vote Three: Perry Thrun. 

Vote Four: Perry Thrun. 

Vote Five: Perry Thrun. 

Vote Six: Perry Thrun.  "apparently there’s a dude named perry on our team.... that dude. 

although i do understand, i had a computer crisis just last week actually. bummer." 

Second Eliminated from Survivor: Perry Thrun 

After finishing in second place to my DJ Floss’em in Survivor II, Perry has twice in a row now been 

the second person eliminated.  Shame, man. 

But let’s not dwell on the death of our outgoing player; let’s give you a challenge, all-new and 

sexy for Survivor IV!  Well, not so much sexy. 

This challenge is called "Patchwork Sitcom," and combines your creativity with characters already 

created in pop culture.  If you don’t like the challenge, blame Ryan, because it was his idea.  If 

you do, credit me, because I thought of the title of the challenge.  Ha! 

Here’s what you do: take up to five characters from existing sitcoms or dramas and put them all 

together into a new show.  Let us know where your show is set, how your characters got there, 

the main setting of most scenes (like Central Perk, Jerry’s Apartment, e.g., although it certainly 

doesn’t have to be a setting from previous shows) and two plot outlines.  Mention who’s the main 

character and what the main point of the show is.  All of this shouldn’t take too many words, in 



part because we’re going to be reading 17 of these.  Whoa. 

While we could break it down technically as far as scoring goes, that never seems to favor the 

best stories enough.  Instead, Ryan and I will each use a handy sliding scale: 

One show gets 10 points 

Three shows get 7 points 

Four shows get 5 points 

Four shows get 3 points 

Five shows get 1 point 

Non-submitting bastards get negative one point and automatically vote for themselves three times 

if their team loses, practically guaranteeing elimination. 

Immunity goes to the two teams that have the highest points per person.  If there’s a tie with the 

two lower teams, first tiebreaker will be number of non-submissions (the team with more loses), 

the second will be whichever team had our favorite submission of the bunch will be immune.  We 

shouldn’t need more than that.  In fact, I hope we don’t even need that much. 

There...that wasn’t too tough to explain.  I’ve got to say I’m looking forward to this and wonder if 

it’ll deliver as much as last year where the players simply created shows from scratch, all of which 

I plan to steal and get rich off of. 

Anyway, primary colored people...oh boy, there’s got to be a better way to say that. 

Um... 

Cheers. 

March 21, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Three Results  

Okay.  This took one hell of a long time to score, so let’s get at it.  First: there were five 

people—across all three teams—who didn’t submit anything, so you can all look squarely at 

some of your players and say "what the fuss, bitch?"  So five people got negative one 

instead of one, and the non-submitters on the losing team will not get to vote in the next 

elimination round but will instead self-cast three votes...:namespace prefix = o ns = 

"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Ryan, swamped at work, had little time afterward to do anything but give numbers.  My 

comments are after each entry, then my score, then Ryan’s, then the person’s average.  

Team totals are at the bottom.  None of these were actually bad, but it was a killer to read 

all of them, and a few didn’t fit as well as others.  All in all, it was fun, but if nearly a third of 

people don’t enter, mayhaps we won’t do it again. 

  

Anyway… 

  

Rachel Dwyer, Blue: 



  

The Naked Nobles 

 

Ensemble Cast: 

Ralph Kramden (the Honeymooners)- the King 

Alice Kramden (the Honeymooners)- the Queen 

Rachel (Friends)- the Princess 

Monica (Friends)- member of the royal court 

Phoebe (Friends)- one of Rachel’s Ladies-in-waiting 

Chandler (Friends)- one of the royal scribes 

Joey (Friends)- high-ranking knight in royal army 

Ross (Friends)- one of the royal physicians 

 

Episode one: 

"Whose Princess are you anyway?" 

King Kramden wishes to marry daughter, Rachel, off to the King of France. The French King 

visits the castle to finalize the terms of their alliance. The friends meet to discuss and figure 

out solution. ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />Chandler suggests a sex scandal involving the French King and a 

young man (very believable because of the overblown foppish nature of the French King). 

Unfortunatly, after a couple of attempts to entice the French King with various young men, 

the French King turns out not to be gay. The friends get desperate and Ross cooks up a 

sleeping draught. The French King is later discovered in a tender embrace with a young male 

stablehand. King and Queen Kramden squabble and finally the Queen insists that Rachel 

does not marry the French King. King Cramden finally relents ("One of these days, Alice...") 

 

Main scene location: Comfortable corner of the royal dining hall 

Other locations include: Rachel’s royal apartment, the stable, the rest of the dining hall, 

Ross’s quarters  

 

Guest stars:  

Tommy Solomon (3rd Rock from the Sun) as the young stablehand 

Niles Crane (Frasier) as the French King 

 

Episode 2 

"Which Witch" 

Phoebe’s twin gets accused of witchcraft, but mistaken identities land Phoebe in prison. 

Monica and Chandler start up a scandalous affair that must be kept secret, because Chandler 

is lower class and Monica’s family treats him like a servant (which he sort of is). Chandler 

aspires to be more than a simple scribe. He wants to be a court entertainer, the royal court 

jester. He tries out a variety of material with mixed success. Chandler’s act entertains 

Phoebe’s jailors long enough to distract them from their duty. Joey and Ross sneak Phoebe’s 

twin pass the guard and switch Phoebe with her twin. The secret to Joey’s military success is 

revealed to be a superstitious good luck object. Ross scoffs, but his judgment is called into 

question because he believes the chief physician, his boss, might be an alien. Some of 



Chandler’s material gets overheard by King Kramden and Chandler gets a shot at performing 

for the court. 

 

Main scene location: Comfortable corner of the royal dining hall  

 

Other location include: the prison, Monica’s royal apartment, the rest of the dining hall 

 

Guest stars: 

Dr.Dick Solomon (3rd Rock from the Sun)- the Chief Royal Physician 

  

Kelly: Hmm.  This is weird.  It’s totally sweet as an actual new show, but it doesn’t seem to 

reprise the roles of the characters exactly.  So yeah…cool show, but probably not what Ryan 

meant by the challenge.  3; Ryan: 3 (3) 

  

John Youker, Blue: 

  

The Faculty/By the Bay.  

Setting: The University of San Franciso campus/San Francisco. 

Main Setting: A faculty lounge in the basement of the Memorial Library.  

Characters:  

-Dr. Frasier Crane (Cheers/Frasier) 

Having convinced Charlotte to come with him to San Francisco, Frasier had settled into his 

new job and life. That is until his new radio home went bankrupt following the infamous 

"koala" incident (this is a running bit through the show with characters refering to it without 

fully revealing what happened) He is now adjunct faculty at the University of San Francisco 

in psychology/mass comunications.  

-Felix Unger (The Odd Couple)  

After the death of his wife, Felix relocates to San Francisco on the advice of his old pal Oscar. 

He becomes a libarian at the University of San Francisco, notorious among students for his 

prim ways.  

-Charlotte (Frasier)  

A matchmaker, she left Chicago for San Francisco to be with Frasier Crane. Professionally 

she hasn’t missed a beat, becoming the top matchmaker in the bay area. She has many 

clients on campus including Felix Unger.  

-George Bluth Sr. (Arrested Development) 

Having run afowl of the law and escaped from prison again, George has become "Miguel 

Sanchaz", janitor.  

-Kareem Said (Oz)  

After making parole and finishing the probation that came with it, Kareem earned a Masters 

in politcal science and was hired by the University of San Francisco, where he ran into his old 

cellmate, George Bluth Sr., disguised as a Mexican janitor.  

 

The main character is Frasier because of the presence of Charlotte, placing greater focus to 

their home life together. The main point of the show is the banter between the characters 

and the weirdness of their new stuation. 



 

Plot 1: As midterms approach, Kareem suspects some of his students of cheating but can’t 

prove it. He enlists George to spy on them unseen. Meanwhile, Charlotte has set Felix up on 

a date. Nervious his neat freakness will ruin things, Felix asks Frasier to help him out. Frasier 

and Charlotte will follow the two and coach Felix from the side. The paths of the two groups 

cross when the students George, now joined by Kareem, are following end up in the same 

resturant as Felix and his date. Complications arise.  

 

Plot 2: Frasier wants to throw Charlotte a suprise birthday party. Kareem offers his house as 

a site, Felix offers to organize and George offers to show up. Everything falls into place, 

expect Frasier who is caught in a hostage crisis at the local mall. As the doctor tries to talk 

his way out, Felix (learning about the crisis from TV) tries to keep Charlotte from Kareem’s 

until Frasier can get there. 

  

Kelly: Well, here’s a person who was paying attention to my Top 100 TV Characters list, eh?  

It also definitely follows the storyline at the end of Frasier, although it would be…interesting, 

to say the least, to find out how Kareem Said got from where he was at the end of Oz to 

here. 3; Ryan: 7 (5) 

  

Marisa Carlson, Red: 

  

Title: College Daze 

Characters  

Elliot – Scrubs (ditzy kind of slutty in her own way) 

Christina – Grey’s Anatomy (kind of a know it all, was a straight A student in high school, but 

finding out college isn’t as easy as high school) 

Robin – How I met your Mother (kind of a slacker, cheats off of Christina’s papers once and a 

while, just likes to have fun) 

Melinda- Ghost Whisperer (with her boyfriend a lot, disappears a lot, mysterious) 

Betty- Ugly Betty (None of the girls could ever remember Betty’s name and she was a 

strange girl and looked like she was from the 80’s so they named her Debby or Deb for 

short, basically just Christina’s roommate. She also smelled a little funny.) 

 

All the characters went to college together in a small town in SD. The characters all went 

their separate ways and lost touch, until recently Melinda and Robin ran into each other and 

rekindled their friendship. They start reminiscing about their good ’ol college days and the 

fun they had.  

Robin and Melinda were roommates, Christina and Betty were roommates, Elliot lived in a 

dorm across campus. None of the girls were really friends with Betty, Christina just placed 

with her through the great dorm gods.  

 

Most Scenes are flash backs that take place in the dorms, bars or parties. 

Plot line 

1. Episode 9 Toga: Flash back of a Friday night: Elliot, Christina, Robin, and Melinda get 

ready to go out on the town. They start out the night with their ritual of a pillow fight in their 



underwear. After Robin wins again, they get their togas on, they head out to a frat party. 

There’s dancing, drinking, etc… next morning around 11 am when they all become lucid, 

they start calling each other , figuring out where everyone ended up and they begin the walk 

of shame. They all meet up at Robin and Melinda’s dorm and start telling stories about the 

night. …. Elliot’s Story : She went home with a guy she met at the party, but she 

forgets/loses her bra in the guys dorm. When she goes back to his dorm to get it, his 

roommate is the only one there, she explains she forgot "something" and begins looking 

through his bed, it was then that she realized she was in the wrong room. 

 

2. Episode 20 Snow Day: Classes are canceled and the girls are bored. Robin comes up with 

the great idea of game day. Elliot and Robin head to the liquor store to stock up. Melinda’s 

boyfriend of course came to pick her up in his fire engine red, extended cab, long box , 

diesel, raccoon tail hanging from the rearview mirror, pickup truck. Once Robin and Elliot 

arrive back at the dorms the fun begins.The whole 3rd floor of the girls dorm (even Betty or 

as the girls called her Debby) participated in pillow fights, spin the bottle, never ever have I 

ever, P & A, Century Club……etc… 

  

Kelly: I certainly like the slutty girl angle, as well as the pillow-fighting-in-underwear deal.  

This is the first one I’m reading, and I don’t know if I like that their backstory has been 

rewritten or not.  The show actually seems like it could be real, though. 3; Ryan: 3 (3) 

  

Carrie Metz, Yellow: 

  

The Fiend Foes 

 

Characters 

Alf- Main Character 

J.R. Ewing 

KITT (Knight Industries Two Thousand) 

Chrissy Snow 

Dr. McDreamy 

 

Setting 

Rhoda’s Apartment 

Minneapolis 

 

Main point of the Show- Five people all live together in Rhoda’s tiny apartment downtown 

Minneapolis. Their connection to each other is profound.  

Alf was adopted by Chrissy from Alien Pest Control, J.R. won KITT in a gambling debt of 

Knight Rider’s, and Dr. McDreamy was found aimlessly  

walking the streets of Minneapolis where J.R. offered McDreamy a closet to rent for an 

abhorrent fee. J.R. and Chrissy had a one-night stand when  

Chrissy gave J.R. the clap. After the government threw J.R. in jail for spreading his disease, 

he was let out of prison under strict guidelines not to  

spread his illness. J.R. and Chrissy decide to keep the clap between the two of them.  



 

The cast members each try to live somewhat separate lives in tight quarters, but when they 

all reunite each night, squabbles and wet towel snaps  

take over. KITT secretly shoots footage and their lives become a public You Tube sensation 

as millions of hits occur daily. The other four members  

don’t have a clue why people constantly stop them to ask them questions about their lives 

and snicker at them. In turn, each person’s anxiety level is through the roof as they think 

they are living a conspiracy. 

 

Plot I: Hairs Raise Some Hairs 

 

Disturbing blonde pubic hairs are found in the food, on the counters, in the tub, hanging 

from ceiling fans. The cast starts getting suspicious of each other, creating an animosity of 

the great minds, until a startling discovery is made. Everyone naturally suspects Alf, but 

after a scouring inspection of his fur, not one blonde hair is found on his person. Chrissy is 

next on the list of suspects, until it is noted that in her room, she has four bottles of bleach 

for her hair, making her a not so natural blonde. J.R. lost all his hair years ago in the oil spill. 

McDreamy is never suspected as it is a well-known fact that he shaves it all off. That leaves 

only one roommate left. After McDreamy works an all-nighter at ER, he returns to find KITT 

in a dalliance. KITT is revving up his engine with his former castmate’s, David Hasselhoff, 

ex-wife. Turns out, when she rubs herself on Kitt’s fan, her pubic hairs fly all around. 

 

Plot II: Slaughterhouse Drive 

 

Alf befriends a pig that was almost slaughtered on Old McDonald’s Farm on a recent field trip 

with the Jerry’s Special Aliens playschool he attends during the day. Alf stole the pig and 

brought him back to the apartment. The roommates are none too happy, especially after 

J.R.’s $1000  

Naugahyde shoes were destroyed and Chrissy was unable to eat bacon without feeling guilty. 

Soon, Old McDonald himself tracks down the sow and McDreamy snuffs him with some 

cyanide as Alf and Chrissy grab the pig and take off in KITT. The pig is taken to the Mall of 

America, where instead  

of taking her to the Nickelodeon Play Pen area, they mistakenly take her to Famous Dave’s 

BBQ. RIP. 

  

Kelly: An hour of TV devoted to a whose-pubes-are-these mystery?  Muy excellente!  This is 

definitely a good caper, if just a tad of a stretch.  Thinking of McDreamy and Alf living in the 

same world is pretty funny.  But…"The Fiend Foes"?  There’s a goofy-ass title.  3; Ryan: 7 

(5) 

  

Oliver Thrun, Blue: 

  

"Out on His Luck" 

 

The main character of the show is Frasier Crane. He was recently fired from his popular radio 



show after going on the air intoxicated and making multiple sexist and racist remarks to 

various callers. He was also stripped of his PhD. He then became an alcoholic and is now 

living in a box underneath the Triborough Bridge in New York. His best friend is Intellect, 

from "Herman’s Head," who escaped from Herman’s brain causing the other three aspects of 

Herman’s personality to spiral out of control landing him in a mental institution. Frasier has 

made a deal with Intellect, that if Intellect will help him get his PhD back, he will use it to 

have Herman taken out of the mental institution. Throughout their many adventures, Frasier 

meets Sarah Conner and falls in love with her, despite Intellect’s pleadings that he not get 

involved. He doesn’t listen and they wind up traveling through time with Sarah when they 

literally run into Hiro from "Heroes" who is making a time leap at the exact same instant, 

flinging all four of them into seperate times and places. The only way for them to reunite is 

through the aid of Dr. Samuel Beckett, who leaps into the bodies of others, trying to set 

right what once went wrong, and hoping each time that his next leap, will be the leap home. 

  

Kelly: Well, this is neat, AND it didn’t take many words to become so.  I don’t know about 

someone from a realistic show like Frasier being alongside Intellect, but they’d have funny 

interplay if it could happen. 5; Ryan: 3 (4) 

 

 

Sam Fronek, Blue: 

  

"Check, Please" 

 

Setting/Story: 

An ensemble comedy set in a tacky chain restaurant along the lines of TGI Fridays, 

Bennigan’s, or Fuddrucker’s, which is where the cast will spend the majority of their time, 

either working or drinking at the bar after their shifts. 

A major plot line will be the love triangle (sometimes square) involving Lindsay, who is 

sleeping with Barney, David, who is (pathetically) in love with Lindsay, and Fez, who 

occasionally tries to get Linsday to make out with him in the storage closet.  

Each episode will involve basic trials of restaurant working – shitty customers (bad tippers, 

drunks, rednecks, douchebags, bitchy women, old people, screaming kids, etc.), and the 

interactions of the staff – the blatant sexual harassment and relationships between 

coworkers, the gossip, ineptitude of management, apathy of employees. 

 

Characters: 

 

Barney Stinson, ("How I Met Your Mother") as the bartender 

David Brent, ("The Office (UK)") as the assistant manager (he always wears Hawaiian-print 

shirts.) 

Lindsay Bluth Funke, ("Arrested Development") as the dim-witted and bitchy (and of course, 

slutty) waitress (is there any other kind?) 

Norm Peterson, ("Cheers") as "the regular" 

Fez, ("That 70’s Show") as the busboy 

  



Kelly: This made me feel icky, since I worked in a place that essentially fit this exact mold (I 

was Barney Stinson).  This is extremely well-cast, and would be relatable to a large number 

of people. 5; Ryan: 5 (5) 

  

Brienne Zimmer, Yellow: 

  

Friend of the Devil 

 

Archie Bunker 

Jimmie Walker 

Denise Huxtable 

Carlton Banks 

Carl Winslow 

 

The show is set at a savings and loan in a upper-class area of Detroit, Michigan. Archie 

Bunker is the Branch Manager, Jimmie Walker is the lead teller, Denise Huxtable-Banks and 

Carlton Banks are the snooty rich couple customers and Carl Winslow is the security guard. 

 

Premise: Archie Bunker has been thrust into the the African American community, after his 

company gave him a transfer/demotion. Jimmie Walker is the lead teller, who had been 

bidding for the manager position before it was given away and was going to leave, but his 

mission to change the racist ways of Archie Bunker supersede his need to move up the 

corporate ladder. Denise and Carlton always cause a scene, as they frequent this particular 

branch. Carl Winslow is there for the free food and entertainment. 

 

Plot 1. 

Denise and Carlton donate a large sum to the savings and loan’s charity and are rewarded 

with a statue outside the bank. Chaos ensues trying to decide what the statue should look 

like, as Archie Bunker prefers a Liberty Bell or Bald Eagle while the generous couple would 

like a replica of themselves. Carl is busy figuring out what to order for dinner and calls 

around to every wing joint in town to see where he can get the most food for the least 

amount of money. 

 

Plot 2.  

An auditor shows up to the bank unannounced and Denise and Carlton do everything they 

can to try and get Archie to say/do something racist to get him fired. They try and pull 

Jimmie into their scheme and he must decide what side to take. Carl orders a pizza and has 

issues with tipping the driver when he was promised 14 slices, not 12. 

  

Kelly: That second plot—the racist-baiting—could be a blast.  It’s a pretty straightforward 

fish-out-of-water story, but a good one.  Hell, fifty percent of sitcoms are fish-out-of-water 

stories, you know? 5; Ryan: 3 (4) 

  

Robin Zimmer, Red: 

  



Title: "Hangin’ With My Hommies" 

 

Cast: 

Diane from Cheers (Shelly Long) is the shelter’s idealistic, crusading Director whose goal is 

to not only save, but also educate and sophisticate the homeless.  

Reverend Jim from Taxi (Christopher Lloyd) is the shelter’s counselor/preacher who appears 

to need therapy himself but who actually "gets it" in a quirky unconventional sort of way. 

Nathan, most often referred to as Bookman from Good Times (Johnny Brown) is the 

maintenance man/janitor/cook at the shelter. Although he thinks he’s "the man", he has a 

good heart and looks out for the clients who circulate through the shelter. 

Christine from The New Adventures of Old Christine (Julia Louis-Dreyfus) is the non-

politically-correct secretary who wants to be caring and compassionate, but is just too self- 

absorbed to pull it off.  

Russell from Rules of Engagement (David Spade) is the cute and funny mailman who 

appears daily at the shelter spending his morning coffee break delivering their mail. His 

charming sense of humor is his appeal but his misguided and delusional self confidence 

keeps him single.  

 

Premise of the show: 

Set on the East side in Midtown Manhattan just down the street from Grand Central 

Terminal, Hangin with my Hommies is about life at a major metropolitan homeless shelter. 

This show is meant to bring attention to a serious social issue through a combination of 

humor and honesty similar to many shows of the 70’s like All in The Family, Taxi, Good 

Times, and many more. The array of transients that pass through the shelter changes with 

each episode according to the issue or situation being featured, while the main characters 

develop and deepen relationships among themselves. Mental illness, addiction, 

unemployment, grief and past trauma are many of the serious issues brought to light by this 

hilarious yet heart warming series. The regular cast gradually increases as some of the 

homeless characters develop and gain popularity. 

 

Episode 1: Did It Rain Last Night? 

In this episode, alcoholism is the featured issue as Harvey Two Bulls; a blind homeless man 

finds his way to the shelter. Harvey is a tall, quiet, kind old man who has been living on the 

streets for many years due to his addiction. Everyone is amazed at how well he survives and 

manages with his blindness. Harvey disappears and goes on a drinking binge leaving 

everyone, especially Diane, nervous and concerned. When he returns the following morning 

to retrieve his belongings, he asks Diane to help him cross the busy street to the Church on 

the corner. They are slowly walking arm in arm and Diane is chatting with Harvey about 

getting him help for his drinking problem. Just as they reach the Church, Harvey whispers 

softly to Diane, "Did it rain last night?" "Yes it did" she responds, "Why do you ask". "Well" 

whispers Harvey, "when I woke up this morning I was in the alley just off Lexington and 

42nd behind the dumpster, and I couldn’t remember if it had rained or I wet myself…"  

 

 

Episode 2: Can you Hold My M16? 



In this episode, mental illness is featured as a young Irish man, with thick red hair, grown to 

the middle of his back, arrives and introduces himself as a Native American named Life 

Blood. It is obvious to everyone that this young man is delusional but he appears harmless. 

Like in the first episode, it is interesting to everyone that he has survived the streets of NY. 

Diane becomes comically flustered as Life Blood appears in her office one day asking her to 

keep his M16 as it is much too heavy for him to carry around all day. 

  

Kelly: It was a wise move to turn comedy characters into dramedy characters; this is the 

only one that really did it.  Amusing but meaningful…this is totally .. school, right? 5; Ryan: 

5 (5) 

  

Greg Johnson, Blue: 

  

Here you go - 

 

 

After years of serving the adult population as a psychiatrist, Dr. Jason Seaver (played by 

Alan Thicke) is looking for a new challenge. Since his own children are now fully grown, 

Jason decides to focus his practice on adopted black children because – as everybody knows 

– all disadvantaged black youths in the world of television need a wealthy, middle aged, 

benevolent father figure to guide them down the right path. The very comparable Joanna 

Kerns reprises her role of the independent (She works outside the home, for God’s sake!), 

yet, dutiful wife Maggie.  

 

In this week’s episode, Dr. Seaver shares his fears about beginning his practice anew while 

Maggie cooks his dinner. (I said she was dutiful, remember?) Maggie assures him that he 

has nothing to worry about. The next morning, a young black child named Webster arrives at 

the home office of Dr. Seaver. After a slight "feeling out" period, Webster tells the good 

doctor about the time that he found a secret passageway in his house. This strange passage 

led to a very small room, in which Webster found an old lady rocking by herself in a chair. As 

it turned out, the "lady" was simply a doll. However, this incident really scarred the young 

man. In order to help Webster conquer his fears, Dr. Seaver takes Webster to a miniature 

doll museum. Along the way, Jason realizes that he has nothing of which to be afraid and 

that he must face his own fears about his practice "head on." 

 

In next week’s episode, Dr. Seaver has an argument with his son Ben (a cameo performance 

by Jeremy Miller) about his grades at college. Later that day, a precious little visitor named 

Arnold Jackson (Gary Coleman) drops by Dr. Seaver’s office. After a mundane bit of back 

and forth, Dr. Seaver drops his stoic guard to Arnold – saying that he is sorry about his 

cranky demeanor during their session. He blames it on the fact that he had a fight with Ben. 

Arnold goes on to tell Dr. Seaver about the time that he and his adopted sister Kimberly 

were kidnapped and held hostage by a psychopath. The kidnapper even tried to sketch 

Kimberly’s picture. He tells Dr. Seaver that he shouldn’t be so hard on Ben because you 

never know when will be the last time you see your kids. Jason says, "I hear wat chore 

talkin’ bout Arnold," and picks up the phone to make up with Ben. 



 

The trite dialogue, formulated plots, and ill-timed laugh track are sure to give your 

"lemming-like" funny bone a workout. The characters’ pathetic stories will melt your heart-

strings. These kids are wise beyond their years, teaching life lessons to Jason and us all 

along the way.Be sure to tune in to PAX every Friday night at 8 for "Shrinking Pains" 

(Mmmmmmm…quadruple entendre) - complete with a sappy and crappy themesong by Alan 

Thicke himself! 

  

Kelly: The sarcasm here is dripping with awesomeness.  A nice sendup of ’80s television that 

made the cynic in me grin.  7; Ryan: 5 (6) 

  

Zach Swalley, Yellow: 

  

"Certified" 

 

David Hyde Pierce – Dr. Niles Crane 

Izzy Stevens – Grey’s Anatomy 

Karen Walker – Megan Mullally 

Latka Gravas – Andy Kauffman 

Nostradamus ’Bull’ Shannon – Richard Moll 

 

Setting: Dr. Crane’s downtown office, ice cream shop "Famous Crazy Flavors" 

 

Dr. Crane still lives in Seattle and is continuing with his psychiatry practice. 

 

Izzy arrives by way of her friends and authorities in the Seattle area growing tired of her 

constant baking and love for men that are either dying or gay in real life. She is sent to see 

Dr. Crane after baking the cremated remains of her latest recently deceased love into Dutch 

chocolate cupcakes with red frosting and white sprinkles. 

 

Karen, feeling the need to get away from New York, moves to Seattle as the estranged wife 

of a wealthy Manhattan businessman. Within two weeks in Seattle she crashes her BMW 

under the influence of Stoli and stolen OxyContins. After this crazy mishap, she’s now 

required to see a licensed therapist. 

 

Latka arrives from New York by way of a hijacked Sunshine Cab, looking for Jim Ignatowski’s 

long lost father, who has since actually passed away. Latka actually starts taking fares in 

Seattle and decides to stay since the rainy climate since it reminds him of his homeland. 

 

Bull winds up in Seattle to care for his identical twin brother and locally famous play write 

Huxley, who has fallen ill to an unexplained sickness. It so happens that his brother has been 

seeing Dr. Crane for some time now and the two have known each other for quite some time 

on the Seattle intellectual scene. Bull feels obligated to keep up his brother’s appearances so 

he starts attending his scheduled sessions with Dr. Crane as his brother Huxley. 

  



Plot Outline 1: 

 

1)Dr. Crane takes new clients, but not our characters yet. 

2)Crane decides to start using group therapy as a new method in his practice with his 

clients. 

3)The clients seen in this episode are bit characters. 

4)Karen forces cab driver to sit in back while she drives since "foreign people can’t drive." 

5)Karen arrives celebrity rehab style crashing her cab driver’s car into a parking meter. Dr. 

Crane is able to convince the authorities to release her into his care rather than arresting her 

again. 

6)The cab driver happens to be Latka, and while at the moment of Dr. Crane speaking him 

actually has a split personality moment, turning into lounge lizard and international playboy, 

Vic Ferrari. 

7)Dr. Crane decides to start treating him pro-bono to serve his own devices in helps to write 

his latest book on multiple personality disorder. 

8)Later in the day, Bull is dropped off at the office and is seen trying to impersonate his 

brother Huxley. 

9)Bull arrives but pretends to be his brother, who is obviously much smarter. Dr. Crane 

assumes his unexplained sickness is affecting his mental capacity. 

 

Plot Outline 2: 

 

1)Dr. Stevens arrives after she was acquitted in her cupcake making murder trial and is 

treated for bi-polar disorder. 

2)Dr. Crane decides to take his new three clients in group therapy. 

3)Dr. Crane’s secretary is unable to stop Bull/Huxley as he shows up at the wrong time and 

walks in on the first group. 

4)Bull/Huxley is told to wait outside. 

5)Getting nowhere with all the new people in his room and with one in the waiting room, Dr. 

Crane decides to take them all out for ice cream to try and break the ice. 

6)After they all get their frozen treats, Karen tries to put bourbon on her Rocky Road and is 

confronted by self-righteous Izzy for being an alcoholic and disrupting group. 

7)Bull/Huxley tries to break up the ensuing fight. 

8)Latka/Vic Ferrari hits on the 16 year-old store clerk and she calls the cops. 

9)A patron also calls the cops on the two women fighting and the large man trying to break 

up the fight.  

10)Dr. Crane tries to also break it up, but gets bourbon Rocky Road smashed in his face. An 

ice cream fight between the four of them ensues. 

11)The cops show up to arrest all of them. 

12)The group, now in jail, is covered in ice cream and cheap booze. 

  

Kelly: Wow, yet another pretty groovy premise.  Frasier alum are really doing well in these.  

Although it might be difficult to get Andy Kaufman to reprise his role, otherwise there’s a 

good show here. 7; Ryan: 7 (7) 

 



 

Patrick Kozicky, Yellow: 

  

Title: Leading On 

 

Lead Characters: Joey Tribbiani – Matt LeBlanc (from Friends) 

Jack McFarland – Sean Hayes (from Will and Grace) 

Smith Jerrod – Jason Lewis (from Sex and the City) 

 

Theme Song: All Star, by Smash Mouth 

 

Setting: L.A. 

Most scenes will take place at, "Lounge Around," a Martini / Coffee bar, and the main 

characters’ apartment. Other scenes would take place at Talent Agencies, offices etc. 

 

Basis: Three actors have been cast in a low budget horror movie, "Deviled Eggs: Easter from 

Hell." All three have hit the end of their acting careers for various reasons (age, lack of 

talent etc.) They have become friends, and share an apartment during the filming of the 

movie. 

 

 

Episodes: 

 

Pilot Episode: 

The Pilot 

 

Scene opens with a scene from the movie, "Deviled Eggs: Easter from Hell." Joey, and Jack 

are running from Smith, who, dressed in a bunny suit, is playing the killer. 

After a day of shooting, the boys are at their regular hang out, "Lounge Around." They are 

discussing the fact that they have nothing lined up, once the movie has finished shooting. 

They eventually come to the conclusion that the only way to get a good role is to write it 

themselves. They decide to write a script for a TV show, that would be perfect for the three 

of them, and send it to studios, using a fake (women’s) name. (Josephine McSmith) 

End of the episode ends with Jack faking a women’s voice to take a call from NBC, 

requesting to meet with Josephine. 

 

Episode Two: 

Tape it...Up 

 

The boys must find a way for Josephine to meet the executives at NBC. After holding a 

casting call, they decide the best way to pitch their script, is for one of them to go as 

Josephine. After a dress rehearsal, it is decided that Smith makes the best woman. Jack 

must teach Smith how to carry himself like a woman. Smith/Josephine, goes to NBC, and 

pitches their script. 

  



Kelly: I like this premise.  The show has a real identity and would probably be pretty funny.  

Also, the title of the second episode is pretty damn awesome. 7; Ryan: 5 (6) 

 

 

Cory Funk, Red: 

  

Title: 

"Band on the Run!"  

Cast:  

-Vicki from ’Small Wonder’ (Tiffany Brissette) as the drumming ’machine’ crime database.  

-Hannibal Smith from ’The A-Team’ (George Peppard) as the band manager and head spy. 

-Frank Buck from ’Bring ’Em Back Alive’ (Bruce Boxleitner) as the adv 
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Challenge Three Results (Part 2)  

Cory Funk, Red:..:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:office" /> 

  

Title: 

"Band on the Run!"  

Cast:  

-Vicki from ’Small Wonder’ (Tiffany Brissette) as the drumming ’machine’ crime database.  

-Hannibal Smith from ’The A-Team’ (George Peppard) as the band manager and head spy. 

-Frank Buck from ’Bring ’Em Back Alive’ (Bruce Boxleitner) as the adventurous 

guitarist/secret agent for conservation. 

-Julie McCoy from ’The Love Boat’ (Lauren Tewes) as the bassist, a regular musician and 

comic foil. 

-Janey from ’so noTORIous’ (Brennan Hesser) as the lead singing slut with a license to kill. 

 

General overview: 

The main point of this show is to bring back the classic one hour adventure/comedies we 

grew up with! With an ensemble cast and wide premise, stories abound for this exciting new 

show, "Band on the Run!". Following the adventures of a set of special government agents 

who front as a rock band, "Band on the Run!" chronicles the rock concert nights, spy games 

days, and generally glamorous and intrigue filled episodes of the band.  

 

Settings: 

There would have to be a lot of ’on site’ shots for this show, exterior shots, etc. As the band 

would be traveling each episode, there would be internal shots for cars, planes, boats, etc, 

and central office that ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />Hannibal would call into occasionally. Few to no recurring set 

pieces. 

 

Show outlines: 

1) Show 1A, The Pilot: Rockn’ Me. 

This is the first episode. In it, Hannibal contemplates what to do with his life. He is stuck in a 



dead-end paper pushing job in Washington D.C. After talking to a computer guy, he gets the 

idea to have a robot spy built in the form of Vicki. This fires his imagination, because he 

loves it when a plan comes together, and he builds a team of special agents to work with 

him in counter espionage, but he needs a legitimate front. After recruiting Janey from her 

training position in martial arts and Personnel, and Frank from The Eco Task Force, they run 

into Julie at a local coffee shop. Julie is playing there and Hannibal gets the idea to form a 

band as their cover. They will have an excuse to travel, an alibi because of their show dates, 

and they are all pretty fair musicians. Only Julie doesn’t know their real purpose, or even 

that Vicki is actually a robot. The episode ends with the band being ready to travel the world 

and fight terror, crime, and anything else that stands in their way! 

 

2) Show 88C, Yellow (Alert) Submarine. 

The Band receives intelligence that there is a rogue nuclear submarine about to set sail out 

of the Russian port of Vladivostok bound for Argentina. It is up to the band to not only figure 

out who is running this underground nuclear smuggling ring, but to stop it from its deadly 

mission. The band books a show in Sapporo, Japan as a cover, with concert footage of 

course. There is an enlightening scuffle with pirates while crossing the straits that reveals to 

Hannibal how deadly this mission really is. Janey is called upon to seduce the harbor master 

and use her martial arts skills, Vicki has to take over the sub controls, leaving Frank to bare 

fist brawl the entire submarine crew! Julie provides distraction by wandering around town 

trying to find a left handed rolling pin as a ploy to keep her out of harms way. 

  

Kelly: Another solid premise.  Although I might take issue that those shows could be called 

"classics," they were certainly a lot of fun, as this sounds.  Also, using Vicki from Small 

Wonder—as well as keeping her idiotic storyline intact—was a masterstroke. 10; Ryan: 10 

(10) 

  

  

Non-submissions: Josh Mitchell and Jason Harber of Red; Blair Ross of Yellow; Sarah Bizek 

and Leif Bierly of Blue. 

  

Red Hot Pokers = 3/10/5/-1/-1 = 3.2 

Pablo’s Blue Period = 6/5/4/3/5/-1/-1 = 3 

Wolley Bullies = 6/7/5/4/-1 = 4.2 

  

Next to Eliminate: Pablo’s Blue Period 

  

There you go…now all three teams have had the fun of elimination!  The five people on Blue 

not listed a couple paragraphs up will now vote for elimination, taking until Sunday (yes, 

that’s Easter, sorry) at 11am Central to do so.  Then I’ll get rid of one of them and 

announce the next game, which Ryan and I haven’t chosen yet. 

  

But whatever it is, it’s gonna take shorter to score than this one. 

  



Cheers. 
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Elimination Three, Challenge Four  

Here’s voting, and it’s a boring one, because nobody made any comments. 

Leif and Sarah each self-voted three times, leaving five votes out there. 

Vote One: Leif Bierly. 

Vote Two: Rachel Dwyer. 

Vote Three: Leif Bierly. 

Vote Four: John Youker. 

Vote Five: Leif Bierly. 

Third Person Eliminated from Survivor: Leif Bierly 

Whereas it may have been foolish to eliminate someone as funny as Leif who basically has a 

psychic connection with what’s going to make me laugh (for instance, I recently heard his 

suggestion for who would’ve played Ron Jeremy, and shame on you all for picking Snuffleupagus), 

but on the other hand, at this point you just don’t know when he’s going to show up, so it’s 

probably a good move.  Que sera sera.  At least he has his new baby to comfort him. 

Challenge Four is another one that we do every year.  I wouldn’t have done another repeat 

challenge so early, except (A) we haven’t talked about which challenge should be next, and Ryan’s 

probably with his family right now and (B) most of the good new ones we have work best as late-

game challenges, because they’re mostly pretty in-depth. 

Anyway, this is the Create a Challenge Challenge, and I love this one because it takes care of 

two challenges in one easy package. 

Simply put, what you need to do is create a new challenge for this game that will happen when 

there’s somewhere between three and ten people left (we’ll decide that later).  If your challenge 

works best with a certain number, write that into the challenge.  If it doesn’t matter, you don’t 

have to mention it. 

We’re not using anything but our sliding scale to score this one, but in order to get top marks on 

this one, you’ll probably want to make sure it’s not only original but doable, since in addition to 

Immunity for the two teams that have the highest scores, the person who has the single highest 

score will have their challenge featured in the game. 

We recognize that there’s a chance you’ll come up with a challenge that’s already planned for later 



in the game; if you do, you will in no way be penalized for it, we’ll just score you as we would, and 

if you win the high score, we’ll use the next one for later in the game.  I feel like that was a 

poorly-worded sentence, but since I understand it, I’m not fixing it. 

One entry gets 10 points 

Three entries get 7 points 

Three entries get 5 points 

Four entries get 3 points 

Five entries get 1 point 

Again, non-submitters get negative one. 

That should be it for this one...any more rules would just limit your imaginations, and I want your 

only limitations to be whether you decide to show the hell up this time (for those who showed the 

hell up this last time, I apologize for being a dick just now). 

Alright, Primary Ones, blow us. 

Out of the water, with your suggestions.  I promise that was the dumbest joke I’ll make all 

season.  If it even qualifies as a joke. 

Cheers. 

March 28, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Four Results  

Okay.  First of all, once again, we had four non-submissions (with two repeaters from last 

week).  Lamola, dude...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:office" /> 

  

Second of all, these were good.  In general, the best stuff in the game so far is containeth 

here (well, Fiction 59 was damn good, too).  There wasn’t much drama in the scoring for me, 

though, because when I saw how badly one team did at actually entering the challenge, I 

knew how it was gonna go. 

  

  

  

1. 

"Better Know Your American History Cartoon History" 

 

In this spectacular challenge, you will be blending two of your favorite things from your 

childhood. 20th Century History and Hanna-Barbera Cartoons! Here is how it works...  

 

You pick what you feel are some of the most historically significant events (three to be 

exact) from the last century and replace all the major figures with your favorite characters 

from Hanna-Barbera cartoons. Characters don’t need to necessarily need to be from the 

same series since I love crossovers as much as the next guy. However, blending historical 



events is a big no-no. So no President Kennedy assassination combined with the New Deal or 

the invention of Post-it Notes or anything like that. Let me know if events would play out the 

same as they did (and why) in the history books or if some wacky cartoon hijinx would 

ensue and alter the course of the 20th Century. 

 

Here’s an example of characters you could use. If you feel like the Strategic Arms Limitation 

Talks (better known as SALT) between the good old US of A and the evil commie 

..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />USSR 

was significant then replace American President Gerald Ford and Soviet Premier Leonid 

Brezhnev with characters from cartoon series such as Jaberjaw, Johnny Quest or Grape Ape. 

Or all three!! If you’re more of a SALT II kind of lad or lass like myself, make sure to 

remember the it was President Cater squaring off in a mental battle of wits with Brezhnev, 

not Ford!! Stuff like this counts. 

 

Also, be sure to explain why you feel the cartoon character(s) is (are) best used in the stead 

of their respective real life counterparts! Good luck to you all. 

  

Kelly: Wow.  This is…weird.  So points for that.  My problem with this is the likely overlap 

between people, and the possibility that our scoring would be affected by our thoughts of 

how good the character is in the role.  Wow, this is hard to explain…sort of like the challenge 

itself.  3 points (Zach Swalley, Yellow) 

  

Ryan: Okay, that’s fun. I think we need to flesh it out more, so come over to the Roadhouse 

(that’s what I call my house) and we’ll knock around some ideas and throw back some 

brews. 

 

Five points (average of four) 

  

2. 

Okay, this one is called ’Political Poetry Slam.’ 

 

What each player, or playa’, must do is: compose a dramatic monologue written from the 

point of view of one of the three remaining presidential candidates, (that’s Hill-dawg, 

Obama, and McCain, in case you live isolated in a forest or on an uncharted island 

somewhere.) The monologue can be written in any poetic form, (i.e., it can rhyme or not 

rhyme, whatever.) BUT, there must be exactly 15 lines to the poem-- no more, no less. 

AND, two lines of the poem must be actual quoted slogans or statements made by the 

candidate or the campaign while on the trail. That’s it. A monologue from the point of view of 

one of the three candidates, but it must be 15 lines and contain two actual quotes attributed 

to the candidate. This may actually end up being educational for some, or not..... 

 

A simple sliding score of 1-5 for each submission. Looking out for originality/creativity, 

adherence to the minimal restrictions imposed on your poetic prowess, and, of course, being 

funny as hell is usually a big plus. 

  



Kelly: Hmm.  To be sure, I, and later Ryan and I, have considered quite a few politically 

charged challenges over the course of this game.  But I always go back to the fact that I get 

altogether way too worked up about politics.  It’s not a bad idea, but it’s not as elaborate as 

some of the others.  5 points (Blair Ross, Yellow) 

  

Ryan: I think slamming each other would be more fun. It’s too easy to slam political 

canidates. Why don’t we have a poetry slam of Brittney Spears? Oh, that’s right, because it’d 

be too easy. Pfft. Sorry, that was harsh. I like the intent, but it’s too close to stuff that we’ve 

already done in the past. 

 

Three points (average of 4) 

  

3. 

Title: Set Em’ Up Joe 

 

Basic Idea: Invent a drinking game. 

 

This challenge should be both fun, and easy to accomplish. All you need is a brain, and a 

love for getting your drink on. If need be, the judges could enforce rules, such as, "Your 

game must include a banana." A bonus, or tie breaker would be to also invent a drink, that 

goes along with your drinking game. 

 

Though this idea seems to be a simple one, it is wide open for tons of creativity, lots of 

drunken sex with Kelly, and everyone could play the drinking game at the final party (if 

there is one). 

  

Kelly: Here we go.  This is simple, but there’s a lot of room for fun and silliness, and indeed 

we could eventually try out the winner.  From a guy who inexplicably just tried Beer Pong for 

the first time just a couple weeks ago, this one sounds pretty fun.  5 points (Patrick Kozicky, 

Yellow) 

  

Ryan: Why isn’t there any drunken sex with ME?!! 

 

Three points (average of 4) 

  

4. 

Super Smash Bros. Brawl tournament... Need I say more? 

  

Kelly: Yes, please.  1 point (Oliver Thrun, Blue) 

  

Ryan: One point (if this is Oly, I’m sorry) (average of 1) 

  

5. 

SurvivorSpace DeathMatch 

 



Each of the remaining contestants is to, in writing, have a cage match (to the death) with 

the remaining contestants.  

Each "survivor" will be part of a tag team, the other member being any living person. (No 

fictional characters or dead people - Wolverine or Jesus just wouldn’t be fair, now would it?) 

The Survivor administrators (dare I say..."gurus?") will choose the options for the partners, 

but the authors will assign the teams. 

The survivors will "document" the cage match between the teams as a play-by-play - moves 

used, team members being tagged in, how the contenders are offed...until the match is 

complete, with one team standing as the Ultimate SurvivorSpace Cage Match Champions. 

Bloodshed and underhanded tactics are encouraged, as are costumes and theme songs. 

  

Kelly: So is Jesus a dead person or a fictional character here?  Ah, no matter.  More 

importantly, this person decided to refer to us as gurus, and buttering us up never hurts.  

However, I don’t know how this would be fair, since everyone would just eliminate everyone 

else as quickly as possible, right?  This is stunningly similar to an idea I had for this game 

once, but I couldn’t think of a way to do it.  3 points (Sam Fronek, Blue) 

  

Ryan: Wrestling always warms the heart, and the groin. I do like the idea, but I need more. 

This could be good if we didn’t have to write everything out and could maybe hire someone 

to CGI it and then we’d all enjoy it. Plus it sounds like my idea for a Sitcom from Survivor II. 

I’m flattered, really 

 

Five points (average of 4) 

  

6. 

Album of the Year. 

 

Rules: 

 

Take any (full) popular song lyric and re-write it in a somewhat completely different genre 

(i.e. Country to Emo). You also must work together with your team (Top 10 broken into 

teams of 5 by the roll of the die, or whatever) so that the songs composed are 

comprehensive enough to be featured on the same album. Lastly, you must come up with 

one album title and imagery for the album cover. 

 

Bonus points for those who can find a way to record/videotape theirs. Not really, but it would 

be fun for everyone else. 

 

And for the love of CHRIST, no American Pie.  

 

Point Structure: 

 

Sliding scale similar to the Fiction 59 stories, scored individually.  

 

The best Album Title and Imagery will serve as a tie-breaker and can help with individual 



points as well, depending on how the song fits with the overall theme. 

 

Ready, steady, go! 

  

Kelly: This is cool.  It’s eerily similar to a challenge we have later in the game, but I in fact 

prefer this one by quite a bit, so even if it doesn’t win I think we’ll lean this way on this 

challenge.  7 points (Brienne Zimmer, Yellow) 

  

Ryan: Christ, why do we have to bring religion into this. But honestly, this is an idea even 

Jesus would be jealous of. I love it, I love music and I love you, whomever you are. The only 

drawback of this challenge is that our crew might not be able to truly complete this challenge 

because of the lack of a production studio. The one flaw makes it a delicious 

 

Seven points (average of 7) 

  

7. 

Jingles Reincarnated 

Choose one of these famous advertising jingles and re-write the words to sell a modern-day 

product like X-box or PS3, I-Pod or MP3, cell phone, etc. The music/melody must remain the 

same, only the words and product being sold can be changed. 

 

Musical Choices: 

Coca-Cola- It’s The Real Thing (I’d like to buy the world a coke) 

Pepsi- Join the Pepsi People 

Oscar Mayer- My Bologna Has a First Name 

McDonald’s- You Deserve a Break Today 

Burger King- Have it Your Way 

Almond Joy/Mounds- Sometimes You Feel Like a Nut 

Band-Aid- I am Stuck on Band-Aid 

 

 

This challenge will be scored on originality, ironic relationship between original product and 

new product, and accuracy of rhyme of words to the rhythm of the music. Judges will use a 

point scale from 1 to 10 with 10 obviously being for the best jingle. 

  

Kelly: More changing of lyrics?!  We all think alike.  This is similar to the one time I entered a 

magazine contest where you had to write a little gag in the old Bryl-Creem style…does 

anyone know what the hell I’m talking about?  Anyway, this is still different from both the 

preceding one and ours, so that’s a plus.  3 points (Robin Zimmer, Red) 

  

Ryan: Again, music tickles my bahls. But not my Nate Bahls. I think that as long as anyone 

includes any music with a challenge I will immediately get a boner. Well, I gotta go and take 

care of this. 

 

Seven points (average of 5) 



  

8. 

Invent a Challenge Challenge: Diorama-O-Rama! 

 

When I used to be a manager at Circuit City, I had a few oddly bright and twistedly creative, 

but underemployed people working for me. When I think about that time and this 

competition, a strong parallel can be drawn. To keep people engaged and working, I came 

up with "Diorama Fridays", which lasted for about four months. The object of Diorama 

Fridays was, using only the office supplies that were immediately at hand, build a diorama 

depicting a famous scene from a movie or book. We re-created scenes from Faster 

Pusssycat, Kill! Kill!", "Pocahontas", "Gremlins", and "Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas". 

 

I suggest the same thing for a Survivor Space challenge. Ryan and Kelly assign each player 

a famous scene from some work of fiction. It is then the players responsibility to recreate 

that scene using just office supplies (usually tape, post-its, note cards, pens, pencils, 

erasers, rubber cement, note paper, sharpie markers, white out, a scissors, etc) immediately 

at hand in their desk. Nothing can be printed out (like a picture of Harrison Ford if someone 

got a scene from ’Raiders of the Lost Ark’). Everything must be hand created. Once the 

diorama is complete, the competitor must take a picture (up to four of the finished product) 

and send it to the judges. A picture of the starting supplies and work space should be 

included as well.  

 

Here is an example I did for a coworker, very hastily, which she cleverly added too with her 

finger: http://flickr. com/photos/8563449@N05/2258199895/ 

 

Points will be assigned for clever usage of materials, accuracy of the scene, attention to 

detail, and sheer awesomeness. 

 

The high points of this plan are that the vast bulk of the work rests on the players, not the 

judges. If picking famous scenes was too much work, the judges could even force the 

players to pick their own. Also, arts and crafts would be a new category of strife for the 

players to contend with. 

  

Kelly: I want to be annoyed with this person for naming where they used to work since it 

could give away to me who it is, but the fact is that I have no idea who used to work for my 

competition.  Anyway, this is an uber-kickass idea, and certainly doable, although it’s 

intricate enough that it would probably be saved for later in the game.  7 points (Cory Funk, 

Red) 

  

Ryan: I can’t say enough about this idea. It’s pure fricking brilliance. I want this so bad it 

hurts. Congrats, and the best part is, it’s something that you’ve already done and know how 

awesome it is. One thing I might interject besides Kelly and I picking the movie, we may 

have to be scene specific and see what comes of our Survivors. 

 

TEN! (average of eight and a half) 

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vZmxpY2tyLmNvbS9waG90b3MvODU2MzQ0OUBOMDUvMjI1ODE5OTg5NS8=


  

9. 

Myspace Newlywed Game 

 

Hosted by Ryan Fossum and Kelly Wells 

 

Premise- This game must be held when there is an even number of players. Girls can be 

placed with boys, boys with girls, boys with boys, girls with girls, girls with goats, and boys 

with sheep. No restrictions in how the couples are paired. 

 

After pairing, the couples will then come up with a 10-question roster for the host couple to 

fill out. Ryan and Kelly must not confer about their answers or they will soon be missing a 

body part in a nearby cornfield. Just like the Newlywed Game, hosted by the hot mammoth 

Chuck Barris, Kelly must answer how he thinks Ryan would answer and vice versa. Again, 

the questions must be devised by the Survivor couples and made simple enough that we 

won’t be burdened with a long drawn out answer from Kelly. 

 

Example- What candy bar would your other host choose to describe your style of making 

love? (Snickers, Zero, Payday, $100,000 bar, Mounds, Big Hunk, etc) 

 

The couple then in turn tallies up the answers. The couple that receives the most questions 

answered correctly wins immunity for the round. If there is a tie, a tie breaker question will 

be issued. All others are judged by Kelly and Ryan as for awesomeness of the questions. 

 

This will be a nice twist on the normal challenges in that the players are now the judges. 

With quite a team of creative thinkers, the questions are sure to be offbeat and Kelly and 

Ryan the ideal couple to watch squabble over their answers. 

  

Kelly: Amazingly, once again we have a challenge similar to one we’re doing later.  I’d claim 

you stole it from us, but hell, I somewhat stole it from Games Magazine, so I’m no saint.  

Asking the lot of you to come up with the questions actually expands on my idea.  Also, 

there are some funny jokes in this entry, which is always cool.  Note: the candy bar relating 

to my lovemaking is "Nutrageous."  5 points (Carrie Metz, Yellow) 

  

Ryan: This game is sweet, sweet like a honeydew. I do enjoy when we make everyone do 

crazy stuff with knowing their team. It’s a win-win because you get valuable information that 

you can use to sabotage others in the future and you get to make yourselves proud. 

 

Seven points (average of six) 

  

10. 

Kelly Wells is throwing a party to celebrate his Kelleroniousness! He has called your party 

planning agency, Company’s Coming, to finalize all the details. He tells you that the party 

will begin at 2:27 a.m. on June 21st, but gives you no other information. He trusts you to: 

 



1. Choose a Kelly-rific location 

 

2. Choose a Wells-tastic theme  

 

3. Invite fifty Kelly-Lovers or Loves-of-Kelly, living or dead. You may include yourself, if you 

think he would want you there.  

 

4. Develop a menu in K. Allen’s honor, including appetizer, soup/salad course, main course, 

and dessert 

 

5. Develop and name an alcoholic beverage that will be "all the rage" at this Wellsian rave. 

(Please include what goes into it.) 

 

Now for the tricky part: You must submit all of this information in the form of an evite 

invitation to Kelly and Ryan’s email addresses by 2:30 on Friday.Good luck! We’ll see whose 

party plan survives the cut! 

  

Kelly: I’m going to have so much sex with this challenge idea.  Once again, I have to 

commend a player for knowing that my enormous ego, when stroked, can bring home big 

points.  In all seriousness, though, this is a very clever idea, and one unlike any we’ve ever 

done.  Best of all, we could actually do whatever the winner came up with.  10 points—I 

swear not just because it’s about me (Sarah Bizek, Blue) 

  

Ryan: Hmmm... what about letting me in on the awesomness of getting some attention. I 

don’t mind that I wasn’t included, but you truly played on Kelly’s sense of ego on this 

challenge, you should be ashamed. Well, it may have worked if I was included. Tisk, tisk. 

 

Five points (average of seven point five) 

  

11. 

AssassinEight  

 

Object: to plan out an assassination attempt on either: a)Someone on an opposing team, 

b)Kelly/Ryan, or c)A public figure.  

 

(1)You must set out how it is to be done;(2) where you would do it;(3) what time of day;(4) 

what you will require in terms of supples, weapons, amount of time (for both setup/planning 

and the act itself),etc.;(5) and how you plan to make your getaway.  

 

Each area (5) will be scored on a scale of 1-5. Plus an additonal 1-5 points on how likely the 

judges think your plan will be successful. 

  

Kelly: Hmm…killing other players?  I’m thinking Cory or Carrie.  In any event, although it 

could be fun, it does suffer a little from being so much simpler than the other challenges.  3 

points (John Youker, Blue) 



  

Ryan: Why can’t we just love each other. Kelly and I have learned to. 

 

Three Points (average of 3) 

  

12. 

Imagine that Survival Space is a professional wrestling association. Use the MySpace pages 

of the remaining players to create a wrestling alter ego for each player. Describe their 

character, mic presense, and fighting style. Make sure to include the players tag 

line/gimmick, enterance music, and special move. 

 

Kelly: Here’s another person who gets points for paying attention.  I’ve always wanted to 

have a challenge that almost entirely used pro wrestling as a backdrop, and dammit, this is 

it (actually, there’s one planned for later in the game, but again…I like this one better).  It’s 

just four lines, but it’s quality, bitches, not quantity.  Good stuff.  7 points (Greg Johnson, 

Blue) 

  

Ryan: Hmm... I like this... dispite the gratuidous use of wrestling it seems that this could be 

fun for everyone to see what kind of bashing or honoring we can do for each other. One 

stipulation, you need to have Kelly and I be starring in the Professional Wrestling League as 

well. 

 

Three points (average of 5) 

  

  

Negative Ones go out to Rachel Dwyer of Blue, and Marisa Carlson, Josh Mitchell and Jason 

Harber, all of Red. 

  

Wolley Bullies: 4/4/4/7/6 = 25/5 = 5.00 

Pablo’s Blue Period: 1/4/7.5/3/5/-1 = 19.5/6 = 3.25 

Red Hot Pokers: 5/8.5/-1/-1/-1 = 10.5/5 = 2.10 

  

Alas, we’ve come full circle, and once again The Red Hot Pokers will have until Sunday to 

eliminate their player (their losing feat is amazing, since Cory won the individual challenge).  

However, since this is getting in late, I’ll give them until noon central, an hour or two more 

than normal.  Ain’t that great?  On the other hand, only two people can vote on account of 

the other three wanking on the challenge and self-voting thrice, so it shouldn’t be a problem. 

  

If we need a tiebreaker here for some damned reason, a member of the victorious Wolley 

Bullies will be asked to break it. 

  

See you soon, Calendar Girls.  Shit!  That was Survivor III.  I mean…Primary Colors.  Leave 

me alone.  I forgot. 

  



Cheers. 

  

Next Challenge Teaser: "Genre Break" 

March 29, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Elimination Four, Challenge Five  

Voting! 

There are three people--Marisa, Josh and Jason--who are self-voting.  So that leaves two... 

Vote One: Josh Mitchell. 

Vote Two: Josh Mitchell.  "I vote for Josh. He hasn’t done anything at all so far." 

Fourth Elimination from Survivor: Josh Mitchell 

Hard to argue with that, much as I love the guy. 

Anyway, we now have fifteen of you remaining, which means there’s just--oh--several months to 

go.  At least the non-players should be gone within five or six weeks, right? 

Bleh. 

Anyway, for those of you who are playing, a) we love you, and b) here’s your next challenge. 

It’s a combination of the idea Ryan and I (mostly Ryan on this one) had before the game along 

with one of the suggestions from the last challenge.  It is a Weird Al-type challenge, but listen 

closely, ’cause this is pretty devious. 

What you need to do is come up with a famous song by a famous singer or band, and rewrite the 

lyrics to be about something else...something blase, like fire hydrants or a hair dryer or 

something.  Or a concept, like narcissism or teen sex (but let’s not get serious--let’s keep it 

mostly funny here, or barring that, at least amazingly clever). 

But here’s the kick in the nutsack from us to you: each member of the team has to base their 

song upon the same artist’s lyrics, as well as the same item/concept. 

So, like, your entire team will do different songs about cornfields to the tune of Elton John, or 

some such.  And they all have to be based on different songs, too.  (I think I explained this well 

enough, but if not, ask questions below) 

Seriously, this is pretty hardcore, eh?  Especially considering that some teams are hurting to even 

get their teammates to do anything, right?  Well, them’s the breaks. 



The sliding scale doesn’t really work here, so we’ll be doing the Netflix scale again: 

5 - Loved it 

4 - Really liked it 

3 - Liked it 

2 - Didn’t like it 

1 - Hated it 

As usual, your non-submitters will get a big fat negative one, followed by a big fat boot in the 

chode. 

Well, this will take some work on your part, so y’all better get started.  Hey, at least you got an 

extra day on account of the Reds voting so quickly, right?  We’ll stick with a due time of 3:30pm 

on Friday. 

Cheers (assuming you still like us).  And as tough as this is, ya gotta admit it’s the new definitive 

team challenge in this game.  ...okay? 

April 5, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Challenge 5 Results...Finally  

Shit...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Last night I scored these and waited for Ryan to do his half, and now that he’s finishing it, I 

just realized that I never saved my document after I myself scored it.  Son of a bitch. 

  

I guess I’ll f*&^in’ do it again, then.  Quickly. 

  

After the fact: I am truly blown away by the scores on this one.  Ryan and I have never been 

so far away in scores.  Also, Ryan’s nursing the hangover of his life, and wanted me to point 

out that he really liked this challenge and the entries.  You’ll want to keep that in mind, 

because his responses are…well…some of the most hateful he’s written, you might say… 

  

The opening group is from The Red Hot Pokers, who did laundry-related fun in the 

"style" of AC/DC. 

  

1 

  

The ****** Team did AC/DC as our group and the topic is doing laundry. 

 

My tune, "Shoot To Thrill" off of ’Back In Black’. 

  

--Laundry Version--- 

All you linens, dirty pants, or bed sheets 

It’s time you go in the machine for a turn 

Just keep them coming, and put in enough bleach 

’Cause that filthy water and soap has gotta churn 



 

I’m gonna add some Down, oh Down, Down-yyy! 

So collar with your ring around 

I’m gonna wash it, wash it, wash the clothing! 

 

Washing thrills like paying bills 

Too many shirts with too many spills, yeah 

Washing thrills like paying bills 

Got my Tide at the ready, gonna scrub those frills. 

 

I’m like chocolate, I get really ground in 

Just like Cheer, that can even wash in cold 

The cycle I’m using is permanent press 

So even the nastiest grime can’t take hold! 

 

I’m gonna add some Down, yeah Down, Down-yyy! 

So collar with your ring around 

I’m gonna wash it, wash it, wash the clothing! 

 

Washing thrills like paying bills 

Too many shirts with too many spills, I said 

Washing thrills like paying bills 

Got my Tide at the ready, gonna scrub those frills. 

’Cause washing thrills more than the paying bills 

I can’t wash enough and I can’t over fill 

My washing thrills, like paying bills 

Yeah, start the cycle! 

Start it, start it, start the cycle! 

 

Washing thrills like paying bills 

Too many shirts with too many spills, I said 

Washing thrills like paying bills 

Got my Tide at the ready, gonna scrub those frills. 

’Cause washing thrills and I’m tired of spills and I can’t 

Clean enough 

And I have to fight the spills  

’Cause washing thrills like paying bills! 

 

Yeah 

Wash you out 

Yeah 

I’m gonna get the Downy now 

Wash ya, 

I’m gonna wash ya 

Ooh yeah, yeah, yeah 



I’m gonna wash you out, yeah 

I’m gonna get that out 

Wash you (x3) 

Wash you out! 

Wash you (x3) 

Wash you out! 

I’m gonna srubs those spills, ’cause it thrills 

..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />Wash 

those spills 

Aw yeah! 

  

Kelly: This one is light on belly-laughs but long on wordplay; it also is eerily true to the 

actual song, as many of the lines rhyme with the real song.  Four points (Cory Funk). 

  

Ryan: I like the thought of it, but something got lost in translation.  I did like the chorus as it 

did bring the song together, but I wished there was a better song to convey your washing 

woes.  

Score it a 3 monkey man.  

  

  

2 

  

You shook me all night long 

(laundry) 

You did laundry all night long 

 

It was a washing machine  

It got my laundry clean  

It was the best damn maytag I had ever seen 

My jeans had stains on the thigh  

From that real cute guy 

You got them clean now they are ready to dry 

 

Cause the spin cycles going 

The tide is flowing 

The dryers blowing 

And got my laundry clean, and you 

CHORUS: 

did laundry all night long 

Yeah you did laundry all night long 

 

working double time 



I hung the clothes on the line 

Got my jeans dry, so I am doing fine 

Wanted no applause 

Just another cause 

Got the stains off my t, and bleach on the floor 

Took those stains down  

The spin cycle going around 

CHORUS: 

Cause the spin cycles going 

The tide is flowing 

The dryers blowing 

And got my laundry clean, and you 

 

did laundry all night long 

Yeah you did laundry all night long 

  

Kelly: I’d say similar things about this and the first; I’d also add that this was a pretty ballsy 

choice of artist/concept since a) the concept doesn’t seem like it would lend well to being 

interesting (the team did a very good job with it, however) and b) I really, really hate 

AC/DC.  Three points for this one (Marisa Carlson). 

  

Ryan: This was terrific and I could sing it in my head even with The Kooks, ’Jackie Big Tits,’ 

in the background.  It sounds odd, but an excellent song.  Check it…  

And I’ll check you for a 5  

  

  

3 

  

Old Song: Thunderstruck 

New Song: Under-schmucked 

Laundry (x10) 

I was caught  

In the middle of the darks and the whites- (laundry) 

And I reached in the basket and saw something not right- (laundry) 

The briefs were not looking quite as they usually do 

And I knew, I knew this was all cus of you (laundry) 

Looks like tracks 

Dirty sharted tracks 

Stained against the white 

Made me gag on site 

I’ve been - under-schmucked! 

Put on rubber gloves 



Plugged my nose and reached in the basket 

Got the nasty, yea nasty 

And threw it in the tub 

Threw in some bleach 

Some oxy-clean hoping for change 

Turned the water to hot, right on the spot 

Yeah, yeah, yeah, I blew my lunch 

And was shakin’ at the knees 

Can I toss them away please 

You have never been too kind 

I’ve been under-schmucked, under-schmucked 

Yeah, yeah, yeah under-schmucked 

Yeah 

Oh under-schmucked, yeah 

Now I’m shakin’ at the knees 

Can I toss them away please 

Under-schmucked, under-schmucked 

Yeah, yeah, yeah under-schmucked 

Underschmucked, yeah, yeah, yea,  

Said no, it’s not right 

I’m not so fine 

Not fine 

Under-schmucked, yeah, yeah, yeah 

Under-schmucked, under-schmucked, under-schmucked 

Whoa baby, baby, under-schmucked 

I’ve been under-schmucked, under-schmucked 

Under-schmucked, under-schmucked, under-schmucked 

I’ve been under-schmucked  

  

Kelly: The person who turned out to write this one continues to amaze with the vulgarity.  

This one melds strong fun with lyrics and some pretty good laughs.  I’ll go five on this one, 

though "sharted" is such a dirty, awful (and funny) word (Robin Zimmer). 

  

Ryan: Clever novel idea of skid marks making a whole song.  I’m guessing you have kids or 

take it in the ass.  The fact of the matter is you did a lot with not much.  I guess we’ll call 

you the MacGyver of the round  

One dirty pair of drawers get you a 4  
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Artist: ACDC 

Theme: Dirty Laundry 

Song: Dirty Deeds, Done Dirt Cheap 

 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

 

If you’re havin’ trouble with the TP wipe 

You will have a stain 

You thought you got it all and you missed a spot  

Your Panties no longer will be plain  

Brown streaks and skids are in the joint 

They will be there all the time  

Just think about a new pair while wearing the old 

It really is a crime 

 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds and they got Poo stains 

B-V-Ds and they got Poo stains 

 

You got problems in your manly supports 

You had a squirty fart  

You left your mark, you can’t deny  

Those brown streaks weren’t there at the start  

Pick up the phone, you’re unaware 

You make a poopy call  

Comes right out, forget about clean 

The poo has already made a fall 

 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds and they got Poo stains 

B-V-Ds and they got Poo stains 

Whoa yeah 

 

You got a black pair that don’t show the spots 

But your tighty whiteys have poo clots 

She keeps naggin’ at you night ’n’ day  

Cuz She sees your poo and how it rots 

Pick up the phone, leave her alone  

It’s time you made a stand  

For a fee, you can be clean 

Your back door man, hey 



 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds, With Poo Stains 

B-V-Ds and they got Poo stains 

B-V-Ds and they got Poo stains 

 

Shitty Tracks 

Brown Back 

Yellow Front 

With Poo Stains 

Ooo, Do Your Laundry with some Bleach 

Hanes Her Poopy Way 

Never Comin Out 

They got Poo Stains 

  

Kelly: Well, they certainly spent a lot of time with skid marks on this team, eh?  What can I 

say, the classics are the classics.  I didn’t want to laugh at "Hanes her Poopy Way," but for 

some reason, I couldn’t fight it.  Four points (Jason Harber). 

  

Ryan: Alright, didn’t any of you confer before choosing topics of each song.  A dick or fart 

joke can only go so far.  I’m not giving you this because the song was bad, but because 

there can only be one asshole in this game and it’s me.  

Poo-stained 3  

  

  

The next batch is from Pablo’s Blue Period, who did hygiene songs in the style of 

Billy Joel. 
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Artist: Billy Joel 

Topic: Personal Hygiene 

Song: "Periodontal Algesia" to the tune of "Downeaster Alexa" 

 

 

Get out of bed and I jump in the shower 

Head and Shoulders I run through my hair 

Pick the lint from my hole called a navel 

Use a cloth when I wash "under there" 

 

I use Ivory soap to get myself real clean 



The water’s boiling and the room is full of steam 

My feet stunk so bad I had to plug my nose 

Don’t want athlete’s foot, so I wash between my toes 

 

I grab a towel to sop up the moisture 

Use a Q-tip to clean my right ear 

Turn around and I look in the mirror 

See that acne’s still there on my rear 

 

Take my toothbrush and I scrub my pearly whites 

A real sharp pain there tells me something isn’t right 

I’ve had discomfort, but not like this before 

Still use sensodyne, but I think that I need more 

 

Ow ow owwwwww, ouch! Ow ow owwwww, oww ouch! 

 

So, last week went to see Dr. Kirkwood 

Said to brush at least two times a day 

If I’d floss then I wouldn’t have these problems 

Halitosis and bad tooth decay 

 

Of course, he said that I will have to take it out 

If this keeps up, there’ll be just three left in my mouth 

Feels like I’m chewing on the sharpest piece of glass 

At least, I’ll get some of Doc Kirkwood’s laughing gas 

 

Ow ow owwwww, yow! My mouth hurts, ow! Bleeding gums, ow! Ow ow owwww, wow! 

  

Kelly: Billy Joel certainly has a lot of songs they could’ve used, but this one is my very 

favorite.  This entry also has a great title and an awesome last line of the last stanza.  For 

some reason, I find it hilarious that Joel’s song of tragedy was lowered to such idiocy.  Five 

points (Greg Johnson). 

  

Ryan: Boy, if you could have picked a more obscure song by Billy Joel I would have shit.  

This was a great try, but again, we have to have something we can hum along to if we don’t 

know the words.  I’m guessing the team picked Billy Joel because he has a wealth of songs 

to pick from and you choose this song.  I would have been happy with Allentown, Christ!  

Your team should have picked Rush as a band and I would have been more in tune.  Thank 

you for being true to your ’Joel roots,’ but please make my day, not yours.  

Today’s Tom Sawyer gets a 2 

Kelly: Sweet Effing Christ, you’ve never heard that song?  Did you spend sixth grade under a 



rock?! 
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(about personal hygiene, from Billie Joel’s song of the same title) 

 

"You May Be Right" 

 

Friday night I smelled real funky 

Saturday I swam the quarry 

Sunday came and a rash broke out again 

I was only smelling some 

though my eyes began to run 

And you said that I should shower for a change 

 

I’ve been candid on the telephone 

People next to me have start to moan 

Even old hobos shake their heads in shame 

And you said if I would strive 

I could smell more alive 

So you said that only proves what you’ve been saying 

 

You may be right 

I may be stinky 

And it may just be a shower that I’m needing more 

Fill up to tub 

Use soap you gave me 

I hope it’s strong ’cause all I know 

is you may be right 

 

Remember how I used to care 

About my odor, looks and hair 

I could stop traffic up about a mile 

You were lonely for a man 

I passed the physical exam 

and you might enjoy some action for awhile 

 

Now think of all the years you tried to  

Find someone to listen to you 

I might be as smelly as you say 

If I’m stinky then it’s true 

That it’s the bacterial goo 

And you wouldn’t want to smell the decay 



 

You may be right 

I may be stinky 

And it may just be a shower that I’m needing more 

I’ll scrub all night 

I’ll try to cleanse me 

I hope you’re wrong for all I know 

But you may be right 

I hope you’re wrong but you may be right 

I hope you’re wrong but you may be right  

  

Kelly: Another one that keeps true to the artist’s original rhyme scheme, which certainly 

wasn’t a requirement but is impressive nonetheless.  My favorite line of this one was way 

back in line two, swimming the quarry.  Why would someone do that?  That’s just silly, you 

know?  Four points (Rachel Dwyer). 

  

Ryan: This pick is the only song thus far that’s made me want to put the song on.  I thank 

you and my turn table thanks you.  There was a great mix of original lyrics and 

manufactured ones so I tip my hat to you.  This proves you don’t need make a song 

completely over to make it a sweet farce.    

Remember how I found you there in your electric chair and I told you dirty jokes until you 

smiled?  Yeah, it made me smile as well… 5 
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"I’m Not the One Who Smells Bad" 

(Sung to the tune of Billy Joel’s "We Didn’t Start the Fire") 

 

Neutrogena, Oral-B, Aquafresh, Summer’s Eve 

Colgate Total, Odor-Eaters, antiperspirant 

Act and Scope, then Listerine, damn my mouth sure feels clean 

Bar soap, liquid soap, Dove deodorant 

 

Irish Spring, Gold Bond, still smell like a fish pond? 

Old Spice, Axe bodyspray, and the smell has gone away 

Deodorant, Visine, looking good, feeling clean 

Body odor, greasy hair, offensive breath goodbye 

 

 

CHORUS 

I’m not the one who smells bad 



Oh, your nose is burning 

But you’ll soon be learning 

I’m not the one who smells bad 

I smell like a flower 

Cause I took a shower 

 

Herpecin and Orajel, these cold sores can go to hell 

Barbasol, Zestfully clean, halitosis 

Jergens, Q-tips, Head and Shoulders, Purell 

Nair for short shorts, hairy legs are gross 

Rite-Aid, Walgreens, my vag needs a good clean 

Baby powder and a fan, it’s as clean as Disneyland! 

Right Guard, Sonicare, Metamucil, what for? 

Tic-tacs, body wax, you smell like a French whore 

 

CHORUS 

 

Tongue scrapers, dental floss, dammit teeth still feel like moss 

Always, Tampax, that’s none of your beeswax 

St. Ives, Cetaphil, what about this blue pill 

Got a case of head lice? Try some Nix, works real nice 

 

Acuvue, shampoo, body peels, holistic cures 

Looking like, sort of, a strung-out Courtney Love 

Secret, CVS, Binaca and all the rest 

Athlete’s foot or jock itch, pubic lice are a bitch! 

 

CHORUS 

 

Selsun Blue, cat piss, damn this psoriasis 

Speed Stick, toothpick, what’s up with my cheesedick? 

Using all my Noxema, cleaning better than FEMA 

Breath mints, Dr. Scholls, still look like a hobo 

Chapstick, Blistex, I prefer my Carmex 

My skin’s so goddamn dry, what else do I have to try? 

 

CHORUS 

 

Birth control’s my B.O, guys smell me they say oh, no 

Earwax, chapped lips, arm hair, nip slips 

pimples, dimples, saddlebags, circles under my eyes 

Gingivitis in my gums, cellulite all on my thighs 

corns on my toes, pockmarks, ugly scars, and birthmarks 

Ingrown nails, skin is pale, bags, scars, need a veil 

Need a dermatologist, better yet an exorcist 



These are things I can’t ignore, I can’t take it anymore 

 

CHORUS 

 

I’m not the one who smells bad 

But when I am gone 

Your nose will still burn on, and on, and on…. 

  

Kelly: Now here is the absolute perfect song to use for this challenge, and the survivor rose 

to the occasion, not even shortening the epic song.  Lots of good sick stuff here, mostly the 

feminine hygiene stuff…ladies, your world is a frightening one to me.  Five points (Sam 

Fronek). 

  

Ryan: Wow, I’m not one to give 5’s back to back, but I found my eyes fused to this screen 

wondering what the next line would bring.  I was toughly entertained and I thank you… I’m 

am now dumber for reading this, but I dare not say I won’t forget to make my ass and 

breath not smell.  

Rock and Roll, Cola wars, I can’t take it any more 5 
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Deodorant 

 

Sung to the tune of Piano Man by Billy Joel 

 

It’s eight o’clock on a Wednesday 

I board the subway for work 

A young man sits down next to me 

Who looks like a lawyer or clerk 

 

I heed him little attention 

As I read my paper in peace 

But then I get a whiff of something 

That smells like a communicable disease 

 

Chorus: 

For the love of God wear some deodorant 

Before my nostrils burn away 

You smell like a dead hippopotamus 

Or a homeless leper in Bombay 

 



I get off the subway in a hurry 

Hoping to flee the smell 

But it follows and lingers all over me 

I think that it’s inflammable 

 

And the young man lifts his hand in the air 

As he tries to hail a cab 

And the smell from his armpit carries 

From New York to Tokyo, Japan 

 

Chorus: 

For the love of God wear some deodorant 

As the Almighty One would have done 

Instead you smell like that dirty hippie 

Jesus Christ, his bastard son  

  

Kelly: I find it painfully funny to think that someone could actually smell like a communicable 

disease, and the last, offensive line is just darling.  I hate to give out so many fives, but I 

can’t help myself (Oliver Thrun). 

  

Ryan: This is a hard song to take on for a Werid Al challenge, but I’m guessing that you feel 

passionately about this song.  So passionately that you sing it every time you get the chance 

to sing it in Karaoke.  

I really was aching to hear ’Just the Way You Are,’ 4  
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"They’ll Be No Making Out Here Tonight" 

(On the topic of personal hygiene to the tune of She’s Always a Woman to Me by Billy Joel)  

 

She can kill with that smell  

Her mouth it ain’t well 

She says that it’s natural  

You just can’t deal with it well 

But you know the truth  

That her breath it ain’t right  

And if she doesn’t freshen it  

They’ll be no making out here tonight  

 

She makes up excuses  



And some other lies 

She covers it with Eclipse  

Only way that she tries  

And once more you’re fooled  

During your horny flight 

Because her mouth is like a dungheap  

They’ll be no making out here tonight  

 

OOOOHHHHHHH 

She says I’ll clean my mouth 

If you shave every day  

That stubble burns me like mad  

OOOOHHHHHHH 

And you know that she’s right  

That it’s a two way street  

Razor burn’s not that bad  

 

So you bust out the Mach Five  

And some fresh shaving gel  

Your face is all smooth  

But your neck burns like hell  

She rubs on some lotion  

Which makes it alright  

Her breath still smells funky  

Still there might be making out here tonight  

 

Hmmm Hmmmm Hmmmm Hmmmmm 

Hmmmmummm Hummmm Hmmmm  

Hummmmmmm 

 

OOOOHHHHHHH 

Then she brushes like mad  

With Tarter Control Crest  

Then she gargles with Scope  

OOOOHHHHHHHH  

Then see blows on your nose 

And it smells like a mint  

Instead of dead antelope  

 

Now the night is romantic  

Everything seems alright  

Now you’re going at it  

And turn out the light  

Now nothing can can ruin it  

And you’ve reached your "height"  



And try not to rush  

As your crouch she does brush..... 

Premature end to making out here tonight  

 

Hmmmmm Hmmmmm Hmmmm Hummmm  

Hmmmm Hmmmm Hmmmm  

HummmHummmmmmm  

  

Kelly: Again, it’s funny to take one of the most beautiful, wrenching love songs ever written 

and turn it into a trifle about not gettin’ any.  Dungheap is a funny word.  Four points (John 

Youker). 

  

Ryan: I found many nuggets of comedy in this pairing, but I wished it kept up for the laughs 

I did have, because they didn’t laugh and found it dragging a bit.  Though I do want to add 

that it finished up strong with the brushing of the crotch and all.  I wished you would have 

gone the extra mile and just stuck your dick in her mouth.  That way you don’t have to smell 

it.  Her mouth that is.  

She’ll carelessly cut you and laugh while you’re bleeding 4  

  

  

The last bunch comes direct from the Wolley Bullies, who picked the awesome Bob 

Marley and the less awesome KFC. 
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Bob Marley: KFC 

  

I Shagged the Colonel 

 

(I shagged the Colonel 

and it was so finger lickin’ good, oh yes! Oh! 

I shagged the Colonel 

and it was so finger lickin’ good, ooh, ooh, oo-ooh.) 

Coated in plenty of flour, 

His greasy hands lit my fire; 

And I begged and pleaded, Fill My Bucket 

Give Me Your Original Recipe, 

Give Me Your Original Recipe. 

And I say: 

 

Cluck, fuck, cluck. Yes! 



(I shagged the Colonel.) - the Colonel. 

(And it was so finger lickin’ good.) 

Oh, no! (Ooh, ooh, oo-oh) Yeah! 

I say: I shagged the Colonel - Oh, Cluck! - 

(Couldn’t resist his "We do chicken all right now".) 

Yeah! (Ooh, ooh, oo-oh) Yeah! 

 

Colonel Harland Sanders wanted my ass, 

For sex, I do know: 

I wanted just a biscuit, 

maybe some mashed potatoes too - 

He said I’ll give you something hot. 

And so: 

 

Turns out I got sick: 

(I shagged the Colonel.) Oh, Lord! 

(and it was so finger lickin’ good.) 

He was raw and undercooked (Oo-No-Oh) 

I say: I shagged the Colonel, 

And it was so finger lickin’ good. (Oo-oh) Yeah! 

 

Trans Fat filled my arteries 

And I started vomiting, yeah! 

Colonel Harland Sanders filled my bucket 

Aiming to do it right, 

But I shagged - I shagged - I shagged him now and I say: 

This is tasty so I will pay. 

 

(I shagged the Colonel,) 

But I say (it was so finger lickin’ good), 

I shagged Mr. Sanders (oh, no-oh), oh no! 

(I shagged the Colonel.) I did! 

And I lust shagging Colonel. Oh! (Oo-No-ooh) 

 

Extra Crispy shagging in Kentucky 

gravy seeping down my thighs: 

Every day the bucket a-is a filled, 

One day he’s not going to be so crispy, 

Some day he’s not going to be so crispy. 

I say: 

 

I - I - I - I shagged the Colonel. 

Lord, I shagged Mr. Sanders. Yeah! 

I - I (shagged the Colonel) - 

And I lust shagging Colonel, yeah! So, yeah!  



  

Kelly: Colonel Harland Sanders?  Is that a real thing?  Thinking of the very socially conscious 

Bob singing about greasy fast food is pretty funny.  Not to mention using the term "Trans 

Fat."  Three points (Carrie Metz). 

  

Ryan: Holy Christ.  I’ve never heard a bigger bastardization of a song, but you managed to 

make the top of my list.  I’m honestly not giving you this on merit, but kind of like a purple 

heart.  It’s like you went into this challenge with good intentions, but came out maimed.    

Everytime I plan a seed, he say, kill it before it grows 4  
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(No Vegan, No Cry 

No, Vegan, No Cry 

No Vegan, No Cry 

No, Vegan, No Cry) 

 

Said Said- 

Do you remember, where I like to sit 

Over in the booth there, by the window, 

Oba-oba-serving the protesters 

As they would, Frown on all the good food we eat, 

Good deals they have, oh, good deals we’ve bought 

At K-- F-C, 

With this great ten piece, We try new toasted wraps 

So dry your tears, I say 

(No, Vegan, No cry, 

No, Vegan, No Cry 

Hey all you hippies, and all you queers, 

No Vegans, No Cry) 

 

Said Said- 

Hope you remember, where-a I like to sit 

Over in the booth there by the window, 

And then Georgie, would order seasoned rice 

As it was, home-style biscuits through the night, 

Then we would buy, some chicken pot pie 

Of which I’ll share with you, 

This meat, make me have to hit the crapper now, 

So I’ve got to push on through, 



But while I’m gone, 

Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite! 

Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite! 

Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite now! 

Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite! 

Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite now! 

Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite! 

 

So Vegan, No Cry 

No- no, Vegan- Vegan, No Cry- 

Hey there little vegans, Don’t shed no tears, 

No, Vegan, No Cry. 

  

Kelly: "Wash it down with an ice cold Sprite" is one of the best lines of this whole challenge.  

Bob Marley singing bad things about hippies is pretty odd.  Four points (Blair Ross). 

  

Ryan: Jesus, this keeps getting crappier and crappier, but honestly it’s kind of fun.  Thanks 

for the verbal imagery, I think I have the runs just by reading this submission.  Also, I like 

that you mentioned the hippies and the queers, can’t leave them out.  This has to be 

Patrick’s song, or did Kelly (the smaller one) some how sneak her ass into our game.  I’ve 

been told my many of them that they love the Kernel as much as us oil guzzling hetero 

types.  Actually KFC sucks and if you’re ever in the city of Sioux Falls, don’t miss the 

privilege of going to the Keg.  You’ll get your face rocked off with the best chicken that your 

soul can buy.  

I remember when this idea sounded fun 4  
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Sweep Stock and Fry (originally Roots Rock Reggae)-bob marley 

 

Fry I, some wings: KFC Employee 

Serve I, green beans: KFC Employee 

 

Sweep Stock and Fry: KFC Employee (repeat) 

 

Hey Mister Colonel, sure been good to me 

I can’t read and write, this job is good for me 

 

Finger Lickin’, How it’s got to be 

Sellin’ Chicken, To feed my babies 



 

Sweep Stock and Fry: KFC employee (repeat) 

 

Clean I, the craps: KFC employee 

Stock I, Wet Naps: KFC employee 

 

Take me break at half past one, double is almost done 

I love workin’ here it’s mighty nice, and I love the Seasoned rice 

 

Sweep Stock and Fry: KFC employee (repeat) 

 

Sweep I, some floors: KFC employee 

Stock, I some sporks: KFC employee 

 

Sweep Stock and Fry: KFC employee (repeat, and fade)  

  

Kelly: This made me laugh many, many times.  "I can’t read and write, this job is good for 

me" is great.  Five points (Patrick Kozicky). 

  

Ryan: Alright, I’m not gonna chastise you, but honestly ’Roots Rock Reggae?’  I mean, pick 

an easier song to slub your way through another round.  I guess I can’t be a hater, but 

seasoned rice was already mentioned.  Did anyone confer on the subjects or other’s 

submissions?  I was going to place this in the middle of the road, but now that I’ve been 

typing my feelings I gotta say…  

Every little thing, is gonna be alright, but you still got a 2  
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Don’t worry about a thing, 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right. 

> Singin: don’t worry about a thing, 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right! 

>  

> Rise up this mornin, 

> Start up the fryer, son, 

> Three little birds 

> Perched on the cutting board 

> I slice off their heads 

> With a sharp blade pure and true, 

> Screamin, (this is gonna be lunch for you-ou-ou:) 



>  

> Singin: don’t worry bout a thing, 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right. 

> Singin: don’t worry (dont worry) bout a thing, 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right! 

>  

> Counter lines a-start formin’, 

> Gotta load up my mayo gun, 

> Three fried-up birds 

> Pitch on the biscuit-buns 

> Slingin’ sweet sauce 

> Of barbeques pure and true, 

> Sayin’, this is my message to you-ou-ou: 

>  

> Screamin’: don’t worry about a thing, I’d never eat them, oh! 

> Every chicken wing gonna be done right. don’t worry! 

> Screamin’: don’t worry about a thing - I won’t worry! 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right. 

>  

> Screamin’: don’t worry about a thing, 

> cause every little thing gonna be all right - I wont 

> worry (’cos I don’t eat them, no!)! 

> Screamin’: don’t worry about a thing, 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right. 

> Screamin’: don’t worry about a thing, oh no! 

> cause every chicken wing gonna be done right! 

 

Gotta load up my Snack Bowl now... 

  

April 5, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Challenge Five Results...the tiny Part 2  

Kelly: I like all these.  Every challenge.  Really.  What’s weird about Bob is that he can be limiting because he often says the same lyrics over and over, but the team did a good job of making use of what they had.  Four points (Brienne Zimmer)...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Strangely, Ryan didn’t score this one, so I’ll just average it at four.  Although his and my scores were scary-different, so really, he probably would’ve given it a one…or a twelve. 

  

  

Alright, are you still here?  Good.  Zach Swalley of Yellow and Sarah Bizek were Sirs Not Appearing In This Challenge.  Okay, I’ll break out the calculator, A.K.A. my awesomely fantastic brain: 

  

Pablo’s Blue Period 3.5/4.5/5/4.5/4/-1 = 3.42 

Red Hot Pokers 3.5/4/4.5/3.5 = 3.88 

Wolley Bullies 3.5/4/3.5/4/-1 = 2.80 

  
Non-entries still spank the competition, and now I’ll give the Yellow folk who entered until Monday morning at ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />10am to vote for the next elimination, though as always, if everyone votes before that, we’ll go ahead and post the challenge.  Though you lose a 

day on this next challenge, don’t worry.  It’s not nearly as demanding as far as getting together with your teams. 



  

Cheers. 

 

 

April 13, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimanation Six (Challenge Tomorrow, Probably)  

Hey there, all y'all.  Well, my brother is married now, and although I'm not particularly hung over, I'm sleep deprived like a muthaphukka...plus Ryan and I haven't finished our end of the next challenge.  So besides the fact that we'll be voting for ourselves three times at the next elimination, it also means that the challenge won't be up until probably tomorrow 

around 4pm (don't worry, it's not a hugely time-consuming one). 

However, I do have an elimination to lay down in the meantime... 

Firstly, Youker, Oliver and Bizek of team Pablo have all self-voted thrice. 

Vote One: Sarah Bizek. 

Vote Two: Greg Johnson. 

Vote Three: Sarah Bizek.  "2 non-submissions in a row?!?! OUT." 

Sixth Elimination from Survivor: Sarah Bizek 

Every year before the game starts, I make two predictions as to the winner; Sarah was one of them, in a world where I didn't foresee her flaking on challenges.  Although she did have a very important life-changing week, it's hardly an excuse not to waste time writing cruel raps about your closest friends. 

Anyway, Challenge tomorrow.  Cheers. 

2:24 PM  
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April 11, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Six Results  

Hey, you badasses.  I refer, of course, to the ten out of fourteen of you who did the challenge...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

Sigh. 

Anyway, once again there's absolutely no doubt about which team is losing, but me and DJ Floss'em are still gonna score this shit like it ain't no thang. 

1 – Cory Funk (Red) 

Mauling Marisa: 

 

No, I don't know Marisa all that well 

But that won't stop me saying, 'go to hell!' 

The duty before me is to rhyme all about 

How her skills are weak and she's got no clout. 
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The only mic she rocks is sloppy drunk karaoke 

Where she tries to bust it to a sad hokey pokey. 

Can't tell a James, Rick from Brown 

Dances like a narcoleptic circus clown. 

 

Rollin' in a rusted Pinto in the Falls of the Sioux 

Won't get you much action, that's for true. 

And being scared of the darkness around 

Won't help you at night as you try to go down. 

 

A noob in this wicked game to Survive 

But challenge non-submission don't help her thrive. 

So step up your game little miss shy 

Or from the competition you get a good bye! 

Kelly: Fitting the non-submission line, since she's indeed one of the offenders this week again.  There are some cute plays on words here, particularly the line about the Browns.  Not necessarily scathing, but well-crafted.  Four points. 

Ryan: Well, I have to admit some clever rhymes.  And Kelly said to make it quick. 3 

  

2 – Robin Zimmer (Red) 

Beaner Meaner (Brienne Maner Zimmer) 

 

She says she joined the gym cuz she wants to get fit 

But by looking at her ass she hasn't changed a bit 

 

She works out everyday and does a lot of sweaten 

talkin to and flirtin with the single boys I'm bettin 

 

Instead of lifting bottles that are 16 ounces 

She oughta try some jump rope and a series of bounces 

 

She thinks she's tough enough to join the roller derby 

But like that dumb ass car I think I'll call her Herbie 

 

She hasn't got the speed to be a scoring jammer 

Family or not I cannot help but slam her 

 

No longer at the Pulp; she thought it was a major loss 

Her friends all know the truth the bitch was shagging her boss  

 

She thinks that she's a singer belting Tina's Proud Mary 



Someone buy the girl a drink- her singing's really scary 

 

She talks a lot of shit trying to be one of the guys 

And for some strange reason she's still the apple of Matt's eyes  

Kelly: Hee.  I knew that pairing people up with the ones they know best would pay off.  Robin may not have grown up with diss raps on the radio, but somewhere along the way, she certainly picked up the rhymes to kick some shiznit.  I laughed out loud and it flowed well, which is the most 

you can ask from Caucasians not named Atmosphere, Brother Ali or Eminem.  Four points. 

Ryan: Boy, I was gonna give it a 4 with the line about EP and shagging her boss.  But with seeing the final line it's not too slam worthy.  3 

 

 

 

3 – Greg Johnson (Blue) 

"Your Name Is" in the style of Eminem 

 

 

(Ha ha!) Your name is, (Ha ha!) your name is, (Ha ha)your name is… 

John Youker! 

 

Hey survivors, do you love rhymin'? 

Wanna see some pics of a fool dressed like King Diamond? 

I'm rollin' on the floor and I'm holding my sides and 

I'm laughin and I'm pointin', still you're hopin' I'm lyin'. 

 

I ain't messin', it's a disgrace. 

All ya gotta do is look at Youker's MySpace. 

If you've ever seen him dance you know he lacks any grace, 

And now the mother fucker's claimin' he's the next Leatherface? 

 

You're so stupid. 

You say you're shot by Cupid. 

I praise the stars up above and  

Thank God I'm not you kid. 

 

(Ha ha!) Your name is, (Ha ha!) your name is, (Ha ha!) your name is… 

John Youker! 

Kelly: Nice.  This one is definitely crafted with syncopated wordplay and rhymes within lines.  I fucking can't explain how much I love that in rap; nobody's better than Chali 2na from Jurassic 5.  That's not relevant, except that I'm giving this a five. 

Ryan: I just wanted to add, you could have done it sans original version.  But regardless.  4 

  

  



4 – Sam Fronek (Blue) 

(Not) Trapped in the Closet 

 

 

He's here and he's queer, and he likes it in the rear 

 

Get him drunk, rape his butt, shoot your load in his ear. 

 

His ass is so loose, its crazy insane  

 

When he takes a shit, it's like "Chocolate Rain" 

 

He frequents The Saloon, he whacks it in the shower 

 

He'd love to be the pitcher if the catcher's Joe Mauer 

 

Spends all his days smoking pole, his nights on jizz-y balls 

 

Looks for senators tapping toes in airport stalls 

 

He'll King Kong your straight cock like you was Fay Wray 

 

You can look but don't touch, you might catch the gay 

 

He really wants your butthole, he'll toss your man salad 

 

It'll be romantic, with Celine Dion ballads 

 

Patrick liked Baywatch, had it bad for Hasselhoff 

 

Wrap it up or else you'll get, a nasty AIDS-y cough 

 

He's desperate and alone, he's got a rotten wad 

 

With standards so low, he threw it into Todd 

Kelly: AN AIDS-Y COUGH!  My God, I hate to look like a Monty Hall, but this is another five for sure, and it may have broken the curve.  It flows and I laughed throughout. 

Ryan: Alright, someone was served a softball, and hit the motherfucker out of the park.  5 

  

  



5 – Patrick Kozicky (Yellow) 

Bitch is Stank: a rap about Samantha Fronek 

 

 

 

Here I go, with my flow, about a stanky ho 

 

No need, for your dough, pass up jail, and get to go, 

 

It's true dis bitch is free, lay her over your knee; 

 

Lay her down, smack her up, she's two girls, in one cup. 

 

Watch out and beware, of dis whore's Fronek'cation 

 

She call it suckin' dick, I call it Mastication. 

 

When it comes to nappy pubes, there ain't no-one better 

 

Her crabs got together, to knit her snatch a sweater 

 

Take a look, it's in a book, LeVar Burton knows it 

 

In a garden of dick, be sure Samantha hos it. 

 

She fucks every guy, she's buil-ding an army 

 

Believe it or not, she's even humped a carny 

 

Most guys run away, sweet and clean dis bitch is not, 

 

No-one ever plows her twice, she's only Bob hot 

 

She loves a golden shower, begs for cum on her belly, 

 

To win this god damn game, she'll fuck ryan… and kelly. 

Kelly: Fuck.  Five points.  Jesus.  Once we cut the non-players in this game, we're going to have an army of kickass players.  "Bob hot."  I love it. 

Ryan: HOLY FUCKTARDS!  This keeps getting better and better.  By the way, "She call it suckin' dick, I call it Mastication," best line yet.  5 

 

 

 



6 – Carrie Metz (Yellow) 

You know men are all the same 

 

No matter time nor place 

 

They don't understand that us girls 

 

Are not going to make some cakes 

 

So to you other survivors across the land 

 

There's no need to argue 

 

Rossman just don't understand 

 

This challenge was queasy 

 

Blair Ross is a sensitive man 

 

His weight one, Phish the other, his mom, Taco Bell, and Pizza Hut crustees 

 

Cry Cry for tacos, Ole 

 

Well here we go Blair Alton Rossman the man 

 

You're my big teddy bear all dressed in big boy blue clothes  

 

Your taco scent is a fine smell 

 

Run for the border Blair 

 

and take your weight sensitivity too 

 

They make treadmills you know and you don't have to engorge 

 

But then you wouldn't be a teddy bear 

I bet girls tell you I just want to be friends 

and your farts can clear a room faster than fire 

Your hands get a lot of Rosy Palmer action 

 

He said, "Geez, what are you doing, you're ruining my rep" 

 

I said, "Geez Blair Rossman, use your stomach Nacho mind" 



 

He said, "Don't, I am sensitive, please" 

 

I said "no, you just asking for it Mister Phishweed Manifesto" 

 

He said, "This isn't even funny, come on Care, I'm not loser 

 

Please, please take it back you survivor tramp lady 

 

Taco Bell is my livelihood, girls like me too  

 

I just gotta put back the double-knit reversible slacks" 

 

I wasn't moved - everything stayed the same 

 

Inevitably challenge six began today 

 

I suck at rap, I like Blair too, this challenge bites 

 

And I will lose points too but, you know, forget it" 

 

There is nothing I can do, I tried to relax 

 

I got dressed up in those ancient artifacts 

 

And when I send in my challenge, the judges will think lame 

 

I could care less because I hate rap and like Blair 

 

And those who aren't laughing still had a ball 

 

Because they were pointing and whispering 

 

As I sent in the rap 

 

I got online and told the survivors how my rap sucks 

 

They said, "It's just rap you know, Blair can take it, 

 

"Cause you're not good friends" 

 

For the next six hours I tried to write a rap about Blair 

 



That I was gonna have to go through this about 200 more times 

 

So to you other kids all across survivor land 

 

There's no need to argue 

 

Judges just don't understand 

 

Oh-kay, here's the situation 

 

I am a compassionate person who likes to meet people 

 

Blair sings in a band and gave me an invitation 

 

We made friends 

 

I can't keep talking smack 

 

because he extended the olive branch 

 

And I bet he plays a mean show 

 

And is just trying to make a livin' 

 

Well, maybe he isn't 

 

What do I know 

 

But pay attention, here's the thick of the plot 

 

I suck at talking mean, I really really do 

 

And if I lose this challenge it was nice to meet you too 

 

I can pick on myself until I truly am blue 

 

I like this game, I can say I do 

 

It's an assignment of sorts, a to-do 

The humor is funny 

 

the anticipation great 

Oops, there goes my three points 



 

I said, "Come on and give me a challenge for the mind" 

 

Do you know I don't keep up on tv? 

 

I read books, great literature; great reads indeed " 

 

I say C'mon judges, who really listens to rap?  

 

Besides, would a girl like me listen to that kinda smack?" 

 

We really should agree and be on our merry way 

 

That Blair is the king, the king that I say." 

 

Wow this is hard, to blather on 

 

"We ordered two Big Macs and two large fries with Cokes" 

 

Will Smith said that, I am hungry now. 

 

Rap, Rap on my survivor friends" 

 

If you haven't already done so, make friends, meet Blair 

 

He works at Taco Bell, is almost done with college 

 

Way up north in the Fargo area, North Dakota area 

 

To quote- "i'm an english major, and education, philosophy minor too, i still want to be a rock star though. i really do.... or a drunken buddhist monk. but seriously, i'm never going to grow up." 

 

That's my kinda person, maybe not yours 

 

I said, "Wow, so nice to have dreams" 

 

I almost had a heart attack that day 

 

I want that attitude again 

 

This rap is almost coming to an end 

 

Yes I know, my teammates just won't understand 

 



This rap is a snap and Blair is the Smack 

 

I'd rather be in hell than to rap a rap song 

 

The humor I like is cordial indeed 

 

The kind that makes me think What the fuck I do see?" 

 

The judges will squeak 

 

I say, "I want to plead my case" 

 

Blair is the coolest, the coolest on the base" 

 

This was a hard ride game, I don't know how I survived 

 

The judges take turns - 

 

One would beat me while the other one would praise 

 

I can't believe it, I just played the same game 

 

Well judges are the same no matter time nor place 

 

So to you other survivors all across the land 

 

To this I say 

 

Blair do Great! Farewell my dear friend. 

Kelly: Who likes rap?  Well, I guess I'll start by saying lots and lots and lots and lots of people.  Anyway, it's not that I dislike the flow necessarily, but (from the writer's own admission) it's not much of a diss, and it sure as hell slightly surpassed the 16-line maximum, making up for the four 

people who didn't enter and then some.  Anyway, it's cute, but broke a lot of rules so I guess it's a two.  I ain't mad atcha. 

Ryan: Alright, I was in attendance until the scathing part about girls just wanting to be friends.  Then you lost me.  I'm sorry, but I go back to the age old adage, "quality, not quantity."  1 

 

  

7 – Brienne Zimmer (Yellow) 

Ms. Robby Jo is a ho fo sho. 

She comes from the land where the MILF doth grow. 

Seducin' the homies - even the homeless get used. 

'Cos she struts around stylie with 3 tattoos. 



 

Come on out to the barn, but stop - don't pull out yo branch. 

Only work gets done at the Pussy Ranch. 

She hands you a shovel, there's cat poop on the floor. 

When you're finished with that, she'll find you s'more. 

 

Now you're done with your work and she starts to smirk. 

Oh, she ain't never gonna do it like she did it with Kirk. 

Think you get paid, you gots another thing comin'. 

Oh, shit. Another foster kid gots a bun in the oven. 

 

Now, back to that ink. It ain't what you think. 

One in the pink ain't her style, no - it's two in the stink. 

Put your hands 'round that garbage and take out that trash. 

You be crushin' cans fo' life, sons...'cuz you'll never crush that ass. 

Kelly: "Two in the stink" might be the dirtiest line ever spoken in this game.  It's not as flowy as the rest of the raps, but it's still alright and does pack some smack.  Three for this. 

Ryan: Oh… Dear… God…  I'm sorry but that's too funny not to give it a good score.  4 

  

8 

Yo here's a little story 'bout a girl named CARRIE 

I don't know, but I think she's kinda' HAIRY, 

She got like 15 kids and I find that kinda' SCARY 

"Is this bitch crazy?"-- yo the answer is VERY, "oooh!" 

She might think that she's hip and cool 

But yo I heard a rumor that her boyfriend's still in high school, 

She might come up with a few good slams 

But only after sippin' on a lukewarm Hamm's, 

Oh yeah! She likes to party, and that's real CLEAR 

But what the fuck's the deal with the shitty cheap BEER?! 

She likes to rock when the Pabsts got her buzzin' 

But all she ever does is take pictures with my cousin, 

And yo, I ain't sayin' that Fargo's the haps, 

But is Hurley South Dakota even on a fuckin' map?? 

"OH!"  

Yo peace! And I'm out... 

Kelly: If there's a problem here, it's the vagueness of the rap (it could fit many people, outside of the pictures-with-cousin thing).  It's not as strong as some of the others, but I still like it.  Three for this. 

Ryan: Dear Christ you people are vicious.  I give this the score I did because of the boyfriend still in high school line.  4 

  



  

9 – Jason Harber (Red) 

I am Dissing Oliver Thrun 

 

He might be a pimp if girls were Nintendo, 

He might have a girl, but I would steal that lame-ho. 

 

Oliver was an orphan, his parents didn't care, 

And like Mr. Bumble, this rap beats his bum bare. 

 

He is a worthless dork, a nerd from New York, 

I would like him less, but his mom I did pork. 

 

She did scream, she cried, and she had no fun, 

His pops came home and out the door I did Thrun. 

 

If you google his name, he was in Hurricane Heroes, 

Too bad for him, the audience applause equaled zeros. 

 

He likes to act, he does try his best, 

But he gets no work, cept' at Worthless Fest. 

 

He left my life, and I didn't even see, 

He tried to be funny, his pants he did pee. 

 

Yo, if you ever want a bro that smells like piss, 

Take him, hes yours, and its your turn to diss. 

Kelly: The rhymes themselves are decent, but the laughs didn't stop in this one.  It's got the best opening line and the pork line made me laugh enough to hurt a little.  I hate myself for doing this, but it's another f*&^in' five. 

Ryan: Good take on old Oli.  Hmm… simple, good raps.  3 

 

 

 

10 – Rachel Dwyer (Blue) 

Wait up, hold up little missy 

I hear you crying like a sissy 

There's no way you can dis me 

So listen up as I school thee 

 

See, you're ditzy 



Your hair's all frizzy 

And when you think too hard, 

You get dizzy 

 

You're prissy 

but then you're all crazy 

and like you're Lizzie 

with an ax in the hizzie 

 

Now don't get yourself in a tizzy 

I know that you really do miss me 

And now that I've gotten you all crispy 

I'll bend over and you can kiss me 

Kelly: This person warned me she had no real rhythm, and I'm inclined to agree.  There's some specific lines to Sarah here, but it's a little on the light side for rap.  I know that many of you aren't inclined to the urban lifestyle, so let me please you by saying your connection to the world of 

phat rhymes is at an end now as far as Survivor IV is concerned.  Two points. 

Ryan: Oh, we ended off with the most harsh rap of the challenge.  I'm sorry, that's sarcasm coming out.  1 

  

Non-submissions: Marisa Carlson (Red), Sarah Bizek (Blue), John Youker (Blue) and Oliver Thrun (Blue).  So…let's score this and see what happened!  Are you excited???!?!??!?!! 

Red Hot Pokers: 3.5/3.5/4/-1 = 2.50 

Pablo's Blue Period: 4.5/5/1.5/-1/-1/-1 = 1.33 

Wolley Bullies: 5/1.5/3.5/3.5 = 3.38 

Yep, looks like our rotating eliminations have come full circle once again, as Pablo once again will be eliminating what's no shortage of non-entrants.  The three of them who were sexy enough to throw their rhymes in the ring have until Sunday at 1pm to cast their votes (I don't work that 

day, but my brother's wedding is the night before, so if anything, 1pm is an optimistic guess at when I'll be willing to look at a computer). 

I now leave you with the words of Cory Funk who, because he's an ass, cut a rap on your hosts: 

Now this rhyme is extra, like credit I say 

But I want no pomp or extraneous play. 

The judges start all this crap 

So why should they not be lampooned in rap? 

 

Kelly's the brains diabolic in this fat gig 

Too bad really, that he is such a pig. 

He's got a wife, yes, but a mistress too 

'Cause he fucks his Guitar Hero controller 'til he's blue. 

 

Ryan's represented, have no fear, 

Though, as usual, he's bringing up the rear. 

I'd crack wise about this second place 

But I think he's already got enough goo on his face. 



 

We dance like puppets to the twisted beat 

Dance to your passions as a sick little treat. 

So, enjoy your power while it sticks around 

'Cause you never know when you might be in the ground. 

Cheers, smartass. 
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April 6, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Five, Challenge Six  

Drum roll, please!  I know this one is exciting, and in no way unsurprising as a result of someone not making a submission: 

First, Zach votes three times for himself. 

Vote One: Zach Swalley. 

Vote Two: Zach Swalley. 

Vote Three: Zach Swalley.  "God damn it, Zach." 

Vote Four: Zach Swalley.  "Zach, Zach, he’s our man.  If he can’t do it...get him the fuck off our team." 

Fifth Elimination from Survivor: Zacheri Samuel Swalley 

I don’t actually know Zach, but I’ll miss him for his action-packed profile shot and the fact that he for some reason uses his middle name as a last name in some online areas.  But, truth be told, "Swalley" is surprisingly annoying to type, so maybe that ’s what made his decision...? 

Anyway, you’re not done writing lyrics yet.  Your next challenge is similar to one from last year, in that you have to write a 16-line rap song.  But it’s different in that instead of writing one about how awesome you are, you’ll be writing one that disses someone else. 

There.  The sky’s the limit, except we didn’t want anyone to get picked on too much, so the competitors have been paired off according to the people who know each other well (for those who ended up with a default pairing, we’ll take that into account when scoring). 

So all you need to do is write a diss rap, in sixteen lines or fewer, about the person we pitted you against.  Scoring will be in the 1-5 Netflix form again this time. 

BEEFS: 

Jason Harber vs. Oliver Thrun 

Robin Zimmer vs. Brienne Zimmer 

Patrick Kozicky vs. Samantha Fronek 
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Carrie Metz vs. Blair Ross 

Marisa Carlson vs. Cory Funk 

Rachel Dwyer vs. Sarah Bizek 

Greg Johnson vs. John Youker 

Have at it, you bad muthaphukkas.  It’s due on Friday at 11am.  Notice the A.M. there.  That’s right. 

Cheers. 
 

 

April 14, 2008 - Monday   

 

Challenge Seven  

Don't you f*&^ers just love Mad Libs?  If not, suck my balls, then proceed with the 

challenge as if you did...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:office" /> 

  

We're forcing the team to work together on this one for two reasons: one, it's hard, two, 

there's too much to score if there are a ton of them, and twelve, we're sick of non-

submissions and this should probably get us out of that problem for at least one week. 

  

Anyway, Ryan and I have each picked a monologue from a well-known film and left 

out some words; the difference is that in one, you get to see the monologue in front of 

you, but the other runs like a Mad Lib is supposed to, without you seeing it. 

  

Scoring will be simple; the person who decided upon the first one ("Chocolate Factory") 

will choose his favorite of the entries for that Lib and that team will be immune, and the 

one who did the other ("Butcher Shop") will then choose his favorite of the remaining 

entries for that Lib and that team will also be immune.  The remaining team will chop 

off one of their own heads.  Simple Enough? 

  

And finally, we're not telling you who's scoring each one because it would be too easy 

to play upon our inside jokes and such.  Alright, teams, work together and have at it. 

  

Edit: Please use just one word unless noted (or in the case of "place" it's something 

like "behind the tree"). 

  

  

Lib 1: Chocolate Factory 

  

There's no _adj_ way of knowing  

Which __noun__ we are going  

There's no knowing where we're __verb ending in ing__  



Or which way the __noun__'s __verb ending in ing__  

Is it _verb ending in ing__? Is it __rhyming verb ending in ing__? Is a hurricane 

__another rhyming verb ending in ing__?  

Not a __amount__ of __noun__ is showing  

So the danger must be __verb__  

Are the __noun__ of __place you hate__ a'glowing?  

Is the __adj.__  __noun__  __verb ending in ing__?  

__exclamation__!  

The danger must be growing  

For the __noun__ keep on __verb ending in ing__  

And they're certainly not showing  

Any __noun__ that they are __verb ending in ing__! 

  

Quite right sir, stop the __mode of water transportation__! 

  

  

Lib 2: Butcher Shop 

  

Noun 

Event 

Body Part 

Body Part 

Body Part 

Noun 

Informal Place 

Noun 

Verb ending in "-ed" 

Adjective 

Noun 

Occupation 

Plural Noun 

Verb ending in "-ing" 

Noun 

Body Part 

  

  

Please send in your team's entries as separate Libs, marking which is which on in the 

subject heading.  They're due by Friday at ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = 

"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />3pm Central.   

  

Cheers. 

April 18, 2008 - Friday   

 
Challenge Seven Results  

Okay, the first one, obviously from Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, is Ryan's to 



score...so Fossum, take it away…..:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:office" /> 

  

  

1 (Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

Chocolate Factory (Part I) 

 

There's no _obvious_way of knowing  

 

Which __direction__ we are going  

 

There's no knowing where we're __fucking__  

 

Or which way the __bitch's__ sucking__  

 

Is it _soothing__? Is it __moving__? Is a hurricane __grooving__?  

 

Not a __bit__ of __tit__ is showing  

 

So the danger must be __slowing__  

 

Are the __men__ of __heaven__ a'glowing?  

 

Is the __cheapest__ __whore__ __discounting__?  

 

__Gadzooks__!  

 

The danger must be growing  

 

For the __pimps__ keep on __beating__  

 

And they're certainly not showing  

 

Any __pussy__ that they are __eating__! 

  

  

Quite right sir, stop the __floating__! 

  

I like this.  It's dirty and I'm sure that's what you all were going for.  I agree this is 

a strong beginning to this challenge.  Sweet titties this is one of my favorite 

games.  Is the cheapest whore discounting…  I think this is a comment on our 

society.  



This is the winner…  by choice of pulling from a hat.  If you don't agree with my 

methods, don't play my games.  Congrats weirdos.  Also, congrats to the other 

sick, damaged masses.  

  

  

  

2 (Red Hot Pokers) 

  

There's no fucking way of knowing 

Which midget we are going 

There's no knowing where we're puking 

Or which way the douche's spewing 

Is it charming? Is it alarming? Is a hurricane disarming? 

Not a whopper of dick is showing 

So the danger must be bowling 

Are the dwarves of Holister's a'glowing? 

Is the dogfaced girl melting?* 

I like big butts and I can not lie! 

The danger must be growing 

For the pineapples keep on aging 

And they're certainly not showing 

Any hot dogs they are deep throating! 

 

Quite right, sir! Stop the hovercraft! 

  

Well, I'm impressed just the same as the first.  Hmmmm…  dwarves, midgets, 

dogfaced girls!  This is a mad lib suited for the circus.  Great Hoogley Moogley!  

  

  

3 (Wolley Bullies) 

  

There's no cock-sure way of knowing 

 

Which anus we are going 

 

There's no knowing where we're licking 

 

Or which way the goat's dicking 

 

Is it cummy? Is it gummy? Is a hurricane crummy? 

 

Not a drop of vag is showing 

 

So the danger must be blowing 



 

Are the Walmarts a'glowing? 

 

Is the twatty tranny tramping? 

 

HorseCock! 

 

The danger must be growing 

 

For the hookers keep on shitting 

 

And they're certainly not showing 

 

Any dick that they are stowing! 

 

Quite right sir, stop the rickshaw! 

  

Rickshaw isn't a form of watercraft!!  None the mind.  Alright, now that I've settled 

with the naughty words and such, I find this is fun plus who else would put a tranny 

in a children's rhyme?  Explain that to your niece!  A little bit of dick, a little bit of 

puss.  Horsecock! 

  

  

  

Alright…my side is a monologue from Gangs of New York as spoken by Bill the 

Butcher (Daniel Day-Lewis).  It's my favorite film monologue of all time, so let's ruin 

it! 

  

(Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

Bill the Butcher: Do you know what's kept me alive all these years? Sciccors does. 

Fear. The spectacle of The Kentucky Derby. Someone steals from me, I cut off his 

tongue. He offends me, I cut out his appendix. He rises against me, I cut off his Achilles 

tendon, and stick it on a coaster. Hold it high in the Starbucks so all can see. That's what 

preserves the order of things. That one tonight. Who was he? A nobody. A litterbox. 

What a fitting end that would have been. I displayed the last honorable man fifteen 

years ago. You've seen his portrait. Downstairs. (pause) Answer me when I'm talkin' to 

you. 

..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" 

/>Amsterdam: I've seen it. 

Bill the Butcher: (smiling) Oh, you got a mutilated rage in you and I like it. It's door 

boilin' up in you. It's good. (pause) The C.P.A. and me lived by the same little boys. It 



was only faith that divided us. (indicating his facial scar) He give me this you know. It 

was the finest disemboweling I ever took. My face was panties. My guts was pierced. 

My ribs was swimmin'. But when he come to kill me, I couldn't look him in the elbow. 

  

It's a bit tame, but it's fun.  "The finest disemboweling I ever took" is my highlight.  Or 

"hold it high in the Starbucks."  

  

  

(Red Hot Pokers) 

  

Bill the Butcher: Do you know what's kept me alive all these years? Ape does. Fear. 

The spectacle of The Coronation of Queen Elizabeth. Someone steals from me, I cut off 

his navel. He offends me, I cut out his nut sack. He rises against me, I cut off his lips, 

and stick it on Mt. Rushmore. Hold it high in the piazza so all can see. That's what 

preserves the order of things. That one tonight. Who was he? A nobody. A glass. What 

a fitting end that would have been. I licked the last honorable man fifteen years ago. 

You've seen his portrait. Downstairs. (pause) Answer me when I'm talkin' to you. 

Amsterdam: I've seen it. 

Bill the Butcher: (smiling) Oh, you got a foxy rage in you and I like it. It's dildo boilin' 

up in you. It's good. (pause) The stripper and me lived by the same rockers. It was only 

faith that divided us. (indicating his facial scar) He give me this you know. It was the 

finest consummating I ever took. My face was soda can. My guts was pierced. My ribs 

was swimmin'. But when he come to kill me, I couldn't look him in the wrist.  

  

The Coronation of Queen Elizabeth is fun.  "You got a foxy rage in you" is also great. 

  

(Wolley Bullies) 

  

Bill the Butcher: Do you know what's kept me alive all these years? Cum-bucket does. 

Fear. The spectacle of The American Crossword Puzzle Tournament. Someone steals 

from me, I cut off his lips. He offends me, I cut out his tongue. He rises against me, I 

cut off his Cowper's glands, and stick it on Dick Cheney's mouth. Hold it high in the 

Vatican City so all can see. That's what preserves the order of things. That one tonight. 

Who was he? A nobody. A ass-piss. What a fitting end that would have been. I soured 

the last honorable man fifteen years ago. You've seen his portrait. Downstairs. (pause) 

Answer me when I'm talkin' to you. 

Amsterdam: I've seen it. 

Bill the Butcher: (smiling) Oh, you got a retarded rage in you and I like it. It's fetus 

boilin' up in you. It's good. (pause) The MySpace Survivor Judge and me lived by the 

same ass-tasties. It was only faith that divided us. (indicating his facial scar) He give 

me this you know. It was the finest douching I ever took. My face was Michael Bolton. 

My guts was pierced. My ribs was swimmin'. But when he come to kill me, I couldn't 

look him in the cunt. 

  

Not only does it go further than the others, it also raises the stakes as it goes on.  "My 



face was Michael Bolton" is my favorite line of the whole thing, and "Cowper's glands" 

might be the funniest-sounding body part there is…yes, even funnier than the chode.  

This one is my choice, so there you go. 

  

  

That means that our crazy-weird revolving-door eliminations are still in effect, as The 

Red Hot Pokers once again make an elimination by Sunday at 11am.  We were strong 

all over the place this time, so mayhaps we'll be seeing all of you playing next week…?  

Maybe? 

  

In the meantime, Cheers, and it was nice to do one that was quick to score. 

 

April 20, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Seven, Challenge Eight  

Okay there...sorry for the lateness, but I...um...forgot.  Yep, that's it this time.  Every other 

time I had a reason, but this time I was playing Suikoden and watching the Twins and spaced 

out.  Whatevs. 

Elimination time... 

Vote One: Jason Harber. 

Vote Two: Robin Zimmer.  "Time for that bird to fly." 

Vote Three: Jason Harber. 

Vote Four: Jason Harber.  "His is the worst record I believe.  Sorry man." 

Seventh Elimination from Survivor: Jason Harber 

That's the second time Jason has finished in 13th Place, and the second time I was like, "hmm, 

I sure wouldn't have voted out Jason there."  But as Harber has bad luck in Fantasy Football, 

he also has it here. 

Challenge Eight.  Um...challenge eight... 

See, the thing is, we haven't talked about it yet (again), 'cause I forgot to call him about it. 

...and now I just tried him, and his phone's turned off, so I'll pick a challenge that I'm pretty 

sure fits well here. 

We've got a lot of good choices here, but I think your challenge this week will be Cliche 

Horror Theatre.  This is an extra-special all-new challenge for all you veterans, so enjoy, 



won't you? 

What each of the twelve of you needs to do is outline a horror or thriller film that, despite 

some very cliche elements, uses them in a clever way.  If that sounds at all vague, it 

should, because we have no idea what you're going to come up with. 

Here's a real-life example: the thriller Identity, with John Cusack and many others, is one of 

about a jillion movies to utilize the tired multiple personalities gimmick, but still manages to do 

the story in a fairly clever way and becomes a decent film despite this shortcoming (by the 

way, I got this idea because I once got three Netflix movies on the same day that all ended up 

using multiple personalities as the "surprise" ending). 

One that uses some common twists but does it even better is Frailty, but that's such a good 

movie that I'm not going to give it away for the stragglers who haven't sought it out. 

Anything under 500 words will be sufficient; the format of your outline is up to you.  We're 

leaving this one wide open, and we'll see what happens when we get them. 

Scoring: 

One film gets eight points 

Two films get five points 

Three films get three points 

Six films get one point 

And, as before, non-submitters will get negative one point.  Tiebreakers will be run the usual 

way, and hopefully we'll continue avoiding tiebreakers anyway.  Lowest score per person per 

team will decide which team gets to eliminate someone from our dozen. 

Okay then?  Scare the color out of us, o primary ones. 

Cheers. 
 

April 25, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Eight Results and More  

Okay, before I begin, let me say it is way obvious, after scoring, that Ryan and I were 

looking for different things here.  That's not necessarily a bad thing—in fact, it's the whole 

point of having two judges with different ideas—but it does mean you'll probably disagree 

with one or the other of us (or both).  Furthermore, this was one of the best overall 

challenges we've ever done…all of you hit this one out of the park.  So that's part of the 

scoring difficulty, too...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:office" /> 

  

I'll also mention that Greg Johnson sent in a recap of an already-existing movie.  This wasn't 

the challenge, or at least I didn't think that's the way I explained it.  However, this is what 



Ryan was expecting to read, so at least two people, one of them a judge, thought this was 

the case and I'm therefore throwing Greg's score out of the whole thing because of the 

confusion.  PBP will instead divide their score by 4. 

  

Hopefully there won't be any unpleasantness after this, because this decision may or may 

not have affected the outcome of this challenge.  Well…onward. 

  

  

  

  

1 (Oliver Thrun, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

Movie Title: Curiosity 

 

Curiosity uses two standard horror movie cliches. The first is one that usually occurs early on 

in the film, where the heroine is searching through her apartment or other location for an 

unseen intruder, only to have a cat jump out of the cupboard or other hiding place. Well, in 

Curiosity, whenever this event occurs, as soon as the heroine breathes a sigh of relief and 

begins laughing to herself, the cat in question leaps at her and slashes her throat with a 

swift gesture of his claws! 

 

The second cliche is the mysterious killer wearing the scary white mask, a la Jason, 

Halloween and Scream. At the end of the film, when the killer is finally defeated, lying on the 

ground unconscious, the remaining survivor slowly removes the mask from his face only to 

find... the cat! Who then proceeds to leap at her and slash her throat with a swift gesture of 

his claws! 

 

Cheesy Movie Tagline: Curiosity Killed the... Human. 

  

Kelly: That's a gorgeously horrid tagline.  Also, not only do I think I would get a kick out of 

this movie, but I loved the stupid exclamatory sentence at the end of both paragraphs.  It 

would certainly be the wank of the season, too, when the killer, obviously a human, turned 

out to be a cat.  I'd laugh my ass off.  Five points. 

  
Ryan: Alright!!  GREAT!!  Not really, 1 point.  

  

  

2 (Carrie Metz, Wolley Bullies) 

  

She Ain't No Lady 

 

All across the vast land of the ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />Midwest, housewives were falling prey to disaster. Farmers were 

being bitten alive. Livestock never made it to the slaughterhouses and the land was bereft of 



plants, trees and grass. 

 

The beginning of the film shows a ladybug crawling out a dead woman's nose. Her vacuum 

runs humming next to her as thousands of ladybugs climb out of the whirling cyclone 

through the vacuum hose. 

 

The film continues where we get to know Keith and Kathleen Knutson and their two tikes, 

Mindy and Steve. Keith is a farmer and is facing an exceptionally bad summer. The insect 

population is eating away at the crops, leaving nothing behind for harvest. You know the 

scene- dirty, cracked soot hands holding up his head at the kitchen table saying "I just don't 

know Kathleen." 

 

Meanwhile, these ladybugs start coming in through every crack in the house. Americans are 

advised that these ain't no ladies, rather they are Asian Beetles, brought into the US years 

ago to fight the aphid population. There is no way to get rid of them. Just vacuum their 

stinky yellow asses up and bear it.  

 

As the summer continues, hordes of these punk ass biters reproduce. Dead vacuums are set 

out by the garbage can weekly. Cats go missing. Housewives start screaming and crying to 

themselves as they clean thousands of smelly, yellow squirts off the walls and floors. 

Husbands hurl their breakfast dishes against the walls when they discover beetles in their 

morning coffees. Lovers on lovers lane develop telltale hive-like bites on their asses. 

 

Week by week, the beetles multiply. Cows have Sad Beetle disease. Cars quit running when 

the beetles lodge themselves into the tanks. Groceries quit coming, people can't leave their 

homes. Devastation ruins the Midwest. 

 

Until….Until they decide to find the queen beetle and destroy her phony ass. A mad rush is 

on with vacuums sorting through the bastards in search of the queen. Thousands are left 

dying as the beetles fill their orifices and snack on their flesh. 

 

Keith is head of the coalition to stop the beetles. He films his adventures, crawling through 

culverts, creeping through cornfields and wading through streams. With no Queen in sight, 

he returns home to find his lovely family just mere skeletons. 

 

In a rage he sabotages his farm with fire. And his neighbor's. And their neighbor's. And so 

on. 500 miles of fire ensues. He falls to his near death and waits for the days of a new 

beginning. 

 

It takes weeks for the fire to end. 

 

Two months later, as he sits at his mother's home, eating cereal, a beetle falls into his bowl. 

He screams, he wails, he thought he had those damn bastards. He's committed to a mental 

ward where he picks up crosswords and peeing himself. 

 



In the end his inner voice guided him to escape. He is seen blowing up the insect exhibit at 

the Omaha Henry Doorly Zoo. The camera zooms out just as a beetle bites Keith behind his 

ear. 

  

Kelly: Here's my problem: there are no real clichés here.  Actually, this would be a pretty 

cool/sick movie, but no clichés jump out at me (I recognize that some elements could be 

seen as derivative of something, but there's no big offenders here).  So although I would 

watch the shit out of this movie, and I find Asian beetles to be sick and awful creatures, I 

don't know if it fits.  That's the tiebreaker here, and it pains me to give a 1 to one of the two 

most interesting movies just because it didn't quite fit. 

  

Ryan: 1 point.  Though interesting and I've never heard of it, I've never heard a 

cliché.  And the world had a hush fall over it… 

 

  

  

3 (Cory Funk, Red Hot Pokers) 

  

Title: The Mountain Knows What You Did. 

 

The premise of the movie is simple; Four couples of teenagers decide to head up to the new 

ski resort for Spring Break. The place is brand new and the jocks step-dad has a new three 

level time share up there. So, amid rising concerns over the price of prescription drugs that 

is gripping a near-by retirement community and the unrest it is creating, The Jocks (Rocco 

and Nikki), the Goody Goodies (John and Marsha), the Nerds (Stan and Enid), and The Other 

Rich Kids (Steve and Stacy) pack up an SUV and an old station wagon and head up the 

mountain. The weather turns bad and when they finally see a sign saying "Camp ski Away!" 

they know they have found the place, but there is no one else around. 

 

Rocco leads everyone to his step-dad's time share cabin. There is concern over the weather, 

but since it is spring break, drinking ensures over the snow. Rocco and Nikki decide to go 

explore the nearest slope, alone and horny. Steve and Stacy go explore the huge cabin. John 

and Marsha decide to watch TV and note the channel three is closed circuit TV like their 

apartment building has. They see a view of the cars in the now tapering snow. No one pays 

any attention to Stan and Enid. 

 

Rocco and Nikki find themselves at the top of a black diamond run called "Killer Curves" 

under a full moon. Rocco is trying to 'make time' with Nikki, but she is too distracted by a 

news story she saw just before they left. She saw, on the local news, that some seniors said 

they would kill to get their prescriptions filled if they had to. Rocco dismissed his and 

continues to grope his snow bunny, but suddenly they hear a noise and look up to see a 

bend figure in a ski mask and goggles bring down a metal cane on Rocco's skull, which 

instantly kills him. Nikki screams and runs down the ski slope. Running, slipping, falling she 



scampers away and after a couple minutes of running, she stops, panting, and looks up the 

hill. No sign of the attacker. When she turns back around, the attacker is right there! She 

stammers out "But... but how?" The attacker just points to their skis, then kills Nikki with a 

ski pole. 

 

The next scene finds Steve and Stacy in the kitchen and out of beer. They wander into the 

living room with John and Marsha who are flipping channels. Nothing is on so they stop on 

the CCTV. Steve says he is going out to the SUV for more beer and the other say they will sit 

and watch on the TV. As Steve walks out across the parking lot, he gets the feeling someone 

is following him. The folks in the cabin can see a figure following him and start shouting at 

the TV about what Steve should do to get away, which Steve can faintly hear, so he turns 

around, just in time to get smashed in the face with a ski. All the people in the cabin get 

really scared, lock all the doors, and panic.  

 

John, Marsha, and Stacy all decide that it is best to call for help. Stacy is the only one with a 

cell phone, so she calls the local police, but they can't do anything to stop the serial killer 

because no matter how Stacy tries to explain it, they just have never heard of a place called 

"Camp Ski Away". Crying and in a fit of frustration, Stacy hangs up on the cops and decides 

the only thing to do is run out to the cars, get in, and drive for help. She dashes out of the 

cabin, hops in the SUV, but it won't start. Crying and flailing at the wheel, she jumps when 

John comes up to the window and points out it is a standard transmission, so she needs to 

hold down the brake and clutch to start it. She starts the SUV, but as she is backing it up, 

she hits a patch of ice, pops the clutch, and spins off the road, hits the entrance sign, rolls 

over a cliff, and is killed. It is at this point that John and Marsha see it isn't "Camp Ski 

Away", but "Campanski Resort Closed, Stay Away". They head back to the cabin to barricade 

themselves in and await morning. 

 

However, when they get back to the cabin, they notice the door is still open and figure out 

the killer must be inside! John and Marsha split up. She takes the ground floor and he heads 

upstairs. John finds the killer and they struggle and John puts the masked killer in a 

stranglehold. After a couple minutes, the killer seems to have expired, so John puts the body 

in the hall closet at the top of the stairs and heads down to find Marsha, however, 

unbeknownst to him, she has gone up to the third floor. When Marsha comes down to the 

second floor landing, the door of the closet pops open, out comes the killer! Marsha stumbles 

backward away from the killer and falls down the stairs to a broken neck! John comes 

rushing out to see what happened to find that the killer really was dead, it was just the body 

falling over that surprised Marsha and lead to her fall.  

 

When the cops arrive the next morning, having put the location together, they find that the 

killer wasn't in fact an old fogey tripped out on meds, but Rocco's step-dad who was trying 

to shut the ski resort down so he wouldn't have to pay for the time share he couldn't afford. 

At this point, Stan and Enid come out of one of the bed rooms. They were smart enough to 

stay hidden and have lots of dirty sex. 

 

The end. 



  

Kelly: Nerds, again, teach us the way.  Aren't they great?  I love that the killer bounces out 

of the room and kills someone posthumously.  This is very clever and full of clichés that pay 

off.  It's exactly what I was looking for.  I've got seven more to read, though…after reading 

them, there's a shitload of good, but this is still the eight-pointer. 

  

Ryan: 1 point, and your cliché lands where?  But still, if there was nudity I'd watch 

it.  Actually there was a crappy movie with Crispin Glover, Kenau Reaves and 

Dennis Hopper called, 'River's Edge' that was H-O-R-R-I-B-L-E but I watch the 

whole thing.  Where am I? 

Kelly: I actually sorta dug River's Edge…I mean, I didn't love it, but it was fine… 

 

  

  

4 (Patrick Kozicky, Wolley Bullies) 

  

CAMPY 

 

Plot: 

 

A group of 10 or 11 high school friends go on a camping trip during spring break of their 

senior year, at the same campsite at which 3 of their friends were brutally murdered the 

previous year. As they share stories about their lost friends, and prepare to have a killer 

party, Lizzie, asks if anyone else can feel the presence of the dead friends. She claims she 

can feel something in air. Lizzie has always been the odd duck in the group. She is sort of 

conservative, a bit on the religious side. The others in the group make fun of her. As the 

night goes on, and people drink more and more, the macabre begins. One by one, the 

campers are viciously murdered -- hung from a tree; hacked to pieces by the axe used to 

chop wood for the fire; chased into a clearing, and shot with a bow and arrow in the ear. The 

killer is never seen by the audience, but it is hinted that the spirits of the three murdered 

friends are responsible. During some of the murder scenes, the victims say things like, "It 

can't be." Or, "Why are you doing this?!" The campers try to escape, but there is no cell 

phone signal and their cars have been mysteriously sabotaged. Instead of staying together 

as a group, it is decided that they will split up and roam the campgrounds. One by one the 

campers continue to be murdered. Eventually there are three campers left. In the last scene, 

two of the campers hear Lizzie screaming in the distance. The camera cuts to Lizzie on the 

ground, she is covered in blood, and screaming, "No! Please don't kill me! Someone save 

me!" We see a knife stabbing into her, as she screams. The camera pulls out and the 

audience sees Lizzie stabbing herself to death. Suddenly the camera flashes back to one year 

ago. We see the three guys who were murdered. We also see Lizzie drinking booze with 

them, and doing drugs. When then see the three guys taking advantage of Lizzie, basically 

raping her. Then we see the three guys passed, and Lizzie takes a knife and slits their 



throats, and mutilates their bodies. The camera flashes back to present time. Lizzie is 

screaming incoherently. Just before the last two campers reach her, she slides the knife 

across her throat. 

  

Kelly: Wow, all we needed to do to bring out the "A" Games was ask for horror.  This is 

certainly a satisfying twist, though because this was in such a short form, I predicted the 

ending (well, duh, she was the only character who was named).  Three points.  Also, 

"Campy" is a funny title. 

  

Ryan: 3 points, nice.  We love the self killer.  Go out and film a movie where you kill 

yourself and you'll win SS4, but not really. 

 

  

  

5 (John Youker, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

We open on a pair of detectives about to bust into an apartment, during the course of the 

shoot out one cop, David, gets shot in the arm. The damage is severe and the arm must be 

amputated. David agrees to under go an experimental surgery in which a live arm from a 

donor is attached. The donors for this process being inmates who get reduced sentences in 

return. The surgery is a success and after a recovery period, David returns to work. And just 

in time as a series of murders are rocking the city, done in the style of the serial killer Karl 

Sutter. Which makes no sense as Sutter died in prison three months earlier. Meanwhile 

David is suffering from insomnia, mood swings, and bouts of memory loss. Other evidence 

starts surfacing pointing to David as the killer. David looks into the donor for his arm and 

finds it's Sutter. Everything points to David having been taken over by Sutter's arm and his 

partner, Leon, thinks so as well. One night David comes home to find his wife dead. Cradling 

her body he hears someone, it is Sutter, alive and well and with a prosthetic arm with a 

razor at the end. He'd faked his death and returned to killing, David's aliments were from the 

anti-rejection drugs he was taking for the arm, which Sutter wants back. After the two fight, 

Sutter has the upper hand, until shots ring out and Sutter falls, shot by Leon. Fade to black. 

Kelly: Oh boy.  Another pretty good twist.  I predicted it, but only because I'm looking for 

the opposite of what usually happens in films.  Three points. 

Ryan: Awww… cute.  So is anyone going to explain their clichés?  I know some are 

very cliché like this one, but no one make reference to what's the cliché.  Alright, 

enough of my bitching.  I like how the partner comes back to shoot the killer, but 

the guy with the other guy's arm still has a dead wife.  5 Points  

 

6 (Rachel Dwyer, Pablo's Blue Period) 



  

Another teen-slasher flick taking place at a summer camp? It is cliché but the setting can be 

so spooky and a little sexy in a nostalgic way. Besides, these settings are also remote with 

small amounts of authority that could spoil the evil-doer's evil doings. The action begins after 

three days into the start of summer camp and a rash of unexplainable violence occurs. 

People are being killed off one by one and all the evidence seems to point to a different 

person each time. The protagonist (a busty virginal type, ala Jamie Lee Curtis) is perplexed 

until she notices a skinny kid with glasses taking an interest in the murders and not acting as 

scared as the other kids. On a hunch, the protagonist secretly sneaks into the pasty kid's 

cabin and looks through his stuff. The climax of the movie begins as she finds a notebook 

recording role-playing matches in which each of the murder victims was the loser. She turns 

to the last page detailing a battle royale in which all players will fight and only one will be 

standing in the end. Could this kid be controlling events at Camp Shascalanga by a simple 

rolling of his dice? How can our protagonist save herself from a murderer who can be anyone 

at anytime? It's a race against time to find the dice, the geeky kid and someone to believe 

her before she becomes the murderer or the victim. 

  

Kelly: Damn, I was hoping for the payoff.  It's a fun idea, but I wanted to know how it 

ended.  This one reminded me of Sleepaway Camp.  Then again, every horror movie reminds 

me of Sleepaway Camp, because it's so fucked up that I'll never be able to forget it.  One 

point. 

  

Ryan: Is this a real movie?  Is Kelly the Antagonist?  Am I going to be assaulted in 

my play tonight?  These questions can only be answered in the next SS episode.  

Same survivor time, same survivor channel.  3 points.  Plus I don't think this is a 

real movie, did you explain it should be a real movie Kelly? 

Kelly: I explained that it *wasn't* supposed to be a real movie…or at least I 

thought I did, although Greg did a real movie…that was my whole point.  Holy 

crappers, we had some miscommunication here, eh? 

 

7 (Robin Zimmer, Red Hot Pokers) 

  

Movie Title: Eye'll See You Tomorrow 

Cliché'- Predator becomes the victim 

Movie Plot:  

To escape getting caught for a number of murders on the east coast, a serial killer heads for 

the desert southwest and settles in a remote community in Texas. There is an oddity about 

the people he can not identify but he sees this as the perfect place to relocate. It doesn't 

take long for his incredible urge to take hold and he soon begins a new killing spree.  

Not unusual for a serial killer, he removes the eyes of his victims (in an effort to escape his 

self perceived inadequacies brought about through some abusive experience in his 

childhood) and buries the bodies or dumps them in the river (keeping the eyes as 



souvenirs). The killer soon learns that his victims are not dead, their eyes have grown back, 

and they reappear in the community seemingly normal. The killer sees them in their 

businesses, the local diner or grocery store, walking down the sidewalk, etc. but obviously 

cannot outwardly question how they survived. Most of the victims he doesn't know 

personally but sees from a distance. There are marks on the victims that help him identify 

and confirm that his attacks were real (scratches and scars around the eyes, cuts and 

bruises on their necks, etc. The intended victims that he does come in close contact with 

explain the marks as accidental, self inflicted, etc., while still letting the killer know the 

attacks happened (a smirk, knowing glance, or inside comment). Of course, no murders are 

ever reported and therefore never investigated. 

Because everyone in the community seems "normal" (aside from the external marks) the 

audience as well as the serial killer cannot be sure who knows what is going on and who 

doesn't. The serial killer becomes more and more mentally tormented as the thrill he gets 

from killing is stolen from him when each victim reappears. The movie ends with all the 

intended victims gathering at a local restaurant for a surprise party with the guest of honor 

being the serial killer. He walks into the restaurant, everyone yells surprise and the frame 

freezes on his horrified and confused expression. By the looks of the other guests, his fate is 

presumed ugly but unknown. 

  

Kelly: Well, that's creepy as fuck.  I would love this movie—there's nothing better than 

unexplainable creepiness, especially when it's happening to someone who's supposed to be 

unflappable—but again, I'm not sure if there's a major cliché here.  With so many awesome 

ideas, that might have to be the tiebreaker.  Three points, though like the second one, I'd 

love to give it more. 

  

Ryan: Hmm…  Fucking sweet!  I really do like this one.  Now wait, I thought these 

were real movies.  Shit.  These are pretty fucking good so far.  5 points  

 

 

  

8 (Samantha Fronek, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

Challenge Eight: Cliché Horror Theater 

 

The cliché? Sleep away camp in the woods, far from the nearest town. A thunderstorm 

knocks out the power. Teenage hijinx result in immediate, painful, blood-soaked gory 

deaths.  

Setting: A summer camp situated on an idyllic lake, located deep in the woods of the 

Adirondack Mountains. 

The campers arrive at "Camp Insert-local-Native American-tribe-name-here," greeted by a 

beautiful, sunny, early summer day. 

Montage of the campers settling in, getting acquainted and heading to the mess hall for their 

first meal. The weather turns, the wind picks up, the sky turns dark, lightning, thunder, 

buckets of rain.  

The staff decides to keep all campers in the mess hall until the storm lets up. Suddenly, 



there is a deafening crash of thunder and the power goes out. The cook quickly runs out to 

check the fuse box and get the generator up and running, not to be seen again. 

Some time passes, the power is still out, but the rain seems to be letting up, so the campers 

are sent back to their cabins. 

The kids gone, the camp director, Brian, and the nurse, Janet, worried about the cook, head 

to the electrical shed to turn the power on and hopefully find the cook. Once at the shed, 

they find the door banging open in the wind. Once inside the shed, the light from their 

flashlights comes to rest on a shining pool of fresh blood next to the generator, with a 

smeared trail of blood leading to the open window. 

They run back towards the main building, stumbling and sliding on the muddy path Janet 

reaches the building, throws open the door and collapses onto the floor, gasping for breath. 

She soon realizes that Brian is no longer with her, and as she looks out the door behind her, 

searching for him, a figure falls lifeless into the doorway. She realizes it's a disemboweled 

Brian, left to die in front of her.  

Quick montage of 2 kids sneaking out of their cabins to meet in the woods behind a cabin, 

and make out.  

Inside another building, we find two counselors tearing one another's clothes off, oblivious to 

any horrors that might befall them. 

A scream pierces the night. The young boy we just saw in making out is now gored through, 

pinned to a tree. The girl is nowhere to be seen. 

As the night goes on, campers and staff keep dying, one by one. We still have not seen the 

cook, or the girl from earlier, the one who was making out with the dead boy.  

 

What's the twist? At the end we find who appears to be the same girl, and is obviously the 

killer, walking away from the dead body of the chef. 

Dawn is breaking, and as she walks past the cabins, a door opens, out walks a camper, 

identical to the killer, down to the clothing. The girls come face to face. Not realizing that she 

is face to face with the killer, the camper starts a conversation. They soon realize that (not 

unlike Freaky Friday) they are twins separated at birth. As the sun rises, camper begins to 

notice bloodstains on the other girl. She puts the pieces together and realizes this girl is the 

killer. She runs, killer chases her, a fight ensues. One girl is left standing, she turns and 

walks away, out of camp, leaving her doppelganger's dead body lying on the ground.  

We don't know which twin survived…do I smell a sequel?  

  

Kelly: A-HA!  We have an evil twin…about time.  Funny how I mentioned Sleepaway Camp, 

and then there was an entry even more like it.  As dopey as the ending is, it's actually 

intriguing to me and I'd definitely want to find out what happened when the sequel came 

around.  Five points. 

  

Ryan: Actually there is a better version of this movie called April Fool's Day.  I'm not 

gonna ruin it, but it was actually frightening when I was a child.  It's very cheesy 

like the 80's low budget murder movies tend to be, but Biff Tannen from BTTF is in 

it. I give this 1 point. 



Boy, if I would have more time I'd find a better version of all of these movies.  

 

 

 

  

9 (Blair Ross, Wolley Bullies) 

  

Okay, this movie is called "THE PRIEST." 

A bunch of kids were sent to a Catholic summer camp on Diamond Lake one summer. Later 

it was revealed that the priest molested all the kids at the camp. The parents wanted 

revenge so they all got together and drowned the priest in the lake and burnt down the 

church. But now the priest haunts the dreams of all the kids that live on Diamond Lake. 

When they fall asleep they find themselves trapped in the burnt, dirty remains of the church 

and they're wearing altar boy robes and stuff. The priest comes out of the lake looking all 

scary and tries to fuck their butts. Also, he always whistles the tune "Hot Cross Buns" while 

he violates the children. But if he does successfully fuck your butt in the dream, it also 

actually happens in real life.  

The kids wake up with bloody butts the next morning. The priest doesn't kill the kids, he just 

keeps repeatedly raping them. And the parents all have troubles believing that the priest is 

still raping kids from the dead, and they have to keep it a secret that they murdered him. Oh 

yeah, and the priest is invincible and can't be killed. The kids keep trying, but they all keep 

waking up with bloody butts....  

  

Kelly: Well, this made me throw up.  I think, of all the films, this would be the hardest one to 

get a studio to make by a margin of a billion to one.  I did laugh at the entry, but I don't 

know if this is a horror movie or a comedy.  Again, since I like all the entries, that might 

have to be a tiebreaker.  One point. 

  

Ryan: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!  I laughed my ass off on this one!  A great 

combo of Freddy and Jason movies!  HOLY SHIT! 8 points 

Kelly: That's the worst rating in the history of this game.  Although I admit it really was damn 

funny. 

 

 

 

  

10 (Brienne Zimmer, Wolley Bullies) 

  

"Someday" 

 

Cherize Owens, a cynical, sexy-curvy, feminist lesbian, owns a small bakery in Portland, 



Oregon which she started with . Her specialty: Bake n Burn. Customers call in and order 

cakes and cookies with inappropriate sayings, gestures and the like as well as grotesque 

toppings and ingredients in order to get back at people who have wronged them. The cakes 

are usually delivered by Cherize herself, who happens to also be an actress. She learns the 

background of each Burn and plays into the part. The movie opens with Cherize delivering a 

gigantic cookie to an attractive older female that says "Sorry you'd rather eat cookie" and 

the frosting is mixed with tuna. The female looks appalled at first, but then breaks into a 

very curious smile. Both have a laugh and the older female pulls Cherize in for some quick 

and dirty. 

 

A few months later, while on a delivery from an anonymous caller's request, Cherize meets 

Cricket, the woman of her dreams. Cricket is handed a cake that simply says: "Someday" 

and Cherize, wearing a very revealing bathing suit, sings "Someday" by Mariah Carey, 

surprisingly well. Cherize and Cricket immediately hit it off and are soon hot and heavy. 

Cricket begins working for Cherize soon after. 

 

A couple of weeks after Cricket joins the staff, Cherize sees noticable changes in their 

relationship. The sex with Cricket also becomes much more about role-playing than the act 

itself. Cricket is constantly buying costumes for Cherize and coaching her on how to act 

according to whichever character she's interested in that particular evening. It becomes 

almost a daily occurrence. 

 

Cherize becomes worn down after a month of dating and her business begins to suffer. She 

decides to take a few days off and close down shop, as well as take some time away from 

Cricket. Cricket is surprisingly receptive to the arrangement, but asks if they can meet back 

up the next night. Cherize agrees. 

 

The next night, after a few cocktails, Cherize drives back to the bakery, and sees a curiously 

flashing light coming from the window. She steps inside and there are close to 100 people, 

all with familiar faces, staring at her angrily. She looks a bit closer and notices they are all 

former Burn Victims and they all are in costume according to the Burn performed on them by 

Cherize at one point or another. She is immediately gagged by Cricket who ties her to a 

nearby pole. When the lights come up, she notices a stage setting as well as a video camera. 

Each of the Burn Victims take turns performing much more violent/sexual versions of their 

burns on Cherize while she screams in terror. 

 

Last comes the Final Act. Cherize notices from the corner of her eye that the older attractive 

female she delivered the tuna cookie to is also there and Cricket has her arms wrapped 

around her. They bring out many large cans of tuna and spread them all over Cherize's body. 

They then release the rabid and hungry cats. "Someday" is playing in the background. 

  

Kelly: Ah, yes.  We finish with another movie that might be kind of fun, but once again 

doesn't show much in the way of clichés.  I like this movie a lot, but it doesn't fit the 

challenge like others do, so that's it.  One point.  Damn it, people!  Bring the clichés! 

  



Ryan: Whaaaaaa?  I don't even want to comment, you are disturbed, but it's 

original.  3 points  

 

 

  

  

Alright.  This was frighteningly close, even with Marisa Carlson of The Red Hot Pokers not 

submitting.  Here are the scores… 

  

Pablo's Blue Period 3/4/2/3 = 3.00 

Wolley Bullies 1/3/4.5/2 = 2.63 

Red Hot Pokers 1/4.5/4 = 2.50 

  

Okay.  That leaves the Reds to eliminate someone, but with one non-submitter who self-

votes three times, that's a guaranteed elimination. 

  

Eighth Elimination from Survivor: Marisa Carlson 

  

April 26, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Challenge Nine  

Alright, Wigglepuppies, here's your next challenge a full day early!  It's a sexy one.  By sexy, I 

mean new.  And by new, I mean clever. 

This cleversexynew challenge is Inappropriate Deleted Scene and involves a little 

screenwriting.  Yippee!  What you need to do is write a scene for an exisiting movie (preferably a 

well-known one, since that'll work better toward our scoring, I imagine) that doesn't fit the genre.  

For instance, write a comedic scene that was left out of Schindler's List or a melodramatic, tragic 

scene for The 40-Year-Old Virgin. 

There's not much more to the guidelines than that.  Make it a scene of about three minutes or so 

(we're not going to put a cap on this, but those of you who love to write quintillions of words, you 

know who you are, please be gentle...).  We'll score it on the sliding scale again... 

One scene gets eight points 

Two scenes get five points 

Three scenes get three points 

Five scenes get one point 

Non-submitters get negative one, blah blah blah.  It's the same as last week. 

I hate to bring it up, but since the Red Hot Pokers are down to two, we have to deal with this: if 

they lose, the way they vote someone out will be (a) performance in this challenge, and if that's a 

tie (b) a random player from the highest-scoring team will choose which one of them to 

eliminate.  For what it's worth, though, their last two players are so good that I don't see that 



happening. 

Questions can go here. 

OH!  I remembered the due time and date!  Like often, it'll be Friday at 3:30pm.  Alright then. 

Cheers, primaries. 

May 2, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Nine Results  

Alright then...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Are you sitting down? 

  

I said…are you f*&^ing sitting down? 

  

All eleven people entered this challenge.  For the second time in the game, everyone showed 

up.  That means that even though I've already scored stuff, now I'm just as jittery as all y'all 

waiting for Ryan's scores.  Thanks for playing.  I mean that, bitches.  THANK YOU FOR 

PLAYING THIS WEEK!  Not that many of those left have been missing challenges.  This is 

sorta like when Dr. Hustoles got after our class because five people wouldn't show up, and 

he'd take it out on the 15 of us who were there (and for the most part never missed class). 

  

But enough of this trip down memory lane that only Joe Franklin would love…let's do this 

thang.  As an added bonus, Ryan and I had mostly consistent scoring, even though this was 

really, really hard (well, there's one that got both an eight and a one, but the rest is fairly 

close).  As another added bonus, Ryan attempts a guess at who wrote a bunch of them, and 

he's only right once…I'd say that's a testament to our writers, eh? 

  

  

  

1 (Cory Funk, Red Hot Pokers) 

  

---  "The Loneliest Dance Number" from Highlander. 

 

If you watch the movie Highlander (starring Christopher Lambert as Connor Macleod), you 

might not know there was a deleted scene. On the DVD, in Chapter 19 (one hour and 

fourteen minutes into the film) there takes place a conversation between Connor and 

Kastagir (Connor's friend, played by Hugh Quarshie). In this scene, Kastagir suggests that 

since The Gathering is upon them, that a party should be thrown. Kastagir then mentions 

that last time the two of them were together, there was an infamous duel in 1783 on Boston 

Common. Chapter 20 of the DVD shows that duel. What most people don't know is that the 

original Chapter 20 scene was nothing like this duel that made it into the final cut of the film. 

Instead, there is a flash back to 1969. Kastagir and Connor are in a Japanese bar, clearly 

intoxicated. They are dressed in kabuki gear. In order to entertain their all male audience, 



they stage an elaborate dance number, complete with a live peacock and monkey that fight 

with fake swords. Throughout this piece of awkward theater, they sing "One" by Three Dog 

Night. Kastagir and Connor stare longingly into each other's eyes at the end of the dance as 

if to say, "Hey man, sorry I have to cut off your head, because I really like you in every 

way". Of course the scene had to be cut since the soundtrack was done exclusively by 

Queen, and a flash back scene to "Another One Bites The Dust", having been released only 

six years earlier, didn't fit with the historical motif either. 

  

Kelly: I'd call this out for not being in script format, but as it turned out very few of them 

were, so that's not too significant.  I've seen this film but once, but recognize the part this 

person is referencing; it's very strange, that's for sure.  There's a little bit of comedy 

throughout Highlander, so I'm thinking a more shocking turn would've been a hardcore sex 

scene here or something.  That's what I thought was coming.  I suppose that might say 

something about me, though.  One point. 

  

Ryan: Wow John, you didn't completely give yourself away on this one.  I think it a 

3 for cleverness.   

 

  

2 (Carrie Metz, Wolley Bullies) 

  

---  After the Dust Settled- Scenes deleted- not suitable for children 

 

Dorothy is tasered because of her god awful hysterics by the Sherriff. She was caught riding 

her bike after a bout of drinking some PMS tonic. She was arrested and forcibly hooked up 

with another nice Witch at the prison. 

 

Scarecrow used his brain and found out he was actually a woman. He died on the operating 

table while the surgeon performed the world's first sex change on a scarecrow. The needle 

got lost in Scarecrow's haystack and it caused internal hemorrhaging. 

 

Tin Man followed his heart and married Grace Jones. To begin their new lives they were 

ready to board flight to ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />France, where unfortunately Tin Man did not make it through the 

metal detector. Grace left anyway and Tin Man threw himself into a baling machine. His 

heart will go on. 

 

The Cowardly Lion goes on to Washington as an Oz state representative. He is touted for 

removing the yellow brick road and replacing with emeralds until all the munchkins got lost 

and were swallowed up by the angry apple trees. 

 

Auntie Em and Uncle Henry continue to raise flying monkeys in secret. After their planned 

attempt at having the monkeys kill Dorothy was foiled, they focused on training the monkeys 



to produce humans. Their first success was the arrival of George Bush, Jr. 

 

The Wizard and Glenda 's whereabouts are unknown. They were last seen in Emerald City 

where the Emerald City Police busted them for pornography featuring naked munchkins 

parading around in ruby red shoes, having sex with the Wicked Witch of the East's corpse.  

 

Toto is dead. 

  

Kelly: This seems more like a sequel than a deleted scene, or at least a tacked-on "where 

are they now" like on Animal House.  It also breaks every convention of the film by 

incorporating things that didn't exist yet, like Grace Jones.  One point. 

  

Ryan: Wildly entertaining, Robin?  But this all couldn't have happened in one scene.  

This was deleted scene, not alternate movie script.  1 point  

  

3 (Rachel Dwyer, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

---The following is a deleted scene from The Princess Bride. Although the scene had 

explanatory value (it explains why Buttercup has no parents), it was cut from the film 

because of its hardcore violent scenes, tragic nature, and profanity. 

 

(The scene begins in the modest manorial dining hall, where the Lord, the Lady, and 

Buttercup are sitting and having their evening meal. The lord is angrily stabbing his food, 

while his wife delicately dissects hers. Buttercup is simply moving food around her plate, 

completely disinterested.) 

 

Lord: Your behavior is entirely unacceptable! He's a farm boy, Buttercup! … filthy servant. 

You are my daughter and I forbid you to speak or be in his presence! If I hear so much of a 

whisper that you have disobeyed me, I will punish you both most severely and dismiss him 

from my employ. 

 

Lady: Really, Buttercup. The servants have been gossiping and it is only time before the 

neighbors hear of this. We shall be the laughing stock of Florin!... ugh, the humiliation… The 

scandal! We raised you better than this, Buttercup. You could be a princess… instead, with 

your looks and the touching… you acting like a lowly trollop!  

 

Buttercup: (sighing) You don't understand. I have fallen in love with him. (pleading) Mother, 

Father, please, I didn't want this. It just… happened. 

 

(A beat or two while the Lady is in stunned silence, look of disgust on her face, and the rage 

of the Lord builds as he misunderstands, in the worst way possible, Buttercup's last 

sentence.) 

 

Lord: I'll kill him! 

 



Grandfather: (reading voiceover) He crosses the run to his sword and rushes out of the 

room. Buttercup follows closely behind. 

 

Buttercup: (pleading) "Father! Father! Please, no!"  

 

Grandfather: (reading, voiceover) The Lady follows Buttercup less quickly and in a huff. 

 

(The scene changes to the stable, where one horse stands tied up in the aisle while Wesley 

mucks out its stall. The Lord rushes at him with the sword, while the Lady and Buttercup 

watch on.) 

 

Buttercup: Wesley! Watch out! 

 

(A fight ensues. It is clumsy because of the size of the Lord's sword and the cramped space 

of the stall. Wesley defends himself the best he can with a pitchfork. Fight ends shortly with 

the Lord impaled on the pitchfork.) 

 

Lady: Daniel! No! 

 

Grandfather: (reading, voiceover) She screams rushing toward the stall entrance. Her flailing 

and screaming startles the tied up horse. The horse kicks out, striking the Lady in the face 

and crushing her skull.  

 

(The Lady's lifeless body is thrown back a good five feet or so.) 

 

(There's a beat or two of silence. The only sounds are from the agitated horse and a slight 

panting from Wesley. Buttercup is stunned and difficult to read.) 

 

(Finally, Buttercup comes to some realization and looks like she's going to faint. Wesley 

rushes to catch her. She's obviously shaking and tears well in her eyes. They are embracing 

now with Wesley taking most of Buttercup's weight.) 

 

Buttercup: (low muttering) mother… father… wha…? (pause) (low chuckle) Wesley, I'm free! 

We're free! Don't you see, now, now, we can really be together! Nothing can stop us now! 

No one can get in the way! 

 

(The scene closes on Buttercup and Wesley embraced.) 

 

(The scene re-opens in the Grandson's room. Grandfather is sitting opposite of Grandson 

with the book open on his lap. He's looking across at the Gradnson over the rims of his 

reading glasses. The Grandson's mouth is agape.) 

 

Grandson: What the fuck, Grandpa! 

  

Kelly: This is the perfect submission, so far as I can tell.  It's funny as hell because of the 



shocking violence and word choices despite being a dramatic scene.  I love it.  Five points (I 

found something later that was a little more perfect). 

  

Ryan: Hmmm… I liked the style and the format, it was perfect.  But alas, it was an 

inappropriate deleted scene.  Aside from Fred Savage dropping an F-bomb, there 

really nothing inappropriate from the orginal film.  I still think it was good. 

5 points sucka  

  

  

4 (Robin Zimmer, Red Hot Pokers) 

  

---  Deleted scene from "No Country for Old Men": 

 

The killer, Anton Chigurh, walks into the manager's office of the Desert Aire. He asks for 

Llewelyn Moss. The woman behind the desk says he's at work. They go back and forth but 

she refuses to tell Anton where Llewelyn is. Anton is looking at her very seriously and we're 

not sure what he is thinking or what he might do to her. He is about to leave but hesitates 

for a moment then asks (maintaining his serious expression) "Do you know the number one 

reason why Obama will loose the black vote"? A bit confused and with her continued lack of 

expression she slowly answers, "no". Anton answers, "He says he'll make sure that everyone 

who can work will have a job". After a brief second, a big grin breaks out across his face and 

he bounces his eye brows. They share a laugh as he reaches over and pinches her fat chin. 

He winks, hands her a peice of paper with his phone number on it and then turns and leaves. 

  

Kelly: If you've seen this film, you know just how fucking terrifying Anton Chigurh is.  That 

makes this all the funnier.  Although in fairness, he doesn't kill the woman in question (well, 

we're pretty sure he doesn't).  I hate hate hate the misspelling of "lose" here, but if 

misspellings were a deal-breaker, Ryan never would've won this game, and he dominated it.  

The racist joke is a bit jarring, but in a good way, I suppose.  Three points. 

  

Ryan: ROFL 8 points!  

  

  

5 (Patrick Kozicky, Wolley Bullies) 

  

---  Miracle on 34th Street 

 

 

Kris Kringle is seen leaving Macy's. He reaches into his pocket and finds a note. Close up on 

the note. It reads, "Dear Santa, I've been a very naughty girl this year. – Mary 212-803-



1555" 

 

There is a small montage where we see Kris making a call from a phone booth, hailing a taxi, 

and finally arriving at Mary's home. There is a note on the front door. It reads "Come in 

Santa" Kris enters the house. Nobody seems to be home. 

 

Mary: (calling from the bedroom) I'm in here Santa! 

 

Kris goes toward, the bedroom. The door is slightly ajar. Mary is lying naked on the bed with 

a candy-cane sticking out of her vagina 

 

Kris: Naughty, ho ho ho. 

 

Mary: I'm a very bad girl Santa. But I was hoping you could still give me a present this year. 

 

Kris: I think I have just the thing for you. 

 

Kris goes to Mary, takes the candy-cane out of her vagina and puts it in his mouth. He then 

takes off his pants and starts to climb on top of her. 

 

Mary: Before you do that, I was hoping you could give me something from your…chimney. 

 

With a twinkle in his eye, Kris stands up, straddling Mary, and he poops on her breasts. He 

then gets back down, raises her legs over his shoulders and plows her 

 

Mary: Yeah! Take my cookie Santa! Give me your milk! 

 

Kris: Oh Mary! Mary! Merry CHRISTMAS!!!!!! 

 

Kris removes his penis from Mary's vagina 

 

Kris: Get on my south pole, quick! 

 

Mary scoots down to Kris's penis and opens her mouth, just as he shoots a huge load all over 

her face and in her mouth. 

 

Kris: Give me a snowball, Mary. 

 

Mary gets up and kisses Kris, transferring his load from her mouth to his. He then licks her 

face clean. 

 

Mary: Thank you Santa. That was the best gift I ever got. You should leave before my 

husband comes home. 

 

Kris: Is he naughty too? 



 

We hear a door opening and closing 

 

Mary: I guess we're about to find out. 

 

Footsteps are heard down the hallway. Just as the bedroom door opens, a piece of poop falls 

from Mary's chest to the floor. Fade to black. 

  

Kelly: I was in no way surprised to find out who did this one.  Holy icktacular.  While this is 

the first film done that I haven't seen (I know, I know), I know the story and how it goes.  

This is certainly the polar opposite of the film's feel, that's for sure.  "Polar" opposite!  Fuck 

yeah!  'Cause it's Christmassy, see?  Eight points for this sickening  travesty. 

  

Ryan: Yes, please, fade to black.  The sickest part is that I imagined everything that 

happens in this scene.  Fuck, I gotta get drunk tonight.  If this wasn't our resident 

perv, Brienne, I'll be shocked.  Sorry, but 1 Point.  

  

  

6 (Oliver Thrun, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

---  Deleted ending from 'The Watch' scene in Pulp Fiction: 

 

Christopher Walken: (handing Butch his father's watch) ...and now, it's yours. 

 

Butch: Oh, uh, thanks, but actually... Well I've already got a watch. 

 

CW: What? 

 

B: I have a watch already, so I don't really need that one. Thanks though. 

 

CW: You... you're kidding me? You're not going to take your father's watch! After he kept it 

hidden up his ass! After I kept it hidden up my ass! 

 

B: Yeah, I really appreciate you doing that and all, but my Mom just got me this Care Bears 

watch for my birthday, so... 

 

CW: Care Bears! Fucking Care Bears! You're not going to take the watch because you 

already have one with Care bears on it! 

 

B: Well, that and the fact that it's been in direct contact with a man's sphincter for the past 2 

years. 

 

CW: You ungrateful little prick. You're not taking the watch. You're watching this faggot show 



on TV. What is this show anyway? What the hell is this? What the fuck are those? Are those 

puppets or something? I'm glad your father isn't alive to see this. 

 

B: You know, if the watch is so important to you, I think you should just keep it. Maybe 

someday you'll have a son and you can give it to him. 

 

CW: Me? Me have a son? What's the matter with you? Can't you see how naturally creepy I 

am? I try to talk to a woman and I'm lucky if she doesn't spray me with mace. I mean, I look 

like a fucking lizard. What woman would want to have a son with me? You know what, forget 

it. I'm just going to pawn this thing a spend the money on booze. Fuck you and fuck your 

dad. (gets up to leave) Can't believe I stowed this piece of shit away in my anus for this shit. 

Cocksucking little prick... (turns and throws the watch at Butch) Here! Take it you little 

bastard! 

 

B: Ahh! My eye! I think it's bleeding! Goddammit! 

 

CW: Serves you right. Ya little bitch. Enjoy the rest of your fucking program.(exits) 

  

Kelly: My deal with this is that it's a comedic scene based on a comedic scene.  If anything, 

this feels like it could've been the real, legitimate ending to this scene.  Fun, but in the same 

direction as the real film, sorta.  One point. 

  

Ryan: Damn, you all are sick and fucked up.  Wow, this might be the best challenge 

yet.  It's hard to do this, but technically it's an extended scene.  Sorry again, 1 

point.  

  

  

7 (Brienne Zimmer, Wolley Bullies) 

  

Uncle Buck 

(Deleted Scene) 

 

For the record, I did preface my scene with some existing lines. It should be obvious, but I 

just wanted to point it out. 

 

Miles: Where do you live? 

Buck: In the city. 

Miles: You have a house? 

Buck: Apartment. 

Miles: Own or rent? 

Buck: Rent. 

Miles: What do you do for a living? 

Buck: Lots of things. 



Miles: Where's your office? 

Buck: I don't have one. 

Miles: How come? 

Buck: I don't need one. 

Miles: Where's your wife? 

Buck: Don't have one. 

Miles: How come? 

Buck: It's a long story. 

Miles: You have kids? 

Buck: No I don't. 

Miles: How come? 

Buck: It's an even longer story. 

Miles: Are you my Dad's brother? 

Buck: Actually, Miles, I'm your father. 

Miles: Yeah, and Maizy's getting straight A's on her report card this quarter. 

Buck (softens): Sweetheart, that wasn't a joke. I'm your father. 

Miles: You're lying. Stop lying to me! 

Buck: I know you don't want to hear it, but it needs to be said because it's true. That's why 

your (uses his fingers to quote) "parents" asked me to stay with you this week. Your (uses 

his fingers to quote again) "grandfather" isn't really dead - they just didn't know how else to 

deal with the situation. 

Miles: Oh my God. Oh my God. Are we going to have to move!? 

Buck: Yes, but I have a very nice one bedroom apartment downtown. I should probably have 

the exterminators in one more time. I just need to wait for this last race to come out in my 

favor. Hey - maybe sometime I'll take you down to the track and introduce you to my 

bookie, kiddo. It'll be great. 

Miles: (Face turning pale.) Heh. Sure, yeah. That'll be great. So, I have another question.  

Buck: What's your record for consecutive questions asked? 

Miles: 38. Now seriously. My mother seriously had sex with you? 

Buck: Wow, um. You know what that is, huh. Didn't think we'd have to go here so quickly. 

Your mother and I used to work out together while your (starts to do the finger quotes 

again) "fa-" 

Miles: Can you please stop that? 

Buck: Sorry - while Bob was away on business, your mother and I grew close. So close that 

we accidentally made a baby. Don't get me wrong - it was the proudest day of my life, but it 

was Bob who was by your mother's side for the birth. 

Miles: You know what, BUCK, just call him Dad all right?  

Buck: But I want you to call me Dad. Or Daddy-O. Or Poppa. Yeah, Poppa has a nice ring to 

it. 

Miles: I'll call you whatever I feel like, so shut up. 

Buck: Don't take that tone with me (smacks Miles across the face). 

Miles: First day as my (uses his fingers to quote) "Poppa" and you're already beating me up. 

Nice. 

Buck: Oh, God. I'm so sorry, Son. 

Miles: It's Miles. 



Buck: Okay, Miles. I'm sorry. Baby steps. 

Miles: You're not forgiven. And you will always call me Miles. Maizy's going to be home soon. 

And I can't wait to hear what Tia will have to say about this. She'll probably run off with Bug. 

Buck: The hell she will. I'll kill her. 

Miles: That would make you 2 for 2 in the child-beating department. Make sure you burn 

Maizy's hair later tonight so you don't leave anyone out. 

Buck: I've about had it with your mouth. I'm also impressed by it. How old are you again? 

Miles: You don't even know how old your own son is. I'm 8, thanks. You're supposed to be 

planning my birthday party. Where are we going to have it, at the track?  

Buck: Enough! I'm trying to make an effort here. Grow up. 

Miles: You grow up. 

Buck: Nice comeback. That was so very 8-year-old of you. 

Miles: I hate you. I can't believe this is happening to me! What are my friends going to say?? 

Buck: You have friends? I'm kidding, I'm kidding. 

Miles: Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh! 

Buck: You know what else I'm kidding about? Being your Dad. 

Miles: I knew it. Also, you have much more hair in your nose than my Dad. 

Buck: How nice of you to notice. 

Miles: I'm a kid - that's my job. Oh, and fuck you Buck. (Kicks him in the junk and runs out 

of the room crying.)  

  

Kelly: It's a different flavor of comedy, but it's still comedy.  I like the incorporation of real 

lines within the scene, but they sorta drove home how it was still a comedy.  One point. 

  

Ryan: Christ, it was inappropriate.  But, AGAIN, it was an existing scene.  I hate to 

be an asshole, but this is the only way of me being able to have a cop out and pick 

something that's still as funny.  Sorry guys, these are really good.  Oh, and this 

might be Brienne's because she has it memorized.  Then again it might be Carrie's. 

1 point  

 

 

 

8 (Samantha Fronek, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

Movie: "Mary Poppins" 

 

Deleted Scene: This scene is set in Bert's chalk drawings, after the song "Jolly Holiday." The 

animated penguins are gone and the children have gone ahead to the carousel. Finding 

themselves all alone, Bert picks Mary up and pins her against a tree. An extremely erotic sex 

scene follows. (Think Diane Lane and Olivier Martinez in "Unfaithful.") Two of the penguins 

unknowingly stumble across Bert and Mary mid-coitus and see Mary doing something 

unspeakable with her parasol. One faints, the other waddles quickly away. The two lovers 



climax just before the trumpets herald the beginning of the foxhunt.  

"Tallyho," Bert whispers into Mary's ear, and the two hurry off to the carousel to find Jane 

and Michael and join the foxhunt. 

  

Kelly: Well, this probably doesn't benefit from coming after I've already read Miracle on Dirty 

Whore Street (did that work?  No?  I'll think of a better one), but it still fits the challenge 

better than a bunch of them and, unlike some, falls in a specific time in the film.  Three 

points. 

  

Ryan: I'm sorry, but I have to give this a 1.  Everyone's into sex, what's up with 

that?  I really think we should have a Survivor Space Orgy at the Roadhouse (my 

loft).  Who's in? 

1 point  

  

  

9 (John Youker, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

Philadelphia Musical Closing Number:  

 

Scene: A white limbo.  

 

After Andrew has died in the hospital, he awakes in a top hat and tails and starts to sing 

"New York, New York". Joined by a chorus of similarly dressed men. There is a whole gaggle 

of Busby Berkley style shots and smiling dancers. As he hits the final note and his loved ones 

wave goodbye, Andrew fades into the ether....  

 

End of Scene. 

  

Kelly: If brevity is the soul of wit, this is the wittiest challenge of all.  But seriously, this does 

adhere to the rule of opposites better than many of those that used a lot more words.  That 

would've been the stupidest and most confusing ending ever.  But seriously, this was only 

hurt by other strong challenges.  I hate this fact, but this is a one. 

  

Ryan: Hmmm…  gay.  Plus this isn't out of the genera of gayness for Philidelphia.  

Sorry Patrick.  3 Points.  More effort may have helped your score.  

  

  

10 (Greg Johnson, Pablo's Blue Period) 

  

(Parts of this scene were edited from the final version of the movie.) 



 

Titanic 

 

291 EXT. OCEAN 

 

IN A HOVERING DOWNANGLE we see Jack and Rose floating in the black water. 

The stars reflect in the mill pond surface, and the two of them seem to be 

floating in interstellar space. They are absolutely still. Their hands are 

locked together. Rose is staring upwards at the canopy of stars wheeling 

above her. The music is transparent, floating... as the long sleep steals 

over Rose, and she feels peace. 

 

CLOSE ON Rose's face. Pale, like the faces of the dead. She seems to be 

floating in a void. Rose is in a semi-hallucinatory state. She knows she is 

dying. Her lips barely move as she sings a scrap of Jack's song: 

 

ROSE 

 

"Come Josephine in my flying machine..." 

 

ROSE'S POV: The stars. Like you've never seen them. The Milky Way a 

glorious band from horizon to horizon. 

 

A SHOOTING STAR flares... a line of light across the heavens. 

 

TIGHT ON ROSE again. We see that her hair is dusted with frost crystals. 

Her breathing is so shallow, she is almost motionless. Her eyes track down 

from the stars to the water. 

 

ROSE'S POV... SLOW MOTION: The silhouette of a boat crossing the stars. 

She sees a man in it, rowing so slowly the oars lift out of the syrupy water, leaving 

weightless pearls floating in the air. The VOICE of the man's incessant rhyming seems slow 

and DISTORTED. 

 

Rose lifts her head to turn to Jack. We see that her hair has frozen to the wood under her. 

 

ROSE 

 

(barely audible) 

 

Jack. The boats are coming Jack! 

 

JACK 

(shivering, yet grateful) 

Well it's about bloody time. 



 

 

The boat approaches and we see a man dressed in a red and white diamond studded jacket 

with blue baggy pants. 

 

ROSE 

(nearly whispering) 

Gentleman, please help us. Please. 

 

The boat continues to approach but the man does not hear Rose's pleading. 

 

JACK 

(impatiently) 

HEY! We're right here! 

 

The man in the boat snaps his head around to spot Rose and Jack. 

 

MAN 

Well, hello there. It's a bit brisk, isn't it? 

 

ROSE 

Um, yes it is. Please, help! Let us in your boat! Please! 

 

MAN 

Whoa, whoa, whoa. You better back yourself up lady. I gots to save room for my posse. 

 

JACK 

If you don't let us in, we're gonna hang you! 

 

MAN 

Huh? Who said anything about hanging? 

 

ROSE 

(trying a different approach) 

What's your name? 

 

MAN 1 

Robby. Robby Van Winkle. 

 

JACK 

(whispering) 

What are you doing Rose? 

 

ROSE 

Trust me Jack. (to the Robby) I love your jacket. It is…so…patriotic. I love diamonds. 



 

ROBBY 

Thanks. I tell you what, hand over that beautiful blue diamond you've got in your hand and 

I'll let you in the boat. 

 

This strikes Rose to the core. She is not sure what to do. The "Heart of the Ocean" is her 

ticket to the freedom that she has longed for since her overly privileged birth. She has never 

been so unsure of herself in her life. 

 

JACK 

Rose… 

 

She does not respond. 

 

JACK 

ROSE! 

 

Again, no response. 

 

JACK 

Give him the diamond Rose! 

 

Suddenly, Rose snaps out of her deep thoughts, resolved to do what she knows she must. 

 

ROSE 

I'll never let go Jack. I'll never let go! 

 

Determined to hold onto the diamond, Rose punches Jack across the face knocking him out. 

Unconscious, Jack sinks into the black water. He seems to fade out like a spirit returning to 

some immaterial plane. 

 

 

ROBBY 

Oh shit! We outta here! 

 

Robby begins to paddle the boat away hollering back. 

 

ROBBY 

Word to yo' motha! 

 

As he continues to paddle away, Robby looks around and begins thinking of his future. 

 

ROBBY 

Man, I've got to write a song about this someday. (Starts humming) "Under pressure, 

pushing down on me…" Naw that's not quite right. 



 

 

Kelly: This is another that certainly fit the challenge.  It's like something out of a completely 

different movie.  I guess that's good and bad; I like the ill-fitting characters, but the 

anachronistic nature of them is a little jarring.  This also reads a LOT like an actual shooting 

script.  Did somebody take a class?  Three points. 

  

Ryan: Alright, 5 points.  But Jack isn't British.  He'd never say "bloody."  

  

Kelly: Really?  No, really, I'm asking…this is the second and last of these movies I 

haven't seen (I saw five minutes, but couldn't watch any more). 

  

11 (Blair Ross, Wolley Bullies) 

  

Deleted Scene from Spielberg's "E.T." 

 

 

This scene was deemed highly inappropriate by studio executives. It was later replaced by 

the classic "classroom kiss scene" where Elliot frees all the frogs.  

In this original scene, Elliot starts to feel the effects of the beers E.T. is drinking back at 

home, due to their psychic link, and he quickly rushes to the bathroom and throws up 

violently. He immediately goes to the nurse and is allowed to go home sick for the day. He 

pretends to call his mom, but then he just rides his bike home. Elliot is clearly drunk and 

uncoordinated, and he wipes out twice along the way. But when Elliot gets back home, the 

troubles really begin. 

He walks into the house to find beer cans all over the floor. They're everywhere. He enters 

the living room and is shocked at what he finds. Sesame Street is on the T.V., but E.T. isn't 

watching it. E.T. has Elliot's sister's underwear on his head and is wearing make-up. 

'Welcome to my Nightmare' by Alice Cooper is playing. E.T. is slamming a Coors and 

masturbating on the corpse of Elliot's older brother, Michael. Michael is covered in blood, on 

the floor. The alien finishes up with everything, and lets out a loud belch. It crushes it's 

empty beer can in it's hand, and then throws it at Elliot's head. The scene ends with a close-

up of Elliot screaming, 'Home Alone' style. 

  

Kelly: Ah, yes, we end on a high note…by which I mean an extremely low note that's exactly 

the type of low note I was hoping for.  I may never get the masturbating ET out of my head, 

and while that's bad for me, it's good for this challenger.  Five points. 

  

Ryan: Shit, the 'home alone' part could have been left out, but the rest was 

hilarious.  3 points. 

It was close, and could've gone just about any way…but here's the way it went. 

May 2, 2008 - Friday   



 

Challenge Nine Part II - Shit, that didn’t all post?!  

It appears not all of my blog went through...here's the bottom. 

  

It was close, and could've gone just about any way…but here's the way it 

went...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Red Hot Pokers 2/5.5 = 3.75 

Wolley Bullies 1/4/4.5/1 = 2.63 

Pablo's Blue Period 4/2/5/2/1 = 2.80 

  

That means that The Wolley Bullies are our defeated team this week amid some 

amazing competition.  They have until Sunday at ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = 

"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />11am Central to eliminate 

someone.  With tiebreakers an ever-more-possible necessity, I remind you that the 

first tiebreaker is performance in the challenge, and if that's a tie, a random 

member of the Red Hot Pokers, by virtue of scoring highest, will be asked to choose 

between any tied folks. 

  

See you Sunday for our final ten.  Cheers. 

May 4, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Nine, Challenge Ten  

Alright.  As Carrie pointed out in the blog comments a couple days ago, she's withdrawing from 

the game.  However, her team was still nice enough to cast votes for her, and they were funny, so 

here they are: 

Vote One: "yeah, i vote for carrie cuz she dissed me in her rap and said girls only want to be 

friends with me.... that's bullshit, dude!!!! i totally almost nailed this skank last tuesday at the bar, 

but there was a wicked righteous phish jam goin' down upstairs so i bailed the scene.  

but seriously, we'll miss you, carrie.wolley bullies forever!!!!!" 

Vote Two: "Carrie Metz. I need to end our Survivor relationship so that we can focus on our sexual 

relationship. Love you, snookems." 

Vote Three: "looks like carrie is is requesting to be voted out. so i'd like to take this time to write a 

poem to carrie. 

 

ode to carrie 

 

oh my lovely carrie, 

your vag is like a berry 

sweet and tart 



pussy fart 

please let me crush your cherry" 

As an added bonus, try to figure out who wrote which vote.  It may be the easiest thing you do in 

this entire game. 

Ninth Elimination from Survivor: Carrie Metz 

It ain't a second-place finish, but it's about right in the middle.  Someone else will have to be the 

bridesmaid this year. 

Now is the part of the game where I like to say that you're all playing with yourselves.  In 

more correct terms, I'm saying you've all merged into one group of ten and are now fighting to 

gain individual immunity and not team immunity.  Each person will have to cast a vote every week 

after the challenge results whether they've won immunity or not. 

Alright.  To the four and a half of you who are ladies, we apologize, because two of the next three 

challenges are Man-Tacular, including this one.  We can't fight city hall, ladies...Ryan and I 

together comprise at least one and a half men.  I think. 

Challenge Ten is Pro Wrestling Feud: Ryan vs. Kelly.  Yes.  Against all odds, two not-at-all-in-

shape jokesters from the midwest have become professional wrestlers and, beyond that, are 

important enough to the company to be feuding with each other. 

After you get past that huge gap in logic, here's what you do (we're trying to make the 

expectations a little more specific this time, since although the wide-openness of the last couple 

challenges was fun, it also caused problems with people not really knowing what we would look 

for)... 

Imagine there's a weekly wrestling show a la WWE Monday Night Raw where Ryan and I both 

appear regularly.  We're going to be facing off at the end of the month in a match at the Pay-Per-

View event (a la Wrestlemania).  You should briefly outline how the feud is run for the four weeks 

leading up to the major event, and then blow off the feud (that's wrestling-ese for "finish the feud 

decisively") at the Pay-Per-View. 

Also, don't be afraid to add ancillary characters to your storyline; for instance, Patrick could be my 

manager or Ryan's plucky tag-team partner who I beat savagely with a bullwhip to piss Ryan off.  

But enough about things I've actually done to Patrick--let your imaginations run wild here.  But for 

the love of John, please don't write so much that Ryan and I want to kill ourselves, okay?  I hate 

to not put a cap on it, but I'm not going to. 

Immunity obviously works differently now.  For this challenge, Ryan and I will each choose our 

favorite of the ten, and those two will be immune from the vote.  If we choose the same one, only 

that person will be immune.  As always, non-submitters will self-cast three votes and probably 



seal their own fates. 

I believe that's everything I need to mention.  I recognize that those (all) of you who aren't as big 

of douchebags as I am may not know a lot about how pro wrestling shows operate, so feel free to 

ask as many questions as you want...but they have to be asked here so everyone can see my 

answers. 

By the way, I've intentionally left out whether I want the feud to be a funny one or a more serious 

one because I wouldn't mind seeing both sides of the spectrum.  Just write what comes naturally 

and we'll score what comes naturally.  Have them in by Friday at 3pm Central. 

Cheers.  And, perhaps, apologies. 

May 12, 2008 - Monday   

 

Challenge Ten Results, Note on Schedule  

Okay.  Long story short, here are the results, and the challenge will be posted later today 

(even as we await elimination votes).  The challenge will be due on Friday and we'll back to 

our regularly scheduled...um, schedule. 
  

With that out of the way, here are the eight-of-ten (sigh) challenges we received this week, 

even with the extra day that resulted from my computer's incompetence.  Ryan and I will 

each pick our fave at the end.  I'll make comments along the way, and hopefully, he will too 

(time permitting; he has a show tonight)...:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-

microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

  

1 (John Youker) 

  

(this is the classic mentor/protege relationship gone sour ala Bruno Sammartino and Larry 

Zbyszko.)  

 

Background: Having taken Ryan under his wing, Kelly has backed away from being in the 

ring and focused on managing. This leads to Ryan and "Immortal" Josh Mitchell (an ex 

partner of Kelly's) winning the Tag Titles. The belts are lost to the Youker/Thrun Connection. 

Week 1: During the post match and the next night on Monday, old animosity comes up. 

Ryan can't stand how Josh and Kelly got all the credit for their success, but he gets all the 

blame for the loss. He also resents just being known as "Wells' Boy" and not truly being 

respected as a singles wrestler. Josh has the idea that the two should have a friendly bout 

that night, that way Ryan can show he is a match for his mentor, both agree. The match 

starts friendly, but as Kelly keeps topping him, Ryan gets more frustrated; finally ending 

with Ryan piledriving Kelly outside the ring and smashing him into the metal stairs. Ryan 

rushes out through the crowd as Josh runs out to help Kelly. Week 2: a bandaged Kelly tells 

Ryan if that's how he wants it, then they should have a no rules cage match at Forever 

Unchanged. Ryan shows his agreement by attacking Kelly from behind with a tire iron, 

sending him to the ER. Angered by it all, Josh challenges Ryan to a match. Ryan gains the 



upper hand using brass knuckles when the ref was knocked out. After, he chokes Josh with a 

power cord, then tells Kelly that at Forever Unchanged, he'll do worse to him and prove he is 

the better man. Week 3: Kelly attacks Ryan during his match with Jason Harber, giving Ryan 

the win. They are separated by security only to go at it again in the parking lot. Week 4: 

General Manager Greg Johnson states that Kelly and Ryan are not allowed within 50 ft. of 

each other until their match that Sunday by court order. This leads to Ryan attacking Nick 

Wells with Kelly helpless to do anything. Forever Unchanged: The match starts on the entry 

way as Kelly takes Ryan by surprise. The match is brutal and blood is spilled on both sides 

with Josh coming to Kelly's aid and the Youker/Thrun Connection coming to help Ryan. It 

ends when, with Josh's help, Kelly crawls through the cage door and wins. 

  

Kelly: This is a strong start, people.  Not only does this person know wrestling, they also 

know the hell out of me.  Here's a thing I should just keep to myself: when in the theatre 

department in ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />Mankato, I ran a wrestling federation (using dice) utilizing all the 

people in the department.  There were championships, major events, everything.  If that 

isn't enough, I'd do the major events at Perkins once a month, and no fewer than fifteen 

people would show up (once there were 30) to wait for their match and listen to the 

happenings afterward.  I have three notebooks full of these matches.  I am, in case you had 

any doubt, the biggest nerd you have ever known.  What's that?  Oh, right, the entry.  It 

was well-crafted, used ancillary characters that fit the situations and even made use of the 

term "Forever Unchanged," which was my character's motto in the Mankato wrestling thing.  

Although to be honest, neither Ryan nor I could do a damn thing about it if Nick felt like 

beating the shit out of us. 

  

Ryan: Great start.  I could see it ending in Kelly's favor, but hey, I guess I got some 

cheapshots in, so I'm happy.  Just to add the Youker/Thurn connection always comes to my 

aid, either Olli or Perry.  

  

  

2 (Samantha Fronek) 

  

Ryan v Kelly: Pro-Wrestling Feud 

 

Ryan "The Rhino" Fossum appears at the top of the Monday night program, after dethroning 

Peter Simonson as the World Wrestling Champ. He thanks his home crowd at the Target 

Center for their support and loyalty. Mid-speech, we hear "The Distance" ring out through 

the arena, the crowd knows this can only mean one thing. Kelly "The Commissioner" Wells is 

entering the ring. 

"STOP," commands Kelly. "The match was won illegally, because after you reversed Pete's 

final move, 'the whiskey stomp,' he clearly had his foot on the bottom rope when the ref 

counted '1,2,3.' As Commissioner, it is my duty to make sure things are run smoothly and 

fairly, and I will not stand idly by and let this happen. So for the next three weeks, leading 



up to the 'Shave Fun Invitational,' you will be defending your title against three of the 

toughest competitors in our organization. Starting tonight, by wrestling E.J. 'The Enigma' 

Subkoviak!"  

The crowd goes berserk. 

Ryan responds, "Bring them all on! I accept your challenge. On one condition: You face me 

in a no-D.Q. alley match for the title at the 'Shave Fun Invitational.'" 

The Commissioner, being the sly devil that he is, simply replied, "first get through  

The Enigma,' then we'll talk about 'Shave Fun.'" 

Kelly's music is reprised as he exits the arena in a cloud of fog, just as he had arrived. 

 

Week One: Ryan "The Rhino" Fossum vs. E.J. "The Enigma" Subkoviak.  

Ryan wins by disqualification when E.J. uses his conch shell to signal his band of jobbers, or 

"the enigmatics," who pummel Ryan with chairs and brass knuckles. 

The program ends with The Commissioner entering the ring once again to his theme music, 

stands with his arms crossed at the top of the arena and gives 'The Enigma' and his minions 

a menacing nod of approval. 

Week Two: Ryan "The Rhino" Fossum vs. The Colossal Karner Twins 

The program opens to "The Distance," and the Commissioner saunters down the aisle to a 

chorus of boos and jeers from the crowd. He enters the ring and walks to the center, 

personally thanking 'The Enigma' for a job well done the previous week. He smugly 

apologizes to the crowd in Montreal because their hero was too banged up to make it to the 

match. Just then we hear "Don't Stop Believin'" by Journey, which is none other than Rhino's 

theme song. Ryan gingerly enters, hobbling on a cane, bruised and battered, his left arm in 

a sling. The Commissioner stands agape, his eyes wide with disbelief. The Rhino says to The 

Commissioner, "you won't be rid of me that easily," and proceeds to lead the crowd in his 

trademark "Rhino growl." A rumble echoes through the arena and the crowd freaks out. He 

limps ringside, turns to Kelly and says, "we still have a deal, so bring on whatever chump 

I'm facing tonight, because NOTHING is going to stop me from kicking your ass at Shave 

Fun." 

Kelly turns to Ryan and says, "You are looking a bit fragile tonight, so I'll take pity on your 

poor soul and give you a handicap match. The chumpsssss you'll be facing tonight…(long 

pause)… "The Colossal Karner Twins!" " It Takes Two" rings out through the hall and two 

figures appear, both clad in dark masks, tight fitting superhero t-shirts, with oversize 

superhero belt buckles, one of which can also be used as a bong. The duo stops, Todd straps 

on his prescription helmet, and the twins lock wrists and ankles and they come barrel-rolling 

right up to ringside. Fade to commercial, with the twins staring down Ryan. 

Outcome: In a stunning upset, Ryan wins by forfeit when mid-match the twins turn tail and 

run out of the arena shouting, "We're going to L.A. to pursue our dreams!!" Rhino grabs the 

mic and says to Kelly, "Is that the best you've got, Commissioner Wells?" 

Commissioner Wells pops up on the big screen and replies, "No. The best is yet to come, 

young Ryan." Just then the entire arena is plunged into complete darkness. Confusion 

spreads throughout the crowd. Not five seconds later, the lights are back on, and in the 

middle of the ring, looming over an unconscious Rhino, stands a naked "Flying Brian" 

Flanagan. Using his penis as a wristwatch, he says to the lifeless Rhino, "your time is up."  

 



Week Three: Ryan "The Rhino" Fossum vs. "Flying Brian" Flanagan. 

The show opens with The Commissioner leading a naked Brian Flanagan by a chain around 

his neck to the center of the ring. Kelly calls Ryan out, saying " I don't want to waste 

anyone's time tonight, so let's have this match RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW! What do you say, 

Brian?"  

Brian stands speechless (obviously, he waited until the last minute to memorize his lines…) 

and simply responds by wiggling his penis so that it alternately slaps his stomach and his 

balls.  

As they look towards the ring entrance, Rhino slides out from underneath the ring, sneaks up 

behind the cock slapping Flanagan, and drops an elbow on his increasingly obvious receding 

hairline. The Commissioner drops Brian's chain and scurries quickly out of harm's way. Ryan 

orders the ringside announcer, Paul J. Hustoles, to ring the bell, signaling the start of the 

match. As Flanagan lays unconscious in a pile of his own man-goo in the center of the ring, 

the Rhino simply places one foot on Brian's chest. The ref jumps in, counts "1,2,3!" and just 

like that, the match is over. Rhino points at Kelly, who is still standing ringside in disbelief. 

Ryan grabs the hanging mic and says to Kelly, "See you at Shave Fun." Fade to commercial 

with the camera still on Kelly's terrified face. 

 

Week Four: SHAVE FUN INVITATIONAL: Ryan "The Rhino" Fossum vs. Kelly "The 

Commissioner" Wells 

Location: Madison Square Garden, NYC 

Open with ring announcer Paul J. Hustoles backstage with The Commissioner. Hustoles says 

to Kelly, "This fued between you and Rhino Fossum has shaken the Federation to its core. 

This being the Ultimate Battle between you two in a no-disqualification alley match, what do 

you feel your chances are tonight?"  

Wells responds simply, " I. will. SHAVE IT." Hustoles asks, "is that all?" "Yes, that is the 

extent of my fun," is Kelly's response. Then, in one sweeping gesture with both hands, he 

presents his genitals to Hustoles, and the crowd goes wild. 

2 hours later: 

A bloodied Wells stands in the middle of the ring with the headless body of Rhino at his feet. 

He thrusts a pike with Ryan's head atop it high into the air, screaming,"DON'T FUCK WITH 

THE COMMISSIONER!" He drops to his knees, rips Ryan's heart out of chest, and yells 

"KALIMAAAAAAAA!!!"  

The lights fade to the sound of Wells' unearthly screams. 

 

The End?? 

  

Kelly: Ho.  Lee.  Shit.  This person obviously did the right thing by finding out about my 

federation or talking to the right people (I'm fairly sure Bobby Gardner had to be a 

consultant here, based on the quoting of "that is the extent of my fun," which is one of my 

favorite things I ever said, though I always said it around him).  Also, Peter Simonson's 

finishing move in my federation was indeed The Whiskey Stomp.  This was funny and rife 

with inside jokes.  It also involved me in the exact sort of cocky-evil character that I love.  

Although the murder business may be a bit much.  I loved the first one, but this is the one to 

beat now. 



  

Ryan: Did Leif come back as some college friend of Kelly's to whore out the contest?  And 

why the fuck do I always have to win by forfeit.  It's interesting but I think this may be 

Rachel's.    

  

  

3 (Patrick Kozicky) 

  

Ryan Fossum aka The Catcher, and Kelly Wells aka The Blue Bunny, were originally billed as 

the Tag Team, Life Partnaz. Their graceful wrestling style was once described as "Like a 

couple's skate, only it's wrestling." Dazzling their way through matches, the duo soon 

became the envy of every man in a wrestling thong. Their blissful partnership ended 

tragically when a horrible feud tore the two apart. And changed the wrestling world. 

It began, strangely enough, with Cher. During a Tuesday night Boyz Club event, Cher was 

opening the night with a song. During her song, Ryan whispered to Kelly, "Cher is so over." 

A rage came over Kelly. One spectator described it, saying, "It was like watching a beautiful 

unicorn turn into an angry bull." Kelly pushed Ryan to the ground, straddled him, and gave 

him a blood drawing titty twister. "Never disrespect Cher!" Kelly yelled. "She's a survivor!" 

Kelly then got up, with tears in his eyes and ran out of the arena, crying. Ryan got up, and 

yelled after him, "We're so over! And you can forget our brunch, tomorrow. You're 

uninvited!" 

Needless to say, the fans were shocked and amazed. The following day headlines read, 

"Boyz Club Drama!" Speculations that the two would never wrestle in the same event were 

squashed when Kelly made a comment to the press that shook the wrestling world at large. 

A reporter asked him if it was true that the two would never wrestle together again. "Girl 

please," said Kelly. "We gonna wrestle again. In fact, I challenge you, Catcher. You and me! 

Winner take all! The loser has to quit wrestling, FOREVER!" With a snap of his fingers, the 

gauntlet had been thrown. 

The next day, Ryan issued the following statement: "Challenge accepted, Blue Bunny. Your 

ass is mine! I will not be happy until I have you pinned on your back with my body pressed 

against yours. Until our sweat is mingling and you can feel my hot breath on your neck, and 

my hand holding your leg over my shoulder, I will not be satisfied." 

The following weeks, preceding the show-down the usual back and forth banter occurred. 

Phrases such as, "I'm gonna give it to him so hard, he won't walk for days," and, "I'm gonna 

bend that man over the ropes and go to town!" were exchanged. The newspapers called the 

upcoming face-off, "The most anticipated event since Christina Aguilera toured with Justin 

Timberlake!" Cher even issued a statement, saying "Never has my honor been defended with 

such gusto and tight pants. Thank you Blue Bunny for standing up for what you believe in. 

This is why I'm proud to be an American." 

On the night of the event, The Man Hole stadium had never been more packed. People were 

cramming into it with hopes of witnessing the greatest wrestling match of all time! One man 

at the event said, "I'm so excited…I could spit!" As the main event drew nearer, the tension 

in the crowd grew and grew. The crowd was split down the middle, with fans of Ryan, 

chanting, "Pin that Bunny, Pin that Bunny!" And fans of Kelly, chanting, "Slam that Catcher, 

Slam that Catcher!" 



Clay Aiken's "Invisible" blasted from the speakers, as The Blue Bunny made his way down 

the aisles. Moments later Kelly Clarkson's "Miss Independent," played as The Catcher 

charged his way into the arena. Both wrestlers made their way into the ring. The crowd 

came to a deafening silence as the two came face to face for the first time in weeks. Just 

then a blast was heard. Someone had shot a gun into the air. The crowd hit the ground as a 

fan, identified as Cory Funk made his way to the ring with a gun pointed at Ryan. "I can't 

take this anymore!" shouted Cory. "You've humiliated Cher, made a fool of yourself, and 

slandered the good name of The Blue Bunny! And now you must be punished." As Cory 

pulled the trigger, Kelly, in an act of true love dove in front of Ryan. A bullet pierced him 

directly in the penis. Cory, in pure horror, and shock at what he had done, took the gun 

pointed it at his head and shot himself dead. 

Not a sound could be heard, as Ryan lay over Kelly's body. Blood and cock were spread all 

around them. "I'm so cold Ryan," whispered Kelly. "You're going to be okay. I'm here…that's 

all you need to know," said Ryan. Ryan held Kelly's hand and prayed as he waited for the 

medics. 

Kelly died two days later. His act of bravery and friendship, affected Ryan deeply. He took 

time off from wrestling to reflect. He built a life size statue of Kelly, wearing his wrestling 

thong. He had it placed in his bedroom. Months later he made his official comeback. He 

changed his name, though, and is currently wrestling under the name, Blue Catcher. 

  

Kelly: Sweet Jesus.  This had better be Patrick.  I laughed many times at this.  "It began, 

strangely enough, with Cher" might be one of my favorite sentences in the game's history.  I 

was going to keep a running tally of who won the matches, but this one didn't exactly 

happen, so I guess it's 2-0-1.  The Les Miserables reference was awesome, because even 

though I have no gayness in me (or at least less than I did in this entry), I blubber like a 

dingus whenever I see—or even hear—that show. 

  

Ryan: Did Leif come back as some college friend of Kelly's to whore out the contest?  And 

why the fuck do I always have to win by forfeit.  It's interesting but I think this may be 

Rachels.    

4 (Rachel Dwyer) 

  

Two all-star wrestlers at the height of their careers, Kelly "Spankalot" Wells and Ryan "the 

Castrator" Fossum, meet for a head-to-head grunge match to beat all grunge matches this 

weekend at the Masta-dome. But how did this legendary feud begin? In such a short time, 

these two athletes powered onto the wrestling scene, but would their success last? Earlier 

this season, a series of tragic mistakes in the ring (Kelly took a chair upside the head by 

Ensign Johnson and Ryan was too slow with this people's elbow giving Max "the Turtle" 

Pokey an escape) made the loyal fans think that the duo's career plateaued.  

Fueled by the fans' murmurs, managers, Jack Crack (Kelly's) and Lon Von Peterhausen 

(Ryan's) contracted doctors to develop performance enhancing drugs. The hired doctors 

(actually their degrees were in animal husbandry from the University of Uruguay) 

synthesized steroids from various animals and injected them into the two fighters. Little did 

they all know that they were each given the steroids of the other animals' natural enemies. 

While Kelly received dog, Ryan got cat. Kelly got elephant, and Ryan got mouse. Kelly was 



injected with mongoose steroids and Ryan then was injected with snake. 

The treatments seemed to improve the wrestlers in the ring, but unfortunately, the 

medications had some side effects. Three weeks ago, Kelly (presumably marking his 

territory) pissed all over Ryan's dressing room, including his flashy wrestling outfits. "They're 

dry clean only, butthead!" screamed Ryan. A week after that, Ryan emitted loud squeaky 

noises, causing Kelly to stand on a chair and scream like a girl. Kelly retaliated by knocking 

Ryan to the ground and stomping on him. Finally, just last week, Ryan was minding his own 

business, gently hissing, when Kelly snuck up behind him and bit Ryan in the back of the 

neck. "Dude, what's your problem!" shouted Ryan. 

Now, in the match of their careers, two fighters will enter the ring this weekend. The 

Uruguayan doctors have injected these two with all new animal steroids. Now more animal 

than human, which one of these fighters will win out and be called "champion of the food 

chain"? In this wild match, witness the survival of the fittest! Darwin's Doom Death Match I! 

  

Kelly: Hmm, no match ending.  Which is fine, because the hype was more important than 

the payoff (I'm still ahead 2-0-2.  Take that, guy that I may or may not have any real 

chance against in life and will never find out because both our hard-drinking asses know 

better than to do something like expend energy athletically!).  I really dug the names of the 

jobbers (tune-up wrestlers) and the managers in this…although they weren't real people, or 

at least I don't think they were, they seemed like wrestling characters from the 80s and 

early 90s. 

  

Ryan: But no ending?  That's like jacking me off for three hours with out me shooting it in 

your eye!  Come on!  Good effort.  I really did like this one, but it ended abruptly and 

prematurely, like Kelly's ejactulations.  OH SNAP!!  Ah, I couldn't resist.  After all, it's Kelly 

vs. Ryan week!  

  

5 (Cory Funk) 

  

Kelly "The Grammarian" Wells started his wrestling career in the AWA dressed as a blue 

bunny but was alternately sued by both the good folks at Wells Ice Cream of LeMars, Iowa, 

and Ben Edlund, creator of 'The Tick', for copyright infringement. As such, in attempt to rally 

his career he hired a new manager, one Patrick "Cowpoke Slick" Kozicky, who decided to 

take a new character approach for Kelly after this failure. Right before the start of standard 

match with Ryan "The Golden Pipe Cleaner" Fossum (so nick named for his flamboyant 

smoking jacket and Sherlock Holmes pipe he adorns before each match), Wells unveils his 

new persona and starts to heckle and bad mouth Fossum's fans, which out number Wells 

supporters slightly, for the signs they have made cheering on their hero. The Grammarian 

points out the poor font quality of their hand made signs. He berates their clever plays like 

"Everyone Should Party Now" because this match isn't even on ESPN! Then, in the final insult 

that takes this into a full feud territory, Wells climbs out of the ring, his greased body and 

greasy hair shining in the lights as he struts over to a young fan, about eight years old, and 

proceeds to berate the young fan on regional TV for the incorrect spelling of "fantastic" on 

his poster board homage to Ryan, and at the end of his spittle flinging tirade, Wells rips up 

the sign and rubs it all over his crotch and sweaty ass. The wrestling match itself turns into a 



bout of name calling and cheap shots, but just the two contenders are in the ring. Wells 

takes this match with an inverted atomic drop to Ryan's sack. 

 

At the start of the second match, a week later, there is rumor that this attack on a child is 

Patrick's idea because he is a well known candy stealer, child taunter, baiter, and just 

general slime-ball. Patrick gets in the ring in his velour track suit and ass-less chaps to 

refute this vicious rumor but he accidentally says how much he enjoys watching children cry 

and the erection it gives him. At this, The Golden Pipe Cleaner storms the ring and puts his 

signature move, the camel toe clutch, on Patrick. Kelly dashes into the ring to save his 

manager, and some suspect, lover. The resulting match is valiantly fought by Ryan, but he 

just can't take the double pounding from both Patrick and Kelly and their noted tag-team 

move, the Double Dragon Pork Sandwich.  

 

The third match sees a swelling of Ryan's fan base, a great many with purposefully 

misspelled signs displayed around the ring. This, of course, sends The Grammarian into fits 

of verbose rage but while Kelly is spewing his derision across the audience like so much fresh 

sputum, a shocking presence arrives in the ring: Boots "Snake Charmer" Zimmer. After The 

Snake Charmer (aka "Brienne the Dirty Nurse" from her ECW days) was banned from 

wrestling for a year after fighting "extra dirty", she came back and did such notable things as 

defeating Jazz with her own Bitch Clamp, but moved on to managing other up and comers, 

like Ryan. Boots ambushes The Grammarian with a flying neck scissors from the top 

turnbuckle. After Kelly breaks this hold, Boots hashes on Kelly's manhood and his unhealthy 

grammar fixation and says that if this isn't a clean fight, there will be severe consequences 

for everyone involved. Kelly and Ryan start the match which quickly degenerates into low 

blows, folding chairs smashed over faces, name calling, and general mayhem. At the end of 

this match while Kelly and Ryan are treated by medical personnel, Patrick and Boots face off 

with words in the ring and declare that next week there will be a no holds barred cage match 

with Kelly, Ryan, Patrick, and The Snake Charmer, to be officially called "The Orgy of Pain 

and Humiliation!" 

 

 

In this fourth and final match between these might teams, things get nasty. On the way in to 

the arena, Patrick is arrested for trying to rape a set of hermaphroditic conjoined twins. 

Boots doesn't show up for the match at all because she is too busy filming "Bukkake on 34th 

Street: A Cum-On-Carrie Christmas Shit-on-my-tits-tacular" to realize she is late for the 

cage fight. As the competitors march up the cage, Kelly sucker punches kids of all ages 

holding signs that lack commas, apostrophes, or have a misspelling. Ryan, however, is 

wearing a crown and ermine robe with his trademark pipe and is escorted to the cage by an 

entourage of hot librarians.  

 

Once in the ring, the circling for position starts. A few good throws and holds go on, but it is 

clear Ryan isn't too concerned. Kelly gets the upper hand with a STF hold, but when The 

Golden Pipe Cleaner breaks free, he unleashes his secret and ultimate weapon: a gigantic 

bag in the ceiling full of thousands and thousands of printed out text messages and emails 

from his fans rips open and the papers flutter over everything. Kelly picks one up, then 



another, then another, and quickly crumbles under 'teh bad grammerz' and Ryan stomps 

him in a merciless finish that would make The Rock cry and Sgt. Slaughter wet himself. 

  

Kelly: Score one for Ryan!  Call me crazy, but this is actually a pretty good idea for a feud.  I 

guarantee you, having watched eighteen years of wrestling, that the fans would indeed latch 

onto this and do the intentional misspelling theme.  Also, I love inverted atomic drops.  Also, 

the Dragon Pork Sandwich made me bust out in laughter.  Also also also, it was definitely a 

strong choice to have Patrick and Brienne almost as nasty in this story as they are in real 

life. 

  

Ryan: "Bukkake on 34th Street: A Cum-On-Carrie Christmas Shit-on-my-tits-tacular"  Holy 

Bahls.  I"s laek dis thel uf halerity.  Thanks for the laughs.  This one truly did make me shit.  

Now I'm to clean my pants.  But what's up with Todd Karner making cameos in half of 

these?  Was he a big wrestling fan as well?  

6 (Robin Zimmer) 

  

After College, Ryan and Kelly became partners in a video game development company, 

designing a variety of highly complex action, trivia, and mind challenging games. Although 

they are friends as well as business partners, there has always been a competitive tension 

that both recognize but play off as trivial yet necessary for their success. No one could have 

guessed that their most popular game, "Smart Jocks", would be the end of their partnership 

and the beginning of a major feud.  

"Smart Jocks" is a fantasy game where characters compete both athletically and 

intellectually, challenging one another to incredible heights. Ryan and Kelly became so 

obsessed with mastering this game and outscoring the other, that they neglected their 

business and fell victim to an unsuspected take-over by fellow SCSU grad Brienne Zimmer, 

notorious business bitch of the Midwest. In an effort to bring "Smart Jocks" into the real 

world and rebuild their lost fortune, Ryan and Kelly founded the IWA or "Intelligent Wrestlers 

Association" and appear on a weekly TV show, "Are You Smarter Than a Fifth Grade 

Wrestler". A championship bout is scheduled to take place in four weeks between the show's 

top contenders, Ryan "Rocket Science" Fossum and Kelly "Kinetic Killer" Wells. Although 

professional wrestling wasn't their first choice, being based on staging and pre-arranged 

outcomes, it was the only sport that would agree to the smart jocks theme. The host of the 

show is former wrestling champ Patrick "The Sicky" Kozicky. Kozicky, who was banned from 

professional wrestling for taking a dump on a woman's tits, antagonizes Ryan and Kelly's 

weekly promotional appearances on the show with his idiocrity and adds greater fuel to this 

raging fire. 

Robin "Rock On" Zimmer, a pathetic, retired porn star turned Ring Girl, is hoping to snag the 

Champ, whoever it might be, and his purse, in order to finance a boob job, liposuction, and a 

face-lift in order to rekindle her career. She carefully and strategically builds an alliance with 

both contenders by alleviating their sexual insecurities and feeding their massive egos. 

Cory Funk, or Man at Arms, as his associates call him, is the show's promoter. He intends to 

flip a coin to determine the winner then dump the show for a fortune and retire.  



Each week's show is the same as Kelly and Ryan appear on camera spouting out useless 

knowledge and factoids while bitch slapping each other like a couple of girls. As the month 

progresses, it becomes more and more apparent to Cory that neither of these competitors 

will throw the bout regardless of the coin toss, causing it to end in a draw. Brienne, the 

"Bitch" Zimmer sees an opportunity to steal yet another highly successful idea right out from 

under their bickering egos. She offers to buy the show if Cory can produce an exciting and 

definitive ending to this feud. She plans to market the winner into a revenue raising hero 

and the loser into a forgotten idiot. 

On the day of the bout, Cory hires Rock On Robin to seduce and drug Kelly, rendering him 

weak and stupid. As the drug works its way into his blood stream, it slows his mental and 

physical reflexes. He fights the effects for several rounds but finds the mere sound of his 

stupidity even more crippling than the physical weakness that is overtaking him. Finally, in 

the ninth round, Kelly succumbs to his drug induced stupidity and fatigue. He falls to the mat 

in a twisted ball then rolls onto his back.Ryan stands over him triumphantly in a statuesque 

pose, looks down upon his once challenging and capable adversary and shouts, "Loser"! Kelly 

looks back and in his perfect Pee Wee Herman voice replies, "I know you are but what am 

I"? 

  

Kelly: It's funny 'cause it's true.  Funny people who are friends always lock into competition, 

and it's win-win because it makes both of them funnier.  Which, by the way, reminds me 

how much it blows that Ryan doesn't live here so we could do improv, whether to amuse 

others or just ourselves.  Plus, all the sex we were having when he lived here was awesome.  

Anyway, this was a funny entry despite this person obviously never having seen wrestling 

(and I don't blame him/her).  "Ninth round," he/she says.  Hehe!  Oh, and suddenly Ryan 

and I are tied, 2-2-2.  Stay tuned, bitches. 

  

Ryan: I liked the point about spouting useless factoids while bitch slapping each other like 

little girls.  I'm really impressed about our competitors using our character flaws to bring so 

much more to these stories.  On a whole, everyone, I'm really impressed thus far.  Way to 

bring most players into this one.  

  

7 (Blair Ross) 

 

The ultimate Pay-Per-View match went down on Saturday, May 10, 2008. Wrestling history 

was made on that historic date. Grandmothers wept in front of their television sets, as their 

grandsons smoked meth while watching from their trailer just 3 miles away. The 'Steel Cage 

Fag-Slap" of 2008 took place on that brilliant, epic evening. 

Two fine champions of all-out, badass American fag-slappery would face off in what was 

anticipated to be a brutal bloodbath for honor and glory. 

The undefeated 'Rainbow Wang Warrior' (Kelly) was to meet 'The Furious Poopster' (Ryan) in 

a classic, no-holds-barred THROWDOWN. 

The weeks leading up to the legendary 'Steel Cage Flag-Slap' were tense, to say the least. 

The 'Amazing Nursewhore' (Brienne) had made a shocking confidential discovery about 'The 

Furious Poopster,' and old bonds of friendship were thrown into peril. The 'PBR Princess' 

(Carrie), who worked for the Jamaican wrestling sensation 'Sweep Stock Fry' (Patrick), was 



forced to resign from wrestling due to the secret scandal brewing between 'Poopster' and 

'Nursewhore.' 'Rainbow Wang' discovered the conflict and took the side of 'Nursewhore' in a 

surprising development. This was seen as a betrayal of the long friendship he had shared 

with 'Furious.' Only one of them could remain after such a betrayal. But the historic steel 

cage match is brought to a shocking hault when it is revealed that 'Nursewhore' is actually a 

man. The friendship of 'Furious Poopster' and 'Rainbow Wang' is immediately restored. 

'Sweep Stock Fry' renounces 'Nursewhore' and all is settled on a glorious Saturday night. 

  

Kelly: Another draw!  Sweet Jesus, people.  But I've gotta say it makes the last one really 

exciting to think about.  I was already laughing at the grandsons smoking meth, but the Fag-

Slap probably made me wake the neighbors.  Or at least startle them, since it's four in the 

afternoon and if they're sleeping they're fucking useless meth addicts.  Um, anyway, I guess 

the big choice I have to make is whether to go with a really awesome story idea or one that 

really made me laugh.  Hmm.  Oh, and also, these entries are pretty gay…even considering 

the pro wrestling theme. 

  

Ryan: That is it!!!  From now on everyone must refer to me as the Furious Poopster.  And so 

it must be in accordance with the prophesy.  And of course you must refer to Kelly as 

Rainbow Wang, not to be confused with Rainbow Brite. 

  

8 (Brienne Zimmer) 

  

The Apprentice? 

In May 2007, SurvivalSpace creator and sole judge Kelly "The Milkman" Wells put his ego 

(which is almost as large as his cock) aside and added a guest judge to the game. Enter the 

fist of Survivor I champion, Ryan "Son of Hitler" Fossum. They were the best of friends, but 

early on in Survivor III, things went sour. First, Son of Hitler began bragging about his 

perfect victory in the first Survivor game and tried to take over as the lead judge. The 

Milkman came out and said that the only reason Son of Hitler had a perfect win was because 

he spread a rumor that Son of Hitler was dying and that it was his secret Make-A-Wish 

request to win. The next week, Son of Hitler was to receive his official award for the so-

called perfect win. The Milkman was there to present it to him and Son of Hitler refused to 

accept it. The next week, Cory "Funkmaster" Funk said he'd let Son of Hitler on his radio 

show if The Milkman agreed to be on it as well. Funkmaster also bribed both of the judges 

into keeping him around another week. 

 

The next week, the two now bitter rivals came on the show and a bloody fight immediately 

ensued. It was caught on the air and Funkmaster replayed the broadcast frequently 

throughout the week, humiliating both of them. 

 

Milk Turns Sour 

In case you didn't know, around the point of the game when there are 5 contestants 

remaining, a poker match is coordinated in which the judges must participate. The Milkman 



suggested a weekend in late September that worked for every but Son of Hitler, opted to 

wear a gay tux in his cousin's wedding instead. Everyone adjusted their schedules so that 

the game could be played the following weekend and Son of Hitler never showed. The next 

time the two got together for a Vikings game, The Milkman shoved Son of Hitler's lucky 

Helga Hat way up his ass. He shoved it so far up his ass in fact, that he had to be 

hospitalized for 4 weeks and was made a mockery of all over the local news. Son of Hitler 

then blamed the Vikings' predictable season-ending choke on this unfortunate event. So did 

Brad Childress. 

 

Naming the thing 

Funkmaster, who also happens to be affiliated with the MN Professional Wrestling 

Association, received many calls to his show after the Vikings debacle and it is decided that 

the two would fight at the Metrodome on September 30, 2007. They have 4 weeks to 

prepare and the fight would also be incorporated into the Survivor Ladder Challenge: "Name 

the fight". The winning submission would then have to manage one of the judges and pick 

someone else in the game to be their opponent. Patrick "Cock-a-Doodle Yum" Kozicky rings 

in with the winning submission of "The Dairy Holocaust" and chooses to manage The 

Milkman. The opposing manager for Son of Hitler would be Carrie "Bedwetz" Metz. 

 

Throughout the next 4 weeks, each of the opponents and their managers made appearances 

at local businesses and found a way to avoid each other until 3 days before The Dairy 

Holocaust, at a promotional event at Denny Hecker's Rosedale Hyundai. Neither had any idea 

the other was there, until The Milkman in a Santa Fe, Son of Hitler in a Tucson, round 

opposite corners of the lot and face each other head on. Both immediately hit the gas and 

crash into each other, totaling both vehicles. Denny Hecker shat his old dirty pants. 

 

Land 'o Lakes Dairy Holocaust 

Milkman and Hitler decide to ask Brad Childress and Kevin McHale to tag-team with them at 

the event and both accept. The now extremely milky white atmosphere was the perfect dairy 

theme, and becomes sponsored by Land 'o Lakes. The fight begins. 

 

Milkman starts off with his wang-slap move and is pleasantly surprised to see that 

Mesopochildress is also well hung. Both the opponents are dazed with huge welts on their 

faces. Hitler and McMediocrity fight back with the Sosapia Squeeze, in which they take their 

opponent by the sack and squeeze as hard as they can. Bedwetz comes out and sprinkles 

them with honey and powdered sugar for full effect. This leaves Milkman on the floor for a 

minute, but doesn't really seem to bother McMediocrity who always seems to be in a bit of a 

daze. 

 

The Decision 

It is a close fight, which requires a vote, is decided upon by the remaining present Survivors. 

Here are their comments: 

 

Patrick "Cock-a-Doodle Yum" Kozicky: "The Milkman. I'd rather have his milky white in my 

brownie brown any day of the week." 



Carrie "Bedwetz" Metz: "Son of Hitler. He's done a lot of bad things in his day, but he fought 

a good fight. I like bananas." 

Cory "Funkmaster" Funk: "I can't decide, so I give half a vote to each contestant." 

 

Sigh. 

 

So, the FINAL winner, by wang size and ego size goes to: The Milkman. 

  

Kelly: YES!  YES!  YES!  In a stunning went-to-the-final-round series, the Muthaphukkin' 

Milkman pulls out the victory.  Wow, there are so many people to thank…um, I mean, the 

entry.  This was another funny, and if everyone starts playing at any point in this game, this 

may end up being the best game, quality-wise (SSIII will be hard to beat).  "Sosapia 

Squeeze" was a great touch, even if it gave away who wrote this one.  I'd have Brienne 

know that Ryan actually won the second game, not the first…he didn't have MySpace yet at 

that point and was blissfully unaware as driven/possibly insane Rachel Flynn won the game.  

Anyway, how many of these did Patrick appear in?  Fact check, please? 

Ryan: Ah a fitting ending to a great challenge.  I did enjoy everyone being in this one and 

quite an impressive way of bringing up past survivor facts and happenings to make it "true 

to life."  

 

< 

May 12, 2008 - Monday   

 

Challenge Eleven  

Okay there...here's the second in your back-to-back posts (if you didn't see the end of the first 

post, read the blog comments below it...I finished it off there). 

Challenge Eleven is a cool one, and you can start doing it now despite the fact that you may be 

eliminated on Wednesday.  It's a repeat of a challenge in Survivor III, but it's a good one, and 

we're doing it much differently. 

It's called Fortunately...Unfortunately and involves you taking a statement Ryan or I have 

given you and making a string of alternating "fortunately" and "unfortunately" statements. 

It's easier if I demonstrate, maybe.  If the statement was: 

I ran into a burning building to save a family. 

Your string could be: 

Fortunately, I was able to rescue all of them. 

Unfortunately, the "wife" turned out to be my wife. 

Fortunately, the guy she was banging was pretty much dying of smoke inhalation. 



Unfortunately, my wife was trying to revive him with very convincing mouth-to-mouth. 

Fortunately, I was born with an active imagination and own a lot of hand lotion. 

So there you go.  You can go just about anywhere you want, so long as you don't do it in a jarring 

way.  Each F or U must be only one line, and short ones often make for a funnier bit, but just do 

your thing here. 

Here's what's new: whereas last time we provided 12 statements and asked for six-line strings on 

each, this time we're just providing two statements with which you will make strings of 

twenty (ten fortunatelys and ten unfortunatelys) on each. 

Further, Ryan will be the sole scorer of the strings on the statement he gave, and ditto for me.  

We'll each choose our favorite string and those two people will be immune, although if we end up 

choosing the same person, just that person will be immune.  Send them separately with the 

appropriate number in the subject heading (i.e. Challenge 11, Number 1). 

Also, I hate to be a dick, but anything without exactly a string of twenty will be disqualified from 

consideration.  I only do that because if I were to accidentally pick one that had the wrong 

number, someone would probably catch it and we'd have a big, annoying problem on our hands. 

Once again, to avoid too much inside jokery, I'll be abstaining from telling you who wrote each 

one.  Here are the statements, homeys. 

1.  I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises... 

2.  I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn... 

Alright, bitches.  Give us the biggest, best F.U.s you can think of. 

Cheers. 

 

May 14, 2008 - Wednesday   

 

Elimination Ten  

Alright, then...here it is. 

Three self-votes each for Greg and Oliver, leaving eight out there. 

Vote One: Greg Johnson. 

Vote Two: Oliver Thrun. 

Vote Three: Patrick Kozicky. 



Vote Four: Greg Johnson.  "Sorry, bro. You put up a good fight, but it's your time." 

Vote Five: Greg Johnson. 

"G -osh you suck 

R -eally, you do 

E -at my chocolate rain 

G -o ahead, eat it" 

Vote Six: Greg Johnson.  "Greg "I cut off your" Johnson.  Sorry for your loss." 

Vote Seven: Greg Johnson.  "I respect Greg wanting to take home top honors, but that means 

I have to expect more from him, and not submitting a challenge, especially with extended 

time, just doesn't ring 'champion'. Sorry man." 

Vote Eight: Greg Johnson. 

Tenth Elimination from Survivor: Greg Johnson. 

Or, in other words, f*&^ all of you for eliminating my homey. 

All kidding aside, Greg...where were you?  What were you thinking? 

By the way, Greg was the other of my two choices for who I thought would win (networking 

plus funny plus knows me better than anyone plus I knew he'd, um, never fail to send in a 

challenge...it all seemed to ring "winner") but alas, tenth place is as good as I can predict this 

time.  My new choice?  Rachel Flynn.  I think somehow she'll infiltrate the game and take it 

back in some weird coup. 

By the way: a staggering eight of ten eliminations have now involved the eliminated one voting 

for themselves, whether by choice (Carrie), forgetfulness (Perry) or lack of submission 

(everyone else but the Harber and Kim). 

In other words...after two months of foregone conclusions in the voting, could we 

maybe...?...get another challenge where everyone appears?  This is my call to arms, bitches 

(for those of you who haven't missed any challenges, I retract "bitches"). 

Anyway, the challenge is due Friday at 3 or 3:30 or whatever I posted.  See you in a couple 

days. 

Cheers. 
 

May 16, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Eleven Results - Kelly’s Half  

This is the drinky-pants half, which is the one I wrote.  I've split the post into two halves in 

the interest of not having the post cut off at the bottom.  If you want to know who won both 



immunities, ya gotta read both posts (do so anyway; these are funny)...:namespace prefix = 

o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

  

1 (John Youker) 

  

-I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn....  

 

Unfortunately the sprinklers were on.  

Fortunately it got her up and rolling.  

Unfortunately she rolled right onto dog crap.  

Fortunately the wet grass was wicking the crap off.  

Unfortunately the wet grass was also sticking to her dress.  

Fortunately it came off as she rolled onto the drive way.  

Unfortunately the drive way was covered with fresh, hot black top.  

Fortunately she noticed and shot up right before too much damage could be done.  

Unfortunately she shot up into the side of an RV parked in the street.  

Fortunately she pried herself off the RV.  

Unfortunately the door to the RV opened and smashed her back into the side.  

Fortunately the man coming out was a doctor.  

Unfortunately he was a vet, not a people doctor.  

Fortunately he knew enough to help the drunk lady.  

Unfortunately she ran for it.  

Fortunately she didn't get very far as she tripped and fell in the gutter.  

Unfortunately she was small enough to fall down the storm drain.  

Fortunately their was on old matress down there.  

Unfortunately there were also hungry 'gators.  

Fortunately I didn't know her.  

  

Farce!  This seems like a segment on a non-sequitur British sketch show (a really good one).  

This may have worked even better if it had been filmed, but alas, that wasn't the challenge.  

But I likes it. 

 

 

  

2 (Cory Funk) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn… 

Unfortunately I spotted her too late to see if she was hot because I couldn't be late for work. 

Fortunately when I drove home from work, she was still there, and face up this time so I 

could tell that she was hot. 

Unfortunately while I was craning my head to check out the drunken rack, I crashed my 

DeLorean into a tree. 

Fortunately the air bags deployed just like they are supposed to. 



Unfortunately they were actually filled with a mix of sleeping gas and some sort of high 

power nerve toxin because I had pissed off the local 'construction union' and they vowed to 

get me when I least expected it. 

Fortunately my years of CIA and Navy SEAL training allowed me to hold my breath as I 

struggled free of the wreck. 

Unfortunately my years of CIA and Navy SEAL training were just a hallucination brought on 

by the drugs overtaking me. 

Fortunately when I awoke I was in a nice warm bed and felt very secure. 

Unfortunately I felt secure because I was strapped to a bed in the maximum security wing of 

the "..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" 

/>Sunny Dale Home for The Sexually Inadequate and Criminally Insane" asylum. 

Fortunately I have read "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest" and knew that if I made friends 

with a big, quiet Indian, I would be all set. 

Unfortunately after I befriended the person closest to this description I remember that the 

Indian would kill me after my forced lobotomy by smothering me with a pillow if we followed 

the book so I needed to change direction with my plan. 

Fortunately I hadn't been picky about "Indian" and had made friends with a guy named 

Bandhu who had a work release job as a sort of tech guy for the asylum. 

Unfortunately all the movies I had seen about escaping a facility like this through the use of 

security cameras and fancy laser grids from the inside was a total load of crap. 

Fortunately the 'security' personnel are easily bribed because they are working for minimum 

wage. 

Unfortunately once I was on the outside I had no transportation, no idea how long I had 

been gone, and about a buck in loose change. 

Fortunately I have played a lot of Grand Theft Auto where you start off just like this: Broke, 

in a strange place, just out of the slammer (jail, not Patrick's bedroom), with no ride and no 

cash, so I knew I had to steal a car and shoot some hookers if I wanted to get back on track. 

Unfortunately life is not like a video game, cartoon, monster truck rally, soft core porno, or 

anything else cool you might see on TV so I was stuck out in the woods attempting to flee 

from no where to a destination unknown with a wicked thrist for a soda. 

Fortunately I found a vending machine in a small backwoods town that was next to a tiny 

gas station. 

Unfortunately when I took a breather and looked around, I read the date on a news paper in 

the trash can and saw that I had somehow been transported back to 1955!  

Fortunately the concept of finding a woman who will wear a dress, heels, and a pearl 

necklace around the house as daily wear and would cheerfully make me sandwiches and pie 

whenever I want them is extremely attractive to me so everything worked out just fine. 

  

Well, we certainly found our way away from the drunk girl on the lawn.  Which is unfortunate 

in that I wrote the line when I was feeling ridiculously amped-up horny and hoping for some 

hardcore sex in these stories, but is fortunate in that it made for a really funny story.  The 

CIA and Navy SEAL bit made me laugh pretty hard. 

  

  

3 (Patrick Kozicky) 



  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn... 

Unfortunately she had her clothes on 

Fortunately it was still funny when I peed on her 

Unfortunately this caused her to wake up 

Fortunately I blinded her with my pee in her eyes 

Unfortunately she started to scream 

Fortunately muffled her scream with my pee in her mouth 

Unfortunately she threw up on my feet before I could run away 

Fortunately I was wearing my brother's shoes and not mine 

Unfortunately my brother is a clown 

Fortunately I was still able to run away 

Unfortunately the shoes started to hurt my feet 

Fortunately I was almost home 

Unfortunately I didn't know how to explain the vomit on my brother's shoes 

Fortunately my brother can't see 

Unfortunately he his sense of smell is heightened 

Fortunately he thinks peeing on drunk people is funny too 

Unfortunately he doesn't think vomit on his shoes is funny 

Fortunately when I got home my brother was passed out on the lawn 

Unfortunately he wasn't wearing clothes 

Fortunately I had to pee again 

  

Hee hee hee…nothing like a callback.  This was a grinner most of the way, but I laughed out 

loud at the end.  And indeed, peeing on people is pretty damn funny. 

  

  

4 (Sam Fronek) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn... 

Fortunately, I had my cell phone with me. 

Unfortunately, it was too dark to take a picture. 

Fortunately, she was very near a streetlight.  

Unfortunately, she was a fatty. 

Fortunately, pictures of drunk fatties are really funny. 

Unfortunately, I couldn't move her under the light by myself. 

Fortunately, I have Patrick on my speed dial. 

Unfortunately, he screens his calls. 

Fortunately, he answered.  

Unfortunately, he was elbow deep in someone. 

Fortunately, he decided to come help me. 

Unfortunately, I still didn't think we could move the fatty. 

Fortunately, he brought smelling salts and Krispy Kremes. 

Unfortunately, as we got closer, we realized it wasn't a fat girl at all. 

Fortunately, we realized it was Bobby. 



Unfortunately, we still couldn't get a picture. 

Fortunately, we realized that it would happen again. 

Unfortunately, we didn't know when. 

Fortunately, we had the idea to pull Patrick's car over and shine the headlights on him to get 

the picture. 

Unfortunately, he's going to kill me. 

 

 

Ah, Bobby…a walking punchline.  And this certainly was a nice twist on what I'd offered.  And 

just a little bit too believable for comfort, too. 

  

  

5 (Robin Zimmer) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn… 

Fortunately I was drunk too so I didn't notice all the cars pulling up to the curb 

Unfortunately I was lying on her lawn right next to her 

Fortunately she didn't know I was there or she might have started yelling since we'd never 

met 

Unfortunately she wet herself which caused her to stir 

Fortunately she was down hill from me and the flow from the flood gates missed me 

completely 

Unfortunately she projectile vomited as well 

Fortunately she also missed me with the flying chunks  

Unfortunately it made me vomit too 

Fortunately I rolled the other way as to avoid the mixing of our spew 

Unfortunately I rolled onto her husband 

Fortunately he was naked so I didn't get any on his clothes 

Unfortunately I landed on his dick…oh wait that would be a fortunately…oh shit, I'm so 

confused now! I paused for a moment to think! 

Fortunately I still hadn't noticed the crowd gathering on the sidewalk 

Unfortunately I still hadn't noticed the crowd gathering on the sidewalk and turned back to 

reconsider the husband. 

Fortunately his dick was still hard 

Unfortunately, the dog beat me to it 

Fortunately that was enough to sober me up  

Unfortunately I now noticed the crowd, complete with police officers gathering on the 

sidewalk. 

Fortunately I am so cool that I got up anyway and pretended I was just walking by 

Unfortunately I'm not as cool as I thought, court is on Monday! 

  

More dog sex?  If this is Robin, she may need to consider help.  More barf and more 

nudity…what more can I ask for in a challenge?  Wait, I could ask for a sly chick taking 

advantage of a drunk husband…and there's that, too!  Bless this challenge. 

 



 

  

6 (Rachel Dwyer) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn… 

-Unfortunately, she was face down in the dirt, 

-Fortunately, she was face down so maybe people didn't recognize her, 

-Unfortunately, she lives in suburb with a bunch of nosy neighbors, 

-Fortunately, it's a weekday and everyone seems to be at work or not home at least, 

-Unfortunately, the nearby school will be out soon and flocks of kids will be walking by on 

their way home, 

-Fortunately, I came along to help this lady and save some kids from further childhood 

trauma ("Lord knows those suburbanite kids have enough scarring!"), 

-Unfortunately, I don't know this lady and this is going to be awkward, 

-Fortunately, the lady passed out under a tree, protecting her from the hot sun, 

-Unfortunately, the neighborhood dogs missed the tree and marked their territory all over 

this lady, 

-Fortunately, the smell might help revive the lady and make her into her house to shower, 

-Unfortunately, she didn't move when she was getting pissed on and she's not moving much 

now, 

-Fortunately, I found two places on her where the dogs hadn't urinated so I can place my 

hands there to shake her. 

-Unfortunately, these urine-free places were the left butt cheek and a section of hair from 

the back of her head. 

-Fortunately, she seemed to have a strong reaction to be shaken by the left butt cheek and a 

large lock of her hair, 

-Unfortunately, that was just when a neighbor arrived home from grocery shopping, 

-Fortunately, the neighbor didn't look too shocked or surprised ("Apparently, that was too 

unusual in this suburb… weird.") 

-Unfortunately, the drunk lady did look shocked and surprised. 

-Fortunately, she's awake now and running into her house. 

-Unfortunately, she ran into her house to call the police ("The bitch!") 

-Fortunately, my car was parked nearby and in my hurry to leave, I "accidentally" backed 

into her mailbox ("Oops."). 

  

My secret shame: the term "butt cheek" almost always makes me laugh.  This was no 

exception.  The several commas were disorienting, however. 

 

 

  

7 (Oliver Thrun) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn 

2. Fortunately her lawn was made out of pillows 

3. Unfortunately her pillows were made out of cyanide 



4. Fortunately she had built up an immunity to cyanide through a lifetime of excessive 

drinking 

5. Unfortunately she had never learned how to breathe in cyanide 

6. Fortunately she was wearing an oxygen tank 

7. Unfortunately the oxygen tank was full of helium 

8. Fortunately the helium allowed the lady to float out of the cyanide 

9. Unfortunately it caused her to float to the stratosphere 

10. Fortunately a helicopter was sent to rescue her 

11. Unfortunately it was hijacked by assassins sent to kill her 

12. Fortunately the helicopter blew up while they were inside 

13. Unfortunately they had already brought her on board before it blew up 

14. Fortunately the explosion didn't kill her 

15. Unfortunately the fall did 

16. Fortunately she was given a proper burial by her loved ones 

17. Unfortunately she came back to life after she had been buried 

18. Fortunately she still had the oxygen tank with her 

19. Unfortunately it was empty by this time 

20. Fortunately she found she no longer needed oxygen to survive 

21. Unfortunately she did need food 

  

Wow.  It was the perfect mix of what seemed like out-of-nowhere twists that actually made 

sense.  This was the rare one where I laughed early, then just continued laughing harder the 

entire time. 

  

  

8 (Brienne Zimmer) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn... 

Unfortunately, I was unable to help her due to a severe case of ADD. 

Fortunately, I'm really thirsty and my Dad just bought some 

Gatorade. 

Unfortunately, I really have to pee. 

Fortunately, my friend Jessica just bought a new Honda CRV – it's super sweet. 

Unfortunately, my Grandma died last week. 

Fortunately, my credit score is 732. 

Unfortunately, my Dad's new girlfriend looks like a white Oprah Winfrey. 

Fortunately, I love this new underwear I'm wearing from Victoria's Secret. 

Unfortunately, I have to wear this helmet for 3 more months. 

Fortunately, I loooooooove the new Tom Petty album. 

Unfortunately, crap - I think I forgot to pay the cable bill again. 

Fortunately, my boobs are really nice. 

Unfortunately, my Dad's new girlfriend reeks of coins, carrots and whiskey. 

Fortunately, John sent me a really sweet MySpace message today. 

Unfortunately, my feet stink. 

Fortunately, both of my dogs are neutered so they don't hump each other as much. 



Unfortunately, I'm going to have to kill my Dad's new girlfriend because (I'm not sure if I 

mentioned it already) she looks like Oprah Winfrey and reeks of coins, carrots and whiskey. 

Fortunately, 8. 

Unfortunately, Sarah thinks so too. 

Fortunately, there's a drunk lady passed out on her lawn – 

hilarious! 

  

Yar, that was…certainly a strong choice.  Whereas the one before this used absurdity the 

exact way I like it, this one was just so scattershot that, while it's funny, it doesn't flow like 

the others.  This was the easy way out, I tells ya! 

  

  

9 (Blair Ross) 

  

I spotted a drunk lady passed out on her lawn. 

 

Unfortunately, the bitch was butt-fugly. 

Fortunately, I was toasted on whiskey and benzedrine. 

Unfortunately, I didn't have any condoms. 

Fortunately, I already had genital warts. 

Unfortunately, this sloppy ho didn't look like she'd care. 

Fortunately, my boner flared up just in time. 

Unfortunately, this bitch was packing some major fupa. 

Fortunately, I threw up on her and got down to the feature presentation. 

Unfortunately, my vomit was too thick to make for decent lubrication. 

Fortunately, I poured some of my whiskey on her business and that seemed to work, plus, it 

may have acted as a sanitizer. 

Unfortunately,the whiskey stung my testicular warts. 

Fortunately, pain gets me off. 

Unfortunately, her husband came out of the house and busted me. 

Fortunately, he was black-out, piss drunk, too. 

Unfortunately, he wanted to join in. 

Fortunately, he had a big spliff and a small dick. 

Unfortunately, the victim, his wife, came to there on the lawn. 

Fortunately, she wanted to keep the humpin' on high. 

Unfortunately, I didn't. 

Fortunately, the booze finally hit me and after the tool went limp, I went home to watch 'Two 

and a Half Men' with my crippled great-grandmother. 

  

I love the spliff line and the closer.  In fact, I liked this one a lot, despite (and in some cases 

because of) the crushing vulgarity.  There were a lot of different types of humor in this 

challenge, and everyone entered.  Isn't that pleasing? 

  

  



Alright, alright.  This was a fun one.  While it didn't offer as many belly-laughs as last year 

when we did this because of the different (and much shorter) format, it did allow us to score 

it in less than fourteen hours. 

  

Anyway, while lots of these made me happy, I have to go with number seven, one of the 

laughinest things I've read in all four games.  It belongs to Oliver Thrun, who as a result is 

Immune from the voting, which must be done by Sunday at noon.  Hey, and there are no 

self-voters! 

  

In the case of a tie, Ryan and I will re-examine the entries from any tied folks and choose 

elimination.  I'd really prefer that didn't happen, of course. 

  

Meanwhile, Ryan is still making his choice…I'll post his half as soon as it comes in, Primary 

Ones. 
  

Next Challenge Teaser: I...am...Iron Man... 

May 16, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Eleven Results - Ryan’s Half  

Alright, then.  This is Ryan's half.  He only commented on the winner at the bottom 

(you'll see why in his explanation). 

1 (Youker) 

-I sat in the middle of yoga class without doing the exercises....  

  

Fortunately the instructor was too into the class to see.   

Unfortunately the assistant did.   

Fortunately another student suffered a cramp of some kind and the assistant 

rushed to her aid.   

Unfortunately the rest of the class was told to keep going and the teacher was 

looking at me.   

Fortunately the lights went out.   

Unfortunately panic ensued.   

Fortunately I made my way by feel.   

Unfortunately I felt something that wasn't a wall.   

Fortunately it was a woman I liked.   

Unfortunately she didn't feel the same about me.   

Fortunately I managed to duck.   

Unfortunately she also kicked.   

Fortunately I had my cup on.   

Unfortunately I had bent over and she got me in the chest.   

Fortunately I played possum and she moved on.   

Unfortunately the lights came back on and there was two people headed toward 

me.   



Fortunately they saw me and stopped in time.   

Unfortunately they fell on me as they stopped.   

Fortunately they got up right away.   

Unfortunately, class was starting again.  

  

2 (Cory) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises…  

Fortunately people thought I was just meditating.  

Unfortunately I had fallen asleep after staying up too late the night before reading 

all the back blogs from SS II and SS III.  

Fortunately people in the yoga class just left me alone in the blissful tranquility of 

sleep.  

Unfortunately the people in the next class, which was Champion Level Judo weren't 

so kind.  

Fortunately I was able to escape after the third kick to the face.  

Unfortunately I escaped into the Geriatric Women's Sauna.  

Fortunately those ladies know how to party!  

Unfortunately they also knew how to hog tie me and steal my wallet while I 

dehydrated in the heat.  

Fortunately the attendant of the YMCA found me pretty quickly.  

Unfortunately he was way into bondage but not into lube at all.  

Fortunately the exertion in the heat caused him to pass out and I was able to cut 

myself loose using his keys.  

Unfortunately I was now naked, sweaty, sore, and without a shred of dignity or 

clothing.  

Fortunately that is how most good parties end so I was able to lie to myself and say 

that this would all be really funny when I looked back on it.  

Unfortunately this lie did not include a provision for pictures of this fiasco ending up 

on flickr, MySpace, Facebook, and a myriad of sites with names like assparade. 

org, teabagged. net, and sweatyanalspudshovers. co. uk.  

Fortunately all this attention made me an internet celebrity on par with Jay 

Maynard and anything involving Tron gets my buy in.  

Unfortunately this had nothing to do with Tron but had everything to do with my 

sweaty sack being all over the internet to the degree that even my mother couldn't 

avoid it.  

Fortunately a lot of mothers couldn't avoid it which is cool because I like cougars.  

Unfortunately the cougar I chose to meet in person wasn't a sex crazed older 

woman but a real cougar (or panther, or puma, depending on what you want to call 

the largest cat in North America) that looked nothing like the picture in the 

swingers mag and that proceeded to try and maul me in a bad way.   

Fortunately I was able to eventually get away from the cougar by a series of quick 

running direction shifts around the urban environment.  

Unfortunately I ducked into a YMCA that was holding yoga classes and since 

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vYXNzcGFyYWRlLm9yZw==
http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vYXNzcGFyYWRlLm9yZw==
http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vdGVhYmFnZ2VkLm5ldA==
http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vc3dlYXR5YW5hbHNwdWRzaG92ZXJzLmNvLnVr


everyone in the room looked so relaxed, I decided to stay through the class, but it 

made me tired…  

  

3 (Patrick) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises…  

Unfortunately it's because I sprained my cock  

Fortunately I sprained it during wild sex  

Unfortunately the sex was with a rooster, instead of my wife  

Fortunately I was able to get off  

Unfortunately the rooster died  

Fortunately a little baby batter is a good seasoning for rooster  

Unfortunately I was in the middle of the woods with no kitchen  

Fortunately I had a big lunch, so I wasn't hungry  

Unfortunately after humping the rooster, I was out of things to do  

Fortunately my refractory period is short and I was ready to go again  

Unfortunately dead roosters aren't as hot as live ones  

Fortunately, I'm a dude, I'll fuck anything  

Unfortunately the cocaine was wearing off  

Fortunately I brought glue to huff  

Unfortunately a glue stick won't get you high  

Fortunately a glue stick will feel good in my butt  

Unfortunately I realized it was getting late and I had yoga in the morning  

Fortunately by the time I got home, my wife would be asleep  

Unfortunately I wouldn't be able to have sex with her  

Fortunately the dead bird in my hand is worth two pumps in her bush  

  

4 (Sam) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises...  

Unfortunately, the guy in front of me had a giant mooseknuckle.  

Fortunately, that turns me on.  

Unfortunately, he farted in my face while in downward dog.  

Fortunately, that also turns me on.  

Unfortunately, it turned me on a little too much.  

Fortunately, I had a towel on my mat.  

Unfortunately, as I later found out, it was my roommate's jizz towel.  

Fortunately, that turns me on too.  

Unfortunately, the class came to an end.  

Fortunately, I didn't really care.  

Unfortunately, I had to go work.  

Fortunately, I decided to call in sick.  



Unfortunately, I got fired.  

Fortunately, I hated my job.  

Unfortunately, I was broke.  

Fortunately, I was also a part-time hooker.  

Unfortunately, that career got quickly sidelined by the clap.  

So, fortunately, I now had a free afternoon.  

Unfortunately, I was still broke.  

Fortunately, that turns me on.  

  

5 (Robiu) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises…  

Fortunately there was a cute guy next to me  

Unfortunately he didn't notice me  

Fortunately the instructor did, except he told me to get off my fat lazy butt and get 

to work  

Unfortunately I wasn't in the mood so I kicked his leotard covered ass  

Fortunately the cute guy was into that sort of thing and asked me out  

Unfortunately the he-bitch instructor got in one good punch and broke my nose  

Fortunately the cute guy was a Doctor  

Unfortunately he was a Podiatrist  

Fortunately I have great looking feet and he noticed them instead  

Unfortunately I missed my last pedicure appointment and started to panic  

Fortunately he didn't care and started sucking on my toes anyway  

Unfortunately it wasn't doing it for me and he started to lose interest  

Fortunately I remembered my "When Harry Met Sally" imitation  

Unfortunately he saw the movie too  

Fortunately he was also an ass man  

Unfortunately he was noticing the ass of the woman next to me  

Fortunately the woman next to me was gay  

Unfortunately she wanted me  

Fortunately the cute guy agreed to a three way  

Unfortunately you've been dreaming and just woke up  

  

6 (Rachel) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises….  

-Unfortunately, I broke a toe going from "downward-facing dog" to "Warrior I",  

-Fortunately, it was just my pinky toe,  

-Unfortunately, that toe is apparently imperative for maintaining balance,  

-Fortunately, people fall down in yoga classes all the time,  

-Unfortunately, they don't typically scream so loud and receive looks from some 

jerk because you disturbed their "chi" or whatever,  



-Fortunately, the pony-tail toting, granola-eater is minding his own business now,  

-Unfortunately, I didn't get the attention of the hot yoga instructor,  

-Fortunately, the hot yoga instructor didn't see my undignified flop (or hear my 

stupid scream),  

-Unfortunately, I had the best response for him (something about getting in the 

"ass-over-tea-kettle" position),  

-Fortunately, the response would have only received eye-rolling from my fellow 

classmates ("Jealous bitches!"),  

-Unfortunately, a fat lady in front of me is blocking my view of the hot instructor,  

-Fortunately, the fat lady in front of me blocked the instructor's view of my 

humiliation (and I think her fat has sound-damping qualities as well),  

-Unfortunately, a chunk of bone broke off my toe and is traveling in my 

bloodstream,  

-Fortunately, it typically takes some time before foreign matter can lodge itself and 

create a heart attack (especially when traveling from the toe),  

-Unfortunately, my blood circulation was faster than normal because of my high 

blood pressure, the strenuous activity, the stress of having a broken toe ("and my 

fucking job!") and my racing fantasies about the hot instructor.  

-Fortunately, the classroom has a defibrillator,  

-Unfortunately, people still can't see me from behind the stupid fat lady,  

-Fortunately, the fat lady fell trying to the "plank" position and now people can see 

that I'm in trouble,  

-Unfortunately, the slowest and most uncoordinated people are in the back of the 

classroom with the defibrillator,  

-Fortunately, my shirt is torn to give the paddles contact with my chest and my tits 

look good.  

  

7 (Oliver) 

Even though these are numbered 21 that is because they include the line provided 

by you, so there are only 20 of the fortunately/unfortunately lines.  

  

1. I sat in the middle of yoga class without doing the exercises…  

2. Fortunately my instructor was blind  

3. Unfortunately her other senses were super acute  

4. Fortunately I have special super-acute-sense blocking powers  

5. Unfortunately I don't have man-eating shark blocking powers  

6. Fortunately there were no man-eating sharks in the class  

7. Unfortunately there were lots of man-eating hyenas  

8. Fortunately I'm a robot  

9. Unfortunately that means I am unable to love or feel joy  

10. Fortunately I am also unable to cry or feel pain  

11. Unfortunately that doesn't stop the hyenas from laughing at me  

12. Fortunately I am able to crush their skulls in my metallic vise grip  



13. Unfortunately they are fast enough to evade me  

14. Fortunately they are too stupid to try  

15. Unfortunately I am unable to get up from my seated yoga position  

16. Fortunately my seated yoga position enables me to discover all the secrets of 

the universe  

17. Unfortunately they aren't that interesting  

18. Fortunately I have a database full of interesting information to keep me 

occupied  

19. Unfortunately, being a robot incapable of becoming bored, I have no need to 

occupy myself with trivial information, interesting or not  

20. Fortunately that means I also never get bored during yoga classes  

21. Unfortunately it means I am also incapable of increasing my flexibility beyond 

that of what was provided for me by my creator making my excursions to yoga 

class entirely pointless  

  

8 (Brienne) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises...  

Fortunately, I'm incredibly thin and attend the classes to validate my self-worth.  

Unfortunately, I'll also f*ck anything that moves to validate my self-worth.  

Fortunately, while I'm trolling for new d*ck I can work on my kegel exercises.  

Unfortunately, that hot guy across the room can see what I'm doing through my 

tight white commando-style yoga pants and because my legs are spread wide.  

Fortunately, as my lips move with each tensing, he seems to understand what 

they're saying.  

Unfortunately, they're telling him sweet little lies.  

Fortunately, the lies are masked by my rapidly fluid movements.  

Unfortunately, speaking of fluid movements I just got my period.  

Fortunately, the hot guy across the room looks totally Goth.  

Unfortunately, it wasn't necessary for him put in his vampire teeth, fly across the 

room and stick his head between my legs during class.  

Fortunately, I really hate conformists such as these crappy yuppie yoga people so 

go to town, Mystery Vampire Goth Man!  

Unfortunately, not nearly enough people are paying attention to me.  

Fortunately, the girl next to me has a Nine Inch Nails concert t-shirt on.  

Unfortunately, she has no head!  

Fortunately, the guy to her right is holding it.  

Unfortunately, he's also eating it.  

Fortunately, I think I'm starting to catch on here.  

Unfortunately, it's time to get the f*ck out of here.  

Fortunately, I see there's a big Exit sign over the door to exit.  

Unfortunately, my self-esteem is almost non-existent and I'd rather stay here with 

these hot Vampires.  



  

9 (Blair) 

I sat in the middle of a yoga class without doing the exercises.  

  

Fortunately, I had a pen and paper.  

Unfortunately, I was super horny from watching Three's Company all day.  

Fortunately, the female in front of me was smokin' hot.  

Unfortunately, she caught me drawing of pictures of myself doing her in all the 

different yoga positions.  

Fortunately, she didn't say anything to anybody.  

Unfortunately, my pen ran out of ink.  

Fortunately, I was able to practice the yoga-related practice of meditation.  

Unfortunately, all I did was imagine doing her in all those yoga positions, while 

practicing my breathing technique.  

Fortunately, my breathing technique was superb and I was suddenly enlightened by 

an intense state of satori.  

Unfortunately, my concentration was broke by a serious cleavage shot directly in 

my view.  

Fortunately, the cleavage belonged to some fat dude doing exercises across from 

me.  

Unfortunately, I was still unable to re-attain my Zen mindset.  

Fortunately, that female I'd taken an interest in was giving me the eye big time.  

Unfortunately, so was that chubby man across the room.  

Fortunately, the yoga class ended and I got up to leave.  

Un fortunately, that guy approached me and asked if I liked to ride the Bologna 

Pony.  

Fortunately, that lady came over and talked to me, thus saving me from an 

uncomfortable homosexual encounter.  

Unfortunately, I was really nervous and awkward, due to the rollercoaster of 

spiritual extremities I'd just experienced.  

Fortunately, I finally managed to bring the hottie back home with me.  

Unfortunately, to my eventual shock and dismay, it finally turned out that her dick 

was bigger than mine.  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

Ryan's comments: 

  

Number two is the winner in my book, Unfortunately the breaker in the office 

tripped when I was finishing up comments on all the stories.  Fortunately, you all 

would have hated them anyway.  Unfortunately it took me an extra 20 minutes.  

Fortunately, it's almost beer thirty.  Unfortunately, I'm commited to see Barack at 



the Sioux Falls arena.  Fortunately, he's the muthafucking man.  Unfortunately, we 

have to wait until November to vote.  Fortunately, we get rid of Bush. 

Alright, enough of the semantics and on to the romantics!  Tell us Kelly, who's 

immune?!  

  

Thus spake Kelly: 

That would be Cory Funk, who joins Oliver Thrun in the safe portion of the 

competition this week.  I'll say again on this post, since I feel generous, that votes 

are due on Sunday by noon.  Refer to the other post for any other business you 

want, though, since I'm done feeling generous now. 

And seriously, now that everybody's entering, I feel like this is about to get way 

awesome.  Yippee! 

Cheers. 

May 18, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Eleven, Challenge Twelve  

I have news, everyone.  Huge news.  Milestones are about to be shattered. 

This is the 98th blog post by SurvivalSpace.  And there are 970 comments on our blogs thus far.  

And we've gotten 9,805 blog views. 

Are you excited?  ...no?  Okay then, pressing on... 

Everyone took part in the challenge, but not everyone voted.  Baby steps, I guess. 

Vote One: Patrick Kozicky. 

Vote Two: Blair Ross.  "Chosen at random" 

Vote Three: John Youker.  "SurvivalSpace Loss Update 11: John Youker. 

 

Good game. A little too good." 

Vote Four: Sam Fronek. 

Vote Five: Oliver Thrun. 

Vote Six: John Youker. 

Vote Seven: John Youker. 



Vote Eight: John Youker. 

Vote Nine: John Youker.  "Nothing personal, just didn't think his stuff was that good this time." 

Well, that sounds deeply personal to me, but John should relax, since this person is either out of 

their mind or just really, really needs to convince his or herself that their plan of always keeping 

the strongest players is still going strong, even after eliminating two strong players back to back.  

Oh, we see through all of you, you little chicken monkeys. 

Chicken monkeys?  I don't know what that means.  I'm really, really hung over today, so you're 

gonna have to give me a mulligan.  It was Pete and Justine's going away thing, and I'm trying to 

pinpoint the moment it changed from "Wow, everyone's really drunk" to "Shit, suddenly I'm the 

drunkest person here." 

Oh, whoops... 

Eleventh Elimination from Survivor: John Youker 

Didn't see that one coming, actually.  Could more surprises be in store? 

Hey, here's a not-surprise: your next challenge is about as testosterone-laced as they get.  I'd say 

that favors Blair, who strikes me as the only mannish man of the men left.  Aw, snap!  I just laid 

down three vague insults in one sentence. 

Anyway, this is the last of the really male-skewed challenges, unless you count poker (by the way, 

this would be a good time to point out that the challenge when six people is left will be an in-

person poker game, unless we get the feeling that not many people could make it.  Keep it in 

mind). 

Oh, should I get to the current challenge?  Sorry.  Hung over.  Really, really hung over. 

Your challenge is Comic Book Pitch, which we almost did last year before realizing having it 

back-to-back with the TV show pitch would be kinda stupid and excessive. 

Here's whatcha do: create a comic book centering around one hero/heroine (are those gender-

specific terms antiquated now?  I find it tough to keep up) or a team of up to five--limit given to 

avoid overlong entries, natch--give the origin of how the hero became a hero, name their main 

opponent and what drives the main opponent, and give a brief outline of the first story arc. 

I was also going to include a bit where you base the characters on players in this game, but that 

would be excessive given some of the challenges we've done in the last month (and some we'll be 

using in the next month). 

Scoring is simple, as it always is late in the game.  Ryan and I simply choose which one we 

think we'd be most likely to read, regardless of the reason.  As long as the story is strong, 



genre doesn't matter.  I'll say, for my part, that the few comics I've read on a regular basis (I've 

never been way into the medium since it's an expensive habit, but there are a few titles I've been 

absolutely nuts about) have had serious subject matter but lots of dark humor throughout. 

Like last time, if we choose the same one, just that person is immune.  I still don't see that 

happening, though, as all the recent entries have proven that there's no shortage of good stuff to 

choose from.  Holy shit, was that a compliment?  Yikes, I'm as uncomfortable as you all are about 

it. 

I'm tellin' ya, it's the hangover.  If anyone wants to come over and massage my head--

unfortunately, Cathy's at a bridal shower and is unable to take the job--feel free to ask for 

directions.  I can offer Immunity for the rest of the challenges.  Sound fair? 

Cheers. 

May 24, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Challenge Twelve Results - Part One  

Once again split into two posts for reasons of length… 

..:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />  

  

1 (Sam Fronek) 

  

"The Bionic Waitress" 

 

After a terrible coffeemaker explosion, no one thought mild-mannered waitress Flo Jackson 

would survive. The life-saving operation she underwent turned her into…the Bionic Waitress. 

Eradicating the world of rude, poorly tipping customers would become her destiny, her fate. 

She would don her "Apron of gratitide," wield her "Tray of Anti-Douchebaggery," fly off in her 

'98 Sunfire and come to the aid of poorly treated service industry workers everywhere. 

  

Kelly: This person basically apologized afterward, and although it's pretty vague, it's also 

something close to my heart because honestly, people in restaurants have no idea how to 

act, speak or tip.  So yeah, this won't win, but it might be a funny diversion. 

  

Ryan: Wow, I thought I was the only person that used the word Douchebaggery.  

Not bad, the kind of comic that would have jocular overtones.  Not bad.  Need 

more, like a lead villain or something. 

  

Kelly: I use "douchebaggery" too. 

  

2 (Patrick Kozicky) 

  

Name: Jason Fellows 

Alias: The Watcher 

Location: ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" 

/>New York 



Main Villain: Shifter (specializes in drug trafficking. He is able to change his physical 

appearance to look like anybody) 

 

Back story: 

Jason is a window washer in Manhattan. One day he lowered his platform to a window and 

saw a man tied to a chair. Then man in the chair seemed to be asleep. It was clear he had 

been beaten severely. A door opened and a man with a gun (Shifter) enters. Jason is unable 

to hear anything, but he witnesses Shifter hit the man in the chair with the back of his gun. 

The man wakes up and sees Jason outside. Shifter takes his gun and presses it to the man's 

head. Just before he pulls the trigger, the man peers into Jason's eyes. Jason seems to go 

blind for a moment, not sure what is going on. He is hit with a burst of energy and light. 

Unbeknownst to Jason at the time the man is transferring his energy/powers into Jason. 

Striker pulls the trigger and kills the man. Still disoriented Jason stumbles and crashes the 

platform against the window. Shifter shoots at the window and strikes one of the cables, 

causing the platform to shift, knocking Jason off of it. As he falls to the ground the energy 

and bright light around him intensifies. Just before he hits the ground he is stopped mid air. 

Unsure of what is going on, it is clear that he is floating. As he moves around, he begins to 

realize that he isn't just floating…he's flying.  

Once Jason is back on his feet, he begins to make his way home when he is struck by a 

blinding headache. He is unable to move from the pain. He passes out. When he wakes up 

he is in a hospital. Nurses and doctors are walking around the room surrounded by different 

colors. In his confusion Jason notifies a Doctor that he is seeing things. The Doctor tells him 

that he may be experiencing a panic attack of some kind. They did multiple tests and were 

unable to find anything clearly wrong with him. Jason is sent on his way. Over the next few 

days, his grogginess goes away, but the colors don't. Everyone he encounters is surrounded 

by a color. Overtime, it is learned that Jason has gained the ability to see auras. 

With his new abilities Jason finds he is able to read people and determine when people are 

about to commit crimes, or already have committed crimes. He is able to use his window 

washing job as a ruse to spy on people. The main criminal in the story line is The Shifter. He 

is able to manipulate what he looks like. The only person that can find him is Jason, because 

his aura is always the same. 

  

Kelly: Cool.  This is kinda like Stephen King's Insomnia, except those auras are telling the 

main hero when people are going to die.  It's also kinda like Almost Famous, except YOUR 

AURA IS PURPLE!  IT'S PURPLE! 

  

…does anybody get that? 

  

Ryan: This is a pretty sweet idea.  I'm thinking it may be a great idea to riff on and 

come up with a final hero/story because it is so close to having a certain quality.  

Something has to make this an "out of the ordinary" quality.  Like he has a pack of 

roving homeless that he's given the power to… or something close to that. 

 

 

 



3 (Rachel Dwyer) 

  

The Peacemaker 

 

Charles Gauntlet was just a regular aid worker, trying to help the struggling people of 

Zimbabwe. It hasn't been easy taking care of such a large population needing the basic 

necessities in a country with the highest inflation rate. After the election results were 

suppressed, a frustrated Gauntlet stumbled into an underground opposition group. However, 

a mole within the group leaked the identities of the membership and, in the middle of the 

night, Gauntlet was arrested, dragged blind-folded to a van and driven to a secret prison. At 

the prison, Gauntlet was starved and subjected to daily torture. 

One day Gauntlet received a meal from his capturers, a bowl of smelly, old porridge. 

Gauntlet ate greedily and did not notice as he ingested a parasite. This parasite has not yet 

been discovered and classified by modern science, but was likely only adapted to the 

digestive systems of monkeys. However parasites evolve fast and this one adapted to living 

in a human digestive system. Another adaptive quality of this parasite was that it gave its 

host abilities that would enhance the host's survival and therefore its own as well. With his 

newly acquired superhuman strength, increased speed and agility, and enhanced mental 

capabilities, Gauntlet escapes from the prison only to discover that the village in which he 

worked tirelessly was bulldozed and the people (women and children as well) brutally 

massacred. 

The Gauntlet has been thrown and Zimbabwean dictator, Robert Mugbe, has no idea what he 

has coming. But first, Gauntlet must take on and destroy those directly responsible for the 

village massacre. With a few leads persuaded from the rare scared survivor, he tracks down 

the murders while dodging the police looking for a fugitive and the hired assassins and 

bounty hunters sent by Mugbe's people. One by one the murderers are killed, but soon the 

connection is made between Gauntlet and the trail of bodies. A trap is set, using General 

Amadi (the general in charge of the massacre) as bait. Will Gauntlet fall for it? No. The dark 

hero has used his superior analytical abilities provided by his unknown parasite to not only 

detect the impending treachery but to take on the small army of would-be ambushers, 

armed only with a machete. 

Future issues will continue with Gauntlet hunting down his torturers and various higher 

officials of the corrupt government. Gauntlet will befriend a captured doctor which he frees. 

The doctor studies Gauntlet's parasite and discovers its strengths and weaknesses. One 

apparent side effect of the parasite is a type of psychosis and a weakness to salt. Will 

Mugbe's people discover these weaknesses and exploit them? Will a love interest derail his 

murderous lust for vengeance? Will the parasite continue to evolve giving its host more 

abilities or will it slowly destroy him?  

  

Kelly: Well, this seems very old school, I'd say.  I love Marvel and DC character origins of the 

Golden Age…"um, he fell into this thing, so now he's awesome."  It's weird…all the simplest, 

dopiest ideas were actually used first, and then the writers wised up and started trying to 

make a little more sense.  Although this isn't dopey…I really like the whole hunter/prey 

relationship and I'm surprised that the name "Gauntlet" isn't already taken by a major hero. 

  



Ryan: That was pretty cool, but honestly, the bad guys will run out.  What's he 

gonna do then, kill their families?  I liked it a lot, but you must have some back 

up.  Like him moving to the other massacred villages and bring justice.  But that 

again gets old.  I liked it, but it traps you to the one sided fight.  I want someone 

with some conflicted interests. 

 

 

  

4 (Robin Zimmer) 

  

Dark Horse Comics presents: The Pole Guardian 

 

Illustrated and written by: can't tell just yet 

Professional climbing consultant- Marc 

 

When Francis O'Wanker, a tall lean Irish lad, reached the ripe young age of 18, he was 

brought into the family business. The O'Wanker men were fearless climbers but struggled to 

build their business as few people in the area had a need or interest in learning to climb. So 

when the massive wind turbines came to southwest Minnesota, they jumped at the chance to 

scale the metal giants and make their mark in the world. Unfortunately for Francis, this was 

not HIS dream as he was terrified of heights. When Francis got more than ten feet off the 

ground, his butt would clench up so tight, he could crack a walnut. His manly father, Jed, 

found this fear unacceptable and Francis was forced to find a solution. Being odd and 

unpopular as a boy unknowingly prepared Francis to quickly realize that by masturbating 

through his ascension up the tower, he could find his "happy place" and get to the top of the 

turbine without fear. Once he was in position, he would finish the job and could then put his 

18" spud wrench to work completing the necessary repairs.  

 

One day, as Francis was whacking his junk, one of his vertical life lines broke. With one hand 

on his willie and the other holding his spud wrench, he lost his footing and flipped up-side-

down; suspended from his Y legged lanyard. As he dangled, Francis inadvertently jacked 

himself in the eyes. Somehow his jizzle caused a chemical reaction creating an ability to see 

into the future. Francis began seeing things before they actually happened. He soon became 

a hero as he was able to prevent a number of crimes and save the would-be victims from the 

intended assaults. He became known as The Pole Guardian.  

 

In the first book, Francis is checking his gear in preparation for a job near Windom 

Minnesota. He secures the clamps on his positioning lanyard, checks his descenders and 

identifies his three points of attachment on the job site map. Just as he begins inspecting his 

hydraulic wrenches, he gets a flash…visions of a young woman screaming and crying for 

help. In a second flash he catches a glimpse of her face and identifies her as Ms. Milf, the 

single mother of eight young children who works the front desk of the hotel where he is 

staying. Another flash and he sees a blond haired man in his 20's forcing himself on Ms. Milf 

in an effort to steal her innocence. He closes his eyes hoping to get a clearer picture of the 

details of the attack. Nothing appears. He quickly pulls out his junk and begins to work 



toward his happy place. His gift of fore site needs an occasional booster shot and his timing 

couldn't be worse today. In a race against time, he once again closes his eyes and pictures 

Ms. Milf in her short shorts and halter top strolling through the freezer section of the local 

Cub Foods with head lights on high beam. Bingo! He successfully sends a quick load into his 

eyes and soon gets a visual of the assailant and the crime scene. He drops his tools, then 

decides to grab his 18" spud wrench and heads for the Super 8. As he enters the lobby, he 

hears Ms. Milf scream from the back office. He jumps over the counter and bursts through 

the door, just in time to spare Ms. Milf's honor. The blond haired man is stunned by the 

interruption and cowers as Francis raises his wrench. Through her sobs, Ms. Milf begs him 

not to kill the man but to let the police deal with him. As the sound of sirens fills the air, 

Francis and Ms. Milf embrace and Francis sees his impending reward and smiles… 

  

Kelly: I have never seen so many penis references in so few sentences.  This is hard to 

score…on one hand, it's hardly a sustainable gag, I'd think.  On the other, if it's just a short 

story arc, I'd probably read the damn thing in spite of myself, because the idea sure had me 

giggling. 

  

Ryan: Do you guys know this was a semi serious challenge?  Cripes!  Okay, it was 

amusing, but again, one dimensional.  There is no staying power for this kind of a 

comic character, sorry whoever this is. 

 

 

 

5 (Cory Funk) 

  

"The Years Between". 

 

Written in part by J. Michael Straczynski of "Midnight Nation" and drawn by Jim Lee 

(Batman:Hush, Part One). 

 

The comic focuses mainly on one man, The Machinist. Different people call him by different 

names, Joe, Stan, Buddy... He never corrects them. He is a hollow man who has killed his 

expectations of a fair deal and snuffed out the spark of creativity that made him great once. 

He has driven himself underground and given up. He is a grey man in a grey town working a 

clock punching factory job. He works nights and eats his lunch alone in an automat. 

 

The setting could best be described as a town that was Metropolis turned Gotham turned 

Communist. 

 

The Machinist is a hero in the sense that Batman is a hero, or Tony Stark is a hero. He is 

brilliant and he thinks in ways others do not. He was once part of an affiliation of heroes 

called The Network. The Network was a world wide association. As real heroes with trainable 

powers are few and even those people who might have powers often lack any real way to tap 

into that power without substantial training. That is where The Machinist came into his own. 

He was able to build machines to train all manner of hero. Those with acute mental abilities 



(supra-geniuses), those with incredible physical stamina, and even the incredibly rare 

individual with supernatural powers. He built machines to train them all and without his 

machines, their talents would have remained latent and untapped. He had become a 

member of The Network after being recruited by the first and most mysterious of members, 

The Ravenmaster. The Ravenmaster had the ability to talk to, communicate, control, all of 

avian kind. 

 

The Network had been broken up for good twenty years before this comic takes place. The 

roster was only about twenty members total, but each person had been remarkable. Each 

culture, political organization, religious organization, and monied interest had reacted 

differently to the discovery of The Network, but each had reacted badly, with suspicion or 

self-interest. A member had been killed in the raid on an malicious company's headquarters. 

One member had been lobotomized when the current regime took power in her country. 

Several other members had been killed all at once in a trap meant just for them. The rest of 

them had been scattered and broken. Those that managed to escape being exposed or killed 

did their best to simply vanish back into the population, with different degrees of success. 

The Machinist had been very successful in vanishing but he had been much less successful in 

forgetting how justice should work and this knowing that the world was growing dark while 

he could do nothing to turn back that darkness, was slowly dissolving him. 

 

The Machinist doesn't face a villain in the classic sense. There is no one super villain (a la 

Lex Luthor) to hunt down and foil. He faces an entire culture of disinterest, apathy, of 'take 

what you can and screw the other guy'. He faces corporations destroying native towns, of 

mayors who run crooked cop shops, of families afraid to leave their homes or voice their 

opinions: a general milieu of hate, selfishness, and corruption. These stories will contain 

opposition in the form of evil persons but will focus more on the personal struggles of trying 

to move forward into an unknown future while bearing the weight of his past. What drives 

the dark gears of this atmosphere are universal: human greed, avarice, cowardice, 

corruption, and of course the love of money. The only looming threat to The Machinst are 

Seekers. Seekers are agents, presumably in the employ of a government, that root out old 

Network members and eliminate them. 

 

Here is the plot for the first issue, pictures and all: 

 

He wore a dark grey overcoat that looked to be made of wool and an expensive felt hat. 

Even though both were immaculate they stuck out as hats has been unfashionable throw-

backs for years and long coats marked one as an old man. 

 

"Perhaps" I thought, "he is an old man. He is weathered and grey as the dirty snow falling 

outside". His hands weren't so wrinkled and tired as his face. That discrepancy gave me 

pause. 

 

He had been watching me, or at least standing oddly by, all week as I came to the automat 

for lunch. Being on the far end of the block and populated by only myself and the attendant 

clanking around behind the delivery chute, the appearance of the grey man was hard to 



ignore. His falcon eyes were hard to forget as I plodded back to the Factory each night. 

 

 

 

..:namespace prefix = v ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" /> 

 

 

 

Sitting at my regular booth facing the sooty window and frost covered door I saw the grey 

man enter the automat. This time he approached my booth and sat directly beside me. 

Before I could swallow my stale sandwich and ask him what the hell he was doing he smiled 

a thin, lipless smile and said only two words: 

 

"Hero machines". 

 

We sat side by side for a couple of minutes. I watched him out of the corner of my eye, 

waiting for anything. He gave nothing, not so much as a blink of the eye on the way of 

explanation. I finished my cold dessert and heard the ancient clock give five ticks of 

vanishing but patience time before I realized why he had come to me. He didn't want me—

just my cooperation. 

"How did you find me?" 

"The old Network still has eyes.." 

"That so." 

"They don't want you, just the machines." 

"Uh huh". 

Not once did we look at each other. We were too intent on the door, should a Seeker find us 

together my 'Former' status with The Network would mean nothing against a thermopulse. 

 

"It is time for new heroes. You can keep your quiet life, for what it's worth, if you want. We 

just want a machines". 

New heroes? I didn't think so. There hadn't been a Network in nearly twenty years. No one 

was left. Twilight Rover had been killed in the raid on Omni Quadrant headquarters. Titan 

has been lobotomized when the current regime took power. The Knife, White Rider, and 

Silver Leaf had all been blown apart saving that decoy cruise ship. The rest of us had been 

scattered and broken. What's more, no one would be stupid enough to try to assemble 

heroes again, not in this dark place and time. 

 

"Who are you?" 

That snake-smile pulled across his lips again. "You have forgotten so much...". 

"That right? Why don't you remind me." 

The grey man stood up and walked out of the automat dropping one black feather as he 

went. I dashed over to find it was from a raven. 

 

The rest of the stories of how Ravenmaster and I built the Shield Of Justice out of the 

shattered remains of The Network are what comes next.  

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vaW1nNjAuaW1hZ2VzaGFjay51cy9teS5waHA/aW1hZ2U9eWVhcnNiZXR3ZWVucDFmYTQuanBn
http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vaW1nNjAuaW1hZ2VzaGFjay51cy9teS5waHA/aW1hZ2U9eWVhcnNiZXR3ZWVucDFmYTQuanBn
http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vaW1nNjAuaW1hZ2VzaGFjay51cy9teS5waHA/aW1hZ2U9eWVhcnNiZXR3ZWVucDFmYTQuanBn


These are the stories of the dark times surrounding that fateful winter night... 

 

 

 

Kelly: This is pretty swank.  I love stories about isolation and I really like that there's always 

the possibility of someone enormously important from the past showing up again.  It's 

certainly rich in character, that's for sure.  And lots of unanswered questions.  A good story. 

  

Ryan: This actually intrigues me.  Not because it's so definite of what is going to 

happen, but what might happen.  This is a great outline for a story and could also 

have flashes of the Ravenmaster taking out the other characters.  I need more 

motivation for our hero.  He seems more indifferent, but I think that he has to have 

some driving force to make him want to kick the crap out of this bad guy.  I mean, 

he's stayed dormant this long, what makes you think he won't stay underground 

further.  Anyway, I like this one the best so far.  

 

May 24, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Challenge Twelve Results - Part Two  

6 (Oliver Thrun)..:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" 

/> 

  

Matrix 2.0 

 

This comic takes place within the Matrix universe occurring simultaneously as the films, 

occurring primarily during the time lapse between the first and second. The story centers 

around the crew of the Murasame and explores/explains how the Matrix affects those 

people living within it. For example, the first story arc finds the crew of the Murasame 

entering a mental institution to 'save' a young patient suffering from schizophrenia. It is 

explained that most psychological disorders occur when a human's brain has difficulty 

assimilating itself into the matrix. Schizophrenics in particular are 'hearing' messages 

from within the matrix's code and their brain is trying to interpret the messages in some 

way that makes sense to them; i.e. messages from aliens, secret codes from the 

government, people speaking to them telepathically. The child that they are going to 

rescue however, actually interprets the signals correctly and can therefore track all 

movement throughout the matrix while inside, as if he is looking at one of the green text 

screens on the ship. 

 

Dramatis Personae: 

 

Pylade: Captain of the Murasame. A Buddhist monk who is the oldest crew member on 

any ship in ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />Zion's fleet. He also serves as the ship's operator and rarely 



ventures into the matrix anymore. 

Ores: The schizophrenic child saved in the first story arc 

Tires: Although his body is on the Murasame, he has been jacked into the matrix for 

years, causing his real body to slowly atrophy. The only thing keeping his body alive at 

this point is the electricity running into while being connected to the matrix. If he was to 

ever try to return his consciousness to the Murasame, he would almost certainly die. 

Virus: A woman with a drug addiction. She likes to experiment on having drugs injected 

into her real body while she is jacked into the matrix to see how it affects her. She uses a 

form of HGH while in combat that changes her brains self-perception, making her body in 

the matrix exponentially larger and more powerful. 

Yurikoff: Another crew member rescued from a mental institution. He suffers from 

multiple personality disorder. However, when he was removed from the matrix his brain 

couldn't effectively adjust to reality and he is essentially a vegetable aboard the ship, but 

when jacked into the matrix he becomes the russian ninja Yurikoff, capable of fighting toe 

to toe with any enemy in the matrix, even agents. 

  

Kelly: Well, that's certainly a different way to go about this one…these are all some pretty 

interesting additions to the Matrix universe, and the schizophrenic decoding business is 

pretty awesome.  Now I have to decide how I feel about this pitch being an original story 

based on existing material, because I could feasibly pick this one. 

  

Ryan: This is promising.  Except everyone can still read the green screens from 

the Matrix movies.  You don't need telepathic children to do this for them.  I do 

however like the 1 ½ setting for this.  It's always fun to mess with things that 

are already made.  Good try.  I think it has promise.  

 

 

  

7 (Blair Ross) 

  

The Ghost Hunter-- 

 

Jesse Venkman is a disturbed man ruled by his obsessive dark passion. He is The Ghost 

Hunter. Jesse's alcoholic father left him and his schizophrenic mother when he was just a 

young boy. After that, he was left to watch his mother's mental state rapidly deteriorate. 

At the age of 8 he witnessed his mother jump to her death from a third story window of 

their home. She was screaming hysterically and claiming that ghosts were chasing her all 

through the house. The deeply traumatized boy was put into state custody and moved 

into a mental facility for children. Jesse Venkman was diagnosed as schizophrenic at the 

hospital, and he was also considered a high risk possibilty for severe alcoholism later in 

life. He was kept under intensive security. But Jesse had made a solemn vow to himself 

that he would escape and avenge the death of his beloved mother. Jesse Venkman 

escaped the state children's hospital one night to begin his search for lost souls still 



lurking in this world. He would exorcise them from the homes they haunted and free 

everyone of the hauntings that had tormented them for years. Before escaping, Jesse 

made himself a white mask that he stapled a string into to conceal his face. He also wore 

his father's old cowboy hat, the only remaining relic of his drunken father. Jesse had 

officially become The Ghost Hunter. No one knows where he spends most of his time or 

where he lives. It's rumored that he's homeless. But a mysterious man keeps showing up 

at infamous old houses suspected of being haunted by ghosts. The man has a white 

mask, a cowboy hat, and he wears only boxer shorts. He always carries a case of 

Milwaukee's Best Ice with him. He also carries a magical rope he uses to whip ghosts 

once he spots them and send them to the afterlife for good. The Ghost Hunter then 

proceeds to spend the night at each haunted destination battling all the evil spirits he 

encounters, and getting piss drunk off all the beers. In the morning, all the ghosts are 

gone, but empty beer cans occupy the entire site. That's how you know for sure that The 

Ghost Hunter was there. The Hunter must constantly evade the police and state mental 

health officials out searching for him, and he also must continue to avenge his mother's 

death by hunting down and eliminating all kinds of terrifying ghosts.  Or is it all just in his 

head? 

  

Kelly: Interesting final question, that.  If he's merely mentally divergent, and we find that 

out in the final panel, wouldn't that be a swift kick to the nutsack?  That's a cool twist.  In 

the first place, I saw "Ghost" and "Venkman" and thought this would be a farce comedy.  

But I've gotta say I'd be interested in this story, especially given the idea that it might all 

be somewhere in Venkman's mind. 

  

Ryan: This is Robin's. 

  

Kelly: Although his guess was wrong, I might have guessed that too. 

  

  

8 (Brienne Zimmer) 

  

I apologize in advance. 

 

Scatman 

Richard Robinson has a stuttering problem. Richard must give the best man speech in his 

best friend's wedding. He tries to conceal his handicap by drinking 3 bottles of red table 

wine during dinner. He makes it halfway through his speech flawlessly when all of a 

sudden he hears the sounds of Porky Pig's, "B'dee, b'dee, b'dee" blaring over the DJ's 

sound system. He tries to tune it out and continues, as 

the stuttering begins to worsen. He hears more, "That's All 

Folks!" He loses his cool, runs over to the DJ table to unplug the iPod. The DJ fights to 

save his equipment and accidentally stabs Richard in the heart with the iPod cord. The 

drunk wedding crowd is rolling with laughter, not realizing the severity of the situation. 



Richard flees the 

scene and checks into a rehabilitation center. He finally surfaces again 6 months after 

having major surgery, of which they were unable to remove the iPod. Due to the 

stuttering tick within Richard's nervous system, the iPod permanently lodged in his heart 

plays every time Richard gets 

upset. You know Richard is coming for you whenever you hear, "Ski-Bi dibby dib yo da 

dub dub Yo dab dub dub."  

 

He's the Scatman. 

Everybody's saying that he stutters, but doesn't ever stutter when he sings. Watch out or 

he'll sing for you. Until you're d-d-dead. 

  

Kelly: Well, the apology was fitting here.  Ha!  Cuteness might sustain a challenge in a 

weaker field, but not this time, homeslice.  Funny enough, while I think this would make 

a somewhat tedious comic, I'd also say it would potentially make a pretty funny (or at 

least lucrative) 90-minute comedy.  I feel like general audiences would go for this pretty 

hard. 

  

Ryan: I would have been happier if someone had ripped off Hellboy or possibly 

just re-wrote the history of the Avengers.  Who wrote this?  Man, I guess 

beggars can't be choosers.  I was really pumped for this one.  Oh well.  Que 

Sera.  I'm sure we won't be doing this challenge again. 

  

  

Hmm. 

  

Hmm, hmm, hmm.  There are a lot of good ones here, and in some pretty different ways.  

We definitely covered both humor and drama, but which do I think I'd be most likely to 

read?  'Cause that's the criteria I went for.  Damn it, I have to read a couple of them 

over. 

  

Okay, now I'm still unable to decide between two of them, so I'm taking the coward's way 

out and seeing what Ryan picked so if he picked one of them, I can pick the other. 

  

Ryan picked The Years Between, Cory Funk's. 

  

That means I pick Matrix 2.0, which belongs to Oliver Thrun. 

  

Do I hear an echo in here?  Cory and Oliver come out of the field again, though this time, 

they ran away with it a little bit. 

  



For voting, you have until Sunday at 2pm.   

  

Cheers. 

  

Next Challenge Teaser: "Your five minutes of fame" 
 

 

May 25, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Twelve, Challenge Thirteen  

So you know how I was annoyed at the game because all the eliminations were obvious 

because of all the non-players?  Now the eliminations are obvious because of non-voters and 

the total lack of organization and alliance-making of some folks.  There has been no drama in 

this entire thing, homeslice. 

Ah well.  Time to eliminate someone. 

Vote One: Oliver Thrun. 

Vote Two: Sam Fronek. 

Vote Three: Rachel Dwyer. 

Vote Four: Rachel Dwyer. 

Vote Five: Rachel Dwyer. 

Vote Six: Patrick Kozicky. 

Vote Seven: Rachel Dwyer.  "Her MySpace breath stinks." 

Vote Eight: Rachel Dwyer.  "I'm all about putting a Rachel in 7th place two years running." 

That's great...except this puts Rachel in EIGHTH place, Wingus McDingus. 

...in fairness, that person sent a second email proclaiming their own idiocy and recognizing 

their mistake, but it was altogether too late. 

Twelfth Elimination from Survivor: Rachel Dwyer 

That leaves seven of y'all, which seems like a pretty good time (despite the penchant of some 

of you to write fourteen times the number of words we ask for) to hit you with a challenge 



that'll take us about a year to read. 

The challenge is a repeat of last year, and is called Five-Minute Survivor Scene.  Simply put, 

you are to write a script for a scene for a play/movie/whatever using only people who have 

been in this game (and me and Ryan, if you want to use us).  It can be funny or serious, but I 

find that we're not a serious enough bunch to build a drama around, for the most part. 

There are industry standards for scripts, but we're not expecting to hold you to them.  There's 

no word limit here, per se, but the rule seems to be "one page for one minute," although if 

you're single spacing, it's more like two and a half pages.  We won't be real strict on this--just 

try not to break us here. 

Once again, there are two possible Immunities, based on which stories Ryan and I pick, but 

there may only be one.  Have them in by Friday at 3:30pm. 

The next challenge is possibly the poker game, but I'll be basing that upon our schedules and 

proximity and such.  It seems somewhat doable, but I'll put out a message later in the week to 

see how likely you all are to either be there.  Or when one might work.  It's a busy summer for 

me for some reason--I may not even be able to do it. 

So with that, I'll cut this message short because it's about 117 degrees in this room. 

Cheers. 
 

May 30, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Thirteen Results - Part One  

Splitting into two posts again…hopefully for the last time.  Eh, we'll see...:namespace prefix 

= o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

There are only six stories, a situation I'll explain at the bottom of the second post. 

  

  

  

1 (Cory Funk) 

  

Title: 

The Madness of Challenges Future. 

 

Cast:  

Kelly Wells, twisted genius.  

Ryan Fossum, cohort of insanity.  

Patrick Kozicky, reigning champ and leather enthusiast. 

Brienne Zimmer, dirty commando leader. 

Cory Funk, ninja troubadour. 

Robin Zimmer, party girl.  



Carrie Metz, robot owner. 

Blair Ross, guy who likes boobs.  

Perry, Leif, and Josh: rubes. 

 

Setting: 

On the grounds of a spooky castle/fortress, at night. Then, the inside of this same 

castle/fortress. 

 

Staging:  

The background will move like a scroll. Occasionally there will be cut outs for windows, 

through which we see the interior action. Think 'Scooby Doo'. The players will pantomime a 

walk and the scenery will change behind them though they may walk by the same door over 

and over. 

 

 

-Fade in on PATRICK and BRIENNE crouching behind a small shrub. All is dark behind them. 

BRIENNE is dressed like a commando. PATRICK is wearing all black leather, like a biker.- 

 

BRIENNE: Ok, when I said 'Go Commando', I didn't mean that you shouldn't wear any 

underwear, especially if you were going to show up for this raid in chaps! 

PATRICK: You're just jealous of my shaved magnificence! Besides, I thought this would be, 

at least in part, a panty raid so I would have something new to wear home. 

BRIENNE (angrily): You want to see shaved magnificence?! (starting to stand and undo her 

pants) Oh, I'll show you shaved… 

CARRIE (entering quickly, crouching, from left, also dressed in all black): Hey guys! I'm not 

late for the raid am I?  

PATRICK: You're right on time! In fact, there should be a few more people arriving shortly. 

CORY (strolling in from the left, dressed completely in grey camouflage): "Boldly they rode 

and well, into the jaws of Death, into the mouth of Hell."  

BRIENNE: What the hell are you supposed to be? Some kind of poet assassin?  

CORY: Actually, this is my 'Firefly' costume from last Halloween. Firefly was the saboteur for 

COBRA in the old G.I. Joe cartoon, and that was a snippet of Alfred Lord Tennyson. 

-(a beat of silence)- 

CORY: Whatever. I'm awesome. 

ROBIN (walking in from the left, wearing a little black dress and leopard heels): I'm ready for 

this party!  

BLAIR (following ROBIN quickly, stumbles into the shrubbery): Me too! Let's get our covert 

on, bitches! 

BRIENNE (mockingly mad): Oh, real nice! Be quiet, ya jerkwads. We are trying to be 

stealthy! Once everyone is here, we will proceed with the plan to break into (making quotes 

with her fingers) the "Castle of Madness", sneak into (again, with the finger quotes) the "Hall 

of Misery", and get a sneak peek at the remaining Survivor Space challenges so that we can 

win this sucker in style. 

ROBIN: Nice plan. Who are we waiting for?  

PATRICK: Perry, Leif, and Josh said they would be showing up to participate, too. 



-Everyone looks around for a beat- 

JOSH, PERRY, and LEIF all step on to the very left edge of the stage, look at the assembled 

group that is sort of hiding. JOSH moons the group, PERRY shrugs, and LEIF gives everyone 

the finger, then they all leave. 

PATRICK: Well, I guess they won't be participating at all then. 

BRIENNE: Since we are all here, let's get this train a' rollin'! 

-The group lines up in the following order from right to left: BRIENNE, CARRIE, ROBIN, 

CORY, PATRICK, then BLAIR. CARRIE pinches BRIENNE's fine caboose, ROBIN gooses 

CARRIE's posterior, CORY playfully smacks ROBIN's ass, PATRICK checks out CORY's 

backside business, BLAIR is not impressed with his view. 

BLAIR: Dude, why do I have to check out the teabag? Can't you cover that with something? 

PATRICK: Fine! (Pulling out a thong from a pocket in his jacket, he puts in on) Better? 

BLAIR: Thanks. Wow. That banana hammock really accentuates your junk. It's a good look 

for you, you know, in a masculine way. 

PATRICK turns to reply to the compliment. 

BRIENNE: SHHH! We are trying to be sneaky, damnit! 

(Collectively) Sorry. 

-The group walks forward in pantomime, and the scenery scrolls behind them of the grounds 

and a dark brick wall. When a window pops up in the scenery, they stop and look 'in'. In the 

scene, RYAN is sitting in front of a fire place in a plush chair, back mainly to the audience. 

Littering the floor around him are various pill bottles, an empty crystal decanter, and beer 

bottles. RYAN is snoring loudly. His pants are around his ankles. There is a stack of glossy 

magazines on the small table next to him. 

CARRIE: See! I told you he would never be able to resist midget porn and free pills we sent 

him by candygram! He'll be out for days, I bet. 

- The group continues to sneak forward, another window shows up. In this interior scene 

KELLY is poised with his back to the audience, facing a TV, playing some forgotten ancient 

video game, and screaming at the top of his lungs "OH GIVE IT TO ME GIVE IT TO ME 

PARASITE EVE!" 

BRIENNE: Huh. Well, moving on… 

- The group actually walks off the right side of the stage, lights fade down for a second, the 

background scroll is changed, and the lights come up with the cast 'walking' to the left in 

what appears to be a hallway, minus CARRIE. 

ROBIN: Hey! Where the hell did Carrie go? We are only half done here! 

CORY: Oh, she said this was fun and all, but she had a robot vacuum to tend to. 

(Collectively) Huh. 

BRIENNE: Damn. She had my PBR. Well, on we go. The room we want is just ahead! 

-In a few more steps, the group comes to the end of the hall and the background is painted 

to look like a library or study and they approach a rolling book stand (pushed towards them 

to maintain the illusion of forward movement). Atop this stand is a small safe. 

PATRICK: A safe? We didn't count on that. Now what? 

BLAIR (stepping forward and cracking his knuckles) Step aside and let the man come 

through! 

- BLAIR put his ear up to the safe, as if in an attempt to crack it, and is electrocuted. 

BRIENNE: Cousin! (Raises fists to the sky) Noooooo!! 



BLAIR: Remember me for what I loved… hookers and blow. (Dies) 

- Lights come up on KELLY, standing in the dark, laughing manically. 

KELLY: Ah, you fools! I knew you would come here tonight to try and steal the precious, 

precious Challenges of the Future, but I am ready for you! I have traps all over this room! I 

have released a pack of rabid wolverines in the hall. I have put a nerve toxin in the HVAC 

system to be turned on at my word! I have… 

PATRICK: Eh, screw this! 

- PATRICK runs up, kicks KELLY square in the nuts. KELLY coughs, and falls to the floor 

clutching his crotch. 

KELLY: What the hell was that for, donkeylips?! 

PATRICK: This is all too convoluted for me. I already won this spankfest last year. The nut 

bash is for not getting me my trophy!  

-PATRICK looks around the room as KELLY coughs and writhes on the floor, spots the trophy 

on a shelf, picks it up, poses with it for a second, and walks out the door. 

PATRICK: Later! 

BRIENNE: Eh, what the hell!  

-BRIENNE also kicks KELLY in the nuts. 

KELLY: FUCK! What the hell do you cocksmacks think you are doing! You maniacs, you 

ruined the game! Ah, damn you! God damn you all to hell! (cough, cough) 

ROBIN: Screw this noise. We have done just fine without knowing what is coming up, we 

don't need to know in order to run the table in the coming days. Now let's get out of here 

and have a three way! 

CORY and BRIENNE: Hell yeah!! 

-Fade out-  

  

Kelly: Yikes.  First of all, Patrick has had his trophy for three days now (pictures should be 

forthcoming).  Second of all, Parasite Eve is neither ancient nor forgotten (surely eleven 

years isn't "ancient," even in video game years).  But setting aside all that, this was pretty 

funny, and in many ways true to the people; the three rubes even acted like themselves, 

Josh's mooning and all. 

  

Ryan: This was classic fun.  I really did laugh a couple times and this is what I want when we 

have a 5 minute scene, a purpose.  Kind of like the last challenge, turds.  Bygones, so, I like 

how you've only picked the "survivors" and the crew that did the minimal, Perry, Leif and 

Josh do have their perspective personalities show up.  Clever.  Also, if no one kicks Kelly in 

the nuts by the end of this I promise I'll pay someone else to do it.  Plus, thanks for making 

me a lamp in the play.  Oh, but honestly, the snake eye's character was my favorite.  Why 

am I a cohort?  Why can't I be a genius.  Kelly will pick this one. 

  

Kelly: No offense to anyone—seriously, you all wrote very well—but Ryan's line "thanks for 

making me a lamp in the play" made me laugh harder than anything else today.  Declare 

Ryan champion of Survivor IV! 

 

 

 



2 (Sam Fronek) 

  

Scene one opens in Patrick's living room. It's morning, sunlight is streaming in through the 

windows. Sam wakes up on the couch, groggy and hungover from the too many glasses of 

wine and dirty martinis that she and Patrick drank while watching "Sex and the City" reruns 

the night before. Kicking Kitty off her legs, she sits up and takes a minute to reflect on how 

hungover she is. Looking down, she notices her shirt is on backwards. 

Sam (under her breath): Huh, how'd that happen? Shit, I was drunk.  

Enter a bright-eyed, well-rested Patrick. 

Patrick: Morning, sensible! 

Sam (confusedly): Do you feel as shitty as I do? 

Patrick: I took a few ibuprofen before bed, so I'm alright. Want some now? 

Sam: Yes. I feel like ass. 

Sam and Patrick leave the house to walk around the corner to grab a coffee and some 

cigarettes from the SA. Sam is walking a little funny. 

Patrick: Why are you walking like you just got off a horse? 

Sam: I don't know, but my vag hurts. Did I get laid last night and not remember it? 'Cause it 

wouldn't be the first time. 

Patrick: Unless it was the cats, I don't think so.  

Sam: Huh, that's weird.  

 

Scene two finds Patrick and Sarah Bizek at the 19 Bar, shooting pool.  

Sarah: So, Patrick, dating anyone right now? 

Patrick: Here and there…no one special. 

In walks Cory Funk, he comes over to the table to join Patrick and Sarah. 

Cory: Hey, guys! 

Sarah: Hey, Cory! 

Patrick: What's up? 

The three drink their beers and catch up for a while, Patrick goes outside to have a cigarette, 

and Cory and Sarah rack up the balls for another game. 

Sarah: Hey, Cory, do you ever get a weird vibe from Patrick? 

Cory: Like, how? 

Sarah: I don't know, I can't explain it. Something's just…off. 

Cory: Hmm…no, not really. 

Sarah: Maybe it's just me. 

Patrick comes back, and for no apparent reason, shoots Sarah a nasty, almost evil, glare. 

 

Scene three is Robin, Patrick, Sarah and Brienne at Patrick's house, having drinks and 

playing board games. Brienne and Patrick are wasted. 

Robin: Alright, it's getting late, I should get home. Thanks for having me over! 

Sarah: I should go too, I have to get up early tomorrow. We'll see you guys later. 

Patrick and Brienne (slurring heavily and giggling): Bye! 

 

Robin and Sarah leave. Cut to Sarah in her car. 

Sarah: Shit, my phone! 



She whips a u-turn, heading back to Patrick's house. She parks her car, walks up to the door 

and knocks. No answer, so she tries the knob. Thankfully, the door is still unlocked. Walking 

into the empty living room, she sees her phone on the coffee table. She grabs her phone, 

turns to leave, and hears panting and moaning coming from the back of the house. Thinking 

something is wrong, she walks back to see what's happening, hoping she doesn't have to 

take someone to the hospital for alcohol poisoning.  

She enters Patrick's bedroom, sees Brienne lying unconscious on the bed, Patrick on top of 

her, pants around his ankles, plowing Brienne as hard as he can. Sarah gasps and drops her 

phone. This gets Patrick's attention, he whips his head around to see Sarah standing there. 

Sarah: What are you doing? 

Patrick (stuttering): I, um, was just…uh, checking for woodticks? 

Sarah: I knew it! I knew something was off! You're not gay at all, are you? 

Patrick: Well, I, um…no. It's just a really easy way to get chicks to trust me and feel 

comfortable around me. And they don't remember a thing if you can get a roofie into one of 

their cosmos. It's a perfect plan. 

Sarah: You're sick. Sick.  

Patrick: I would've got away with it too, if it hadn't been for you meddling lesbians! 

  

Kelly: Yikes (I hope to start all of these with that word).  That would be a pretty good 

angle…in fact, I think I've made a decision on how to live my life the next time I move to a 

..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />new 

city.  Thanks, playwright!  P.S. for some reason, I didn't call this ending, although I probably 

should've. 

 

Ryan: AHAHAHA!  The last line is the kicker.  Shit, I sure hope Patrick is gay, how else would 

you explain his wardrobe.  Did I just use the word wardrobe.  Double shits.  This was fun, 

could have been played out more and "The three drink their beers and catch up for a while, 

Patrick goes outside to have a cigarette, and Cory and Sarah rack up the balls for another 

game," is lazy and I think that more thought could have been used in this "catching up." 

  

  

3 (Patrick Kozicky) 

  

OUTLAST 

 

Brienne's living room. As lights come up we see Brienne and Sam drinking wine. Brienne 

seems to be a little tipsy, but not drunk, yet. She becomes more and more drunk as time 

goes on 

 

Brienne: I just can't get over it. You know? 

Sam: I know. It's been a year, but time hasn't done much healing. 

Brienne: Yeah. You're so lucky you weren't there. 

Sam: ….yeah. 

 

There is a knock at the door. Brienne gets and leaves the room to answer the door. While 



she is gone, Sam slams her wine and grabs the bottle to fill her glass back up. She is clearly 

in need of a drink. She seems a bit uncomfortable. 

Brienne returns with Cory behind her. 

 

Cory: Hi 

 

Sam turns around and sees Cory and gets up, almost in relief to see another person. They 

hug. Everyone sits down. Brienne pours Cory a glass of wine and then tops hers off, to the 

very top of the glass 

 

Cory: I have to say, this is weird. I don't know. I almost didn't come. 

Sam: Well, I for one am glad that you came, Cory. It's good to see you out. 

Brienne: I'll drink to that. 

 

She chugs about half the glass of wine. Spilling some down her cheek 

 

Cory: So. How have you both been? 

Brienne: Great. Just great. You know, dealing with my husband's death…but other than that 

I'm perfect. Sam here hasn't been healed by time though. She's troubled. 

Cory: Oh. Okay. 

Brienne: I'm sorry. That was insensitive. 

Sam: It's fine. It's tough. This isn't exactly an ideal situation. We've lost loved ones. I have 

no idea how to act around people anymore. What's okay to say, what's not okay. It's all very 

blurred. 

Brienne: Well. WE lost loved ones. (she refers to herself and Cory) 

Cory: Brienne don't. 

Sam: What do you mean, "WE"? 

Brienne: Cory and I lost a spouse. I mean. It's harder. 

Sam: I had friends there Brienne. Patrick and I were very close. Do you think that was easy 

for me? 

Brienne: It's just not the same. That's all I mean. And please don't use his name.  

Cory: Can we not do this right now? Please. I thought this was supposed to be a helpful 

thing, meeting like this. It's been a year. We're all still clearly in pain. It doesn't matter who 

lost who. It's not a competition. 

Brienne: You're right. There's no competition. I lost a husband and she lost a friend, who 

happened to be the reason my husband is dead. 

Sam: I don't need this. 

 

She gets up 

 

Cory: Sam please, just sit down. Brienne, please. Enough. 

Brienne: I'm sorry. I don't know what came over me. I'm just so angry. 

Cory: I know. Of course you are. And you have a right to be. Just don't take it out on the 

wrong people. Sam and I are your friends. 

 



As Cory says this Brienne makes a gesture or sound, reflecting her disagreement with what 

Cory said. It goes by, basically unnoticed 

There is an awkward silence 

Sam grabs for the bottle of wine and finds it empty 

 

Brienne: I'll get some more. 

 

She slams her wine, and exits the room 

 

Cory: I am so sorry. 

Sam: Why? It's not your fault. 

Cory: I know. This is so unlike her. 

Sam: It's fine. I understand. It's uncomfortable but…I mean, she's drunk. What else is new? 

Cory: Has it been like this for a while? 

Sam: Pretty much ever since it happened. 

Cory: I'm sorry I haven't been around much. I just…I couldn't… 

Sam: Cory. It's fine. Please don't apologize to me. Anyone but me. 

Cory: What do you mean? 

 

Brienne enters with an open bottle of wine 

 

Brienne: Here we are. What are we talking about? 

 

She tops of everyone's wine 

 

Sam: Just catching up. 

Brienne: Good. Good. Hey Sam. I have a question for you. 

Sam: Okay. 

Brienne: Where were you that night? 

Sam: I've told you before. I was, 

Brienne: Out of town…yeah. But why? It's just so Lucky for you, that you weren't there. 

What. Are. The. Odds? 

Sam: I'm not sure what you mean? 

Brienne: I mean, Sam, what are the odds that you just happened to be out of town, and 

missed the party? You never miss parties. Everyone expected you to be there. And then 

Patrick shows up, pulls out a gun and kills everyone and Sam just happens to be out of 

town. 

Cory: Brienne shut up! This is getting ridiculous! 

Brienne: Oh come on Cory. Haven't you always wondered? 

Cory: We weren't there either. 

Brienne: We were at the liquor store. We didn't know what was happening. If we hadn't run 

out of Rumplemintz we would be dead too. 

Cory: What are you saying? 

Brienne: Why don't you tell him Sam? Tell him why you weren't there. 

Sam: I was out of town. I was visiting my parents. You think I knew he was going to do it? 



Oh my god. How could I have known? 

 

Brienne gets up and grabs her purse 

 

Brienne: After everything you've seen me go through? After all the funerals trial, you still 

can't admit it? 

Sam: Admit what? 

Cory: I don't need this. I'm leaving. 

Brienne: Oh I think you'll want to stay for this. 

 

She pulls out a piece of paper from her purse and begins to read it 

 

Brienne: "Sam, I don't know what to do? I'm so mad right now. I feel like I want to kill 

someone! It sounds dumb, I know." 

Sam: Where did you get that? 

Cory: What is it? 

Brienne: (continues to read) How could they have voted me out? What did I do wrong? I 

need some answers. I'm going insane! Are you going to that party tomorrow? It would be a 

good idea if you didn't show up. I love you, I'll miss you. Patrick" 

Sam: Where did you get that? 

Brienne: It's funny, how easy it is to figure out someone's password? 

Cory: What is that? What's going on? Sam? Did you know? Did you know he was going to do 

it? 

 

Beat 

 

Sam: I'm sorry. 

Cory: Oh my God. 

Sam: I'm sorry. I'm so sorry. 

Cory: Why didn't you say anything before? To the police. To us.  

Sam: I don't know. I didn't think he'd actually do anything. 

Cory: Then why didn't you go to the party?  

Sam: I don't know! I don't know okay?! What do you want me to say? Patrick killed 

everyone and then killed himself, and he left me an email…and I didn't tell anyone. I'm a 

horrible person. I've been living with this for a year now and it gets worse every single day. 

I'm sorry…I don't know what else I can say or do. 

 

Brienne pulls a gun out of her purse 

 

Brienne: I have an idea. 

Cory: Brienne, what are you doing? You're going to shoot her? 

Brienne: No. 

Cory: Then why do you have a gun? 

Brienne: Sam is going to kill herself. 

Sam/Cory: What?! 



Brienne: (aiming the gun at Sam) Poor Sam finally confesses to knowing about the murders, 

and she just can't bear to live with herself anymore. It's perfect. Cory, you and I can finally 

get some closure. Someone can finally be punished for what happened. 

Sam: Patrick is dead, he killed himself. He punished himself Brienne. 

Brienne: (tears streaming down her face) Not. Good. Enough. You could have stopped all of 

this Sam. But you did nothing. You ran away from it? Isn't the guilt from that eating you up 

inside? I don't get how you can live with yourself? You make me sick. 

Cory: Killing Sam isn't going to bring them back Bri. I don't know what you're trying to gain 

from this but it's not worth it. Yes what Sam did was a horrible thing. Cowardly. But who's to 

say that she deserves to die for what she did? 

Brienne: I am.  

 

 

Brienne takes aim. Sam closes her eyes. She looks almost as though she has accepted her 

fate. As Brienne pulls the trigger Cory knocks Brienne over, there is a struggle and the gun 

goes off twice. Brienne and Cory are both dead on the ground. Sam's face shows no emotion 

whatsoever. She walks over to the bodies, picks up the gun and sits on the couch. She pours 

herself a glass of wine and sips on it as the lights fade to black. Once the stage is completely 

dark the gun is shot. 

THE END 

  

Kelly: Yikes.  That's pretty icky, I'd say.  The first ever drama in the history of the Five-

Minute Survivor Scene—although it could probably be called a comedy, since the situation is 

so asinine—is certainly good and dark.  How does one rate such blackness against comedy?  

Meh, maybe something else will blow me away or something.  If not, I'm pickin' names out 

of a hat. 

  

Ryan: This is a bone chiller, but completely unbelievable.  Brienne has never cried.  Actually, 

it was pretty good.  I'm kind of wishing it was not Survivor characters and a scene that I saw 

acted out some place.  But of course, with a piece like this, you need really good actors or 

really bad actors.  So, maybe we'll have everyone play their own parts.  Wondering which I 

might think you are, eh? 

May 30, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Thirteen Results - Part Two  
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CHALLENGES 

  

 

(19 individuals stand at the edge of a cliff over looking the ocean. The sun is setting over the 

horizon. They look out over the ocean in silence for a moment) 

 

LEIF 

This is it. We've arrived. 

 



PATRICK 

No. Not yet. 

 

RACHEL 

Are we really going to go through with it? It's not too late to turn back. 

 

SARAH 

But we've come so far already. Through everything. Through life. Together. Are we really 

prepared to throw that all away? 

 

JASON 

That was a long time ago. It doesn't matter anymore. 

 

GREG 

But it does. It always matters. Everything we've done together, the experiences we've 

shared, the memories we've created. They make us who we are. We remember them and 

hold on to them for a reason. They make us stronger, collectively and as individuals. They're 

not something that can be thrown away or forgotten. They are as much a part of us as our 

physical appearance and define who we are just the same. To forget them is to deny who we 

are. We're not prepared to do that. Not really. None of us are. 

 

CORY 

… I am. 

 

(a rainbow staircase descends from the heavens and CORY begins to climb it) 

 

BRIENNE 

It's not too late for any of us to turn back. 

 

JOSH 

You're going then? 

 

BRIENNE 

There is no other choice. You're right. We have our memories, our experiences, but now we 

move on to create others. That is life. That is what we are facing right now. A new challenge. 

Everything we've given each other to make us stronger was for this purpose. So we could 

continue on when the time came. Memories are meant to be left aside by their very nature. 

They are remnants of the past. A past that we can never have again. A past which prepares 

us for the future that lies ahead of us. To turn back now would be an insult to those 

memories we strive to hold onto. No. There is no turning back. The road before us is clear. 

There are no forks in it and nothing to go back to. 

 

ROBIN 

But we can go together. We can do that. 

 



BRIENNE 

I'd like that. 

 

ROBIN 

So would I. 

 

(they ascend the staircase) 

 

JOHN 

I believe she speaks for us all. 

 

BLAIR 

No, she doesn't speak for us, but she does share our thoughts. It's time. 

 

(one by one they ascend the stairs. As they go through the clouds they find themselves in 

front of two large golden doors with the word 'SurvivalSpace' engraved upon them. KELLY 

sits upon a throne before them holding a golden staff in his hands) 

 

KELLY 

You've all come then. 

 

PERRY 

We had no other choice. 

 

KELLY 

Then you all realize. I'm proud of you. Friendships will be tried. Severed. Are you all 

prepared for that? 

 

JOSH 

Yes. We've prepared each other for it. We know what must be done. 

 

KELLY 

Then step through the doors before you and let your journey truly begin and the circle be 

complete. For you came to each other as individuals and forged bonds of friendship so strong 

that it was only through each other you could come this far. Now though, it is time to let go 

of such things, as painful as it may be, so that new experiences can take their place and help 

you grow as individuals to prepare you for the trials that lie ahead. But as you leave your 

friends behind, as you move on alone, never forget that they are what brought you here. 

They are the reason you have made it as far as you have. That were it not for them, you 

would not be the person you are, standing before me today. 

 

(he bangs his staff thrice upon the ground) 

 

KELLY 

Let the tournament begin. 



 

(the Golden Doors open and RYAN stands inside. Everyone approaches him slowly) 

 

RYAN 

This is it. Your final chance to say farewell to one another, for when you step through these 

doors you will no longer be able to count upon each other. Though you will always be 

friends, you must take this leg of the journey alone, as individuals. 

 

(GREG turns to the rest of the group. A tear rolls down his cheek) 

 

GREG 

It has been an honor. I can say nothing but "thank you, all." 

 

(he steps through the doors and his body bursts into golden particles which are whisked 

away on the wind. Silently the rest of the group steps inside, one at a time, and the same 

thing happens to each of them. After the last has gone through the doors close behind them) 

 

RYAN 

Do you think they are ready for the challenges that await them? 

 

KELLY 

Were we ready when we first undertook them ourselves? 

 

RYAN 

No. You're right. But we somehow found the strength to make it through. 

 

KELLY 

As will they, my friend. As will they. 

 

(they look to the sky and doves fly overhead, bringing with them the dawning of a new day) 

 

FIN 

  

Kelly: Yikes.  I love this.  It's suddenly the second straight thing so overwrought and 

melodramatic that it's quite obviously good comedy.  Greg bursting into golden particles?  

Fantastic.  Turning this silly fun game into poetic brilliance was a fine idea, sir or madam. 

  

Ryan: Wow, holy cat crap.  I actually started thinking this would be something stoic and then 

when I read about Kelly sitting on a golden throne with a staff I bust out in laughter.  Then, 

and this is the honest to God truth, when I read the line, "Were we ready when we first 

undertook them ourselves?," I got an all over body shiver.  Wild.  This actually was, despite 

the cheese factor and it being short, is exactly what good cinema and film is all about.  It 

might have been a bit passé and overused, but in the same right, it was pretty fantastic.  



Thank you.  

 

 

 

 

5 (Brienne Zimmer) 

  

SurvivalSpace Elementary. 

 

Kelly 

Okay class, has everyone turned in their challenge submissions for the week? 

 

Class, except for Brienne  

(in a sing-song voice) 

Yes, Reverend SpookyMilk! 

 

Brienne  

(echoes the class response) 

Yes, Sister SourPuss. 

 

Kelly 

Brienne. Shut. Very good, Spankypantses. Now I want to go around the room and have each 

of you tell me how you think you did this week and why.  

 

Ryan  

I think we should go in reverse alphabetical order of the last letter of the town they grew up 

in. That would kick ass! 

 

Kelly 

Ryan. No. Let's begin with –  

 

Cory 

Me! Me! Oh, please pick me!  

 

Brienne  

(mocking) 

Me! Me!  

 

Cory 

Shut up, Brienne. Maybe you shouldn't wait until the last minute to submit your challenges 

every week. 

 

Brienne 

Cory, I can't help it that I have way more friends than you and my social calendar fills at 



least a month in advance. You want to be me so bad it's not even funny. 

 

Cory 

You're right. What are you doing after school today? Wanna ride bikes? 

 

Brienne 

Shoot, I can't. I already have plans. Maybe sometime never?  

 

Ryan 

Hey! Mouth One and Mouth Two. Zip the lips. 

 

Kelly 

That's the most helpful you've been all season, Ryan. (Cups hands over mouth and yells): 

BLAIR! Are you with us today? 

 

Blair  

(wiping the drool off of his face and the front of his Batman t-shirt) 

Oh, sorry dude. I ate a buttload of chocolate mousse last night. I think I might hafta poop. 

 

Sam and Rachel  

(in unison) 

Gross!  

 

 

Patrick 

What's wrong with a little poop talk? 

 

Sam  

(batting her eyes)  

Absolutely nothing, Patrick.  

 

Patrick  

(adjusts his pink bowtie) 

Thanks, Sammy.  

 

Kelly 

All right, class. Focus. Greg, my pet, let's start with you. 

 

Greg 

That's Reverend Spookymilk the 2nd! 

 

Kelly 

Shhhhhh. Keep that to yourself, okay? 

 

Greg  



(lowers his head) 

Okay, Reverend the 1st. I think I did pretty well this week. I researched the subject that I 

chose as the focus of my piece and tried to tug at the heartstrings for full effect. All in all, I'd 

say you're looking at the winner. Probably the winner of the entire game. 

 

Kelly  

(beaming) 

Excellent. Good work, Greggers. I mean Greg. Patrick – give it a go. 

 

Patrick 

Well, Sam and I worked on it pretty late last night. And we wrote our challenges. Boys have 

a penis and girls have a vagina. Isn't that both hilarious and interesting? 

 

Kelly  

(frowning) 

Must you? Sam – do you have anything to add to this, the most 

enlightening conversation of my life? 

 

Sam  

(sighs) 

Patrick's so right on. Girls do have a penis and boys do have a vagina. Oh wait. The other 

way around. 

 

Patrick 

Not necessarily. That's what my parents told me. And I read it in Teen Beat, the Jason 

Priestley edition. He's so hot, I mean great. But not as great as you, Sam. I mean hot. 

 

Rachel 

Is it my turn yet? And oh hey Sam, I really like your shirt today. 

 

Sam 

Thanks, Rachel. When are you bringing your pet weasel to class again? He's the coolest. 

 

Rachel 

Whenever you want! You want to come over after school and play with him? 

 

Sam 

Cool. Patrick, you in? 

 

Rachel  

(visibly annoyed) 

So, anyway, I think I'm the strongest female left in the game. It's not even close. 

 

Brienne 

What, like you're a Roid-Head? Because there's no way you're a better female player than 



me. 

 

Robby Jo 

While I appreciate your confidence, Rachel, I also think it's a pretty bold statement. I mean, 

I've spent hours on these challenges. The hours have mostly been spent watching my dogs 

hump, but that counts as extra credit research right Reverend? 

 

Kelly 

No. It counts as the first step towards a lifetime in counseling. 

 

Robby Jo  

Oh. Gosh. I guess it is kinda strange to those who aren't living on the farm. Speaking of 

strange, did I tell you about the girl I met this weekend? She was so funny.  

 

Kelly 

No. Ryan, want to field this one? 

 

Ryan 

Mouth 3. Zip the lip! And can you fold my laundry when we get home? 

 

Kelly  

Excellent. Moving on, then. Johnny – can you put Perry and Oliver down and join us please? 

 

Johnny  

(drops Perry and Oliver) 

On my way, Coach. I mean Teach. Step aside weaklings! 

 

Brienne 

Speaking of Roid-Heads… 

 

Johnny 

Woman, I will break you in half. 

 

Brienne 

Bring it on, Juicy Fruit. 

 

(Johnny throws a plastic chair at the wall and rushes towards Brienne. Brienne grabs both a 

ruler and Cory's plastic light sabre). 

 

Cory  

(crying) 

Give back Sabie, you Snaggletooth Beast! 

 

Johnny 

(smirks) 



Really. And, nice weapons of choice. 

 

Brienne 

Nice life. 

 

Kelly  

(laughing uncontrollably) 

You two…need to sit down…right now…HAHAHAHAHA! 

 

Ryan  

(holding up Brienne's right arm) 

The winner and undisputed champion of sarcasm – Mouth Two! 

 

Brienne 

I rule so much! In your face Yucker! We're so gonna vote your 

muscle-head out this game. Wait and see!  

 

(she sits down and a voice booms over the intercom)  

 

Principal Rachel Flynn 

Just checking in to see what's going on in SurvivalSpace. Not that I care, really. I don't miss 

any of you, nor do I miss working on the challenges. I also never play along at home. Also, 

just making sure no one needs anything as far as writing tips or strategy?  

 

Kelly 

Ah, it's our very first champion on the horn. We miss your crafty style, m'lady. 

 

Greg 

I'm still your favorite though, right?? 

 

Kelly 

Yep. You sure are, my sweet Greggy Tah. I mean Greg. 

 

Ryan 

Who's that hovering outside the door? Is that little miss drop-out? 

 

Carrie  

(saunters in with a sly smile on her face) 

Ah, I was just out enjoying this gorgeous afternoon! It's so nice not to have an assignment 

to worry about every week. 

 

Oliver 

I want that more than anything in the world. 

 

Carrie 



Join me! We can go grab ice creams and catch the new Indy Jones flick! 

 

Oliver 

Fuck it. I'm outta here. You're all planning to vote me off, anyway. But get this, I wasn't 

going to submit anything this week because I don't know any of you! Ha HA! 

 

The rest of the class 

(gratefully) 

Byeeeeee! 

 

Kelly 

Seriously. This season has really been a let-down, people. Let's bag my original question. 

What are we going to do to liven things up a bit this season? 

 

Greg 

Vote early for Obama and ensure his Demoractic nomination? 

 

Robin 

Adopt one of my kittens? 

 

Sam 

Tell Patrick how adorably cute he is? 

 

Patrick 

Write a fan letter to George Michael?  

 

Cory 

Ride bikes with Brienne? We're still doing that, right? 

 

Blair 

Take more poops?  

 

Johnny 

Bench 450 and then cuddle on the couch with your girlfriend? 

 

Rachel 

Spend more time with your friends? Sam? 

 

Brienne  

Remind Kelly and Ryan daily that they're total douche-bags? 

 

Kelly 

Wow. I already suspected it, but this is true confirmation as to where the priorities lie this 

season – it's sure to be a barnburner. Class dismissed. Except for Brienne. 

 



Ryan 

Yes, Snaggletooth Beast will be helping us clean up the mess in the boys bathroom. Nice 

work, Blair. 

 

Blair 

I feel soooooo much better. 

  

Kelly: Yikes.  Hey, Greg's like my one of my bestise, whaddaya want from me?  I'm just as in 

love with Leif and Josh too, you know.  Anyway, as usual great comedy comes from mocking 

the shit out of people.  Well, "great" might be a stretch, but in a day when I really haven't 

laughed out loud since I woke up 'cause the world is annoying me, I did it once during this 

one.  Though now that I'm trying to look for it, I can't find the spot where I laughed.  Oh 

well…it was funny enough once, anyway. 

  

Ryan: That was truly an exhibition on the highest level.  I don't know if anyone is safe.  Plus, 

did you make a prediction that Oli was making the way of the Dodo?  Kind of pulling a 

Carrie, but involuntarily?  Clever foreshadowing Mr. Shakespeare.  Not bad at all. 

 

 

  

6 (Blair Ross) 

  

Late one Wednesday night, Brienne Zimmer is paid a surprise visit at her home by her pal, 

Carrie Metz. Carrie is carrying some brushes, a blank canvas, and some other items typically 

associated with the art of painting. When Brienne enquires about the art supplies Carrie is 

toting around, Carrie explains that she is taking up painting as a hobby. She adds that she is 

hoping to paint a portrait of Brienne. Brienne is flattered and agrees to have a painting done 

of herself. To both their surprise, the painting turns out exquisitely beautiful. Brienne and 

Carrie are enchanted by the beauty of the painting and immediately embark upon an all-

night-long lesbianic adventure. In the wee hours of the morning some pillow talk ensues, 

and Carrie tells Brienne all about how magnificent it is hanging out at Buffalo Wild Wings. 

She dazzles Brienne with romantic talk of beers, buffalo wings, and karaoke. Brienne vows to 

begin living her life as one of these wicked-awesome BWW girls. 

Unfortunately, Brienne starts spending all her time at BWW and severely neglects Carrie and 

their newfound love. In a fit of jealous rage, Carrie commits suicide. But Brienne is so 

wrapped up in her new scene that she doesn't even go to the funeral. Not much later, she 

realizes that although she's constantly consuming beer and wings all the time now, her 

figure hasn't gotten any worse. That same night, she goes home and looks at the portrait of 

herself painted by Carrie once again. To her shock and dismay, her image in the painting has 

grown severely obese and there's sauce and beer stains all over her shirt and multiple 

chins. It's revolting! Brienne just stands there in shock and disgust for many minutes. 

Suddenly, the door flies open behind her and it's her mother-in-law, Robin. Brienne realizes 

Robin knows her secret and so she stabs and murders her on the spot. Then, in a mad 

frenzy, Brienne takes the knife she used to kill Robin and plunges it into the magical 

painting. 

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vY2hpbnMuSXQ=


Later, Matt Zimmer arrives home to find a mutilated painting and the corpse of his 350 

pound wife, covered in beer, buffalo sauce, and ranch dressing, on the floor. 

 

THE END 

  

Kelly: Yikes.  More death?  What's with you people.  I sorta dug the story, but dude, this 

wasn't a script!  So it's out of contention for Immunity.  If done as a script, this would've 

been right up there, I'd say.  Now I have to decide what the hell I'm going to do. 

  

Ryan: I like lesbians, but it's sad that lesbians can't even salvage this piece of "Multiple 

Chins" as I shall so aptly name it.  Good try.  

  

  

  

Kelly: Yikes.  What do I pick?  My final decision is seemingly coming between three, all of 

them written very well.  To break that tie, I go to which I found to be the most singular 

storyline.  And while stories that are in some way simply metaphors for me and Ryan 

running the game are certainly fun and good for the ego, there's one that not only made me 

chuckle a bit but also had me truly intrigued, and that belongs to Miss Samantha Fronek 

with her morning after mystery. 

  

About Robin's lack of entry: she's going through a pretty messed up situation at the moment 

that requires all of her focus, and without going into it (she can tell you all if she wants to; 

I'll keep it to myself in case that's how she wants it), I can say that I sympathize and I will 

not be enforcing the three self-votes.  However, I let her know that if life is going to be 

intervening for a while, she can just self-cast her vote if she wants.  So that's the story on 

that. 

  

Ryan: I am picking number four to be the winner because it uses (Kelly and I are both fans) 

of the "FIN" at the end of the movie.  Reflecting back to French cinema.  Congrats are in 

order.  

  

Kelly: That means that joining Sam is Oliver Thrun once again, the sly devil.  For once he 

wriggled through me without winning the third straight from my hand, but couldn't escape 

Ryan's seal of approval. 

  
You now have until Sunday at ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />noon Central to vote for the next elimination; any tiebreakers will 

be settled by the scoring whims of your (non-)humble judges. 

  

Next Challenge Teaser: I don't know, but probably not poker since everyone's more spread 

out than in previous games, but anything's possible, I s'pose 



June 1, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Thirteen, Challenge Fourteen  

Are you ready for a fat dose of weirdness?  Well, here it comes. 

Vote One: Cory Funk. 

Vote Two: Brienne Zimmer. 

Vote Three: Brienne Zimmer. 

Vote Four: Robin Zimmer.  "robin?" 

Vote Five: Patrick Kozicky. 

Vote Six: Samantha Fronek. 

Vote Seven: Robin Zimmer. 

This forces a tie between Robin and Brienne who, truth be told, I didn't see as being on the block 

here.  Granted, I didn't really know who had the best chance of going out, though. 

Deciding what to do here was hard.  Even having the two votes for Brienne was a bit weird.  I'll 

explain as much as possible, since I want everyone to know how we came to our final decision... 

One voter specifically said that they entrust their vote to Brienne.  He or she said that no matter 

who she votes for, that's their vote as well.  Which is all well and good (I guess), but Brienne 

didn't vote, and therefore cast a vote for herself.  In other words, I then had to force this other 

voter to unwittingly vote for Brienne, at the time giving her the "lead" in the voting. 

Minutes before the deadline, while I was waiting to post Brienne's elimination, one more vote 

came in for Robin that forced a tie.  The tiebreaker for this was supposed to be their performance 

in this challenge--except that Robin hadn't done this challenge because of her different situation 

and wasn't supposed to be punished with the three self-votes.  Still, this left Ryan and I to 

converse about what to do. 

Long story short, we decided to look at everything in the past from the game and decide what to 

do from there.  So basically, they were judged on our overall feelings of their challenges 

throughout the entire game.  Both have had very strong challenges and both have had pretty 

weak ones, but in the end, we made the tough decision (seriously, we wanted no part of this) on 

who to eliminate: 

Thirteenth Elimination from Survivor: Robin Zimmer 



Now, you're family, so no fighting.  And guys?  Don't ever make us f&*^in' do that again. 

With that potentially ugly scene out of the way, let's turn to the next challenge.  This is usually the 

spot wherein we throw the Survivor Poker Game, and would've been sorta cool to do it again, 

since the game would've featured the winners of all three past poker games (me twice and Patrick 

in the third one).  However, first of all, this has really become less of a variety game and more of 

a creative writing game.  Secondly, Oliver lives in New York, and as much as I like to cause him 

pain in any way I can, it was unfair of us to put his game in someone else's hands when there was 

0% chance of him getting here. 

So here's the thing: 

1) We're planning to play Survivor Poker IV next Saturday or the Saturday after anyway, though it 

won't have any bearing on the Survivor game. 

2) Instead of getting together for an in-person challenge, we came up with a way to use that spirit 

without forcing it to happen. 

Your challenge is to recap what would've happened if this challenge would've been in 

person.  You first choose the challenge we could've played--anything from Naked Twister to 

Drunken Spelling Bee to Beat Each Other with Nerf Bats--and run down the action, complete with 

who would've won Immunity.  Stay under a thousand words (I know most of you will, but 

sometimes Cory needs a little reminder.  Aw, snap!).  Again, they're due Friday by 3:30pm 

Central. 

Unless we change our minds when the next challenge comes along, this will be your final chance 

for two Immunity winners.  As before, if Ryan and I pick the same one there'll only be one 

anyway, but after this the current plan is to break down the challenges by points to stick with one 

Immunity winner. 

If you need any extra instruction on how to write this one, ask here.  But I think this is probably 

obvious.  Write it as prose and you'll be fine.  Well, as long as it's good. 

Congratulations on getting to this point, Primary Colorses...I now retreat to my throne with my 

golden staff and await your words of wisdom. 

Cheers. 

June 6, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Fourteen Results and More  
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The Game:   

Character Assassination! Being that Kelly and Ryan, the judges-now-participants, both have a 

theatre background, the game is based around competitive improv.  



  

How the game is played:   

-Players will be pitted against each other at random (roll a d8 and build a tournament tree).   

-Each player in the scene will be given a random character type to play, such as postman, medieval 

knight, astronaut, etc, and a random imaginary item with which they try to kill the other player.   

-Each line of the scene must be delivered alternately between the actors.   

-There will be a strict four minute time limit to each scene.  

-The judging will be done by three random players (again, chosen with the d8).   

-Score is determined by a one to five rating in terms of staying in character, how funny it was, who 

managed to kill who or not, and style points, with each judge picking one actor who has the highest 

point total for the scene as their vote for the winner.  

  

Opening Round Bracket Breakdown:  

-Patrick (ninja) v Blair (zoo keeper). Patrick comes out ahead in this short scene where he sneaks 

but says nothing and just hit Blair in the neck with a magazine in for the instant kill while Blair 

babbles confusedly. Unanimous win from judges Oliver, Brienne, and Sam.  

-Ryan (knife salesman) v Sam (tomb raider). Ryan takes the win in this full three minute scene 

where he deflects Sam's bullets and advances but doesn't get to killing her with the provided VHS 

tape and she doesn't figure out a way off to Ryan with her socks. A funny and clever scene but 

ultimately Cory and Patrick back Ryan while Brienne backs Sam in a split decision.  

-Kelly (sports team mascot) v Brienne (limo driver). Kelly uses a post modern deconstructivist 

filibuster technique based on the "Gimme a (letter)!!" sports event chant to keep Brienne from 

getting a real word in edgewise and gets a clean kill with a wooden ruler to her spleen. Patrick, Cory, 

and Oliver are horrified, but all agree on the outcome.  

-Cory (news announcer) v Oliver (welder). In a winding and unfocused scene that runs the full four 

minutes where no one gets to the killing and the phrase "slipping on a slime trail of monkey spooge", 

"The Pope is neither my girlfriend or lover, but I did know him in the Biblical sense", and "that's the 

last time I let the electric company charge me for lube" gain utterance, Oliver takes the decision 

after some flummoxed discussion from the set of judges Kelly, Sam, and Blair with Sam being the 

dissenter, but only by a single point.   

  

Semifinals:  

-Patrick (ninja) v Ryan (knife salesman). Ryan squeaks out a victory in the uproarious scene that 

goes full time by tricking Patrick into a time paradox with a banana. Everyone loved this one and 

laughed like hell, but Kelly, Blair, and Brienne cast the official votes.  

-Kelly (sports team mascot) v Oliver (welder). Oliver snatches victory in this hyperkinetic and 

medium length scene that not only contained Kelly getting stapled to a Volkswagen and nearly being 

eaten by a hippopotamus, but Kelly dupes the pachyderm into eating Oliver instead. Wicked turns of 

action and inventiveness peppered this rivalry but the voting is close as neither actor used the 

means-of-death provided and Kelly delivered several lines back to back. Oliver takes the full style 

points from judges Sam and Ryan and clinches the win despite his death. Patrick was the lone 

dissenter asserting that Kelly's idea for "cock whipping a water cow to death" deserves the win.  

  

Final round:  

Ryan (knife salesman) v Oliver (welder). The final round is an unbelievably quick one as Ryan 



delivers a stunning two line win with the following exchange:   

RYAN: Look over there!!  

OLIVER: What I see is a vulture swooping toward us with a barrel of monkeys in it's talons.  

Ryan, while Oliver is talking, produces an actual pink balloon sword (his randomly chosen fictional 

prop) out of his sweatpants and runs Oliver through the back with it (or, more technically, under the 

arm, this is just stage combat after all…). Oliver is stunned and confused.  

RYAN: Your just death comes swiftly like the dusk upon the winter sky, so lay silent upon these cold 

stones and let the hands of fate lift your black soul from your broken coil and rest it upon the 

unfurled banner of forever.  

Judges Ryan, Cory, and Brienne are moved to unilaterally give Ryan the overall win.  

  

Ryan: I really like this one because I, as some of you know, love and perform Improv.  This one is 

going to be hard to top, not because I won, but because if we were closer, this would undoubtedly 

be a challenge without a doubt.  Good call.  Also, Kelly as a sports mascot?  Coincidence?  I think 

not!  Acting!!  

  

Shit, this was so close.  I was really close with loving the Grand Prize Game, because I watched it 

nearly all my childhood, every day.  Also I was transfixed with the Karaoke contest because, hey, I 

love performers.  Remember that ladies… or single ladies… okay, everyone remember that.  It all 

comes down to the love of the game.  And that game IS improv.  Good show Improv genius.  

Actually, it's funny because Kelly and I talked about a final challenge somewhat close to this.  Did 

someone read our minds or just listened to us talking in our sleep?   

Kelly: Wow, what a complex challenge…and that's my bag.  I don't know if any of the remaining 

competitors know this, but in truth, I was the mascot Boomer the Bear for the Yakima Bears (a 

Rookie-level minor league team for the Arizona Diamondbacks) in 2004.  I especially dug the 

overblown writing in this challenge; well-constructed writing when relating a story with a simple, 

dopey premise makes me laugh. 

  

2 (Oliver Thrun) 

Human Flying Contraption  

  

Challenge 14 would require all the remaining survivors to make a human flying machine out of 

objects found in Kelly's house.  

  

Oliver goes first, trying to make a helicoptor-esque device by holding two fans above my head, 

however I find that I way far too much to attain altitude, even after removing my shoes. I then hand 

the fans to Kelly's daughter, who is immediately whisked away never to be seen again. I am then 

disqualified from the rest of the competition and severely beaten.  

  

Cory simply ties a towel around his neck, proclaiming it a cape and jumps off the roof of the largest 



building he can find. Surprisingly he does fly and rescues Kelly's daughter. Kelly does not apologize 

for the beat down he administered to me earlier.  

  

Samantha attempts a strategy similar to Cory, using a blanket as a parachute, and although it slows 

her descent it cannot be considered flying, so therefore does not count. Nice try though.  

  

Patrick after a week of intense muscle training, attaches paper towels under his arms for make-shift 

wings and flaps his arms as rapidly as possible. Although we're all impressed by how fast he can flap 

his arms he fails to fly. He fools no one when he jumps in the air and claims that to be short distance 

flying.  

  

Blair attempts a similar strategy to Patrick, minus the workouts, but instead of making wings shakes 

up cans of beer and then points them at the ground using the built up pressure to launch him into 

the air. When the pressure gives out he drops the empty cans and grabs to more he attached to his 

belt and repeats the process, gaining even more altitude. He continues this until he runs out of beer 

and realizes he never considered how he would get down and plummets to his death.  

  

Brienne makes an incredibly complex device using a microwave, clock, dishwasher, toilet, DVD 

player, and toothpaste that actually reduces the gravitational pull on an object allowing them to float 

into the sky. She tests it out on Blair's corpse. It explodes. She argues that the chunks of his body 

which were propelled into the air by the explosion should count as flying. After the judges confer 

they agree and bestow immunity upon her and Cory.  

  

Despite Blair's death, Oliver is voted off because none of the remaining survivors in the game no 

who he is.  

  

Ryan: Damn, that was kind of harsh on the last line.  I'm guessing it's true though.  It all comes 

down to those dirty little alliances.  BTW, how are those going?  You know who I'm talking to.  This 

one didn't seem like it work for a challenge and then I realized it was just a vehicle for you to make 

fun of people.  Which, might I add, spot on.  Thanks for the laughs and Blair's dead corpse. 

Kelly: This made me laugh.  I don't know why, but the thought of someone dying and the 

subsequent continuation of the contest really makes me laugh.  Surely it would be a horrible idea for 

a challenge, but it was really funny. 

3 (Blair Ross) 

Alright, the game: Grand Prize Game. That's right, the game from the Bozo the Clown Show where 

you throw balls into little cups on the floor that get further and further away from you. It seems 

appropriate that since the show had two hosts, Bozo and Cookie, that our hosts should assume these 

beloved roles. Kelly= Bozo, Ryan= Cookie, in complete make-up and apparel. But the twist to this 

Grand Prize Game is that the players must first consume four beers and three shots of Jagermeister 

before playing. Then, we throw the balls into those goddamn cups on the floor.  

The game heats up right away as Sam pukes up her third shot of the Jage all over Patrick. Patrick is 



enraged by the horrific incident and, fueled by booze and mad competitive energy, he instinctively 

bitch-slaps Sam in response. Bozo and Cookie step in to make the peace and eventually successfully 

defuse the gruesome situation. Cory throws the first ball. He makes it into the first cup! But, on his 

second try, Brienne flashes a little tit and Cory loses his focus. The ball bounces off the side of the 

cup. Brienne's turn. Brienne makes her tosses into the first two cups and is looking strong, until the 

booze finally hits her and she passes out at the bar nearby. Oliver rushes in late, just off the plane, 

and misses his second shot as well, due to the power of the Almighty Jage. But Patrick has an 

uncanny knack for getting his balls right near the hole, and makes it into each cup on every toss. 

Sam's turn is passed due to the fact that she's in the bathroom, presumably puking her guts out. 

Presumably. Blair steps up, and in a surprise move, refuses to throw the balls into the cups, but pulls 

out his dick and pisses a little in each one. Brienne wakes up and starts dancing on the table, 

topless. Cory is stuffing dollar bills in her pants, and Patrick gets up there and joins her. Cory 

provides him with dollar bills as well. Blair steals the grand prize Schwinn bicycle, and just before 

leaving, turns around and incoherently mumbles "Don't hate the playa, hate the game." Brienne falls 

off the bar and breaks her left arm. Patrick and Cory laugh at her uncontrollably.... Cory farts.  

Two Immunities: Patrick, for being so accurate with those balls. And Brienne, for being all drunk and 

whorey.  

  

  

Ryan: Okay, I haven't even started reading it yet, but I just got his and saw that Jagermeister was 

in this challenge, so I had to add it.  It's a picture of Kelly and I with what we dressed up as for 

Halloween last year.  Guess which one I am?  

http://s177.photobucket.com/albums/w225/kleinsasserfan/?action=view&current=Jagermeister.png" 

target="_blank"> http://i177.photobucket.com/albums/w225/kleinsasserfan/Jagermeister.png" 

border="0" alt="Me">  

Alright.  I just read it.  Refer to picture above.  

Kelly: This was probably the closest to the truth of any challenge.  I don't know if I'm in love with 

the fact that it's an existing game, but the drinking makes up for it.  This is a tough decision, so it's 

a good thing it doesn't matter much. 

  

4 (Brienne Zimmer) 

Survivor Karaoke Showdown 

The remaining Survivors have one shot to win with a song of their choice. Judges will base their 

decisions around song choice, voice quality and overall performance. 

http://blogs.myspace.com/%3cA%20href=


First up, Patrick Kozicky singing "The PU**Y Song" by David Allen Coe 

The audience sits in pure silence throughout the entire performance, as Patrick is wearing nothing 

but a pair of pink panties and a matching pink fedora. Ryan and Kelly grin in delight. 

Sam:  "Alone" by Heart 

In the middle of Sam's heart-wrenching performance,  she beings to weep, bringing the audience to 

their knees. At the end of her performance she exclaims, "Just kidding. Fu you all!" And laughs in 

devilish delight. 

Blair: "Old Time Rock and Roll" by Bob Seger 

Blair comes out of the bathroom and directly onto the stage in his boxers, a white collar shirt w/his 

Taco Johns name tag, and a dark pair of sunglasses. By the end of the song, he is sweating 

profusely and the crowd goes wild. 

Cory: "Pour Some Sugar On Me" by Def Leppard 

In the middle of Cory's performance, Ryan steps on stage to try and help him because it's so 

excruciatingly awful. Cory swings at him and the bouncer kicks Cory out of the bar. Cory is 

automatically disqualified. 

Brienne: "If I Could Turn Back Time" by Cher 

Brienne has been wearing a trenchcoat, buttoned up to her neck all night. She walks up to the stage, 

takes off the jacket to reveal a tight black leather bustier, black fishnet stockings, and a leather 

thong, revealing her buttocks, complete with a skull tattoo on her right cheek. She executes the 

song, flawlessly and gives many senior citizens their first chub in years. 

Oliver: "Seek and Destroy" by Metallica 

Oliver puts on a mullet wig and lights his chest on fire. Halfway through the song, he starts breaking 

the sound system with his spiked bracelets chanting repeatedly: "This game is mine! You're all 

dead!" until one of the bar staff calmly escort him away on a stretcher. 

The Judging: 

Patrick's Performance. 

R: Pink is my favorite color.  

K: You owned that song. And I don't think you've ever smelled a p*ssy in your life. I almost took you 

for a straight man. Almost. It was definitely a strong start and the bar was raised immediately. 



Sam's Performance. 

R: *sniff, sniff* That was bittersweet and so cruel. Your new nickname is Cruella DeVille. 

K: If not for the big FU at the end, I'd say it was above-average at best. 

Blair's Performance. 

R: Tom Cruise ain't got nothin' on this fine hippy.  Fantastic. 

K: I still need a few minutes to recover from this one. The performance was outstanding, but the 

rest was, well, disturbing. 

Cory's Performance. 

R: That's too bad. He should have let me help him out. Hopefully he'll use his one phone call to have 

us bail him out. 

K: I have no comment on this one. Def Leppard? For serious? 

Brienne's Performance. 

R: Sweetcheeks and nice vocals. A winning combination. 

K: Brienne doing Cher = the new Viagra.  

Oliver's Performance. 

R: Dude. I didn't know you had it in you. I soiled myself in delight. I'm going to continue to sit in it 

until we come to a decision. 

K: I don't think I know you anymore. That was, well…it was angry and scary.  

The Winners:  

Kelly picks: Patrick Kozicky. P*ssy wins every time. 

Ryan picks: Blair Ross. Blair's Old Time Rock 'n Roll is the New Time Rock 'n Roll.  

  

Ryan: This was very original and a great way to pigeon hole all the contestants and judges.  I like 

how everyone had some kind of get-up along with their singing.  I wish there was more nakedness, 

but hey, singing, Brienne in a Cher get up, Oli burning Cher alive… wait, that was just in my mind.  

Just a note for the straights, a Cher concert is the best place to pick up hetero or bi women.  Think 



about it. 

Kelly: I hadn't been thinking about it, but I am now.  Heh.  That's a good angle.  Anyway, not a bad 

idea and certainly a funny write-up of the happenings.  Oliver has never sang karaoke to my 

knowledge, but I would pee myself if he sang "Seek and Destroy." 

  

5 (Sam Fronek) 

Dear KellySpace Survivor Challengers,   

  

As much as I love you all and love this game, I just don't have the time available right now to put 

my heart into the game.  

  

I ask that you all kindly vote for me this week.  

  

  

  

That is all.  

Love you!  

  

Sam  

  

Ryan: I'm guessing this submission is the work of Oliver.  Which, is undoubtedly a genius move, 

because he can trick everyone including the judges into thinking that Sam is throwing in the towel.  

Good show Oli, but not enough to win us over with such a clever ruse.  

Kelly: Nope, this is real, unfortunately. 

  

  

  

Alright then.  Patrick also didn't send anything—for the first time ever, I think.  However, he's the 

Houdini of Survivor, as I'll be removing Sam at her request, since she's busy enough to be unable to 

play throughout the next bunch of weeks (I can vouch for her busy schedule, though still, this kinda 

makes me sad). 

  

So then. 

  

Fourteenth Elimination from Survivor: Samantha Fronek 

  

I have stuff to do and places to go, so I'll move along.  After my next phone (sex) call with Ryan, I'll 

post the next challenge; for now, rest easy, for you have made the final five. 



  

Cheers, Primary Colors. 

June 9, 2008 - Monday   

 

Challenge Fifteen  

Yep, it's late.  Whatcha gonna do about it? 

Seriously, though, there's no particular good reason.  One of us forgot all day yesterday, and the 

other one slept all day yesterday.  Just for fun, try guessing which is which! 

Hey, did you have a good time writing that script a couple weeks ago?  No?  Well, maybe this will 

be more fun.  It's an idea that Ryan had, and I was like, all "meh," and he was all, "but do it this 

way," and I was like, "I guess," and then the time came and I totally forgot about it, and I talked 

to Ryan again today and he was all, "dude, 'member that one challenge?" and I was like "meh" 

and he was like "do it this way, though, remember?" and I was all, "oh, right, hell yeah!" 

If you had the patience to read that paragraph without committing suicide, here's your challenge.  

It was going to be called "SNL Seven" originally, then Ryan thought of "Magnificent Seven," so I'm 

going to give it the stupid, hideous name "Magnifisnl Seven."  Actually, I just laughed out loud at 

that spelling.  Words are fun. 

What you do is take between two and seven recurring characters from the Saturday Night 

Live canon and put them in a scene together.  Smartypantses among you may even place the 

scene in the world of a famous SNL sketch.  Wouldn't that be great? 

Regarding length, follow the guidelines for the Survivor Scene.  I don't remember what those 

guidelines were, but let's say these are the same. 

I feel like there should be more explanation here, but I guess it isn't necessary, maybe? 

Once again there will be two possible Immunities from Ryan and me.  I know I was going to 

stop that this week, but I like the dimension the dual-Immunity brings.  Next week I plan on doing 

the same, although we still have to come up with a challenge for that. 

Have them in by Friday at 3:30 if you can, but the extended deadline will actually be Saturday 

when I wake up if you need those extra hours.  Voting will be due on Sunday either way, but if 

you want the usual full voting period, everyone will have to have theirs in by Friday.  But I didn't 

want to short you on the time to finish the challenge, so there you go. 

Also worth mentioning is the final challenge, which Cory named earlier in the challenge to create 

a challenge.  It's very involved, so go back into the archives, read it, and maybe start figuring out 

what you're going to do for the challenge, provided you survive the next two eliminations. 

Another thing most definitely worth mentioning: the way the winner is selected.  It could be 

different this time.  What's going to happen when we judge the final challenge is this: we'll each 



choose our favorite from the three entries.  If our choices are the same, the Immunity winner will 

choose who to eliminate and the 5th, 4th and 3rd place winners will pick the ultimate Survivor.  

However, if Ryan and I pick different ones, then the third person is automatically eliminated, and 

then those same three positions will pick the winner.  Got it? 

There is indeed a poker game in the works...we'll put that in a separate post, though. 

Cheers, final five.  You're one hell of a strong finishing group.  I'm psyched to see this play out. 

 

 

June 9, 2008 - Monday   

 

Poker Game; all 19 players invited (After-Poker Sex Optional)  

Hey! 

Who wants to be part of Survivor Poker IV?!  I do!  In particular because I want to regain my 

crown, stolen from Patrick Kozicky, who won Survivor Poker III after I'd won the first two. 

Here's the thing, though.  Outside of the douchey Greg, Harber and Oliver, most of you live in one 

of two areas: Minneapolis/St. Paul and Sioux Falls/Nothing, Really.  So let alone needing a specific 

site for the game, we need to figure out who can go and figure out from there who's got the best, 

poker-readiest house or lawn or abandoned church. 

The game is "planned" for June 29th, sometime around 2pm or so.  Either way, say if you can 

get there.  If you have a game site, mention that too. 

I would love as many as possible of the 19 players to be there, and if Ryan must be there, that's 

cool too.  If you need a tiebreaker over whether you want to go, keep in mind (or don't) that 

sometimes when I drink, I get naked and f*&k trophies. 

I hope this comes together.  Trust me...the first three were a blast, even with just about seven 

people each time. 

Cheers, 

Kelleronimus 
 

June 14, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Challenge 15 Results  

Alright then.  Here's the deal: like a few other times throughout Survivors III and IV, Ryan 

and I had to get together on the phone this time…he had no internet access at the moment, 

so I read him the entries.  We were both obsessing over which to pick of our two favorites, 

and since they turned out to be the same two, those are the immune ones.  Ryan has no 

comments here because of the no-computer thing, but wanted me to add that one of his 

favorite things was actually that in order to keep the parts straight for him, I did all the 



voices of the characters over the phone.  I guess it was pretty funny.  Also, it turns out I do 

a surprisingly awesome impression of Rod Roddy, the SNL announcer...:namespace prefix = 

o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

  

Anyway, onward… 

  

1 (Oliver Thrun) 

  

Weekend Update 

 

ANNOUNCER: It's Weekend Update with Norm MacDonald. 

 

NORM: It was just announced yesterday that Barack Obama will be the Democratic 

Presidential Nominee. Unfortunately it was announced today that the Supreme Court 

overturned the decades old ruling allowing blacks to vote, so his chances of being elected are 

now worse than Ralph Nader's. 

 

TINA: Yes Norm, but they're still better than Hilary's. 

 

NORM: Holy Shit! Who the hell are you? Where did you come from? 

 

TINA: Um, I'm Tina Fey. The anchorwoman. 

 

NORM: Anchorwoman? Since when did this show have an anchorwoman? 

 

TINA: Since you were fired ten years ago. 

 

NORM: Oh right. I forgot about that. But what about that drunken Irish guy? I thought he 

replaced me. 

 

JIMMY: Yeah, for about a week. 

 

NORM: What the hell? Who are you? 

 

JIMMY: Jimmy Fallon. I'm Tina's co-anchor. 

 

NORM: Co-anchor? Why does this show need two anchors? 

 

TINA: Well, neither of us are funny enough to carry the sketch on our own, so we were 

hoping that if we both did it, it would make it funnier. 

 

NORM: Well obviously that didn't work. 

 

JIMMY: Hey! I'll have you know I'm going to be replacing Conan when he replaces Leno! 



 

NORM: Yeah, I think we both know what happened to the last Update anchor who got their 

own talk show. 

 

CHEVY: Norm, come on. I'm sitting right here. 

 

NORM: Oh my God! ..:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-

com:office:smarttags" />Chevy Chase!? I thought you were dead. 

 

CHEVY: Nope, just my career. And I'll have you know, I'm not the last Update anchor to 

have his own talk show. Both Dennis Miller and the drunken Irish man had successful talk 

shows after me. 

 

JIMMY: That's right! Hey Chevy, do you think I have what it takes to be a successful late 

night talk show host? 

 

CHEVY: … Don't talk to me. 

 

NORM: Well who's going to replace you once you're gone? Or is Tina going to do it by 

herself? Ha! That's a laugh! A woman anchoring the Weekend Update by herself! I think I'd 

have to turn to drugs again if I ever saw that! 

 

TINA: Actually, Amy Poehler replaced Jimmy several years ago and we had two female 

anchors doing the show for two years. 

 

NORM: … Excuse me, I'm just going to go into the bathroom and cut off my penis now. 

(exits) 

 

CHEVY: So who is anchoring the show these days anyway? 

 

TINA: Amy and Seth Meyers. 

 

CHEVY: Seth Myers? Who's that? 

 

TINA: He became the show's head writer after I left. 

 

JIMMY: Wait a minute? You were the head writer? 

 

TINA: Duh. 

 

JIMMY: So then it's not my fault that all my jokes sucked. 

 

TINA: No, No that was all you. 

 

JIMMY: Lorne, thought I was funny… 



 

COLIN: Yeah, he thought I was too. That's why he kept me on the sketch alone for two long, 

unfunny years. 

 

JIMMY: Hey, I know you! You're the drunken Irish man! 

 

COLIN: I have a name you little shit! 

 

JIMMY: Really? What? 

 

COLIN: It doesn't matter. Nobody ever remembers it anyway. I'll never be remembered as 

anything but the drunken Irish man who replaced the only funny person left on this shit 

show! (puts his head down on the desk and cries) 

 

CHEVY: Perhaps it's better to be remembered as that, then not be remembered at all. 

 

JIMMY: Don't be so hard on yourself Chevy. You still have lots of fans out there. 

 

CHEVY: Listen to me you worthless little upstart. You're the worst actor on this show since 

Chris Kattan! The only way you can cheer me up is through your own self-inflicted death. 

 

JIMMY: … Tina? Do you feel this way too? 

 

TINA: I hate you SO much. 

 

JIMMY: (puts his head down on the desk and starts crying. COLIN offers him some whiskey) 

 

CHEVY: So, Tina… Now what? 

 

TINA: I don't know. I never could write a proper ending to a sketch. But Mean Girls, that was 

good, wasn't it? I mean, people liked that one, right? (CHEVY slaps her. TINA puts her head 

down on the desk and starts crying. COLIN offers her some whiskey) 

 

CHEVY: In other news, scientists announced that a man is pregnant. He was artificially 

inseminated after undergoing a sex change operation, but prior to the removal of the female 

reproductive organs. Doctors say the baby is coming along nicely, and Angelina Jolie is 

scheduled to give birth sometime in August. Now THAT's how you tell a fucking joke! 

 

ANNOUNCER: This has been Weekend Update with Chevy Chase. 

  

Kelly: Mean Girls is legitimately one of the ten best comedies I've ever seen, and Tina Fey is 

funny in general (an okayish performer, an awesome writer) but I have no other issue with 

this.  It's pretty funny, but I've gotta say I was amazed at the lack of Kevin Nealon, who 

always sticks out to me when I think of the Weekend Update.  I didn't think he was all that 

good at it—I just always remember him.  Man, did that guy trip over his lines a lot.  He's 



funny, but live work wasn't his thing.  Hey, is this a tangent?  I'm thinking it probably is. 

  

  

2 (Cory Funk) 

  

I'm not sure I hit the spirit of this challenge, but here goes. 

 

Cast:  

Dieter (Mike Myers) from 'Sprokets'. 

The Master Thespian [TMT] (Jon Lovitz). 

Nick the Lounge Singer [NLS] (Bill Murray). 

Irwin Mainway (Dan Akroid) 

Miss Colleen (Molly Shannon) 

Mr. David Larry (Will Ferrell) 

Special mystery guest! 

 

Setting: 

The new condo of The Continental. As such, the entire bit is filmed in first person, 

presumably from a woman's perspective. 

 

The camera comes up to the door, the door plate says "The Continental". A gloved hand 

knocks on the door, Irwin Mainway opens the door, in his sleazy mustache, slicked hair, and 

sunglasses. 

IRWIN: Hey sexy! Why dontcha come on in! The party is swinin'. Our buddy stepped out for 

a few minutes to get more 'chom-pain-ya and some of those little cheese crackers with 

peanut butter on them. Yeah, this party is pretty hip. We're celebrating the success of my 

new toy line 'Little Johnny's Razor Blade Fun Time' and 'Little Suzie's First Autoerotic 

Asphyxiation Kit'. Big hit with the kiddies, and of course, the opening of a new 'Curves for 

Women' just across the street from the big bay window here! Let me introduce you around 

to all the classy folks, eh? Here we have Dieter. He's some kinda German monkey film guy. 

DIETER: There is no pleasure in this bourgeois gathering of artless fools.  

IRWIN: And over here we got the dog freaks in some kind of doggie fashion show. 

DAVID: Now, Mister Bojangles, why don't you show everyone your nice new dress that you 

have donned just for this exciting party? You see, I am playing a trick on her, because 

"Mister" Bojangles is really a girl. 

COLLEEN: (banging a snare drum) Mister Bojangles is really a girl! Mister Bojangles is really 

a girl! 

DAVID: And what, pray tell, is Mister Rocky Balboa wearing? 

COLLEEN: An outfit so flamboyant that even you might like it…  

(they move in to kiss, but then turn apart disgusted, back to their dogs) 

DIETER: Your animalistic stage play is shallow and lacking in social meaning yet is not nilistic 

enough to be noteworthy.  

TMT (cutting in): Well, well, well, did someone say there is a production being staged? 

Perhaps you need an actor of excruciating talent to star, yes? 

COLLEN: No, no, no. We only like DOGS! 



TMT: Hrumph. Well, this is just the opening act anyway… weirdos. 

IRWIN: Yeah, that's right. (Looking around the room) Where is the real entertainment 

anyway? 

From behind a curtain separating the kitchen from the living room emerges Nick the Lounge 

Singer (NLS) looking cheesy, with a microphone in his hand. 

NLS: Hello, hello, hello you fine looking wonderful crowd! I'm here tonight to perform for you 

good folks, on the occasion of Mister Irwin Mainway's commercial success! May all those kids 

who get an "Invisible Pedestrian" costume live to tell the thrilling tale, and as the note says, 

to give a little entertainment music for watching the ladies at Curves do there thing, oh 

yeah!  

(NLS launches into a medley of "Fat Bottom Girls/ You Are So Beautiful/ Baby Got Back" in 

his trademark lounge style.) 

NLS: Thank you, thank you all so very much!  

COLLEEN: Why don't you do a song about dogs and how great dogs are? 

DIETER; There should be no performance of the sort. The only performance worth watching 

is the lovely interplay of nothing with the vast emptiness that is the human soul on a blank 

stage. 

DAVID; Well, someone woke up on the wrong side of the chew toy, didn't they? 

IRWIN: Hey, eh, Hanz, or Franz, or whatever your name is, yer monkey's got a note there. 

Whatzit say? 

TMT: It seems to be in the form of a scroll, this missive! It says thus; Upon the stroke of the 

witching hour, I shall break upon your souls like the gathered storm and unleash such fury 

and wrath upon your miserable heads that mothers and sons shall weep for generations at 

the whispered tales of your demise! 

IRWIN (taking the note): It doesn't say that. 

TMT: I know… I was ACTING! 

DAVID: Let me see that. All it says is this address, "10:30pm", and Enterprise Rental Cars, 

with what looks like a paw print. 

COLLEEN: Well, this is a mystery for Mr. Rocky Balboa to solve! (Her dog is now dressed like 

Sherlock Holmes). 

TMT: Our suspense has come to an end! Look out the window!  

Outside, a 1980's Chrysler K Car driven by Toonces the Driving Cat is careening right 

towards the condo which then smashes through the big bay window and then explodes, 

reducing the place to rubble. 

DIETER crawls out from the rubble, along with TMT. 

TMT: Well, I guess that cat really had had it with those dogs! 

DIETER: This party is now nothing and is ridiculous, so we shall dance as we do on 

SPROKETS! 

DIETER and TMT dance. 

Fade out. 

  

Kelly: You can drop the opening qualifier, because you nailed the spirit of this challenge for 

sure.  This one is not only funny but also did the best job of integrating very different 

characters into a single sketch and making it seem possible.  And the payoff not only made 

(a stupid kind of) sense, but involved one of my favorite characters ever.  Ah, Toonces. 



  

  

3 (Brienne Zimmer) 

  

Superhero Movie Auditions 

 

Judges: Kevin Nealon and Jan Hooks 

 

Entrants: Adam Sandler, Ellen Cleghorne, David Spade, Chris Rock and Bill Murray. 

 

Kevin Nealon (To Jan Hooks): This audition is extremely important. The Incredible Hulk, Iron 

Man and The Dark Knight are being released this summer and we must have a superhero 

film in the works before it comes out, so as to sand away the majority of their luster. Damn 

that Christian Bale. Why does he have to be so man-pretty and man-manly at the same 

time? And why didn't he answer our calls to audition again? 

 

Jan Hooks: I completely agree with you - it's crunch time. Alas, I'm not confident in any of 

the 5 entrants. They're, well, I guess you'll see for yourself. The interns chose the last two, 

for the record. I think even the janitor had some input. Yikes. 

 

Kevin Nealon: If all else fails, we're going with my original script: "Janitor Man". Bring them 

out. Hey, do you want to be Paula and I'll be Simon?  

 

Jan Hooks: I see we're off to a great, professional start here. Eyes to the front. Pay 

attention, mmmmkay? 

 

Kevin Nealon: Mmmmkay. 

 

Adam Sandler enters the room with long 2x4's attached to his shoes and a plastic bucket in 

hand. The judges both have confused looks on their faces. 

 

Kevin Nealon: You're auditioning as Patrick Kozicky's "The Shifter", correct? 

 

Adam Sandler: That is almost correct, Mr. Judge Sir and Ms. Judge Ma'am. I'm "The Shitter". 

 

Jan Hooks: Come again? 

 

Adam Sandler: Why yes, ma'am. When you and I conversed over the telephone lines last 

week that's the name you gave to me and I ran with it. 

 

Kevin Nealon: I'm intrigued. Go head, begin. 

 

Adam Sandler: I just had a hard day at work, washing windows in Manhattan. I lower my 

platform and see a man tied to a chair who has been severely beaten. A door opens and a 

man with a gun hits the man in the chair in the back of the head. I'm so upset I have to shit 



into my soapy bucket. The soap and the shit combine into some sort of kryptonite substance 

which I fling at the killer, stunning him long enough for me to put him away. Hence, The 

Shitter, is born. He's tough and he's getting off the pot. What do you say to that? 

 

Kevin Nealon: I just shit myself in disgust. 

 

Jan Hooks: I kind of like it. But that's probably just my shit fetish talking. 

 

Kevin and Adam: What!? 

 

Jan Hooks: Kidding. I'm into severe beatings to the mouth. We'll call you - thanks for the 

audition. 

 

Adam Sandler: Thank you for your time. Shit is really making a comeback, you know.  

 

Kevin Nealon: It's most certainly the new puke. Next. 

 

Ellen Cleghorne enters, wearing an IHOP uniform and sporting a mullet. 

 

Jan Hooks: You remind me of my Aunt Cindy from Sheboygan. I can smell her chicken-

grease hair now. Ah, memories. 

 

Ellen Cleghorne: I'm nobody's Aunt Cindy, so shut your fat stupid ugly-ass mouth bitch 

before I come over there and take your order. 

 

Kevin Nealon: I like you already. Begin. 

 

Ellen Cleghorne (without emotion): I'm Flo Jackson, the Bionic Waitress. Can I take your 

order today? I will bring it out on a tray of douchebaggery and wipe the ketchup you will 

ultimately spill on the table off of my hands with my Apron of Gratitude. 

 

Jan Hooks: Wait, wait. The Bionic Waitress? Are you even serious? How did this get through? 

 

Kevin Nealon: You wait. I want to hear what else she's got. 

 

Ellen Cleghone: Well, actually that's it.  

 

Jan Hooks: Good. Because you're through.  

 

Ellen Cleghorne: Ugly B - 

 

Jan Hooks: It was. Now go. 

 

David Spade (yelling from backstage): I'm whacking my junk! oh junk! I love whacking you!! 

 



Kevin Nealon: Remind me never to vacation. Ever. Again. 

 

David Spade runs onto the stage in a unitard with a flourescent orange Gold's Gym tank top 

over top. 

 

David Spade: I am the Pole Guardian! I just whacked my junk, jizzled, and now I can see 

the future! 

 

Kevin Nealon: That's me any good day of the week. I'm getting irritated. Next! 

 

Chris Rock (singing): "Ski-Bi dibby dib yo da dub dub Yo dab dub dub."  

 

Jan Hooks: Was that the intro to "Scatman"? 

 

Chris Rock: Sure was. 'Cos I'm The Scatman. I don't stutter, I flutter. 

 

Kevin Nealon: While that's incredibly cute and possibly marketable, how can you possibly 

believe that The Scatman will compete with BATMAN at the box office? 

 

Chris Rock: I guess I never thought of that. I just let the ideas fly and I present them 

without thinking them through. You're right. It's incredibly stupid and ridiculous. I didn't 

expect you to choose me, anyway. 

 

Jan Hooks: Thanks for wasting our time. 

 

Chris Rock: No problem. I'll be back. 

 

Kevin Nealon: That's it. We're screwed. We'll be kissing Nolan Brothers ass for the rest of our 

lives! 

 

Bill Murray enters, in his Ghostbusters uniform. 

 

Bill Murray: Oh, I'll do it. I'm - "The Ghost Hunter". Whee.  

 

Ray Parker Jr. blares over the PA. 

 

Kevin Nealon and Jan Hooks: That's a wrap!  

  

Kelly: This was strange because it took a very different approach—using the performers not 

in their usual roles but as playing the roles of people in this game.  It's a good angle, though 

not necessarily the angle we were going for.  So the kicker, I guess, is how funny it is.  

Which is hard to determine, because we were too busy trying to figure out whether we liked 

the style.  I can tell you, though, that I do a pretty good David Spade. 

 

 



  

4 (Blair Ross) 

  

setting: the FRANK SINATRA SHOW!!! 

 

 

characters: Frank Sinatra, Debbie Downer, Merv the Perv, Matt Foley, Buckwheat..... 

 

 

 

Frank:"Hey there, sweet-cheeks...." 

(sings) "Sta't spreadin' the news".... 

"Interviewin' some Jews".... 

"Hey hey, welcome to the Frank Sinatra Show!" 

"OK, cutie, so.... let's start off by talkin' 'bout maybe you and me gettin' fresh right afta' tha' 

show, huh?".... 

 

Debbie: "hu,hu... ah..me? well, actually, it was recently reported that 1 in 4 New Yorkers are 

infected with genital herpes" 

-WAH WAH WAH-- 

 

Frank: (awkwardly) huh ha; 

 

Merv: "hu, it was also reported that 1 in 4 New Yorkers have been infected by my LOVE 

STANK" (sniffing Debbie) 

 

Matt: (aggressively) Well let me tell you a little about LOVE STANK..... (sweating)... "you 

won't see much of it when you're a regular at the free clinic, divorced, living in a VAN DOWN 

BY THE RIVER!" 

 

Merv: "huh, actually i caught plenty of things in a van down by the river, ha ha...." "Like 

THESE WARTS....." 

 

Buckwheat: (sings) "WOOKA pa nub????" 

 

Frank: "Hey Stevie Wonder, how many "negro fevers" you lookin' at?".... 

 

(Merv is quiet, uncomfortable)... 

 

Buckwheat: "unce, tice, pfee,, po'"... 

 

Frank: "that's beautiful, Buttseed.... how 'bout you there, sweet-tits?" 

 

debbie: "Actually, I'm all set for my mamogram.... as you may know, breast cancer is a top 

killer of adult females" 



(close-up: WAH-WAH-WAH) 

 

Frank: "well, i think matt here might be the the 1 killa' of females, if ya know what i mean... 

now YOU tell one?...." 

 

Matt Foley: (turning red) "YOU.... SON OF A ...... BITCH!!" 

 

Debbie: "Don't get me started on the nation-wide epidemic known as feline AIDS".... 

WAH-WAH... 

 

Frank: "I don't know much about feline AIDS, but I can say that this pussy is making me 

sick.... She's really getting 'under my skin'....." 

 

Matt: (to Frank) "say, i can't see so well.... is that Bill Shakespeare over there??"""...... 

 

 

Frank: (stands up, punches Matt in the face)... 

 

Buckwheat: (jumps up, sings incoherently)... "?????"... 

 

(Merv joins in and grabs Buckwheat's ass, singing harmony... 

 

 

Debbie: "1 out of every 3 men is primarily homosexual".... 

(close-up) 

"and may carry the HIV virus"..... 

 

WAH-WAH-WAH.... 

 

(fade)....  

Kelly: This one, I can tell you, gave us the most laughs.  It was a good mix of characters 

past and way-in-the-past, and used some edgy humor while probably never stepping over 

the line of Standards and Practices, which made it feel the most SNL-iest of all the entries.  

Ah, but if only the writing in the 33 years of this show was always as funny as this sketch. 

  

Patrick didn't send an entry. 

Sigh. 

While he'll be self-voting three times and therefore possibly make our decision for us, we still 

know that y'all like to know who holds the vaunted Immunity Idol, which I imagine is a long, 



stiff shaft of some sort. 

We felt it was a pretty clear two-horse race (don't let the term "horse" go to your heads, 

guys) starring the entries from Cory Funk and Blair Ross, who did the best job of 

integration into the SNL world while still being funny.  All four were good, but I 

mean…c'mon, now. 

That leaves you until tomorrow at noon (sorry for the turnaround there) to make your 

elimination vote.  At that point we'll disgust you with the next challenge, possibly the 

second-weirdest we've ever done, right after "Eccentric Mayor Platform" from last game. 

Then it's Cory's challenge, and we're home free as another game of Survivor floats off into 

the abyss.  Am I starting to sound like a king on a throne bearing a golden staff?  Just call 

me Prospero. 

Anybody get that reference?  Okay, I'll shut up now. 

Cheers. 

Next Challenge Teaser: "Why in God's name was he naked?!" 

June 15, 2008 - Sunday   

 

Elimination Fifteen, Challenge Sixteen  

A'ight, then.  Remember when this game started?  In February?!  Well, it's almost over. 

Oh, I suppose I could get this foregone conclusion out of the way... 

Fifteenth Elimination from Survivor: Patrick Kozicky 

He started his Survivor career by outlasting 37 people--23 in the last game, and 14 in this one--

but at last, the mighty Patrick has been taken down.  And by "has been taken down," I obviously 

mean "decided to stop playing the game, thus killing all my hopes and dreams to see an awesome 

ending to this thing." 

Anyway, I didn't set a deadline on voting 'cause I forgot to, but Patrick only needed one vote to be 

guaranteed elimination and got a couple.  So there it is. 

So...check this out. 

A week ago or so, my wife, daughters and I were at my brother Nick's house hanging with he and 

his wife, Katy.  As per our usual, we watched the Twins, played some vids, talked about nonsense 

and had fun with the kids.  At about 10, we left. 

But after I put Mari into the car, I realized I hadn't grabbed my beer out of the refrigerator before 

I left.  I walked back to their house--this is like a two-minute turnaround, mind you--and just 



walked in to grab it. 

Katy, fully clothed, was chasing my stark naked brother around the table in the living room.  They 

were both laughing, even before they saw me.  Then, of course, they did, my jaw wide open, and 

Nick popped behind the door I'd opened.  I explained about the beer and walked past Katy, 

doubled over and laughing so hard she couldn't breathe.  I smiled sheepishly, grabbed the beer 

and left. 

As I explained this to Cathy as we drove away, still laughing pretty hard, it occurred to me: what 

the hell were they doing?!  I mean, one of them fully clothed, chasing the other naked?  

What...what.  Why?! 

I was telling this story to Ryan on the phone after I read the SNL challenges to him and chose the 

Immunities, and we pretty much simultaneously had the same idea. 

Therefore, challenge sixteen is for you to explain just what the hell was going on in there.  If 

you need the turnaround to me heading to my car and back to be more than two minutes to make 

your joke work, go ahead.  The primary objective is to be some combination of believable and/or 

hilarious.  Again, there are two possible Immunities, dependent upon the choices we make. 

Nick was reading this blog early in the game, and this is a pretty good way, I'd think, to see if he 

still is.  If he isn't, I will be compiling the four challenges for him and binding them on very nice 

stationery as a birthday gift.  Aren't I thoughtful? 

Amazingly, that's the second time in adulthood that I've had to see my brother's swinging wang.  

Perhaps at the poker game I'll relate the other. 

Cheers, Primary Colors.  We're almost done here. 

June 19, 2008 - Thursday   

 

Poker Game  

Assuming Robin is still cool to host the party at her farmhouse--which, to be honest, is probably 

the best place to put a bunch of drunks--the game will be June 29th (Sunday) at about 2pm.  I 

may have a hard time beating that hour, so the game might end up starting at about 3.  Robin, 

please confirm that the time and date works for you again, so I'm not posting something 

impossible here. 

I'll bring the poker chips I have, but my set isn't all that impressive (that's still the poker set I'm 

talking about, you smartmouths) so if you have something better, you could provide it and I 

wouldn't complain.  I'll provide a sheet showing strength of hands for everyone, and if anyone 

needs a couple practice hands to see how it really works, we can do that.  I'll be setting up fixed 

times for the blinds to raise during the game, since if we don't have that set up ahead of time, the 

game will never, ever end. 

I've provided some beer at previous games, but that's probably not possible this time due to my 



current bank account situation, so BYOB is probably the way to go.  If that changes, I'll let you 

know.  Also, question for SD peeps: are South Dakota liquor stores open on Sundays?  I'm so 

used to Minnesota, where they're not, even though I know that's not the case in many states. 

Final note: I hate playing poker where there's so little at stake that poor players just go all in 

every hand--and it would ruin it for all of us, I guarantee--so I have two ways to avoid this: 

1) $5 buy-in.  It's not enough to break anyone, but it's enough that the winnings would keep 

everyone playing for something. 

2) Antler Poker.  This is where everyone brings something lame or funny, and whoever eliminates 

that person wins it from them.  For instance, I won a picture of Todd drunk out of his mind for 

eliminating Josh Mitchell once, and I won PM Dawn's entire discography--on tape--for eliminating 

Rachel Flynn once (interesting sidenote: I love PM Dawn). 

I'm cool with either of these decisions; if you could weigh in on it, go ahead. 

Again, all players of this game are invited to this thing.  Here are the people who have expressed 

they can probably be there; I'll add/subtract as you respond here. 

RYAN FOSSUM 

CORY FUNK 

PATRICK KOZICKY 

CARRIE METZ (maybe) 

BLAIR ROSS 

KELLY WELLS 

BRIENNE ZIMMER 

ROBIN ZIMMER 

June 20, 2008 - Friday   

 

Challenge Sixteen Results  

1 (Cory Funk) 

I have been racking my brain over and over to try and figure out what the hell was 

going on that Nick would be out of his clothes and being chased by his laughing 

wife in only two minutes right after guests have left their home and three possible 

alternatives have occurred to me. 

 

Possibility One: Perverts. Some people just like getting caught In flagrante delicto. 

Maybe your brother and sister-in-law just get some sort of twisted thrill from 

making you part of their games and the 'thrill of the chase', and hence the 

uncontrollable crazy laughter and running. 

 

Possibility Two: Private Games. As we all know, married couples start to invent 

their own 'romantic' games as time passes in order to keep things spicy in the sack. 

I'm guessing this was one of their games, kind of like a drinking game, but with the 

disposal of clothing instead of taking a drink. Clearly Nick would be aware of Kelly's 



quirks, so I assume the game was set up that every time Kelly called someone 

"Donkey Lips", referred to himself in the third person, or talked about his schlong 

Katy had to take off a piece of clothing after Kelly and Cathy left. Every time Kelly 

talked about Survivor Space, being awesome at some sort of activity, or mentioned 

any of his various rashes and how he got them, Nick had to shed a layer. The game 

would go on and on in this fashion to the private amusement of Katy and Nick with 

presumably sexy results afterward. Thing is, I don't know how long Nick and Katy 

have been married, so maybe they don't need these games yet. It also doesn't 

seem too likely that Katy would score a perfect victory at this kind of game where 

Nick would be completely bare and she would be fully dressed. I suppose the 

situation can be explained as her running after Nick trying to take away his last 

piece of clothing to enforce her win and her laughing at his undeniable loss of the 

game and dignity. 

 

Possibility Three: "The Germans Aren't Coming!". There exists a very famous book 

of party games that every home in America, as far as I know, owns. This book "In 

der Partei" or translated from its original German by J. Maxwell Brownjohn, "Party 

Games", by Hans Hellmut Kirst (ISBN 0671252674), was an indispensable source of 

amusement for me and my friends growing up. It contains rules and directions for 

not only common place games like "Kick the Can" and "Bridge,", but also rules for 

all sorts of strange activities both card and otherwise based like how to do the 

foxtrot. One of these card games came directly to mind when I read what had 

transpired. See, the rules of this game, originally a German game from the town of 

Nickenich in the county of Mayen, and meant for four people to play, revolve 

around the four suits of cards. The Satyr of Nickenich (Hearts), the tail of a local 

man's dog (Spades), a fish market (Clubs), and the town Nobleman (Diamonds). 

The game play is similar to "Hearts", but I can only assume that when Katy asked 

your brother if he wanted to play two-person Nickschwanzderfloppenhand, he 

mistook that for an innuendo/invitation to a hand job, which is why Katy was 

laughing so hard, because not only did he mistake the game name, she was on the 

rag and there was no way he was getting a piece anyway. 

Ryan: Reminds me of "Wayne's World,"  let's do the Scooby Doo ending.  

Kelly: "Nickschwanzderfloppenhand" made me laugh.  The needless amount of 

explanation in the third one made me laugh as well. 

2 (Oliver Thrun) 

Our story begins at the residence of Kelly Wells' brother Nick, where after a typical 

visit to his brother and sister-in-law, Katy. Kelly says his farewells and begins 

preparing for the trip home. As soon as Kelly and his family leave the house Katy 

turns to Nick with an evil gleam in her eye, "Well now that they are gone I can 

begin with my total conquest of the human race!" 

"What?" Nick asks. 

"You heard me Earth mortal! Your pathetic planet shall now be mine!" 

"Oh my God! You're an alien?" 

"Of course you fool! Did you really believe any woman would want to marry you? 

Now drop to the floor and pledge your eternal allegiance to me or suffer the 



consequences!" 

"Never!" 

"Very well then. You leave me no other choice," Katy fires a laser from her eyes 

that causes Nick's clothing to spontaneously combust, "The next shot shall vaporize 

your life," she says with a maniacal laugh. 

"Holy shit!" Nick yells and begins running around the table in a panic with Katy in 

hot pursuit. 

Meanwhile, outside Kelly has just strapped Mari into her car seat when he realizes, 

"Shit, I forgot my beer in the fridge. I've got to run back in quick and get it." 

"Oh Kelly, it's just a beer. Forget it and let's just go home," Cathy says. 

"No! I'll be damned if I'm going to drive my family back home sober! I'll just be a 

minute." 

Kelly goes back to Nick's house and opens the door and is shocked to find Katy 

chasing Nick around the table in his birthday suit. Katy, laughing villainously and 

Nick, sobbing in such a way that it sounded as though he were laughing. Thinking 

he was saved Nick quickly jumped behind the recently opened door. 

"Um, I just need to grab my beer," Kelly said. 

"Good," Katy thinks to herself, "The fool believes this to be just some sort of 

bizarre sexual foreplay. I must continue laughing until he is gone to throw him off. 

Then, when he has departed, the world shall be MINE!" 

And that bloodthirsty female alien grew up to be… Hilary Clinton. 

And now you know the rest of the story. This is Paul Harvey. Good day. 

Ryan: I love "Scary Movie 4/Mars Attacks,"  Now play some Tom Jones music 

earthlings. 

Kelly: I love neither of those movies (well, I haven't seen Scary Movie 4, but Mars 

Attacks! is putrid), but this entry is funny.  While none of the stories captured Nick 

very well, I think this one did it the best.  And Paul Harvey?  Huh?  Oh, and while I 

was drunk that night, I most certainly wasn't the driver.  Just thought I should let 

this person know. 

 

 

3 (Brienne Zimmer) 

Nick could hardly wait for Kelly and his family to get packing, one warm Saturday 

evening in June. He had such glorious plans following their departure and it 

consumed his every thought. He continuously replayed a romantic evening in his 

mind, where he was caressing the one he truly loved and had been neglecting since 

the wedding. He barely paid attention to anything that was said all evening, and 

half-heartedly played video games with his obnoxiously competitive brother while 

his unruly kids ran around in circles in front of them. Tears repeatedly filled Nicks 

eyes, as he was overcome with emotion and the longing to be alone with his 

beloved. 

 



Around 10pm, they finally left. Katy was busy typing an email, so Nick quickly 

retreated to the bathroom, immediately disrobed and turned on the fan. He looked 

down and whispered softly, "Soon, my love. Soon you and I will be one again." 

 

He looked up and just stood in front of the mirror for a minute while he stared into 

the one-eyed beauty had made plans with later that night. He was so overwhelmed 

with passion and desire that he wanted to shout it from the rooftops. Or just rub 

one off quick. 

 

But first, he needed something to drink.  

 

Nick raced to the kitchen, dong swinging to and fro, to find something cold to drink. 

He opened the door to the refrigerator and saw the four-pack of Guinness cans his 

brother had left behind, which were his favorite as well. He cracked one open and 

took half of it down in one gulp. He looked down at his sweet wangus and realized 

it was thirsty, too. He smiled lovingly and gently cupped it in his hand while he 

tipped the can back just far enough that a bit of the foam rested on the tip. As this 

was happening, Katy walked into the kitchen and immediately busted into 

uncontrollable laughter. 

 

Nick exclaimed: "You'll never understand the connection we have! You're inverted 

down there!" 

 

Katy grabbed the remaining three cans of Guinness and pretended to feed them to 

Nicks junk while mocking him. She made sure to press it against each one of the 

pop tops, then put them back in the fridge and began chasing Nick around the 

dining room.  

 

Just then, Kelly popped back in unexpectedly and grabbed his forgotten brother-

wang-smeared beers with a quizzical, yet amused look on his face. Perhaps he 

could relate. 

Ryan: I've had a dream that my wang could drink, instead of expel fluid.  Boy, am I 

getting lazy with these comments. 

Kelly: I have not had that dream.  The twist early on in this one was divine.  In a 

rare turn of events, I didn't see it coming.  That's a sign of awesomeness, since I 

constantly ruin my own fun by correctly guessing the end of almost every movie I 

see. 

4 (Blair Ross) 

(The scene at the home of Nick and Katy is a jubilant one on this fine evening. 

Baseball, video games, children, beers, and laughs... Good times. Everyone is 

getting along, having fun, and seem to genuinely be having a good time. Some 

good ol' family fun. Nick's brother, Kelly, has brought his family over for this 



pleasant visit. As the night wears on, it finally beomes time to call it quits. The 

friendly goodbyes are all said as Kelly and the family walk out the door. Now Nick 

and Katy are alone.... Nick's expression suddenly turns to anger).... 

 

Nick: "Jesus Christ, thank God!!!!" 

 

Katy: "Oh it wasn't so bad, come on....." 

 

Nick: "I am SO goddamn sick of my CHODE of a fucking brother!! Why won't he 

just fuck off..... FINALLY?" 

 

(Nick walks to the bathroom as he continues to complain) 

 

"I mean he's so FUCKING annoying.... You can't deny it!" 

 

Katy: "I know, I know. Trust me! But he's your brother, you know?" 

 

Nick: "I know, but it's like.... Enough is enough. He's always been like this. I just 

don't think I can take it any more, but I don't know what to say to him!" 

 

Katy: "Well, what can you say?" 

 

Nick: "I don't know, tell him not to come around here any more?" (from the 

bathroom) 

 

Katy: "Nick.... he is your brother.... I mean.... it's not like you can just toss him 

aside... like.... some..... prom night dumpster baby or something" 

 

(suddenly music can faintly be heard and Nick slowing emerges from the bathroom, 

dancing) 

 

(Nick sings): "Well, I'm just a prom night dumpster baby, 

I got no mom or dad" 

 

(katy laughs hysterically) 

 

(Nick continues): "Prom night dumpster baby, 

My story isn't long but boy it's awfully sad..." 

 

(Both Nick and Katy enter the kitchen as Nick continues to sing): "My fanny needs 

a blanket, And somebody to spank it..." 

 

(Katy, still laughing hysterically, starts to chase Nick around the kitchen table, 

trying to spank his bare ass) 

 



(Just as Nick is about to sing the final line of the song --'I'm takin' a stroll'-- the 

frollicking couple notice Kelly standing awkwardly in the corner, watching them. The 

room is mostly silent as Kelly grabs his beer from the fridge and leaves again) 

 

(As they hear the car drive away, Nick furiously screams out: "MOTHERFUCKER!" 

 

(katy looks frightened) 

Ryan: "Well, I'm just a prom night dumpster baby, I got no mom or dad" might be 

the best thing I've ever heard.  I can't but award this the winner by pure disgust 

and delight. 

Kelly: Yeah.  That was a great line.  I can't award this the winner because the 

vitriol that this person's version of Nick had for me was almost frightening, but it 

got Ryan's vote, so it's all good. 

Alright…Ryan's choice was for number four, which belongeth to Blair Ross, who's 

certainly been on some kind of roll (a rolled blunt, I'm guessing).  As for me?  Aw, 

shit.  This is as hard a choice I've ever had—I can see all three of them gaining 

Immunity.  At least it's not an important week or anything, har har. 

Okay.  I'll eliminate the first one, since while it was good, it didn't provide as many 

laughs for me as the other two.  From there… 

Um, the twist in number three was just too good.  It didn't end as strongly as it 

began, but that was one of the best setups and knock-downs to a joke we've ever 

had here.  It seems that one belongs to Brienne Zimmer, who finally gets her lazy 

ass on the board for individual Immunity. 

A'ight.  You have until Sunday at Nooner to give me your elimination votes…ties 

will be broken by Ryan and me, if necessary.  From there, I'll post Cory's final 

challenge and we'll finish this damn thing off. 

Cheers, colorforms. 

June 23, 2008 - Monday   

 

Elimination Sixteen, Final Challenge  

Long story short: yesterday was a HORRIBLE and stressful day.  Today is a fantastic, but still 

stressful, day.  I won't bore you with it.  Just suffice it to say it's ultimately no big deal and I'm 

sorry this is late. 

Alright, alright.  Let's do this nasty elimination thing, eh? 

Vote One: Oliver Thrun.  "I vote Oliver. For reasons." 

Vote Two: Oliver Thrun.  "Oliver Thrun. He was a good Oliver, which means he must die." 

Vote Three: Cory Funk.  "Um... Cory, I guess." 

Vote Four: Cory Funk.  "i'm totally totally sorry, but i've got to vote cory on this one. i just feel 



like he will completely dominate the final challenge, and, to be honest, i kinda' want to win. 

strictly business...." 

Leaving a tie.  Awesome. 

I talked to Ryan.  We thought there were two fair ways to break the tie: 

a) Performance in this challenge. 

b) Overall Immunities won. 

We first looked at the challenge, and while we both liked both entries, it was the overall bigger 

number of laughs in Oliver's that tipped the scales in his favor, in addition to the fact that because 

Cory had three choices for what happened with naked Nick, his just didn't "pop" as much while 

Oliver's was certainly memorable. 

Second, we looked at the Immunities to see how that looked.  In the weeks since the teams 

ended, actually, both of them have won four Immunities.  Before that, Oliver's team slightly 

outdid Cory's, giving Oliver the 11-9 edge.  While both criteria were close, they did both come to 

the same conclusion.  So while we have to make this elimination, it's a pretty manly elimination. 

Sixteenth Elimination from Survivor: Cory Funk 

I never saw that tie in the voting coming, by the way.  Let it never be said that you all don't have 

some surprises up your sleeves (which I've said over and over in this game, thanks to all the non-

players). 

In addition, this keeps up the amazing trend of all four people who won the "Create a Challenge" 

challenge being eliminated immediately before their challenge came up.  Kind of like winning the 

car on Survivor on CBS...if you win the car, you're fucked. 

Anyway, I'll start with Cory's initial challenge pitch, followed by our slight tweaks, which were 

mentioned a few posts ago. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Diorama-O-Rama! 

 

When I used to be a manager at ..:NAMESPACE PREFIX = ST1 />Circuit City, I had a few 

oddly bright and twistedly creative, but underemployed people working for me. When I think 

about that time and this competition, a strong parallel can be drawn. To keep people 

engaged and working, I came up with "Diorama Fridays", which lasted for about four 

months. The object of Diorama Fridays was, using only the office supplies that were 

immediately at hand, build a diorama depicting a famous scene from a movie or book. We 

re-created scenes from Faster Pusssycat, Kill! Kill!", "Pocahontas", "Gremlins", and "Fear and 

Loathing In Las Vegas". 



 

I suggest the same thing for a Survivor Space challenge. Ryan and Kelly assign each player 

a famous scene from some work of fiction. It is then the player's responsibility to recreate 

that scene using just office supplies (usually tape, post-its, note cards, pens, pencils, 

erasers, rubber cement, note paper, sharpie markers, white out, a scissors, etc) immediately 

at hand in their desk. Nothing can be printed out (like a picture of Harrison Ford if someone 

got a scene from 'Raiders of the Lost Ark'). Everything must be hand created. Once the 

diorama is complete, the competitor must take a picture (up to four of the finished product) 

and send it to the judges. A picture of the starting supplies and work space should be 

included as well.  

 

Here is an example I did for a coworker, very hastily, which she cleverly added to with her 

finger: http://flickr. com/photos/8563449@N05/2258199895/ 

 

Points will be assigned for clever usage of materials, accuracy of the scene, attention to 

detail, and sheer awesomeness. 

 

The high points of this plan are that the vast bulk of the work rests on the players, not the 

judges. If picking famous scenes was too much work, the judges could even force the 

players to pick their own. Also, arts and crafts would be a new category of strife for the 

players to contend with. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Another thing most definitely worth mentioning: What's going to happen when we judge the 

final challenge is this: we'll each choose our favorite from the three entries.  If our choices 

are the same, the Immunity winner will choose who to eliminate and the 5th, 4th and 3rd 

place winners will pick the ultimate Survivor.  However, if Ryan and I pick different ones, 

then the third person is automatically eliminated, and then those same three positions will 

pick the winner. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

In addition, Ryan and I will not be assigning the movie, show or book for which you'll create 

the scene; we figure each of you should be allowed to play to your own strengths, since 

you've gotten this far.  Pick something, though, that's well-known.  'Cause what fun would it 

be not to?  Well, it would still be fun, but might hurt you from a judging standpoint. 

However, his rules about office supplies apply: that's all you can use. 

These are due on Monday, June 30th at noon.  I extended the time 'cause it'll probably be 

difficult.  Then the jury will have a couple days to determine a winner, and we'll name him 

(or her.  Anything's possible, I guess.  Aw, snap!). 

Simply send them as attachments to my email address: foreverunchanged@gmail.com.  

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vZmxpY2tyLmNvbS9waG90b3MvODU2MzQ0OUBOMDUvMjI1ODE5OTg5NS8=
mailto:foreverunchanged@gmail.com


I'll post your hopefully awesome dioramas and it'll be the quickest judging ever, I imagine. 

Cheers, Primaries (minus Red, I suppose).  It's been a long-ass game.  Thanks for sticking 

with us. 

June 28, 2008 - Saturday   

 

Final word on Poker  

It's cancelled. 

...kidding!  Kidding. 

*It's Antler Poker.  Bring something lame so whoever eliminates you wins it from you.  Just to get 

this out of the way, if you eliminate someone and get their lame prize, it doesn't mean you give 

that to whoever eliminates you as well.  Everyone can only lose what they originally brought.  

You're all smart enough to have guessed that, but I thought I'd make sure the rules were set 

down anyway.  I wouldn't want people to be fighting over campy ceramic fish or broken Micro 

Machines. 

*Robin has posted directions to her house as a comment to SurvivalSpace, for whoever hasn't 

noticed already. 

*If this printer cooperates, I'll be bringing a list of strengths of poker hands for the neophytes.  If 

you don't really know what you're doing, it would be nice to everyone else if you gave yourself at 

least a minimal knowledge of the game.  We'll do a couple fake hands before we start if anyone 

needs it.  I'll also try to remember to bring a timer so we know when to raise the stakes, so the 

game doesn't take 47 hours. 

*The only poker chips I have access to kinda suck.  They're really light and there aren't very 

many.  Does anyone have a non-shitty set? 

*Ryan, sexy as ever, is providing a keg.  Robin, also sexy despite the possible handicap of not 

knowing me before this game, is providing practically everything else you can imagine.  But my 

understand is that any hard liquor is BYO. 

*I forgot the f*&^ing trophy in Apple Valley, so we won't be able to use it as a centerpiece.  

Actually, centerpieces are pretty annoying in poker games 'cause that's where the chips go.  But 

you feel me.  After the final vote, I'll just have Cory scratch the name of the new winner on the 

thing and send it off to Sioux Falls (or New York, but I don't think Oliver's going to have a 

challenge entry.  If he doesn't, the Final Vote will change slightly.  Be warned). 

*There will be a room set aside--Robin's, apparently--for sex.  But it's important to note that I'm 

making that up. 

I believe this will rule.  See you all tomorrow. 

June 30, 2008 - Monday   



 

Final Challenge Results  

It's all come down to this.  After months of seeing people fall out of the game for not playing and 

general negligence, we've finally got a final three that will all deliver, correct? 

Sigh. 

Why don't I just show you the pictures first, and then announce the happenings below, eh? 

First we have the Final Challenge from Blair Ross, from Psycho... 

 

 

It's good.  Another few photos were sent to show what was used (the killer was cut out of the 

back of a notebook, while the shower curtain is just a sheet of paper).  The way the light hits it 

really works, and the challenge is really working on all cylinders. 

Here's Sixteen Candles' Long Duk Dong popping down from the top bunk as done by Brienne 

Zimmer... 



 

The paintbrush hair is a pretty inspired bit, although I wish there was a little less drawing and 

more supplies here.  It's still pretty awesome (much better than the movie itself, in fact). 

Now, this is where it gets ugly.  There was a Survivor Poker game yesterday, and while we all had 

a pretty swank time, it also came out that Blair plagiarized a large part of his challenge about Nick 

and Katy and the naked romp.  I've gotta say, after two caught plagiarists in this game--one 

during a Fiction 59 in Survivor II and one in a limerick in Survivor III--I didn't think we'd see 

another.  And surely I didn't even really look for it in a challenge about explaining nudity. 

Ryan had picked Blair's for Immunity, but was unfortunately the one who had to point out that 

this had happened, even providing a link to where he stole the song from: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRj-S8Aklcw 

It's from "Family Guy," which explains why I didn't think it was all that funny.  But no matter 

where it was from, it was from something other than Blair.  I hate to do this because he played 

such a damned fine game, but I've gotta.  You broke my heart, Fredo. 

Seventeenth Elimination from Survivor: Blair Ross 

Which, of course, leaves us with Brienne and Oliver.  The same Oliver, of course, who didn't do 

this challenge and therefore is not eligible for Immunity.  So...um... 

Eighteenth Elimination from Survivor: Oliver Thrun 

When was the last elimination that didn't involve either someone stepping out or a challenge not 

being finished?  I know that there was one week where it was for a good reason, but still...the last 

time someone wasn't eliminated under those circumstances was...oops, last week.  Cory.  Never 

mind.  But considering Blair's little diversion in that challenge, Cory shouldn't have been 

eliminated. 

So in other words, after a game full of defaults, we ain't even gonna have a Final Vote.  Our 

winner, though witty and solid throughout the game, really only had to show up and not cheat to 

get here.  Game, Set...Meh. 

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vd3d3LnlvdXR1YmUuY29tL3dhdGNoP3Y9a1JqLVM4QWtsY3c=


 

Thanks for playing. 

To the four of you who did so.  We predict less crap for Survivor V, for what it's worth. 

 




